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285.20 Excerpt from Tuhfat al-khani: “The Inauguration Of Muhammad Rahim Khan Manghït”\fn{by
Muhammad Vafra Karminagi (1685-1769)} Bukhara?, Bukhara Province, Uzbekistan (M) 3
… When the secretary of fate inscribed upon the tablet of destiny with the pen of the divine decree the es teemed verse We have made you the ruler of the earth\fn{ Qur’an 38:26} … and [when] the blessing-laden divine
essence made him worthy of the bejeweled crown and the diadem and the girdle and parasol and diadem, [then]
the endless bounty of the divine made his star of felicity sit upon the royal throne, in order to attend to the needs
of the people and provide sustenance for all mankind. …
Upon the surface of the mighty empire, the victorious and triumphant armies of the khan of nobility and
benevolence, growing bit by bit and gathering little by little, exceeded by all accounts 12,000 soldiers, and each of
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the soldiers was supported by a few men, and from morning to night they bound the belt of service to act for the
glory and dignity of the state.
In these times, the guardians of the shar’ia and the community, and the men of instruction and legal opinions,
whether in private or publicly, announced and explained to the court [sublime] as Saturn that whenever the Generous Lord shows approval\fn{By means of such benevolence} to someone who has glory, the most correct traditions and
the decisions based upon them [require] that he imitate the exemplar of mankind, the greatest leader\fn{ I.e.,
Muhammad} thus: [that] it is proper for the sovereignty of the kingdom and worthy governance to have the khutba
of the world-monarch recited in the pulpits of Islam adorning his imperial titles, and [that] the face of dirhams and
dinars will be engraved with his royal die … and according to the will of God, from the first days of the month of
Rabi al-awwal, which corresponds to the beginning of Qaws\fn{ Sagittarius} and the last parts of the month of
Tir,\fn{Of the old Iranian calendar} in the year 1170,\fn{AH; or AD 1756} a binding decree, a decree which is to be
obeyed, was issued to the state attendants and to the officials of the royal treasury of His Highness, that they pre pare the sums of cash and abundant goods, and they make ready the implements of spreading justice and [everything] required for the royal rank …
On Saturday, the 21st of the aforementioned month, the elite of the amirs and the best of the nobles were granted an audience in the private assembly. In keeping with the verse And take counsel with them in the affairs,\fn
{Qur’an 3:150} the sovereign, the patron of religion and state, brought [the inauguration procedure] before them,
and explained the right-guided opinion of the people of guidance and prudence about attending to the royal accession and performing the affairs and royal decrees. And he made his eloquent tongue issue the sweet words of the
following statement:
The reins of the affairs of mankind in arranging the affairs of the times must be in the palms of ability and in the grip
of authority of a mighty monarch, so that heroes of his blood-spilling sword will every moment tear the root of life
from the enemies of the kingdom and the Muslim community with an assault wherein is great might\fn{ Qur’an 37:25}
and [so that] the guards of his venomous sword will pour the wine of death into the mouths of those who rebel against
religion and state.
From the beginning of the state and the rise of the star of felicity of Muhammad Khan Shibani, the past sultans and
khaqans established this praiseworthy tradition, and displayed noble zeal, and demonstrated miraculous power in arranging the affairs of the kingdom and securing its borders. For undertaking this exertion and effort, they earned fame
in both worlds and won out over their peers and equals.
When the will of the Almighty God resolved upon the expiration of the rule of their dynasty and the destruction of
Mawarannahr, for an [entire] generation they recited a worthless khutba in the name of Abu’l-Fayz Khan. During his
reign all kinds of corruption appeared from every corner of the kingdom, to the extent that in most of the regions and
cities and areas of this country not a soul was to be found.
[But] in accordance with the words He eradicated the people who were tyrannical,\fn{ Qur’an 6:45} not a single one
of the rebels or of the people of enmity and malice has now been left in our fortunate state.
It has been eleven years since one blow of the royal sword hamstrung the unbroken steed of wickedness and the
piebald horse of corruption, and the hand of effort uprooted the tree of oppression and tyranny from its roots and foundations.\fn{A reference to the year 1158/1745, when the city of Bukhara was sacked by rebellious Uzbek tribes and Muhammad Rahim was sent by Nadir Shah to help restore order in the city. } The ailing health of the kingdom was approaching its recovery,
and the four pillars of the building of prosperity were being erected.
Now it is proper for the state counselors to adorn the royal throne with the person of the monarch, so that the flame
of his fortunate glory will be the beginning of the rise of the star of Canopus of the new state.

On Monday, the 23rd of Rabi al-awwal, which corresponds to the beginning of Toqsan\fn{ The 90 days of the cold
season, according to traditional local calculation } and the middle of the month of Qaws and the last days of the Year of the
Mouse, in the year 1170 AH\fn{December 16, 1756} the chamberlains of the royal court, having brightened and polished the floors of the audience hall of the imperial palace with the broom of service, spread out multicolored carpets.
They adorned the throne of the monarch with brocade and silk, embroidered cloth and satin. The astrologers
chose for the hour of the imperial enthronement the [rise of the] planet Jupiter, which, according to the rules of
those who observe the astronomical tables, was on the third hour of the aforementioned day.
The expanse of the hall of audience was filled with the crowd of the great men and amirs, and great numbers of
nobles and commoners, and the multitude of the army and the subjects of the kingdom, and the vast number of
commanders of the victorious army swayed the secured posts, and the crowds of attendants were waiting for the
appearance of the felicitous monarch and expecting his fortunate footsteps.
At that time, when the morning of his rule and the time of accession to the imperial throne became imminent,
the king, as magnificent as Darius of great majesty, with the power of Alamgir and adorned like Awrangzib, and
with the royal crown upon his head and the bejeweled robe upon his chest, from head to toe studded with pearls
and jewels, and with generous thought and strong heart, and relying upon the aid of the Lord, set his foot outside
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of the royal palace with the aim of establishing his rule and arranging the foundation of religion and state.
Together with the servants of the palace he came to the entrance of the court and summoned his close servants
to come there. And he dignified each one with honorable tasks and stationed his bodyguards.
In the manner and custom of the khaqans and the principles of the Chinggisids and the Qa’ans, he went toward
the public hall of audience and the venerable throne.
When the green sapling of the fortune of the king of praiseworthy qualities appeared in the assembly of the
people of God, the great amirs and the notables, distinguished by their power and knowledge, in perfect joy and
gladness, gathered at the foot of the throne of the caliphate.
They brought forth and spread out the white felt of good omen, which was among the customs of the royal
method of accession. And His Highness, having placed his blessed foot upon the noble carpet, sat upon it, as was
the royal custom, facing the qibla of felicity.
Although the ancient custom and the longstanding rule of the Chinggisid sultans is that in completing the affair
of the khanship\fn{I.e., the inauguration ceremony} and in executing the business of placing [someone] on the throne of
successorship, the amirs of the four clans raise the felt at its corners—and they do not allow others [to do it].—
[now] the great naqibs and the most honored judges and sayyids and the exalted amirs, out of their loyalty, sincer ity, and utter enthusiasm, came rushing and dashing forward and grasped that piece of felt from all sides.
For example, the ishan, spiritual guide of His Felicitous Majesty, Ishaq Khoja Makhdum-i Azami, and Muhammad Amin Khoja naqib Sayyid Atayi, and the chief qazi Amir Nizam al-Din Husayni, and qazi Mir Abu Tahir
Samarqandi, and Abdallah Khoja shaykh al-islam Juybari, and Shihab al-Din Khoja shaykh al-islam Ahrari, and
qazi Mahmud Shah Samarqandi, and the pillar of amirs, Khojam Yar Biy Utarchi, and amir al-umara Daniyal Biy
ManghIt, and Ghayballah Biy divanbegi Bahrin, and Jahangir Biy divanbegi Saray, and Imam-Qul Biyparvanachi ManghIt, and Dawlat Biy parvanachi ManghIt, and several of the dadkhahs and toqsabas and many of the
commanders of the army.\fn{The divanbegi was the head of the civil administration, the parvanachi issued decrees for important
people, the dadkhah was in charge of correspondence with foreign rulers, and the toqsaba was a military rank.}
[And] they began to praise God, and they raised the imperial khaqan above the throne, like the rising of the sun
and the moon. The cry of joy and the sound of felicitations and the praise of the people with the meaning of the
words of the glorious Qur’an, Such is the grace of God, He bestows it on whom He will,\fn{ Qur’an 57:21} reached
the zenith of the Pleiades. The royal throne of command became, by being honored with the khan’s august person,
the rising-point of fortune, and the imperial throne found beauty and elegance from the ascension of the benevolent and magnificent khaqan.
The great amirs and most reverend judges and sayyids, having come from the right and left wings of the court,
sat in their places. And the toqsabas and masters of ceremony and the chiefs of the yasauls, ready for service,
lined up at the end of the royal assembly, arranging [themselves] in rows for the reception. The bodyguards and
the close retainers placed themselves in appropriate places to the right and the left at the back of the royal throne.
The cooks and the cupbearers of the royal kitchen unfolded the generous tablecloth. They brought so many
sweets, and so much food and drink that the eye of greed could not be kept open, because of the sweet wine, and
became sated with the abundance of food.
In spite of his young age, Mir Zayn al-Din Khoja, son of the chief qazi, wrote a learned treatise about the imamate, appropriate for the occasion. And he was shown kindness and given a robe of honor.
And the poets of the age composed splendid poems in praise of the king of all time, and they pledged their allegiance before the royal assembly. And they became distinguished among their peers through kindness and royal
gifts and glorious honors.
The kingly will so demanded that the commanders of the army with their retinues, and the amirs of the right
and left wings, and the dignitaries and elders, be favored and honored with proper robes of honor, and therefore,
the blessed pillar of the state, Dawlat Qoshbegi, who was in charge of the royal treasury, exalted all the judges and
sayyids and army generals, the commanders of thousands and hundreds and tens, with [the grant of] splendid
robes of honor and royal garments.
That day, the floor of the court was made so colorful by various kinds of fabrics that the people were wear-ing
—brocade, and silk, and embroidered cloth, and silk with gold threads, and thick, smooth woolen cloth, and warm
woolen cloth, and other dresses of many colors—that in looking upon them, the eye of curiosity was bewil-dered.
Since the weather was cold, they set up the throne in the hall of audience, which had been recently renovated,
wherein the authority of the king served as an architect. And a wise mind composed this verse concerning it:
Heaven has not seen such an august edifice with its [own] eyes;
No one can recall such an exalted building.
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On Thursday, the muharrir-i awraq\fn{ The writer of these pages, i.e., the author} presented a poem in the hall of the
king of the horizons, and was ennobled through the grace of His Imperial Majesty.
On Friday, the fifth day of the king’s reign, His Majesty mounted his horse in his ever-increasing glory, and
with the army commanders and servants and attendants at the bridle of the horse of felicity, turned to the mosque
of the high citadel (ark) in order to perform the obligatory prayers and to complete their devotion and benediction.
That day, the preachers of the age recited the fortunate khutba and the imperial titles in the blessed name of the
king of the age from the pulpits of Islam, from Bukhara to Samarqand and Miyankal and Shahr-i Sabz and Qarshi
and Khuzar and Qaraqul, to the banks of the Amu Darya and the rest of the villages and roads and paths of the
kingdom. And they praised the noble and prosperous king.
At the time of the public prayer, His Majesty, as great as Jamshid, sat upon the imperial throne.
The amirs of the right and the left wings were arranged in their places.
The deputies of His Majesty and the governors divided up the duties of governance in accordance with the
[khan’s] obligatory command.
The secretaries, distinguished by their eloquence, wrote the diplomas and royal orders and the headings of
yarliqs and decrees [with the name of] Abu’l-Muzaffar wa’l-Mansur Muhammad Rahim Bahadur Khan. …
264.89 Excerpt from his part of the Firdaws Al-Iqbal (The Paradise Of Felicity): “The Preface of Munis”\fn{by
Kegeyli District, Karakalpakstan Autonymous Republic, Uzbekistan (M) 5

Shir Muhammad Mirab Munis (1778-1829)}

Now to begin.\fn{“Fully translated, for instance, is the preface of Munis (but without the doxology)” writes the editor of the
Paradise in his Introduction (p. lx), in which he states, together with much else, his reasoning behind the presentation of an epitome of the
original work (in place of a direct translation of its entirety, which he says his funding source had originally desired); but, considering the
use to which this excerpt must be put in the design of the Protocol, I have chosen precisely this preface for inclusion in the compilation;
although, in conformity with my usual methods, I have occasionally subdivided the author’s paragraphs to better accommodate the
attention span of my era; being sensible that the original compiler would not object in the interests of perpetuating his work; which is
partially my own concern as well. The editor of the Paradise has also bracketed many English words in order to call attention to the fact
that they form no part of the original, though they are nevertheless necessary for a proper understanding in my mother tongue; but, in the
interests of machine readability—for the secret to world peace will be discovered by human beings, but it is thought that computers must
do at least the preliminary analysis of the linguistic material involved (the “data”, if you will); and, further, that they would be hopelessly
confused in having to differentiate between the bracketed language and the strictly necessary English—I have had to dispense with Mr.
Bregel’s apparatus, and so, unfortunately, have lost a certain degree of the grace of his production and the purity of its substance. I have
retained his (explanatory) footnotes, though again as is usual with me, I have incorporated them in the body of his scholarship, rather than
piling them up, unread, at its end. My own very occasional supplements are identified thus: H }
The writer of letters in these phrases adorned with meaning and the stringer of the necklace of these precious
gems, the well-wisher of the servants of the monarchy, the supplicant for the perpetuation of the kingdom, the
master in the mourning-chamber of reproach, the recluse in the dwelling of repentance, the most contemptuous of
the slaves of God the Munificent, Shir Muhammad, styled Munis, son of amir ‘Avaz Biy Mirab (may God Most
High remit the sins among his deeds and condone the results of his acts!), states the following.
During the days of childhood and the prime of youth—which are the springtime of life and indeed the choicest
days of that spring—in accordance with the habits of such a season, I used to run wild in the desert of carelessness
and go brawling in the arena of ignorance. My head was full of desire for enjoyment, and my soul was full of love
for pleasure. Sometimes I would feel sorrow from mixing with base people and feel disturbed by familiarity with
ruffians; and sometimes I would be exalted by serving the ulama\fn{The body of Muslim scholars recognized as having
specialist knowledge of Islamic sacred law and theology } and gladdened by speaking with learned men. When perfidious
fate would bring down upon me all kinds of misfortunes, I would remove vexation through a poetical contest,
which is a friend of the afflicted and a companion of the distressed; and when conconstant time would multiply all
sorts of troubles, I would eliminate distress through the study of histories, which causes understanding of people’s
behavior and brings knowledge of men’s conduct.
This continued until the abode of the world was freed from the anguish of adversities and the fortress of the
universe was overwhelmed with joy through the advent of felicity, when the imperial throne and the royal crown
were adorned by the person of a king sublime as heaven, and the caliphal khutba\fn{The Friday sermon} was recited
for a mighty monarch, the coin of whose realm was confirmed in the mint of praise, and the seal of monarchy was
made illustrious by the name of the renowned dispenser of justice, the impress of whose rule was ennobled by the
majesty of titles.\fn{The mention of the name of a new monarch in the khutba served as an announcement of his accession; Eltüzer
Khan was also the first ruler of Khorezm who began to strike his own coins }
He is a hero, fearing of whose punishment the rebels cannot come out of their hiding, and dreading whose
chastisement the vicious do not dare to appear; he is the lord of the fortunate conjunction of planets, the
mooncrest of whose ever-victorious flagstaff shine from the luster of the words “Surely We have given thee a
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manifest victory”,\fn{Qur’an 48:1} and the hilt of whose ever-conquering dagger is inland with the words “Help
from God and a nigh victory”;\fn{Qur’an 61:13} he is the just one, whose justice, like an architect, rebuilt the ruins,
and saved the subjects from the havoc of oppression; he is the munificent one, whose generosity, like clouds
pouring rain, made rosegardens out of deserts, and protected the people from the harm caused by the whirlwind of
poverty—his majesty, the sublime khaqan, the confidant of the divine court, the enforcer of the rules of governance, the founder of the fundament of royal dignity, the adornment of the throne of caliphate, the ornament of the
throne of majesty, whose place is as high as Saturn, whose crown is like the sun, who is distinguished with justice, whose rank is sublime, the greatest of the sultans of the world, the most eminent of the great khaqans, the sun
in the sky of grandeur and splendor, the pole of the heaven of magnificence and felicity, who raises the dignity of
the shari’a of the Chief of the Prophets\fn{ I.e, Muhammad} who spreads the carpet of justice and compassion upon
the two worlds,\fn{I.e., this world and the next} who tears down the building of infidelity and rebellion, and who sets
up the banner of security and tranquility, the caliph of the age in the entire world, the lord of the caliphal throne
by inheritance and by merit, the recipient of help from the Benign Lord, the conqueror of the enemy through the
guidance of the Most Holy, that is, the king, the lord of the fortunate conjunction of planets, victorious and triumphant, the conqueror, Eltüzer Muhammad Bahadur Khan (may God Most High extend the shandow of his greatness over the heads of the people until the Day of Resurrection!).
When the radiance of the sun of his august and auspicious reign illuminated the world, and the resounding beat
of the royal kettle-drum\fn{The beat of which at the doors of the royal court signaled the assumption of the royal power by a new
monarch} reverberated from the sky, all the desolate and populated places shared the drops from the cloud of his
favor, and all the near and the far places were brightened by the rays of the sun of his kindness, so that thorny
thickets became fragrant rosegardens, and rosegardens themselves became fresh as the garden of paradise.
This humble author, who was afflicted by the strikes of the troops of calamity and distressed by the overwhelming armies of adversity, strove to kiss the gate of the sublime court and to rub the dust at that paradise-like
royal threshold, like collyrium, onto his eyes; but, because of his utter helplessness and despondency, it appeared
to him impossible to dare to express this desire, and seemed forbidden and improper to show an inclination to
reveal this wish. Overwhelmed by this despair, my soul was like a house of sorrow, and, ravished by this helplessness, my heart was broken.
My mind was full of misery and grief,
And my soul was full of anguish and distress,
I was overwhelmed by melancholy,
I dwelt in the desert of sorrow.
One night good fortune turned toward me,
The star of fortune rose for me;
A courier, that is, came to me,
And made his way to my abode.
He was plunged in a sea of news, head to foot;
Nay, it was not just news—it was glad tidings.
His every step did reveal,
Applying collyrium to my eye, as the moon and the sun.
His every word showed the sign of Jesus’ breath,\fn{The breath of Jesus was believed to have healing property}
Bringing life to the bodies of the sick.
He said: “Resolve to travel,
Go to his majesty the king!
Set out for the caliphal court,
Rush to the gate of good fortune!”

When the news which heralded good fortune reached my mind, I went in haste and came humbly to his majesty, exalted like the sun. When I entered his presence, delightful as paradise, I imagined myself to be a speck of
dust lost in the turbulent air before the sun; and I regarded myself as a drop of water which seems to vanish and
disappear near the ocean; and I felt like the drunkards who become unconscious from a cup of strong wine. I
prostrated myself upon the ground of servitude and kissed the corner of the carpet of bondage.
When I stood up, as was proper, and greeted the khan, the breezes of royal favors and the perfumes of regal
kindness were set in motion and, out of his kindness to the servant, he distinguished me with the favor of his
honor and exalted me with his infinite grace, and then scattered the pearls of the following words:
“Oh you, longstanding servant of our court,
The dust of our path on the arena of sincerity!
Seven generations of your ancestors did not cease
To serve seven generations of our ancestors!
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“The kingdom of this world is the abode of destruction, like the hearts of the lovesick, and the edifice of life
has no foundation, like the vow of the beauties. Truly, the purpose of living in such a kingdom and inhabiting such
a dwelling is, that a fond memory might be left by a man and his good name endure. This goal cannot be achieved
by constructing buildings and begetting children; rather, it will be perpetuated only in the adornment of the
written word, because the calamities of the ages cannot damage the eternal binding of such words with their
shears, and the vicissitudes of time cannot scatter the assembly of its pages in their whirlwind.
“Do not gladden your heart with building,
Nor rely upon procreation to attain eternity:
In the end, they will all be extinct,
Whether it comes sooner or later.
Only the word is such a solid building
That the torrent of annihilation cannot demolish its foundation.

“Our desire is that following the customs of past kings and the manner of former poets, you adorn a book,
which, through the freshness and grace of the roses of its poems and the hyacinths of its prose in the pathways of
its lines, should become the envy of the heavenly rosegarden, and which by the elegance of its expressions and the
perfume of its meaning should arouse the jealousy of paradise.
“Now, it is necessary for you to enthrone our august genealogy in the divan\fn{Chancery} of words and set the
names of our glorious ancestors into the seal-ring of history, and string fine pearls on the thread of verse and scatter multicolored ornaments on the carpet of prose with the events of our own life and some of our victories, which
embellish past legends and supersede the Shah-nama,\fn{The long epic poem written by the Persian poet Ferdowsi (Hakim
Abul-Qasim Firdawsi Tusi) between c.977 and 1010, and considered to be the national epic of Iran and the Persian-speaking world:W } so
that until the leaves of ages are scattered by the whirlwind of extinction and the dwelling of this world is destroyed by the torrent of annihilation, our excellent qualities will remain on the pages of time, and the mention of
our name with praise will stir excitement at the feasts of the sultans in the gatherings of the world.”
When, in this way, the sun of mercy illumined the mind of this abject and unfortunate one with the ray of
favor, I was still trembling as a speck of dust in the air of perplexity, wondering, where I could find the strength
for my mind and the firmness for my heart that would make me able, in such distress, to begin this work and to
enter upon my service. At that moment, one of the mahrams,\fn{Court functionaries:H} who was a retainer of his
royal majesty and a confidant of the imperial court, having understood my state of mind from the expression on
my face, like an invisible angel and infallible inspirer, confronted me by reciting a hemistich from the divan of
Mirza Nazim Haravi:
The favor of kings is the elixir of felicity.

“Indeed,” he continued, “there is a quality in the graciousness of kings which raises a beggar to a monarch’s
rank and animates a mere image; and in the nurturing of kings there is a growth which makes a raven into a veritable parrot, and a parrot into the like of a Messiah. Whoever does not enjoy this, though he may be a noble jewel,
cannot be counted even as a simple stone.”
When I was honored with hearing this cheering voice, I took upon myself the obligation, according to the
apology “He who is ordered is absolved”,\fn{ An Arabic proverb} and my resolution made my tongue involuntarily
pronounce the following eloquent words:
“If the king grants favor,
I will be scattering the eloquence of witticisms,
I will exert myself as much as I can,
And will strive diligently, as my strength allows.
Whatever happens, I will have no regrets,
I will not rest until I finish this work.”

When the permission to leave was given, I went to a secluded place, and in that secluded place firmed my
resolve. In any case, I began writing this compendium. Because it was adorned like paradise by the spiring of
royal felicity, it has been entitled “The Paradise of Felicity”. It has been divided into an introduction, five
chapters, and a conclusion. I hope that the Lord who fulfills wishes will make it reach from the heading of the
preface till the final words of the closing, and make it comprise everything from the beginning of the introduction
till the end of the conclusion. “And there is no help but from God!”\fn{ Paraphrased from a hadith}
On some of the qualities of his majesty the khaqan which were the signs of imperial felicity.
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First chapter: From the creation of his holiness Adam (peace be upon him!) until the sons of Nuh\fn{ Noah:H}
(peace be upon him!).
Second chapter: On the Mongol kings, from Yafeth (peace be upon him!) up to the branch of Qongrat.
Third chapter: On the descendants of Quralas who attained royal rank, the last of whom was Abu’l-Ghazi Khan
ibn Yadigar Khan.
Fourth chapter: On the noble ancestors and honorable forefathers of his imperial majesty.
Fifth chapter: An account of all events, which happened and which will yet happen as an indication of his imperial majesty’s fortunate conjunction of planets, from his august birth until the completion of this felicitous treatise. Khatima: Devoted to an account of the great saints, the noble ulama, the honorable amirs, the felicitous beks,
the gifted poets, the learned scholars, and the artists talented as Plato, as well as some extraordinary events that
occurred in the felicitous days of his majesty the king.\fn{ The khatima was never written}
*
Every fortunate person, who is distinguished, as by the robe of honor, by the favor of the injunction “ God
singles out for His mercy whom He will”,\fn{Qur’an 2:105} is exalted, as with the patent for rule, by the precept
“Follow the behavior prescribed by God”\fn{Not a verse from the Qur’an}
Every judgement passed, with divine help, by his penetrating mind, is validated by God’s decree, and every
order originating, with divine guidance, in his enlightened reason, is accepted and approved by the nobles and the
commoners alike. The felicitious person of his majesty, the greatest khaqan and the sultan of the world, honored
by the favors of the Lord whose help is sought, victorious and triumphant, the conqueror, Eltüzer Muhammad
Bahadur Khan (may God perpetuate his kingdom and reign, and may he shower his charity and benevolence upon
all creatures!), is adorned with divine gifts and decorated with innumerable virtues, and he is eminent among the
sublime sultans and the magnificent khaqans.
Every thought which he carves on the tablet of his mind conforms to the divine decree, and every action which
he performs is agreeable to God’s creatures.
In every country toward which he would move the ever-victorious army, the gates of conquest would open
before his felicitous person at the rumour of his arrival, and in every region toward which he would set in motion
the royal troops, the carpet of victory would be spread in front of him at the news of his approach.
Every army which ensconced itself in the küren\fn{Encampment} of rebellion and showed hostility towards him
was dispatched to the desert of non-existence by the sword of his punishment; and every people which went out to
meet him with repentance and expressed its servitude, thanks to his favor, rose from the utmost abasement to the
hghest glory.
Among such events were the plundering of the Qaraqalpaq tribe, the expulsion of the Yomut community, the
destruction of the Khoja-eli fortress, and the conquest of the Qongrat country; and the remarkable deeds and the
stunning exploits accomplished by his majesty’s amirs, his pillars of the state, and his innumerable troops during
these campaigns were unlike anything seen before.
The glitter of his sword is like the sun: when it rises to the zenith above an enemy, the star of the enemy’s life
certainly sets. Or it is like a fire; when it blazes up in the furnace of battle, it burns down the harvest of the enemy’s existence like dry straw. His sharp dagger is the ultimate proof of the extinction of the enemy’s life, and his
arrow with its blazing point is like a flash of lightning striking the stockpile of the enemy’s continued existence.
It is a firm hope that, with divine help, the entire inhabited quarter of the world will soon be in his possession,
and, with God’s assistance, all seven climes will quickly be under his rule.
The Lord who bestows gifts has adorned his majesty’s pure mind and noble soul with the jewels of laudable
qualities and illumined them with the ornament of praiseworthy actions, so that no sign of improper conduct, whether by commission or omission, inadvertently or erroneously, would come from him.
His trust in God is so great that, should an enemy army as immense as an ocean confront him, he would lean
his back against the wall of the injunction “And whosoever puts his trust in God, He shall suffice him”,\fn{Qur’an
8:49; 65:3} and not a slightest worry would enter his august mind; and should a danger as vast as an open field
await him on his way, he nevertheless, relying upon the favor of the Protector and Helper, would boldly place his
foot into the stirrup of determination. Thus, when the Yomut tribe, frightened by his majesty’s attack and unable to
withstand it, chose to flee, his majesty, despite the fact that their number was more than 15,000, pursued them
with 800 men onto the plateau of Ereng and, not worrying about their superior number, fought and defeated them.
His retinue is so grand that the celestial Zal\fn{ The father of Rustam, a hero of the Shah-nama} himself, adorned with
the garb of humility, would stand at his court in a posture of obedience and perform acts of valor; and the heavenly Bahram\fn{The old Iranian god of victory, personified as the planet Mars } himself, proud of serving with his bodyguard, would accomplish heroic deeds on the battlefield. His aspirations are so exalted that if the entire world
would come under his authority, no trace of pride would appear on his dignified forehead.
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In this connection I recall a parable, whose meaning I find very praiseworthy. When Alexander was about to
set out for the conquest of the world, he was deep in thought. Aristu and Aristutalis the Wise,\fn{ Both Aristu and Aristutalis are Arabic transcriptions of the name of Aristotle; Munis mistakenly assumes that they are names of two different persons } who
were his viziers, having noticed the thought reflected on his felicitous forehead, said:
“Oh king, the refuge of the world! Praise be to God, everything needed for your good fortune and greatness is
ready; your servants and retainers are firm in their readiness to serve; the treasury is full; the provinces of your
kingdom are numerous; the beauty of your fortune is permanent, and the plant of your felicity is durable. So, what
is the cause of your anxiety?” Alexander said:
“I am thinking that the surface of the earth is insignificant, and I am ashamed to set out for the conquest of
such a small realm.” Aristu said:
“No doubt that ruling this world is not worthy of your lofty designs, but add to it authority in the eternal kingdom, so that, when you conquer the transient world with the blows of your sword, you will also capture the everlasting world with the blessing of your justice.” Alexander was consoled, and distinguished the learned man with
his favor.
His generosity is so great that there is no beggar who would return from his beneficent court disappointed, and
there is no poor man who would not be distinguished by a robe of honor from the wardrobe of his gifts. His
justice is so outstanding that he abolished the custom that existed since the time of Abu’l-Ghazi Khan ibn ‘Arab
Khan, according to which the salaries of the amirs were assigned from the property of the subjects, causing the
spread of many blameworthy innovations\fn{ I.e., wrong-doings} among the people, and now nobody has a right to
exact even a single extra grain from a taxpayer.\fn{ The mention of the change of the taxation system under Eltüzer Khan is not
found in any other historical source; but the nature of it is not quite clear. It seems that Munis refers to the system of granting the right to
collect taxes from various regions to members of the dynasty and certain officials, in return for their service and loyalty to the khan, possibly something similar to the grants of soyurghals and later tankhah practiced in the Khanate of Bukhara (the term tankhah, however,
seems not to have been used in Khorezm). Apparently, the centralized system of taxation in Khorezm known from various descriptions of
the khanatre of the late 19th and early 20th century was established by Eltüzer Khan}

His firmness is such that, when a heated battle was going on near Qongrat and the enemy’s arrows were flying
above and around his blessed head, he did not move from such a terrifying place until the ever-victorious army
defeated the enemy troops. His endurance is such that this humble author, who, in the days of his majesty’s beklik,
was in his service most of the time, witnessed how he sometimes would sit on his knees the entire night, from
sunset till dawn, without changing his posture.
His clemency and forbearance are so great that if a criminal with even a mountainous offense appeals to him,
he disregards his crime as if it were mere straw, grants him forgiveness and presents him with a robe of honor.
Thus, for instance, Dosïm Biy and Ote-Qul Atalïq, from among the amirs of Khoja-eli, went over their limits and
rebelled against this exalted dynasty, and, having committed endless crimes, deserved death. When from the
assaults of the subjects they had no choice but to come out of the town and prostrate themselves before the feet of
his majesty’s horse, they were granted pardon and favor.
His qualities are many, and the praises due him are endless. To describe and relate all his conduct and actions,
all his merits and virtues, would be an impossible task and only a dream.
Nodira 1. Vasl Uyin Obod Qildim … 2. Nodira Alvolidin Ogoh Bo’ling 3. Marhabo 4. Muhabbatsiz Kishi Odam
Emasdur 5. Yorsiz Na Lazzat 6. Dodim Eshit 7. Dahrni Imitihon Etib Ket 8. Ko’zlarim Mushtoqdur Diydor Uchun
… 9. Ehtiyoj 10. Tushimda Ko’rsam Edi 11. Sog’indim 12. Shukur Ayla Xudoga: Twelve Gazals\fn{by Mohlaroyim
Nodira (1792-1842)} Andijan, Andijan Province, Uzbekistan (F) 8 [Internet, under her name]
1
Vasl uyin obod qildim, buzdi hijron oqibat,
Seli g’amdin bu imorat bo’ldi vayron oqibat.
Qildi choki piroqan dog’I dilimni oshkor,
Qolmadi ko’nglumda zaxmi ishq pinhon oqibat.
Ahdu paymonlar qilib erdi, vafo qilg’um debon,
Ayladi tarki vafo ul ahdi yalg’on oqibat.
Orzu qildim tutarmen deb visoli domanin,
Pora bo’ldi hajr ilgida giribon oqibat.
Zohido, ishqu muhabbat ahlini ma’zur tut,
Yor ko’yida na bo’ldi shayx San’on oqibat.
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Baski, qon bo’ldi yurogim gavhari ashk o’rnig’a,
Qatra-qatra ko’zlarimdin tomdi marjon oqibat.
Ohkim, bo’ldi yana subhi nishotim shomi g’am,
Chehra pinhon etti ul xurshidi tobon oqibat.
Garchi bor erdi musaxxar devlar farmonida,
Poymoli hayli mo’r o’ldi Sulaymon oqibat.
Nodira, bulbul kibi to nola insho ayladim,
Navbahor o’tti, xazon o’ldi guliston oqibat.
2
Yorning vasli emas ozorsiz,
Gulshan ichra gul topilmas xorsiz.
Ul parivash vaslidin bo’ldim judo,
Rohati dil qolmadi dildorsiz.
Yor uchun ag’yor dardin tortaman,
Ko’rmadim bir yorni ag’yorsiz.
Tan buzuldi, endi rohat qolmadi,
Soya paydo bo’lmadi devorsiz.
Berma nisbat qaddiga, ey bog’bon,
Sarvdur bu bog’ aro raftorsiz.
Nodira ahvolidin ogoh bo’ling,
(Ey musohiblarki, qolmish yorsiz).
3
Marhabo, ey payki sulton, marhabo,
Hudhudi mulki Sulaymon, marhabo.
Tal’ating farrux, muborak maqdaming
Qildi kulbamni guliston, marhabo.
Xo’b kelding, yaxshi keltirding xabar,
Aylading dardimga darmon, marhabo.
Bo’ldi mavzun qomatingdin munfail,
Sarvi nozi bog’i rizvon, marhabo.
Qilg’asen ul moh mehrin oshkor,
Subh yanglig’ pokdomon, marhabo.
Mujda keltirding visoli yordin,
Topti taskin dardi hijron, marhabo.
Kel beri, to xoki poyingni qilay
To’tiyoyi chashmi giryon, marhabo.
Ravshan aylarman chirog’i ohni,
Ko’zlarimdur gavharafshon, marhabo.
Bu kecha hijron shabistonidadur
Anjumi ashkim charog’on, marhabo.
Qo’y kafi poyingni diydam ustina
Bir dam, ey sarvi xiromon, marhabo.
Nodira, har so’zki insho ayladim,
Aydi anga ahli davron: “Marhabo!”
4
Na gul sayr ayla, na fikri bahor et,
Jahondin kech, xayoli vasli yor et.
Muhabbatsiz kishi odam emasdur,
Gar odamsan, muhabbat ixtiyor et.
Uzoru qaddu raftoringni ko’rsat,
Chaman sarvu gulini sharmisor et.
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Labi maxmurdadurmen, jomi may tut,
Karam qil, soqiyo, daf’i humor et.
“Analhaq” mojarosin aylading fosh,
kel, ey Mansur, istiqboli dor et.
Duru ashku aqiqi xuni dilni
Kelu yoring ayog’ig’a nisor et.
Kuyib, ey Nodira, olam elig’a
Muhabbat shevasini oshkor et.
5
Jon ko’rmadi ro’zadin halovat
Iftorda yorsiz na lazzat?
Yor aylasa yori birla iftor,
Yo’q ro’zada mundin o’zga davlat.
El barcha visol bazmida shod,
To subh chekib surudi ishrat.
Har shom menga navolayi g’am
Iftor qilurg’a bo’ldi qismat.
Mohi ramazonki, fayzi cho’qtur,
Men xastag’a yorsiz na rohat.
Har shom ko’zimni yoshi sham’im,
Xuni jigarim ba joyi sharbat.
Hijron ila ro’za javr etolmas,
Gar yor esa, Nodira, salomat.
6
Doda keldim, ey salotin sarvari, dodim eshit,
Sen shohu, men benavo, lutf ayla, faryodim eshit.
Dudi ohim shu’lasi husning dabiristonida
Misra’i barjastadur, ey sarvi ozodim, eshit.
Sarvinozim, sendin ayru naxli ohim bo’ldi xam,
Qomating hajrida sindi shoxi shamshodim, eshit.
Har nechakim, sabr ta’mirini bunyod ayladim,
Ashk selobida vayron o’ldi obodim, eshit.
Barcha yoru oshnodin aylading begonalig’,
Necha kunlar bo’ldi hargiz qilmading yodim, eshit.
Kelki, bir soat seni ko’rmoq uchun mushtoqmen,
Telba bo’ldim sendin ayru, ey parizodim, eshit.
Nodira bodi sabodin senga irsol etgali
Qildi insho bu g’azalni tab’i noshodim, eshit.
7
Kel, dahrni imtihon etib ket,
Sayri chamani jahon etib ket.
Bedardlaring jafolaridin
Faryod etib, fig’on etib ket.
Dunyo chamanini bulbulisen,
Gul shoxida oshyon etib ket.
Ey ashk, ko’zimni maktabidin
Hayrat sabaqin ravon etib ket.
Olam chamaniki bevafodur,
Bir oh bila xazon etib ket.
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Ushshoq maqomi bo’stondur,
Azmi rahi bo’ston etib ket.
Maqsad na edi, jahona kelding?
Kayfiyatini bayon etib ket.
Fosh etma ulusqa ishq sirrin,
Ko’ngulda ani nihon etib ket.
Kel, ishq yo’lida ko’zlaringni
Ey Nodira, durfishon etib ket.
8
Ko’zlarim mushtoqdur diydor uchun, ruxsora och,
Pardani yuzdin, ko’zim qilg’uncha bir nazzora, och.
Pardayi nozu hayo xomush la’lingdin ko’tar,
Ikki gul bargini birdin guhar guftora och.
Besutun tog’ida ko’p jon chekmag’il, ey ko’hkan,
Ko’kragimdin jo’yi shir o’rnig’a o’tlig’ yora och.
Ey ko’ngul, dudi fig’oningdin kavokib tiyradur
Oh ko’p chekma, hijobi sobiti sayyora och.
Shavq komil bo’lsa, muxlis ko’chasi masdud emas,
Ey sharar, bir jazba birla rohi sangi xora och.
Muncha pinhon dog’kim, ey jon, falak qo’ydi senga,
Yor agar kelsa, giriboningni aylab pora, och.
Nodira, ohu dilu sho’ri junun barpoy qil,
Ushbu lashkar birla olam mulkini yakbora och.
9
Qilmag’il zinhor izhor ehtiyoj
Kim, aziz elni qilur xor ehtiyoj.
Hech kim olamda forug’bol emas,
Har kima o’z miqdoricha bor ehtiyoj.
Ganji husningni zakoti ber menga,
Sen g’anisan, menda bisyor ehtiyoj.
Ko’zlarim aylar yuzingni orzu
Kim erur ko’zguya diydor ehtiyoj.
Mustamand etti meni muhtojlik,
Qildi hojatmanding, ey yor, ehtiyoj.
Gar tilarsen obro’ ahbob aro,
Aylama zinhor izhor ehtiyoj.
Qil ravo, albatta, oshiq hojatin,
Boqmag’il arz etsa ag’yor ehtiyoj.
Bir tarahhum zohir etsang, netgusi,
Qildi husningg’a meni zor ehtiyoj.
Yor vaslini tilarmen, Nodira,
Ayladi ko’nglimni afgor ehtiyoj.
10
Nigori gulbadanimni tushumda ko'rsam edi,
Labi shakarshikanimni tushumda ko'rsam edi.
Ko'z ochmayin g'amida ro'zg'orim o'tquchidur,
Ki yori siymtanimni tushumda ko'rsam edi.
Chu davri rohatim o'tti zihi saodat edi,
Murodi jonu tanimni tushumda ko'rsam edi.
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G'amida shona kabi chok-chokdur ko'nglim,
Ki, kokili Xo'tanimni tushumda ko'rsam edi.
Yuzi gulu qadi shamshod, ko'zlari nargis,
Bahori yosumanimni tushumda ko'rsam edi.
Jafoi hajr bila ko'ksumi nigor qilay,
Nigohi sehr fanimni tushumda ko'rsam edi.
Labimg'a keldi aning vaslini tilab jonim,
Balo o'ti figanimni tushumda ko'rsam edi.
Hamisha bulbuli tab'im fig'onu zor etar,
Ki,orazi chamanimni tushumda ko'rsam edi.
Firoqi Nodira ko'nglumg'a dog'lar qo'ydi,
Amiri safshikanimni tushumda ko'rsam edi.
11
Qolib furqat diyori ichra jononimni sog'indim,
Charog'i ro'zg'ori munisi jonimni sog'indim.
Gulistondur visoli mahfili,men andalib anda,
Guli ayshim xazon o'ldi,gulistonimni sog'indim.
Ko'rub ko'nglumda yuz ozor,ey bedard,ta'n etma,
Muruvvat ko'rguzib rahm etki,sultonimni sog'indim.
Chamanda jilva qildi sarvu gul ham sabza bosh egdi,
Qadi sarvu yuzi gul xatti rayhonimni sog'indim.
Havoyi ishq sargardoniman,oromu sabrim yo'q,
Parishon zarradek xurshedi tobonimni sog'indim.
Ko'zimdin yosh to'kub,giryon bo'lib,qon yig'lamay naylay,
Ki,hangomi takallum la'li xandonimni sog'indim.
Menga davri falaldin bo'lmadi bir lahza osoyish,
Parishonholman, sultoni davronimni sog'indim.
Arabdin to Ajam mashhur edi ul shohlar shohi,
Skandar saltanatlig' shohi Turonimni sog'indim.
Qizil qondur ko'zim yoshi, sabo yetkur salomimni,
Guli sadbarg yanglig' pok domonimni sog'indim.
Tikarman,Nodira,g'am yo'lida ko'zni Zulayhodek,
Kim, ul Yusufliqo sulton Umarxonimni sog'indim.
12
Farhod agar ursa menga lofi muhabbat,
Bor oh ila aylaram ani dog`i xijolat,
Harchandki bemori g`ami ishq edi Majnun,
dardimni ko`rib tishladi angushti nadomat.
Farhodda bo`lsaydi mening g`ayrati ishqim,
Bir oh ila aylar edi ul tog`ni g`orat.
Majnunda agar bo`lsa edi sabru tahammul,
Qilmasmu edi men kabi shahr ichra iqomat.
Gar bo`lsa zulayhoda mening zarracha ishqim,
Qolmas edi Yusufni firoqida salomat.
Ishq ofatig` tog` tahammul qila olmas,
Men menki qilurmanbu g`amu dardga toqat.
Dardu alamu g`ussaki h`jrida chekarman,
Bu mennatu g`am kimdadur, ey ahli muhabbat.
Yuzdin biri Majnunda agar bo`lsa g`amimni,
Bir oh ila olamg` solur sh`ri qiyomat.
Har holda, ey Nodira, shukr ayla xudog`a,
Ki berdi senga ishqu muhabbat ila davlat.
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1819
285.323 Excerpt from Muntakhab al-Tavarikh: “On The Relations Between Qoqand And Kashghar”\fn{by Haji
Muhammad Hakim Khan (c.1803- )} “in the Farghana Valley”, Uzbekistan? (M) 3
… During his reign, Amir 'Umar Khan had given refuge and support to Jahangir Khoja, siadat panah, in the
ark\fn{Fortress} of Qoqand. But when Madali\fn{Muhammad Ali Khan} took power, he had no interest in following
in his father’s footsteps. Because of this, Jahangir Khoja suffered difficult times and resolved to make an alliance
with his brother, Mahmud Khan, Turä Khan, and a few other people and flee the Farghana Valley to Kashghar.
They left, but soon after their departure Madali received word of this and sent a company of soldiers to stop
them before they could leave his territory. The soldiers quickly closed the roads and, after three days, they caught
up with Jahangir Khoja and captured him in mountains near Andijan.
The soldiers brought Jahangir Khoja to Qoqand in humiliation and disgrace, and Madali had the renegades cast
into prison. After three days, Madali issued an order freeing Turä Khan, but not Jahangir Khoja.
That was in the beginning of year 1238.\fn{ Autumn 1822} Also in that year, there was a terrible earthquake the
likes of which nobody had ever heard or seen before. Many people were trapped in their houses and died, and
many houses were damaged. In the mountains near Qoqand, a few families were even pulled underground. Black
ash was visible from underground, and water bubbled from below like a fountain and covered the earth. Tremors
recurred for some six months.
It did not take long for Jahangir Khoja to develop a desire to return to Kash ghar. Through trickery and deceit,
he managed to escape from prison, secure a horse, and flee. Moving as quickly as he could, in three days he
passed beyond the boundaries of Qoqand. He reached Alay\fn{ Kyrgyzstan} and then entered the fortress of Tashqurghan and claimed the state as his own.
News spread quickly that Jahangir Khoja had returned to rid Kashghar of the kafirs, and many Qirghiz joined
forces with him.
At that time, Issa Dadkhah, the ruler in Andijan, and Khudayar Mirza, a noble of Qoqand, abandoned Madali
to join Jahangir Khoja. They spent one year in Tashqurghan and then took a large number of troops to Kashghar.
The journey through narrow mountain passes was extraordinarily difficult, and many Qirghiz quit to return home.
Finally, Jahangir Khoja and a few of his companions reached the mazar\fn{Tomb} of Sultan Satuq Bughra
Khan,\fn{Near Artush} one of the seven sultans, and also the tomb of his ancestor, Afaq Khoja, and Jahangir Khoja
prayed, asking them for help.
Learning that Jahangir Khoja had returned to the region, the Chinese sent a force of 4,000 troops from their
citadel at Gulbagh toward the tombs. When the Chinese arrived, they surrounded the place and began to attack.
Jahangir Khoja fought back, but his troops abandoned him. Still, he kept fighting until only seventeen of his soldiers remained.
Then, Jahangir Khoja sent one of his companions, Hasan Khoja, to Qizil Su, a large Muslim settlement, to let
them know that Jahangir Khoja had returned and needed their assistance. While Hasan Khoja was en route, the
kafirs prevailed and entered the tomb. Many people died, but Jahangir Khoja, Issa Dadkhah, and another follower
managed to escape.
That night, while the Chinese troops were searching in the dark for Jahangir Khoja, he entrusted his freedom
from this predicament in the hands of God. With that thought in mind, he and his two companions hid in a grave
and waited for death to come. Jahangir Khoja had resigned himself to the fact that he would soon be dead, but
God saw fit to release him from that miserable condition.
Two days before the Chinese troops captured the tomb, Jahangir Khoja had sent word to Jamayeh Chum Baghish informing him that he would be coming and inviting him to join his jihad against the Chinese. Upon hearing
Jahangir Khoja’s name, 6,000 brave ghazis, great fighters, took up their swords and rushed to his aid. They
reached the tomb at dawn to find that the enemy Chinese had taken it, and Jahangir Khoja was nowhere to be
seen.
The Muslims fought the kafirs with everything they had. It was such a fight that a stream of Muslim blood
flowed toward paradise and a stream of kafir blood descended to hell. Finally, the breeze of victory began blowing from the Muslims’ side and the kafirs began to lose. Not one of the 4,000 Chinese troops remained. They all
either fled or were sent to hell.
When the army of Islam had finished with the kafirs, they began to search for Jahangir Khoja. While the search
was underway, Hasan Khoja arrived with another 12,000 ghazis from Qizil Su. Even with everyone look-ing there
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was still no sign of Jahangir Khoja.
But one of Jahangir Khoja’s companions had exited the grave, and, while he was wandering about, some of the
ghazis captured him and interrogated him about Jahangir Khoja. At first, because he did not know whether they
were friends or in league with the Chinese, he denied having any knowledge of Jahangir Khoja’s whereabouts.
But he quickly realized that they were all slaves and servants of Jahangir Khoja and, with great joy, he led the
ghazis to him.
As soon as they learned that Jahangir Khoja was healthy they all praised God and rushed to greet him. The en tire army of Islam, weeping, approached Jahangir Khoja at the graveyard and fell to their knees before him. Then
with great respect and honor, they put Jahangir Khoja on a fast and noble horse.
As people heard this news, everyone, young and alike, came out to welcome Jahangir Khoja as he was on his
way toward Kashghar. Amirs, ulama, and dervishes all welcomed him with respect. Even the governor of Kashghar, who had been appointed by the Chinese, saw no alternative but to welcome Jahangir Khoja.
The governor tried to explain away his error in working on behalf of the Chinese and beg forgiveness, but Jahangir Khoja had him executed. Then, with respect and glory, Jahangir Khoja sat on the throne of Kashghar.
*
Everybody, including Madali, learned the wonderful news that Jahangir Khoja had assumed power over the
seven cities of Kashghar.\fn{Kashghar, Yarkend, and Khotan, in the west; Aqsu, Kucha, and Uchturfan in the east; and Yetishahr (or
Yanfgi Hisar), in the south} Madali became very envious, and he regularly sent ambassadors to Jahangir Khoja so that
they might establish an official relationship. Jahangir Khoja responded in kind, and his ambassadors reported to
Madali that the Chinese fortress of Gulbagh remained unconquered and that if Madali were to lead a force to
Kashghar, he would agree to an alliance and they would take Gulbagh together.
Fear of the Chinese made Madali tremble at just hearing the name “Gulbagh.” But Madali’s subordinates in formed him that the Chinese treasure inside the fortress at Gulbagh included many gold bricks and that, if he
would agree to the mission, victory would be easy and the treasure would be his.
Madali broke out laughing like a monkey, and wasting no time, he gathered the army of Farghana and marched
toward Kashghar. At the time, the brother of Muhammad Rahim Divanbegi, Abd al-Rahman Bek, came from Ura
Teppe with 300 soldiers and the son of Muhammad Sadiq Divanbegi, Ulughbeg, came from Shahr-i Sabz with
200 soldiers.
Madali reached Kashghar, but Jahangir Khoja prepared no welcome for him. Cautious and afraid, Madali sent
a small company to visit Jahangir Khoja, who exhibited no interest in establishing any sort of agreement. Madali
became concerned that he was deceived and that there would be no alliance, so he sent another company to Jahangir Khoja. This one consisted of Sultan Khan Khoja, Haqq Quli Dadkhah, and Bahadur Khoja.
Sultan Khan Khoja was an especially high-ranking and influential figure, and Madali knew that Jahangir Khoja
respected him. This company was welcomed appropriately. Sultan Khan Khoja suggested to Jahangir Khoja that
he should go to meet Madali, and Jahangir Khoja answered,
“I will agree to do it out of respect for you, but only seated in horses’ saddles.\fn{ I.e., on equal footing and in the presence of the military} If you agree this condition I will do it, otherwise you will have to think about another solution.”
Sultan Khan agreed. He further reported that, during that visit, he was witness to the fact that Jahangir Khoja’s
court was more splendid than any ruler of Mawarannahr and that he had more wealth than any other king. He saw
people from throughout the region bring him gifts of gold and jewels, but Jahangir Khoja was already so wealthy
that he hardly took notice.
Another person reported\fn{To Hakim Khan} that a merchant from Khotan came to Jahangir Khoja and delivered
a box of treasure. Jahangir Khoja gathered together the merchants of his state and asked them to determine the
treasure’s value, and they found it to be beyond estimation. After a long discussion, they decided to have a twelveyear-old old boy stand in front of them, and they began pouring treasure around him until his head disap-peared
under a pile of gold.
Another person reported that a woman from a noble family in Yarkend bought 600 slaves, had them dressed
and prepared with weapons for battle, and delivered them to Jahangir Khoja to aid in his jihad. Jahangir Khoja's
government was wealthy and respected. There is no need for more description.
*
Jahangir Khoja was in command of an army of 300,000 well-armed troops. At no era of any kings had anyone
seen or heard of such a military with such rank and splendor. Madali and his troops were surprised and stunned by
this army, and such a panic seized Madali’s heart that it trembled like a church bell.
With no other options, he came forward toward Jahangir Khoja and the two armies reached each other. Jahangir Khoja and Sultan Khan met with Madali and Haqq Quli and they embraced each other. Jahangir Khoja then
welcomed Madali, and suggested that he alone should orchestrate the capture of the Gulbagh fortress. Jahangir
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Khoja went back to his palace and Madali blockaded Gulbagh.
The army of Farghana struggled against Gulbagh for five days, but no wind of victory blew to them from any
direction, and during the siege many Muslims became martyrs. Having made no progress, one night the troops began to flee, Madali panicked and began to look for a way out of the conflict. Confused and demoralized, Madali
sat down and did nothing, like a dead cow.
Realizing that they were losing time, Madali’s commanders put him on a horse and rushed him to Qoqand. But
instead of making the long journey back to Qoqand, many of Madali’s commanders abandoned him to remain in
Kashghar; Jahangir Khoja welcomed them and honored them with gifts. Madali suffered much difficulty and
hardship during his return journey to Qoqand, and, when he finally arrived, he took to drinking buza\fn{Millet
beer} and playing with pigeons.
Back in Kashghar, after Madali’s departure, Jahangir Khoja surrounded Gulbagh with his enormous army and
put the fortress under siege. After some time, Jahangir Khoja had made no progress, so he decided to return to his
palace.
At that time, the 12,000 Chinese soldiers in Gulbagh had run short of food, so one night they gathered and left
Gulbagh castle by foot. Jahangir Khoja heard the news and quickly rode toward the fortress. His lion-hearted
ghazis arrived quickly and began fighting, and the huge Muslim army began killing the kafirs. As they lost hope,
the kafirs began killing each other, and before long not one of the 12,000 Chinese soldiers remained. Everyone in
the seven cities heard that the Chinese were run out of the region.
Jahangir Khoja made Mahmud Khan Turä Khoja governor of Khotan, he made his brother, Muhammad Khan,
governor of Yarkend, and he made Umar Ali Khoja b. Khan Khoja governor of Aqsu. When Jahangir Khoja ruled
all seven cities he directed his attention to his acquaintances. He did not know that the wise said:
“You must not have sympathy for a weak enemy, for if he gains strength he will not spare you.”
*
Jahangir Khoja did not appreciate his rule, and he dedicated little effort to the state’s affair. He kept company
with people of questionable character and avoided those who would be good companions. He spent his time as
ruler drinking wine with the beautiful women of Kashghar, not conferring with his military commanders. His peo ple were shocked by his behavior, and they grew unhappy, and his advisors told him that, after spending a life
without rule, he should appreciate the state that God had provided to him.
The advice was good, but it proved to be of no benefit. Jahangir Khoja continued to spend his time engaged in
immoral activities.\fn{Hakim Khan elsewhere suggests that Jahangir Khoja suffered from an addiction to opium } It did not take
long for this news to reach people in Khotan, and then it reached the kafir rulers in China, who concluded that the
clothes of a king would not fit on Jahangir Khoja. The Chinese amassed an enormous army and, in just three days,
reached Kashghar by an isolated route.
When Jahangir Khoja heard that the Chinese had returned he lost himself in a torrent of sadness. He placed
Turä Khan and Bek Murad in command of his army and sent them to battle against the kafirs. The army of kafirs
came from the other direction, and when the two armies met there was such a battle that the land was stained red
with blood.
Finally, the breeze of victory began blowing in the favor of the kafirs; the Muslims retreated and the kafirs pursued. The Chinese army was like fire in a cane field, burning and turning to ash everything in its path. The kafirs
entered Kashghar and martyred all of the Muslims who did not flee. Turä Khan, Turä Khoja ibn Mahmud Khan,
and Musa Khan ibn Sultan Khan were all captured and sent to China, and Kashghar was once again in Chinese
hands.
At that time, in the month of Rajab, 1241,\fn{ 1826} Jahangir Khoja and a few of his friends fled, taking the
difficult road to Alay.
The emperor of China sent a letter to his commanders ordering them to cap ture Jahangir Khoja. The Chinese
commanders received help from several Muslims, who “sold their religion” very cheaply. They managed to get a
letter to Jahangir Khoja promising him that the Chinese would return Kashghar to him if he would return. When
the news reached Jahangir Khoja, he and a few of his friends made their way back to Kashghar.
But it was a trick; the Chinese ambushed them in the mountains outside of Kashghar. Jahangir Khoja fled up
the mountain, and the Chinese army surrounded the mountain and followed him in pursuit. Before long Jahangir
Khoja gave up; the Chinese captured him and took him to Kashghar. When the Muslims saw that Jahangir Khoja
had been captured, they all began to cry.
The Chinese put him in a carriage and sent him to the emperor in Khanbaliq.\fn{ Peking}
Jahangir Khoja ruled for nine months, and he was thirty-eight years old when he died. Many of the troops and
noblemen of Qoqand who had left Madali to join Jahangir Khoja then returned to Qoqand, where Madali wel comed them back.
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The Khojas, however, were not so welcome. Madali had their beards shaved off, and he ordered many of them
to be put in prison, where they were given mush instead of bread. …
264.94 Excerpt from his part of the Firdaws Al-Iqbal (The Paradise Of Felicity): 1. “The Events Of The Eighth
Year Since The Happy Accession Of His Majesty, The Late King” 2. “The Remarkable Events Of The
Ninth Year Since The Auspicious Accession Of His Imperial Majesty The Late Khan” \fn{Muhammad Rizqa
Mirab Agahi (1809-1874)} Kegeyli District, Karakalpakstan Autonymous Republic, Uzbekistan (M) 7
1
In Muharram 1228 AH,\fn{January 3-February 1, 1813} corresponding to the end of the Year of the Monkey,
Muhammad Rahim Bahadur Khan, in order to have the circumcision performed for the prince Rahman-Quli Töre,
who was his second son and who is at present the governor of Hazarasp and has the title of inaq, considered that it
was befitting his royal felicity to arrange a great feast and celebration, to invite the people from the whole world
to his table and to have everyone enjoy his generosity and hospitality.\fn{ See the first footnote to the preface to the Paradise, which is his uncle’s writing and preserved in the collection for Uzbekistan as well:H }
To prepare the feast, he appointed the grand vizier Muhammad Yusuf Mehter (may he rest in peace!) and, to
carry out certain tasks, attached to him Yar Muhammad Divanbegi. Being proud of their commission, they took
the utmost care in the arrangement of the feast, and within a short time prepared everything needed for it. In accordance with the khan’s order, they brought everything to the hawli\fn{Court} of Sayyad, which had been rebuilt
by his majesty;\fn{On modern maps, Saiat, was one of the khan’s estates} they assembled there such a quantity that it was
impossible to count or describe it. When the preparation was finished, his majesty sent swift messengers and heralds to all the cities and towns of the inhabited quarter of the world to invite the people from the entire world to
this feast.
On Wednesday, the last day of the aforementioned month, his majesty set out for the place of the feast, accompanied by high-ranking mahrams. Having arrived there, he stopped at his own palace which, for its beauty and
splendor, was the envy of the castle of Shirin and of the palace of Khavarnaq.\fn{ The palace of Shirin (in Persian Kurdistan) was built by the Sasanian king Khusraw II Parviz (560-628AD) for his wife Shirin, and it became popular in Persian and Turkic literature due to the love story of Shirin and the royal architect Farhad. The palace of Khavarnaq (near Najaf in Iraq) was built in the first half of
the 5th century AD for Sasanian kings and was enlarged and used by the early ‘Abbasids. It was mentioned by pre-Islamic poets as one of
the “30 wonders of the world”} The ulama\fn{The body of Muslim scholars recognized as having specialist knowledge of Islamic sacred law and theology} and the amirs were also accommodated at pleasant palaces and enjoyed food and drink, while

people from everywhere gathered there in such numbers that it surpassed the crowd on the day of resurrection,
and the clamor from it reached the court of heaven. Every day people from everywhere, tribe after tribe and clan
after clan, received their subsistence and rations from the royal storehouses, as much as they wanted, so that every
day many thousands of kharvars of rice and several thousand jars of oil were given, and every day camels, horses,
oxen and sheep were slaughtered in such numbers that no room was left in the entire country.
And in addition to this, his majesty gave each day a special banquet and great feast, to which he would invite
all the ulama and the amirs and all the notables and grandees, so that they would gather at the sublime palace and
lofty ayvan and sit in the august assembly according to their ranks, engaged in lively conversation. Swift footmen
and servants placed silver and golden tables before the ulama and the amirs, and brought them endless dishes and
copious delicacies, tea with candies and milk with sweets, jams and preserves, various fruits, limitless sugar and
sweetmeats, all on golden trays, accompanied with wine,—such that the mind could not comprehend the amount
of it all.
After the end of the banquet, the khan set out to watch the horse race. He had all the horsemen with their horses, swift as lightning, gather in one place, and had the mature horses, the three-year-old colts, and the one-yearold colts divided in three separate groups; he attached to each group a trustworthy person as a supervisor, set a
place for returning\fn{Finish-line} for each, and sent them forth.
They rushed forward, and when they reached the assigned places, they spurred their horses to the racing field.
When the horse race was finished, his majesty gave lavish awards and gifts to the owners of the winning horses.
After this he ordered that the wrestlers start wrestling.
The wrestlers and athletes immediately came forth, and fought each other with such an awful force that the
tumult from this fight reached heaven; at last one of them would throw another to the ground and receive royal
presents and an outfit. Then another one would immediately come up to wrestle with the winner.
After the end of the wrestling, his majesty had the archers shoot at the golden gourd and gave copious awards
to those who hit the gourd. Then he went towards the place of the feast and stopped at his palace.
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He had the same kind of horse races, wrestling, and other amusements continue daily for ten days, and on these
occasions he gave presents to everybody.
After these festivities continued for ten days, on the last day his majesty invited the ulama, the amirs, and the
nobles to his court, gave a royal feast, and, after the end of the meal, presented everyone with precious robes of
honor and gilded waistbands, so that they all were clad in gold from head to feet, and had them attach to their
waists sharp daggers, whose hilts were encrusted with jewels, rubies, and pearls, and whose value equaled the
kharaj\fn{Tax on agricultural land} of the entire world.
After the assembly ended and the royal outfits were donned by the nobles, his majesty’s horse-trainer brought
beautiful peri-like\fn{Fairy-like} Arab horses for everyone, and they all went home. At this feast there was no one
among the nobles and the commoners, among the high and the low, who was not exalted with royal favors, each
one according to his status.
*
Since it is obligatory for the Muslims to set out every year for the holy war and to fight the infidels, in accordance with the words “And struggle in God’s way”,\fn{Qur’an 2:218; 8:74; 9:20} the late khan, following this prescription, became resolved in his desire for the holy war. He gave a large amount of money from the treasury to
the troops and ordered supplies prepared for the campaign. He also gave copious presents to all the servants of the
royal court, each according to his rank.
When, in a short time, everything needed for the campaign was ready, his majesty appointed the great amir
Qutlugh Murad Inaq as his deputy in the city of Khiva, mounted his horse and, on Sunday 19 Zu’l-Hijja 1228
AH \fn{December 12, 1813} corresponding to the year of the Hen, unfolded the every-victorious banners and set out
from the city.
He arrived, with great pomp, at the lower reaches of the Qara-köl\fn{ A lake about 4.75 km south of Khiva, at the edge
of the sands; its “lower reaches” (i.e., southern end) were often the first station during the military campaigns against Bukhara or the Turkmens}

He stayed for two days at that place to wait until the ever-victorious troops assembled there, and on
Wednesday set out and stopped at Kesekli.
On Thursday he had the army train move from there and set up the royal camp near the Saghcha well.
He stayed there for three days, and on Monday, the 27 th of the month, he moved from there and established the
royal camp at the well known as Khan-quduq, which had been dug previously by the order of his majesty himself
He stayed there for one day, and the next day, which was Wednesday, he moved from there and stopped at
Yeke-Süzen. Here the younger brother of Mahdi Bek, the Teke chieftain, came with gifts and presents.
On Thursday, he moved off from there and, having camped one night on his way, on Friday arrived at the
Chirla well.
He stayed there for two days and sent Pahlavan Niyaz Bek, one of the servants of the royal court, to Akhal, and
Khuday Nazar Qaq, another servant, to Tezhen, to gather and bring the Teke nökers.\fn{Vassals; feudatories} He sent
forward the amir Karim-Berdi Atalïq and Muhammad Riza Qoshbegi to go to the lower reaches of the Tezhen and
have wells dug.
When the new year came and the year 1229 AH began, on 5 Muharram, which was Monday, the army left that
place and, having passed several stations, camped. The next day they traveled during the night and on Wednesday
stopped at Yantaqlï. On Thursday they set out, marched in the night, and on Friday, the 9 th of the month, they
stopped in the vicinity of another well.
At that place soldiers captured and brought a Teke named Sa‘at from the clan Qara Ahmad, together with two
Qïzïlbashes, who were going to Bukhara as the ambassadors from Begler Khan, the governor of Dasigird and
Derregez. At first they did not acknowledge who they were, but later confessed. The khan released them on bail to
Qandïm Sardar.
On Saturday the army passed the sands of Bavard and stopped at Chungul.
On Sunday the khan rested and gave a banquet for the amirs and army commanders.
After the banquet, on Monday, his majesty mounted his horse and set out toward his goal. He marched during
the night, and the next day, which was Tuesday, at mid-morning, he sent the aforementioned Sa‘at, along with
Aymir Shaykh, to Dastgird as ambassadors to Begler Khan. Before noon he passed Küren-qal‘a and stopped to
rest near the fortress of Lutfabad. Muhammad Riza Qoshbegi and Karim-Berdi Atalïq, who led the advance guard
of the army, had set out earlier and stopped near the village of Chilegan. The governor of that village, Allah-Berdi
Kahn, asked the qoshbegi\fn{Chief minister:H} for protection and was given the privilege of kissing the threshold of
the sublime court of his majesty the khan.
His majesty the khan stopped at the bank of the river Qozghan, between Chilegan and Lutfabad, and set up the
army camp at the foot of the mountain. On that day an assemblage of ill-bred Qïzïlbash came out of the fortress of
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Lutfabad, and, after some fighting, took to flight. In this battle three men from the army of Islam were killed,
while many Qüzïlbashes were taken prisoner. They were released to Allah-Berdi Kahn, upon his own intercession. The same evening one of the elders of Lutfabad named Rustam Bek came with supplication and penitence
and expressed submission.
On Wednesday, Allah-Berdi Khan, showing his loyalty, brought one good horse as a gift. The same day he was
sent, along with ‘Avaz Yüzbashi and Amir Khan, with an embassy to Begler Khan. Tengri-Berdi Bek, who had
earlier been sent to bring the nökers of the Qarakhanlï Teke, on Tuesday took 400 horsemen from the Teke and on
Thursday brought them to the sublime court, together with Musa khan, the governor of Qozghan. After Musa
khan was honored with august favor and royal largesses, he became Muslim, took with him Mulla Haqq Niyaz to
receive instruction in matters of faith and the shari’at,\fn{Canon law} and brought all his nökers to serve the
sublime court.
On that day an ambassador from Begler Khan arrived; after being treated with great favor, he went back.
On Saturday, the 17th of the month, his majesty the khan set out to inspect the environs of Hisar, Chilegan, and
Khusraw-qal‘a, after which he returned to the camp. At that time two ambassadors, one from Fath ‘Ali Khan, the
governor of Kelat, and one from Riza-Quli Khan, the governor of Quchand, came with Geldi Khan and expressed
their obedience.
On Sunday the khan dismissed them, moved the ever-victorious troops to the west of the camp and drew them
up at the entrance to the darband\fn{Gorge} opposite Mir-qal‘a. Then the khojas\fn{Any of a number of diverse groups
who converted to Islam in South Asia} of that fortress came and attained the honor of kissing the royal stirrup. The khan
left there Karim-Berdi Atalïq, Muhammad Riza Qoshbegi, Berdi Biy, Dosïm Biy, Ilyas Shigavul, Hubbi-Quli
Khoja, Muhammad Jan Khoja, Niyaz Muhammad Bay, Taghan Niyaz Bahadur Abdal, Bayli Bahadur, Hasan Bay
Biy, and all the Qaraqalpaq commanders, with 3,000 troops, and went himself to Qakhlan-qal‘a.
The younger brother of Allah-Berdi Khan, together with the elders of that fortress, expressed their submission
and attained the honor of kissing the royal stirrup. From there the khan came to Bavardjiq, which had been
abandoned. Having had its crops taken for the troops, he passed Lutfabad and came to the camp. On that evening
‘Avaz Yüzbashi came with the ambassadors from the Teke and reported that a Teke named Vali had brought bad
news.
On Monday at dawn the khan sent them back. On that day numerous troops came to the royal court from the
Teke of Akhal; and Qanbar ‘Ali Bek, who was the governor of Safar-qal‘a and Mir-qal‘a, also came, and went
back after receiving royal favors; and a royal banquet was also given for the Teke elders. The same day Qanbar
‘Ali Bek came again to the royal court with all his nökers for service. In the afternoon came the ambassadors:
Begler Khan’s uncle, Fath ‘Ali Khan; Riza-Quli Khan’s younger brother, Rustam Khan, and his vizier, Mirza
Muhammad Riza; and Qalandar Bek Chamishgezek, as well as Nadr Muhammad Bek, from Najaf ‘Ali Khan.
On Tuesday, having given them a fine banquet, the khan sent them back.
On Wednesday the governor of Bam, Sa‘adat-Quli Khan, as well as the aforementioned Mirza Muhammad
Riza and the aforementioned Qalandar Bek, came with fifty men, and they brought four horses and four mules as
gifts.
On Thursday his majesty the khan gave them a royal feast and granted them precious robes of honor from the
wardrobe of gifts. The same day the aforementioned Rustam Bek came with a hundred mounted nökers.
On Friday, the 25th of the month, it became clear to his majesty that Rustam Bek and his companions had come
with bad intentions, and he ordered all of them seized; he took away their arms, and, entrusting them to reliable
men, took care to guard them.
On Sunday, his majesty set out in person, besieged Mir-qal‘a and ordered all the army commanders to attack it.
At that moment the troops surrounded the fortress like a sudden misfortune and, with their shouts and war-cries,
raised a panic among the people of the fortress. The commanders Muhammad Niyaz Bek and Allash Bek, who
were distinguished and could be relied upon for their valor, together with eight men, brought two ladders to the
gates of the fortress and attached them to the wall.
When Shir ‘Ali Nokuz was climbing on the ladder, a musket ball shot from above struck him, and he was
killed. And another three soldiers were struck and killed by the musket balls, while, from among the commanders,
Muhammad Niyaz Bek and Allash Bek were seriously wounded by the musket balls of the wicked infidels. Besides them, many other men, including Shaghal Mahram, were wounded, and many soldiers were killed, including
Ish Niyaz Shamkhalchi and Sayyid Nazar Jarchi. After this they turned back and came to the camp.
On Monday they also remained at the camp.
On Tuesday some fighting took place at Lutfabad. In this battle, Javanmard Khoja, from the Muslim army,
rushed his horse to the battlefield and speared and knocked down one of the Qïzïlbash scoundrels. And Qïlïch Bek
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also spurred his horse, rushed at the Qïlïbash riflemen, took one of them prisoner, but was himself seriously
wounded; on Wednesday, he drained to the dregs the drink of martyrdom from the cup of death.
On Thursday, the 29th of the aforementioned month of Muharram, his imperial majesty moved off from the
camp and stopped on the bank of the Chetli-su in the vicinity of Bavard.
On Friday he left this place and on Sunday 2 Safar he stopped at Qosha-chungul.
On Monday, the late khan, having sent Geldi Khan to Derregez as ambassador and granted royal outfits to the
Teke elders headed by Muhammad Salih Khoja, moved off and camped near Zaman-quduq. At that place Salih
Shaykh came from the city of Khiva, from the great amir Qutlugh Murad Inaq, and his eyes were illumined by
seeing the radiant face of his imperial majesty. He was honored by the grant of a royal outfit.
On Tuesday, his majesty set out from there and arrived at Yantaqlï.
On Wednesday, he moved off from there and sent Qandïm Sardar, together with the returning Salih Shaykh, to
the city of Khiva, to convey news from the khan.
On Friday, the 7th of the month, he camped in the environs of the Chirla well. On that day he honored and
exalted the Teke elders, headed by Khal Nefes Atalïq, who had served his majesty from the beginning of this
campaign, with grants of precious robes of honor and a liberal sum of money from the treasury of his generosity.
On Saturday, he left Chirla and camped at the southern side of Baba-Zardadïm plateau.
On Monday he moved off from there, and, on his way, ordered Khuday-Berdi Bek arrested, along with his
companions, and on Monday morning he sent all of them to the highway of destruction. That same day, at the
mid-morning meal, Qandïm Sardar brought news of the rebellion of ‘Abdallah Inaq. Out of his perfect clemency
and kind nature, the late khan dispatched Sayyid Yusuf Khoja Naqib to ‘Abdallah Inaq with a letter of appeasement.
On Tuesday evening, after the khan had passed Yeke-Süzen and halted, Jahangir Bek, Yusuf Aqa, and Safar
Mushrif, as well as Salih Shaykh, one of Qutlugh Murad Inaq’s nökers, and others, brought the news that ‘Abdallah Inaq had been besieged in Hazarasp, and had fled, unable to hold out there. The same day the khan stopped
near Saghcha well, then moved off and camped at Kesekli.
On Wednesday, the 12th of the month, at mid-morning, he entered the capital Khiva with great pomp and
splendor, and gladdened the people with his arrival.\fn{ This campaign of Muhammad Rahim Khan to Khorasan is mentioned
by Murav’ev, who says that, during their return through the desert, the army of Khiva lost almost all its horses. J. B. Fraser (Narrative of a
Journey Into Khorasan, in the Years 1821 and 1822. Including Some Account of the Countries to the North-east of Persia; with Remarks
upon the National Character, Government, and Resources of that Kingdom, London, 1825, appendix, 62-63) says of it: “Mahomed Rahim
Khan encouraged by the disturbed state of Khorasan, and disaffection of its chiefs to the reigning family, came across the desert with an
army, and beleaguered a fort near Dereguz. The Kurds assembled from all quarters to protect the general interest, and a force rendezvoused
at Dereguz, to oppose the enemy; but the khan, who suffered on his passage through the desert, and who, disappointed in the hope he had
formed of being joined by the chiefs of Kurdistan, was somewhat anxious regarding his retreat, sent some of his chiefs to treat, and
represented, that as both parties equally detested the Kadjers, it would be wiser for them both to join against the common foe, than to
weaken each other that they might fall his prey. His representation had so far at least effect with the combined chiefs, that they desisted
from their meditated attack; while Mahomed Rahim Khan, on his part, raised the siege; and Saadut Khan, of Baum, was dispatched with
two hundred men, capitally armed and mounted, to attend the khan, and convince him of the friendly intentions of the Kurdish lords. The
khan received their envoy with high honours, presenting him with a khelut, but expressed his hope that the chiefs themselves would visit
him; this they were unwilling to do; but they urged him to push on to Mushed, which they would assist him in capturing; and sent Beder
Khan of Sooltaun Meydan with one hundred horsemen, to relieve Saadut Koolee Khan, and to act as guides. There was, however, a mutual
distrust, which in all probability saved Mushed; for the Kurdish chiefs not making the appearance, Mahomed Rahim Khan suspected their
intentions, and instead of advancing, seized Beder Khan on the second day of his stay, and imprisoned him and his companions, taking
possession, at the same time, of their horses and equipments; made a fruitless attempt upon the fort of Dereguz, and immediately after
commenced his retreat to Khiva, carrying along with him his prisoners. In this retreat the khan suffered severely, a great number of men,
and even of camels, dying of thirst and of fatigue; and his conduct to his prisoners was far from generous; to Beder Khan, however, he
showed some favour, because he was an excellent chess-player, and the khan constantly sent for him to play with him; but he says, that he
was perpetually in fear of his life, from the uncertain and capricious temper of the chief.” (Beder Khan was one of the main sources of
Fraser’s information on Khorezem.)}

2
This event occurred as follows.
After Muhammad Rahim Bahadur Khan left for the campaign, ‘Abdallah Inaq, to whom his majesty, in his
infinite benevolence, had entrusted the governorship of the town of Hazarasp, being unable to bear such a great
fortune and high rank, drank from the bowl of pride and arrogance, and became confounded by the intoxication of
indolence and ignominy.
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At the time of such drunkenness, instigated by several people, in particular Adina Murad Naib, he went astray
and sent Khojam-Berdi Eshek, who was his own retainer and divanbegi, to amir Haydar, the ruler of Bukhara, expressing his obedience and submission.
Amir Haydar, in his turn, sent him a decree, secretly recognizing him as a monarch of the khan’s well-protected kingdom, and provided much encouragement and instigation in this affair.
*
That fool trusted those deceitful and discord-sowing words, and on Friday 7 Safar\fn{ January 28, 1814} of the
aforementioned year he sent a letter with Safar Mushrif to the elders of Besh-Arïq, summoning them to him.
Safar Mushrif did not deliver this letter to the men for whom it was intended, but on Saturday brought it to
Qutlugh Murad Inaq.
As soon as the inaq learned about this incident, he set out the same day with the available troops and camped
at Khitay. The next day, Sunday, he set out towards Hazarasp and sent forward Qïlïch, son of Yusuf Aqa, with a
message:
“We are coming, let ‘Abdallah Inaq prepare a place for us.”
*
From these words ‘Abdallah Inaq understood that his vile deeds and disgraceful words had become known to
Qutlugh Murad Inaq and that the latter was coming to depose and destroy him, and he arrested Qïlïch. He arrested
also Qazi Hajji and Damulla Shukur Niyaz, barricaded the town gates, and ordered the drums beaten in the name
of amir Haydar.
At that time Qutlugh Murad Inaq, who had reached the bridge over the Khassa-arïq, did not cross it, but turned
back after exchanging fire with the rebels. On that day all the Qanglï troops, led by Jahangir Bek, gathered to
Qutlugh Murad Inaq, rendered good service and displayed laudable bravery. In the afternoon, the people of the
town also began to come out of the town in flight.
On that night Qutlugh Murad Inaq lodged at the estate of ‘Abdallah Inaq, which was situated on the western
side of the Khassa-arïq. At midnight Balta Aqa fled from the town and came bringing the news that ‘Abdallah
Inaq intended to flee.
When this became known, men were appointed to guard the roads. That night, at dawn, ‘Abdallah Inaq left the
town with great difficulties, like a bird escapes from its cage and, in great haste, heading to Bukhara, took to the
course of flight through pathless tracts.
Adina Murad Naib, who was the cause of sedition, was seized, together with his son-in-law, and executed, and
their heads were sent to the city of Khiva, the royal capital.
‘Abdallah Inaq fled along with nine of his men. Amir Qutluq Murad Inaq sent ‘Abdi Bek and Muhammad
Panah Bek, along with a hundred horsemen, in pursuit. They failed to find the traces of the fugitives in the dark
night and returned. After they had come back, Bukhari Mergen, with a number of men, was sent in pursuit. They
also could not find the fugitives, and so ‘Abdallah Inaq and his companions escaped.
After this search Qutlugh Murad Inaq entered the town of Hazarasp and lodged at the house of ‘Abdallah Inaq.
On Thursday afternoon, after his majesty the late khan had returned to the city of Khiva from his campaign, he
sent Muhammad Riza Qoshbegi, and on Friday, in addition, amir Shah Niyaz Atalïq and Sultan Mirab, to bring
hostages\fn{In the Central Asian khanates of the 19 th century, this term referred to people who were placed in custody as a sign of submission and a guarantee that the people from whom they were taken would not rebel against the central authority. They were taken from
among prominent leaders and their relatives, were settled far from their homeland or their tribe, and sometimes even served in the army:H }

from Hazarasp.
They went, as ordered, removed 200 hostages, and on Monday, the 17 th of the same month, returned to the
royal court and were honored by gifts of royal outfits.
*
On Wednesday, Aymir Shaykh and Amir Khan, who, when the late khaqan had been returning from his campaign, had been sent to the khans of all provinces of Khorasan, as mentioned above, came back from Khorasan
and brought petitions and letters of loyalty from all the khans. They also brought the news that the Qïzïlbashes
had raided the Teke of Akhal. That same day the late khan dismissed Qalandar Parvanachi and gave the post of
parvanachi to Jahangir Bek, and entrusted the governorship of the town of Hazarasp to Qutlugh Murad Inaq.
And also, among the wondrous things, the following happened:
On Tuesday morning, which was the 25 th of the same month of Safar, a fire passed through the sky over the
city from north to south, revolving like a windmill, so that its light illuminated the entire world, and an awful
sound was heard that awakened many people from their sleep. And this fire was observed at every place in the
country.
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At the beginning of Rabi‘i, Hasan Murad Atalïq and Bay Muhammad Jarchi-bashi came on an embassy from
Bukhara. At the end of the same month, the khan attached Berdi Inaq as his ambassador to these ambassadors and
sent them to Bukhara.
On 25 Rabi‘i, a Friday, the late khan set out for Ambar for the dredging of the canals.
On the 27th of the same month, a Sunday, Berdi Inaq came from Bukhara with Padishah Khoja-i Sadr, an
ambassador of amir Haydar.
On 10 Jumadi’i, Friday, ambassadors from Kurdistan came and brought as presents six horses and three pieces
of fine futa,\fn{A long piece of fabric used for turbans and waistbands } made of expensive fabric, and they also brought
news about a battle that had taken place with the Qajars.
The late khan stayed in Ambar for seventeen days. He appointed Muhammad Riza Qoshbegi and Qutlï Muhammad Bek to conduct the qazu,\fn{The works on maintaining and repairing the irrigation system } while on the 13th of the
same month, a Monday, he himself set out for Qongrat for hunting.
He returned by way of Qara-Shafaq-qayir, and on the 25 th of the aforementioned month, on Saturday evening,
after the night prayer, he arrived in the city of Khiva. There he again attached Beredi Inaq to the Bukharan
ambassasdor Padishah Khoja, and sent them to Bukhara.
On Friday 8 Jumadi’i the khan presented the Qïzïlbash ambassadors from Khorasan with royal gifts and dismissed them. He sent Sattar-Quli Aqa, a servant of the sublime court, having attached him to Badr Khan Bek and
Muhammad Husayn Bek, a younger brother of Musa Khan, the governor of Qozghan, with the following
message:
If they are sincere in expressing their loyalty and obedience, then we want to go this asutumn to that region to save
them from the tyranny of the Qajars, but if they are unfriendly and hostile, we shall go there nevertheless, God Most
High willing; if they are loyal, let them dispatch here a trustworthy notable, like Sa‘adat-Quli Khan, and send with him
zakat and kharaj, as is their duty.

The ambassadors left on Tuesday.
On the 21st of the aforementioned month, a Thursday, the khan arrayed Allash Bek in the precious robe of the
rank of biy, and he appointed Muhammad Jan Bek to the post of inaq, in place of amir Muhammad Qïlïch Inaq,
who had averted his heart from the love of this world, resigned from the post of an amir, and chosen retirement
and seclusion.
On Wednesday 19 Rajab, the late khan gave a royal banquet for the ulama, the amirs, the nobles and the grandees, and laid the foundation of the Gandumkan hawli. That same day Qutlugh Muhammad Bek was appointed to
the post of inaq.
On the 23rd of the aforementioned month, a Sunday, Berdi Inaq, together with the Bukharan ambassador, the
Manghït ‘Ali Muhammad Chaghatay-begi, brought cannon and shamkhals sent by amir Haydar.
On Friday 4 Sha‘ban his majesty the khan permitted the Bukharan ambassador to return, and, after Friday
prayers, set out with the intention to go to Tuzgani and lodged at Sayyad hawli.
On Saturday, he lodged at the ribat\fn{The small fortification} of ‘Abdallah Bek son of Fazil Bek in Nayman to
attend his banquet. At that place Qutlugh Murad Inaq also came to his majesty. The aforementioned Abdallah Bek
arranged a fine banquet and offered laudable service.
The same year, that is 1229 AH, the Year of the Dog, a son was born to Allah-Quli Töre—who now adorns the
throne of kingdom—named Rahim-Quli Töre (may God save them both from misfortunes and calamities!).
On Sunday, the khan came to Khitay and stayed there for two days.
On Tuesday he set out from there and came to Hazarasp.
On Wednesday he set out and came to Sultan-Saray, which is Tuzgani.
On Friday he turned back and came again to Hazarasp. He left it on Saturday and came to Khitay.
On the 14th of the month, Sunday, he left Khitay, rested on the way several hours at Kereki hawli, and at the
time of the afternoon prayer came to the city of Khiva.
On Tuesday, the moon of the holy month of Ramazan appeared.
On Saturday night, which was the 5th of the month, the late khan had the Qur’an-recitation begun. During the
reciting, Daniyal Qari served as imam, while Hajji Qari, Muhammad Sharif Qari, Ish Timur Qari and others
followed him. They finished the reciting in six evenings, and during this period every night, before dawn, the
khan would give a royal banquet.
On the last night, all the qaris\fn{Reciters of the Qur’an} were honored with innumerable gifts from his majesty,
and the closest nobles and pillars of the state, as well as all others, who were present at the reciting, received precious robes of honor.
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On Sunday, the 13th of the same month, in the afternoon, his majesty had Yar Muhammad Divanbegi seized;
his shameful and disgraceful actions had been revealed to his late majesty, the shadow of God. In accordance with
his binding order, the servants of the auspicious court caught him by the lasso of wrath, and the same night, after
the night prayer, he was put to death, along with all his brothers, cousins, and other relatives; the total number of
those executed was thirty-two.
On Friday, the 18th of the aforementioned month, Sattar-Quli Aqa, who had gone as ambassador to Derregez,
came back, and all the Qïzïbash ambassadors also arrived—namely, Qazi Yusuf Shaykh Nawkhandani from
Begler Khan, Murshid Bek from Amir Guna, Baghir Bek from Najaf ‘Ali Khan,—and they brought three fine
horses as a gift.
On Thursday, which was the Festival of Breaking the Fast, the khan granted the ambassadors royal outfits and
dismissed them. They returned on the 15th\fn{?sic; in manuscript E of the Paradise, this sentence is omitted}of the month.
On 5 Shavval, which was Monday, the late khan went to Darghan for a hunting expedition. He passed up the
river Amu a little beyond Köderdeli and camped there. At that station the scouts encountered seven mounted
robbers; they killed one of them and captured five of their horses. Several men of the scouts pursued the fleeing
robbers as far as the fields near Charjuy, and Jayilghan Bhadur Shahabadi ran down and captured Baba Khoja,
who had gone from Khiva, had joined the Turkmen scoundrels and had been engaged in highway robbery. Jayilghan Bhadur brought him to his majesty, and he ordered him to be hanged in Darghan.
After his majesty hunted with birds on the banks of the river Amu for ten days, he returned and on Wednesday
evening, the 27th of the same month of Shavval, arrived in the royal capital Khiva.
On the previous night, ‘Abd ar-Rahim Mufti died. On 6 Zu’l-Qa‘da, a Wednesday, Bahajan Bek, son of Niyaz
Muhammad Bek, passed from this transitory world to the everlasting one.
*
The same year of 1229, on 18 Zu’l-Hijja, a Wednesday,\fn{ November 30} his majesty the late king, set out from
the royal capital Khiva wishing to go hunting, and lodged in Bederkend, in a newly built hawli. On Thursday he
hunted with birds in this region, performed a pilgrimage to the mausoleum of his holiness Ism-i Mahmud Ata, and
returned to the same hawli, where he rested.
On Friday he set out from there, hunted in the vicinity of Zamakhshar, and by the time of night prayer came to
Tashhawz.
On Sunday, the 22nd of the month, he set out from there and, having hunted with birds in that area, arrived at
Manghït
On Tuesday he moved off and camped in the lower reaches of the Aman-Quli canal.
On Thursday he went further and camped on the bank of the Sharqïrawq.
On Friday, the 27th of the month, he visited the blessed tomb of Shaykh Najm ad-Din Kubra in Old Urgench,
and stopped in the region of Küprükli-yap.
Having moved off from there, he camped twice on his way, and on Monday stopped at the eastern foot of the
Ereng-qïr, on the bank of the Qaylï. While he was there, the new year, 1230 came, and on Tuesday 1 Muharram
the khan hunted with birds on the Ereng-qïr. At that place Qongrat elders and Qaraqalpaq biys came to the
sublime court, and also news came that Qazaqs had migrated and had come to the encampment of Hasan Bay. The
late khan remained there for six days, and every day he hunted with birds in the environs of the Ereng-qïr and
annihilated all the prey. At the same place the servants of the royal court reconciled the biys and elders of the
Qazaq tribes, who, after having fought each other, had come to submit their petition and to seek justice; all of
them were granted royal outfits. And the khan sent Töre Bek Qïyat and Taylaq Yüzbashi, along with the younger
brothers of Chongay Biy, to the Nazar tribe, which had plundered some livestock from the Tabïn tribe, with a
threatening lettere, demanding the return of the animals. The Quazq ambassadors\fn{ Sent with the Khivan officials?}
were Muhammad Jan Qazi son of Qazaqay Akhund, and Yamancha Biy.
On Sunday the 7th of the aforementioned month, the khan moved off from Qaylï and camped at Aybugur. He
hunted with birds on Monday, but on Tuesday he rested at the camp because of rain.
On Wednesday he set out from there and camped in the vicinity of Ay-Khoja.
On Friday he left, toured and examined Old Vazir and returned again to Ay-Khoja.
On Saturday he moved off and camped at the next station. He stayed there for three nights, hunting antelopes,
and on Tuesday came to the Qaylï and stopped near his previous campsite there.
On Thursday he moved from there and came to Qïzïl-Yïlghun.
On Friday he camped in the vicinity of Chowdur-qal‘a.
On Saturday he came to Aq-chungul.
On Sunday he crossed the At-Yolï and stopped on the other side. At this place he remained for three days,
hunting with birds, and on Thursday he lodged at the hawli of Khoja Murad Biy situated on the waste-land.
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On Friday he hunted with birds along the banks of the Tallïq, and on Saturday, the 26 th of the month, he was
honored with the pilgrimage to the tomb of Hakim Ata (may the mercy of God be upon him!).
On Sunday he hunted with birds in the environs of Qal‘a-i Khavand, otherwise called Boghra Khan.
On Monday he camped in the vicinity of Sami-Bar-qal‘a, on the banks of the Abdal canal.
On Tuesday he hunted again on the banks of the Talliq and returned to Sami-Bar.
On Wednesday, the last day of the aforementioned month, he moved off from there and camped at KhojaTerki, which is further up the Amu from the head of the Yengichke canal.
On Thursday, the first day of Safr, he left this place, went to the banks of the Kürkürawk canal and camped
there.
On Friday he crossed the river Amu over the ice and camped at the Qarabayli.
On Saturday he remained at the same place, hunted with birds in the environs of Burlï, and returned to his
camp.
On Sunday he moved off from the Qarabayli and camped at Chal-Turangu.
On Monday he camped on the bank of the river Amu, opposite the tomb of Mu‘in-ata (the mercy of God be
upon him!).
On Tuesday he crossed the river Amu over the ice and came to Khoja-Terki.
On Wednesday he made pilgrimage to the blessed tomb of his holiness Sham‘un Nabi (peace be upon him!) in
Mizdahqan and camped opposite Kuyukqal‘a.
On Tuesday he hunted in the environs of the river Lawdan and rturned to the same camp.
On Friday he moved off and camped near Porsi.
On Saturday he camped on the northern side of Buldïmsaz. At that place the elders of the clan of Qïrïmsa of
the Salaqs brought fine presents to the royal court.
On Sunday he moved off from there and lodged at Tashawz.
On Monday, the 12th of the month, after the evening prayer, he came to the royal capital Khiva.
As was mentioned above, the same year, that is in the Year of the Pig, ‘Abdallah Inaq had fled to Bukhara. He
was unable to remain in Bukhara, returned with a thousand apologies and attained to the honor of kissing of his
majesty’s threshold.
His majesty pardoned his crime and did not cause him any harm. For five or six months he remained among
the servants of the khan’s court, but then, prompted by his innate wickedness, he committed certain vile deeds.
These actions became known to his majesty and, during the same hunting expedition, after the arrival at Mizdahqan, the khan ordered him seized, and he was executed.

Statue of Tamerlaine in Tashkent, Uzbekistan
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Russian 4.42 Excerpt from Tanlangan Asarlar\fn{by Muhammad Aminkhuzha Muqimii (1850/51-1903)} Uzbekistan (M)
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285.26 Excerpt from Shajara-ye Khorezmshahi (The Genealogical Tree of the Khorezmian Kings): “The Russian
Conquest Of Khiva And The Massacre Of The Yomut Turkmens”\fn{by Muhammad Yusuf Bek aka Bayahi
(1860- )} Khiva, Xorazm Province, Uzbekistan (M) 3
… His majesty the Khan\fn{Muhammad Rahim Bahadur Khan} heard that Governor Kaufman together with the
Russian army were marching upon Khorezm. He assembled all the amirs and grandees and took counsel with
them. They all said,
“It is better for us not to fight with them.”
These words seemed fitting to His Majesty the Khan. He ordered to gather all the Russian prisoners. There
were twenty-one men. He entrusted them to Murtaza Biy Khoja and charged him to deliver them to the hands of
Governor Kaufman. Murtaza Biy honored his command, took the prisoners, and set off in the direction of Qazaqli.
In the vicinity of Nur-Ata, he met Kaufman and delivered the prisoners to him after apologizing for the delay
in recovering the prisoners. The Khan expected Kaufman to call off the attack, but Kaufman accepted his apology
and nonetheless continued with the attack, saying,
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“We have our instructions from the Great Emperor.” He detained the messenger and continued the march to
Khiva.
Hearing nothing of the fate of Murtaza Biy, the Khan realized that the Russians were continuing their advance
from two directions: the column led by Verevkin from the north and the one led by Kaufman from the east.
Again he assembled all the amirs and grandees and after consulting with them decided to plan a counter attack.
He appointed Muhammad Murad Divanbegi the commander of an army consisting of divisions of Chowdur, Göklen,\fn{Turkmen tribes} and Uzbeks, and together with Mahmud Yasavul Bashi and Ya’qub Bay Qalmaq sent them
to repel Kaufman’s column.
As for the column headed by Verevkin, he appointed Eltüzer Inaq at the head of a force composed of Yomut,
Yemreli\fn{Again, Turkmen tribes} and Uzbeks (all in all six thousand men) and together with Baba Mehter sent
them to the city of Qongrat.
He also gave two thousand men to Amir Turä and Muhammad Riza Turä and sent them to Hazarasp. Inaq Bek
was in command of the troops going to Khoja-eli.
*
In order for Kaufman to reach Khiva he had to cross the Amu Darya river. Therefore, the Khivan army decided
to try and prevent it.
Since Kaufman was still far, the Khivan army under Muhammad Murad Divanbegi crossed the Amu Darya and
stopped at Uch-Uchaq. Muhammad Murad, in agreement with the commanders of the troops and the Turk-men
elders, chose from the troops two hundred brave men under the command of Sadiq Qul, who hurried to Adam
Kirulen to ambush the Russians.
As the Russians avant-garde under the command of Ivanov approached the place unaware of the ambush, the
men attacked at once and managed to generate confusion among the Russians. Since the Khivan commander understood that the Russians were interested in reaching the wells to get a fresh supply of water, he gathered his men
and set another ambush near the wells.
Soon, the Khivans received a reinforcement of three hundred men. The Russians approached the wells unaware
and were attacked. The Khivans managed to kill several Russians while sustaining themselves at first only minor
losses; only one brave man from Kunia-Urgench by the name of Pir Niyaz was hit by a bullet.
However, the battle was not over, and more Russian troops arrived. When the Khorezmian troops realized that
they were about to run out of ammunition they tried to escape, but were surrounded from every side.
A battle began. Many of the Russians’ horses, camels, and men perished. Finally, with the help of their better
weapons, the Russians inflicted defeat on the Khorezmian troops.
When Kaufman approached the river, Muhammad Divanbegi ordered the artillery men stationed on the other
bank to fire. However, the Khorezmians did not manage to achieve even one victory, and the Russians crossed the
river in peace.
After that Kaufman knew that now he would go to Khiva. When the Khan received the word about what had
occurred, he became worried. He consulted with the elders of Khiva and Hazarasp and decided they would dedicate their efforts to the defense of the city of Khiva.
*
Meanwhile, Verevkin and Lomakin were advancing toward the city of Qongrat.
The battle outside the city ended in great defeat for the Khivans. The elders of Qongrat, Chap Niyaz Biy, Sayyid Biy, Taji Murad Biy, Qanchirga Biy, Mansur Biy, and others sent a messenger to Verevkin saying,
Do not enter our city and do not fire upon our citadel … we have sent word to His Majesty the Khan in Khiva. We
do not have enough ammunition to fight with you right now. Once the Khan sends us supplies we will come out and
fight with you.

Verevkin ignored their request and decided to enter the city anyway. He did not encounter much resistance, and
the elders of the city honored him with gifts.
Meanwhile, Eltüzer Inaq went to Khoja-eli, and together with Abdallah Mahram Yemreli and selected troops
moved to attack Verevkin.
The Khivans charged at an avant-garde composed of two divisions of mounted Cossacks. They managed to
kill thirteen of them and injure a few. The Khivans also captured ammunition supplies and thirteen horses.
When Verevkin heard about it he became angry. He ordered a search and capture of those responsible and he
himself headed the operations against the city of Khoja-eli.
After the defense for Khoja-eli failed, the elders came out with presents and gifts and asked Verevkin to spare
the city, which he did.
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After the battle in defense of Khoja-eli ended in defeat, the Uzbek troops dispersed.
Inaq Bek and the Qoshbegi, together with the Turkmen troops of the Yomuts and Chowdur were on their way
back to Khiva and were determined to defeat the Russians. Thus, the Turkmens were the only ones remaining to
defend Khiva.
A few days later, after Verevkin succeeded in subduing a force of Turkmens defending the city of Manghit, the
Orenburg column reached Khiva from the north.
Meanwhile, in Khiva, the qoshbegi\fn{A high minister} explained to the khan all the events that had happened.
The khan decided to multiply the guards at each and every one of Khiva’s gates and gave instructions to the watch
commanders. The khan sent two more letters of surrender to Kaufman and asked him to halt the attack, but the
letters were unanswered.
When the khan realized that the conquest of Khiva was imminent, he consulted with his close advisers, and
one night left the citadel and escaped with the help of the Yomuts to their sanctuary.
When the khan left the city, Amir Turä became khan. After a short enthronement ceremony attended by a few
relatives, he gave orders for the peaceful submission of the city and sent a messenger to Kaufman to tell him that
Khiva surrendered. After two days Kaufman entered the city of Khiva and Bayani had only this to say,
“Such was the will of God most high, there is no escape from the divine decree.”
Kaufman came and entered the citadel. He sat himself on the throne of the Khorezmian kings and the others sat
around him in their places, while different relatives of the khan came in and paid their respects, carrying food and
drink.
Kaufman also decided to inspect the treasury of the palace and together with Golovachev, found an assortment
of weapons, bejeweled daggers, swords, and handguns. Kaufman refused to conduct negotiations with the khan's
relatives. Eventually, he learned of the Khan’s hiding and decided to send a messenger to him, inviting the khan to
return and conduct negotiations himself, promising not to hurt him.
The khan inspected the letter and became aware of its contents. He consulted with Sari Sardar.\fn{ The commander of the Yomuts hosting him} Sari Sardar said,
“O King, your departure may be a good thing. If they indeed made peace, it can not be bad for you. Now that it
has become so by the will of God, it cannot be good for you to abandon your country and go to Akhal.”
His Majesty the Khan accepted Sari Sardar’s words, mounted his horse, and set out in the direction of Khiva.
*
The meeting took place in the Khan’s summer palace in Khiva. Under the shadow of the trees there was a
small pavilion. The Khan approached the pavilion and dismounted. Kaufman saw him and went out of the tent to
meet him. He shook his hand and greeted him.
“Welcome,” said Kaufman, and with utmost respect and highest regard and the greatest esteem and appreciation he showed him into the pavilion. He made him sit on a cushion a little higher than himself, and he himself sat
on the carpet. After the refreshments, Kaufman said,
“I have planned to come here with my army for three years and now I have come.” The Khan said,
“It is the will of God.” Kaufman said,
“If you had understood the meaning of my letter three years ago, you would never have seen me, and God
would not have made me come here.” The Khan said,
“Nothing remains hidden from the will of God. In any case, I am pleased to see you.” Kaufman smiled and
said,
“The pleasure is not yours alone, it is mine as well. If we continue in this friendly manner, we may be able to
turn harm into good.” They ate for a while and then the Khan expressed his country’s submission by saying,
“We are at the Emperor’s command.”
After exchanging a few more pleasantries, Kaufman decided to create a council of seven Khivan dignitaries.
Their first decision was to abolish slavery in the khanate and set free all the Persian slaves. Then they began
negotiations on the final conditions for the surrender of Khiva.
*
Kaufman informed the Yomuts that they had to pay 300,000 rubles as war indemnities. The Yomuts sent a
delegation of their elders to Kaufman saying that they did not have that kind of cash and that they needed a delay.
Kaufman agreed to give them fifteen days to procure the money.
Meanwhile he prepared the army for the battle and instructed Golovachev, Lomakin, and lvanov to be prepared
to fight if they do not pay. According to Bayani, they all agreed that fighting with the Yomuts was not a desirable
course of action to take.
Two weeks later, Golovachev received an order to destroy all the Turkmens.
Golovachev left with Ya’qub Bay and reached Ghaziabad. There he stopped and said:
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“It is not good to fight with the Yomuts. We shall stop here and perhaps they will get news of our advance and
pay the indemnities. However, if they want a fight we shall give them one.”
The next day, the Yomuts showed no sign that they were about to pay the indemnities. Therefore, Golovachev
set out and together with his army entered the territory of the Yomuts.
The Cossacks who were mounted on their horses dispersed to all sides and set fire to the Yomuts’ crops, to
their huts and tents; the flames reached the sky from every direction and the smoke could be seen everywhere, so
that the meaning of the Qur’anic verse “Wait for the day when the heavens bring forth visible smoke, enveloping
mankind”\fn{Qur’an 44:10} became clear.\fn{Italics mine:H}
The Cossacks fired at everyone they saw. They stabbed the old and the women and children with their sabers
and impaled infants who were still suckling their mother’s milk on their lances and tossed them into the burning
fire. And they continued to plunder the Yomuts’ possessions.
At that time, a group of Yomuts, a few old men, women, and children, escaped. Several Cossacks learned of
this and gave chase. When they caught up with them the Yomuts said, crying,
“What wrong have we done to you?” The Cossacks answered,
“You rebelled by not paying the indemnities.” The Yomuts said,
“The sum was impossible to pay; this does not mean a rebellion. Give us more time. No man can endure such
tyranny as we have experienced in this world.”
The Cossacks returned to General Golovachev and conveyed these words to him. Golovachev said,
“Their words are true. I did not tell you to burn their crops and their houses nor to massacre their women and
children. Now, what is done is done, there is nothing we can do.” After this event the Yomuts were all in agreement and said,
“Now that we have encountered the Russians it is better for us to live by the sword. After our women and children were butchered it is our obligation to rise against Russia. It is better to die than to lead such a life in this
world.”
They gathered and were going to Hilali. In order to follow the Yomuts, Golovachev chose from among the
Cossacks seven mounted divisions and sent them on their way.
The Cossacks gave chase and every now and then caught up with a group of Yomuts who had broken off from
the rest and were lagging behind. Most of them were women and children.
They suffered the same fate as previously mentioned. The scene of the massacre harbored many other images:
women jumping under the hooves of the horses; women and children trying to hide in the reeds in the lake and are
being shot at by the Russian troops from the bank; four Cossack riders thrashing their sabers at one unarmed Yomut man kneeling in their midst; the continued burning of crops, the looting of possessions.
Whenever the Yomuts could, they returned a fight, mainly through night attacks on the Russian camps, killing
a few Russians and taking their weapons.
Eventually, it became clear that the Yomuts had no chance. Those who did not perish fled and regrouped in the
hope of returning one day to their land. …
213.20 Excerpt from The Personal History Of A Bukharan Intellectual\fn{by Muhammad-Sharif-i Sadr-i Ziya (18671932)} Bukhara, Bukhara Province, Uzbekistan (M) 11
In the name of God, Wise and Knowing, I, an indigent slave, Mirza Muhammad-Sharif-i Sadr, al-Ziya by penname, son of the Chief Justice,\fn{The supreme judicial officer of the Bukharan Emirate, third in importance of the state after the
Emir himself and his Vizier. In what follows I have followed my usual procedure of incorporating into the translated text such English
words as must be added to it by any translator for an English understanding of certain passages, but which are not part of the original
language in which the text was written. For example, in just the first sentence, the word “I”, above, which was originally in brackets—[I,]
—together with its attendant punctuation, is not part of the original text as such, but must be presumed to exist based on what preceeds and
follows it; and it is a simple matter to incorporate these, merely by eliminating the brackets provided by the original translator.(H) } the
most trustworthy of faithful men, my master and everybody’s master, Damulla ‘Abd al-Shakur-i Sadr-i\fn{ The
author’s father} Qazi Kalan, in the year one thousand three hundred and six of the Hijrat,\fn{ September 8, 1888-August
27, 1889} simultaneously with the end of his excellency, my father’s lifetime, committed myself and became firmly

confirmed in an intention to inscribe and record my lifetime’s internal and external events and affairs, which are
of importance, describing them day after day, some in detail, some in brief.
Thus, I wrote down in full all important events and facts, including dates of resignation from and appointment
to an office as well as of birth and death of the relatives and known persons of the age and epoch, from the time
mentioned and up to the year 1335 of the Hijrat,\fn{October 28, 1916-October 16, 1917} and composed a diary.
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However, this Diary, together with a poetical Tazrat al-shu‘ara was burned up during Kolesov’ campaign in
1336.\fn{I.e., 1918, a reference to the first Communist attack on Bukhara by Kolesov, chairman of the Turkistan Soviet government, in
which the Russian forces suffered a brief but stinging defeat. (H) } This Diary had no other draft copy; because of the extreme
thirst I had in regard to recovering it, I had to rewrite the thirty-year events for the second time. Owing to my old
age and the remoteness of time, many things had been lost or were becoming obscure.
*
Let it not be veiled from the minds of possessors of knowledge and from the sight of masters of sagacity that in
the beginning of the reign of the peaceable sultan ‘Abd al-Ahad-Khan,\fn{ Emir of Bukhara (1885-1910)} the sovereign
of this glorious land, after the passing of three complete lunar years since he, God’s select, had ascended the
imperial throne, in the year 1304 of the Hijrat,\fn{ September 29, 1886-September 18, 1887} in this Glorious City, its
tumans\fn{Territory administered directly from the city; there were nine of these } and environs, by the Divine Will and Eternal
predestination, a great plague and general disaster fell on the heads of the people of the Noble City.
The fire of God’s punishment inflaming with every passing day, the sultry flame of hell spread from day to
day, so that all great and small persons, every old and young one, everybody, in the bed-clothes of illness and the
bed of sickness, fell into all sorts of abjectness and kinds of affliction. Everyone was affected by a strange sickness and strange disease, which the eyes of those who see had never seen, the ears of those who hear had never
heard.
Matters went so far and distress reached such limits that the meaning of the following truthful words became
obvious:
“The day shall a man flee from his own brother, and from his mother.”\fn{Qur’an 80:34-35}
Neither father cherishing his son, nor son troubling about his father. A universal misfortune it was, for if
respectful lords, whose servants had added up to a hundred or two, now had no one helping them with a sip of
water, what should be the condition of the others? A part indicates the whole: this is sufficient, adducing more
than these details will result in prolixity.
In a word, by these plagues and disease, most creatures were exposed to perishing, there were only one in a
thousand or ten out of many on whom, by will of the Lord Creator, the predestined death from that illness would
not fall. Half-dead with so much weakness and pain, and with great infirmity and illness escaping this peril, they
lived the most painful life.
Meanwhile, the treacherous Heaven, by order of God Omnipotent and Free in His action, made cruelty flourish
and perfidy commence. The dawn of happiness changed into an eve of decline; the thirty-year felicity proceeded
to decline.
Misfortune became a neighbor and said “welcome” amicably,
fortune became a pilgrim and bade farewell kindly.

*
The explanation of this account and details of this summary are that, in the year one thousand and six of the
Hijrat (a thousand blessings for its excellence), on Monday, in the day of Arafat,\fn{August 5, 1889} concordant
with the customs and habits of the sultans of this land, His Majesty the King of kings, the owner of Darius’ wont,
made an invitation of Royal generosity to his Court and exalted both nobles and common people with Royal robes
and honored all subjects with his Imperial presence.
At that time my qibla, but even the qibla of all people, was known and celebrated among ulama\fn{Men of
knowledge, especially those who dealt with traditional religious subjects such as theology and jurisprudence } of the epoch and grandees of the age, like the sun amidst stars, in every kind of science and juridical knowledge, drum sounds of the
fame of that chosen one among good men were heard, everywhere around Bukhara, or even in the space of the entire world, by the small and great of every land:
The Chief Justice of the City of Bukhara, whose name
is beating the drum of fame even in the provinces of Rum.\fn{ I.e., of the Ottoman Empire, which the Ottoman Turks regarded as heir of the Roman
Empire}

A eulogy of the portrayal of this man pardoned and pitied by God is sufficient in what has been told.
The Glorious City’s soil, since ancient times, had been a residence of profound savants, and a mine of grandees of piety, and a spring of great Sayids,\fn{Descendants of the Prophet Muhammad } and an assembly of magnificent
lords, and it was true, especially, for the days of the reign of His Majesty, an inhabitant of the place of God’s forgiveness, namely Sayid Amir Muzaffar-i Bahadur-khan.\fn{ Ruler of the Emirate of Bukhara (1860-1885)}
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At the time of dominion of this King of the epoch, the land of Turan had found its fresh adorning and immense
blooming, and day by day the flourishing of this famous land was increasing, and coming of the people from other
countries to that land had become more frequent for its great security and tranquility. Because of it, many students
of Sharia disciplines\fn{Religious legal disciplines} and abundance of natural philosophers and a myriad of scholars of
every faction, being doubled and redoubled, excessively surpassed in number those of previous times.
At the same time, my dearest parent, during the days of his life and his lifetime—despite the perfect purity of
his character and ultimate simplicity in worldly matters, in spite of being unselfish and impractical, and paying no
attention to the formalities respected by other savants—nevertheless, he always was in favor with the sultans of
this land and content with the mercies of great emperors. Always exceeding his contemporaries in everything, all
the time in every circle being incontestable, he constantly held the Glorious City’s high posts and invariably was
numbered among confidants of the supreme power. One may say that there was no one among all the savants of
the day and outstanding persons of the time, who had not been brought up, directly or indirectly, with a chain of
devotion to that lord, a shelter of knowledge, and who had not inscribed on the forehead of pleading the brand of
slavery to him, a man esteemed by old and young persons.
In a word, in view of this, in the aforementioned day of ‘arafat, His Majesty, the Shelter of the Caliphate,
chose him amidst outstanding lords and deigned to elevate him by investing him with his special royal robes of
honor, none similar to which anyone amidst equals and peers had received before (well, I made a mistake, for he
was peerless in his epoch).
That day, for the author of these pages was helplessly lying on the sick-bed, being down with many diseases,
my dearest parent, with all his respectability and severity, being impelled by a feeling of paternal compassion and
sympathy, visited me and, after showing much kindness, hurried to his residence.
Since extreme weakness suddenly seized me, a sinful slave, I was bereft of the honor of talking with my parent, the mine of benefits, and was deprived of the happiness of greeting my patron. Despite this slave’s being unworthy and filled with a thousand sorts of ugliness he came to the head of the bed of this hopeless slave, because
of his kindness and paternal gentleness and tender mercies, several times a day; mostly ignoring almost all royal
councils and his judicial duties for the purpose of cheering me, a smallest slave, and assuaging my sorrow, he
smoothed the heaviness of my weakness by kind speech and honeyed words and parted from me only if I felt relief.
That time, six days had passed after the aforementioned date,\fn{ Apparently August 11, 1889} but this fallen slave,
in spite of established habit, was not blessed by this felicity. During this time, I was plunged every moment in the
sea of thought, every hour my astonishment increased more and more, what might be the cause of the interruption
in my father’s visits and what is the reason for the callousness and coldness of my parent, whether his blessed
mind takes offense at something or is there some other reason.
Constantly, I wondered about and mentally reverted to the possible reasons for his resentment, and for his
splendid soul’s displeasure, and his most pure mind’s bitterness. Both in thoughts and deeds I did not care about
my own health and condition, secretly and openly inquiring of every servant of his supreme residence about the
reasons for such an attitude. But each of them put forward excuses, no one of which could by any means calm my
weakened heart. Because of this, this low slave lost patience and tranquility.
Six days afterward, on the evening of Monday,\fn{ Sunday evening is meant} I put on oath my father’s old and
trusty servant, Abu al-Hayy Makhdum by name, who in his life was a support in the days of sorrow and companyion in the time of joy, and asked him about the matter. This poor man, seeing no other choice except telling the
truth, with great confusion told me the following awful story.
“When your father, being robed in blessed royal clothes, parted from you, suddenly, he fell unconscious on the
way from your abode to his house, and it was so dreadful an accident, that all the servants were perturbed and
frightened, they had to pick up his insensible body and brought him to his home.
“From that time till now he has not come to his senses and is unconscious yet. However, all this time, his confidants and servants, Mulla Mirjan and Muhammad-Husayn by name, repeatedly have been ordering and reminding all servants on no account to inform anybody from the beloved family, the grand tribe, and especially, the
nameless author of these lines. The power and influence these two men have in general and particular matters, are
firm and indisputable; nobody can ignore anything they consider as expedient, and however much you ask all of
the servants about it, everyone presents one excuse or another, not raising the veil over the essence of the matter.
“When you put me on oath, in addition to my having eaten salt with you, I told you. Now you know everything.”
When I heard this story, the rein of patience and endurance slipped out of my hands. With a hundred difficultties and thousand troubles, in the most arduous way, which is beyond speech and description, I went to attend on
my parent and saw that really, what was heard by the author of these lines from the aforementioned servant, was
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the lesser part of the whole truth and a trifle from plenty. My dearest parent was lying completely insensible on
the sick bed, being taken ill with diarrhea, all this time he had been suffering from flux; moreover, a rash was seen
on his skin.
After a short discussion with the two servants already mentioned, I immediately sent to His Majesty the Shelter
of the Caliphate a report on the true condition and state of health of my father, and simultaneously swiftly informed Mulla ‘Abd al-Jalil-i Sudiir, the elder son of my parent, who, at the time, was dignified and honored with
the post of judge in the tuain of Kamat,\fn{The old name of Wabkand, a village located 25km northeast of Bukhara } entreating
him to the pay honor of his coming and bringing the happiness of his visiting the sick. Since my servile report had
been received but not yet brought to the King’s notice, regretfully and disappointedly I urgently sent for an expert
doctor, ‘Abd al-Rahim Makhdum by name, who was an immutable friend of God’s Shadow,\fn{ The Emir} and permanent companion of His Majesty;\fn{Probably the Emir’s father is meant} the pardoned dweller of the place of forgiveness, and who was assigned by the highest Royal mercies for visiting and examining my parent. Coming on
Sunday, at ten o’clock and accomplishing all traditional and customary formalities of the visit, he examined my
father’s condition and investigated the nature of the illness, and got out, rushing to the Court of the Shelter of the
Caliphate, so this visit by no means clarified the cause of such acute sickness of my parent.
In addition to all these troubles and pain, that day, this abject slave was seized by so keen a toothache that
patience and strength left me. On the night of Monday, I went home, lest the sound of my moan, reaching my
parent’s ears, should become the cause of disturbance in his fragrant mind and harassment for his heart, shining
like the sun. In the evening coming home with a hundred pains and troubles, I spent the night in much moaning
and lamenting.
At seven o’clock on Monday\fn{ August 12,1889} I pulled out the tooth, which molested me, in a manner you
know if you had to do with ignorant Bukharan quacks.
So, immediately I went, falling and rising because of weakness and disability, to be blessed with the honor of
kissing the feet of my beloved father, the shelter of all men, and I found that he had been transferred from that
house, to which yesterday I came to see him, to another, very spacious house.
This time I found my beloved parent in full consciousness; because of it, some joy and mirth smiled upon this
completely weak and sinful slave.
Most gently, I inquired after his health and told him about myself, and delicately conveyed to this lord’s audience an excuse for my not being near him before. However, at the moment, it could not escape attentive observation that he was completely absorbed in himself as if thinking over some important matter. In a word, he spent
about half an hour in such condition, while this slave, entirely seized with agitation and with eyes full of tears,
during this time was not honored to hear any reply from this lord to answer, or even a single word. In that
duration, the only thing that reached this poor slave’s ear, which my father said, breathing his last breath:
“My Lord, I do not hope for anything in the world but for Your generosity!”
Thus, with these words, his last breath parted from his sweet soul, and (he leaned on the pillow at the moment)
his head, which sons of Adam had not seen bowed unless in the time of Divine worship, fell on his breast, merciful and free from anger.
As I, a fallen slave, from my childhood till that time had never witnessed a tragedy like this, like a lifeless
picture, being torpid and perplexed, frightened and depressed, I insensibly called the servants of this high court,
who were away on their business. At once everybody, like a solar corona, crowded round this pole of the sphere of
wisdom and perfection, or the sun at the time of setting. Everyone was trying, to the extent of one’s abilities, to
clarify the true condition of my parent; wrangle dragged on. At last, it became evident that the Humay\fn{ The
power: (H)} of the soul of this unique and peerless man, having flown to the top of the lotus of termination and left
the tightness of the cage of the perishable world, had alighted on the branches of ambergris-smelling and everlasting Paradise. He ran free from distressing chains of predestination and injuring bullets and the rifle of manlike
werewolves, joining the mercy of the Omnipotent True God.
Till Heavens are an architect of this mansion, without a thorn of sorrow,
nobody has found a flower of joy, in the orchard of life.
On the vernal meadow of life, a flower garden,
nobody has found blooming in the early spring, safe from autumn wind.

Indeed, the eternal Scribe of orders has not written the word of everlasting perpetuity in the charter of life of
any creature. The Painter of the images of beings has painted the picture of life on the pages of potentialities characterized by the saying
“Everything that exists will perish except His Face.”\fn{Qur’an 28:88}
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The Tailor of the workshop of pre-existence has not sewn the robe of any being without a lace of death. The
Chamberlain of the palace of power has not lighted the candle of politeness without the rudeness of distraction.
This is a sherbet that everyone will drink; this is a heavy burden that everybody must carry:
From the time of Adam till now, neither king, nor beggar—
nobody has clothes of eternity.
On Monday, in the month of the Feast,\fn{The Feast of Qurban (August 7, 1899)}
when after the Feast-day six days had passed
he consecrated his injured soul to harmony
and made a sacrifice of himself to God.
On setting out with bitter tears
he pleaded: “O, the Judge-Creator,
since Thou mercifully grayed me with age,
do not me deprive of Thine munificence!”

In short, as a result of the occurrence of this crucial event and happening of this great disaster, he was lying
insensibly and motionless like a mural, and daylight turned at the moment black and darkened, as in my present
days. Sometimes, hammering my unhappy head with the fist of grief, and tears of repentance flowing from my
eyes, which shaded tears of blood, I uttered the following verses—
I have not ever seen fatherlessness,
bitter thing, I should say, when undergone by myself.
The master of my order was thou,
the knowledge of my essence was thine,

—for the time of joy and happiness of this entirely feeble and humble slave was closely tied with the lifetime of
my glorious parent. With the setting of the sun of good fortune of his blessed existence and when the base of the
years and months of his lifetime had turned infirm, I was not given even a split second in order to yield for a wink
to the soreness of my wounded heart and to the sorrow of my vexatious mind, by the side of the lifeless corpse
and inanimate body of this overseer of perfect men and God’s select.
At that very instant when a shirt on the trunk was ready to rend and the skin on the body was starting to tear,
mourning clothes were put on the helpless body of this unconscious slave as if in addition to all other disadvantages, and in spite of my being not myself, I was requested to attend the King of kings, the Abundance of justice.
The thing was that not a word had been heard yet of the elder son Sudur;\fn{ The author’s elder brother} willingly
or not, constrainedly and regardless of my complete debility and much pains, I began the necessities of mourning
and sent a servile report on the dreadful event and, with eyes shedding bloody tears, was about to set out to the
illustrious King’s Palace, risen as high as Saturn’s orbit,\fn{ Saturn was considered to be a symbol of magnificence and of the
royal dignity and sublimity} when at that moment, by way of visiting the palmy oasis of the faithful slave, the King of
kings of the Universe, himself, along with Mulla Mahmud-bi-i Inaq, a sar‘askar of the Royal regular military forces, honored with his dignifying arrival. My weakness was only aggravated. Dignitaries of the Palace, which bore
the sign of Saturn’s sublimity, presented my servile account to the effulgent attention of His Majesty. This person
of Alexander’s quality\fn{Alexander the Great, a commonplace simile in traditional Muslim literature for one of royal blood } for
his deepest sincerity and genuineness, and much compassion and empathy, no sooner learned about this sorrowful
event and sudden accident, with a hundred vexations and regrets shed floods of tears from his eyes’ brook, then he
uttered, as impromptu of his silver tongue, these kingly verses, which are sweeter than life and are a result of the
refined thoughts and an outcome of lavish pearly genius of this illustrious King, whose famous nom de plume
Nami in the books of his poetry at that time was like his sublime essence fortunate:
My fortunate rising star today was dimmed by sorrow
At the parting of the Chief Justice of the Law of Mustafa.\fn{ One of the names of the Prophet Muhammad}

After showering much kindness and infinite grace, an obligatory writ obtained the glory to be issued that at the
hour of four o’clock in that day, which was Monday, the eighteenth of Zu al-Hijja;\fn{ This date remains doubtful, for
the eighteenth of Zu al-Hijja was on a Thursday, not a Monday } the preparation of means for the proper burial and fitting out
of my parent should be finished. According to the order, obligating one to obey it, to the extent of my endurance
and ability, I hurriedly commenced to accomplish the King’s desire.
*
At the aforementioned hour, His Majesty, the owner of Solomon’s insignia, on the square of the khiinaqiih of
Dewan-Begi\fn{A residence of the Sufi order, built in 1620 in the center of Bukhara } bestowing the honor of his lucky arrival,
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with the attendance of a great number of people and in the presence of nobles and plain folk, held a funeral service, which is a guidance of Muslims to another world. Persons of distinction from every section of society and a
crowd of disciples, for interring that beloved by contemporaries, hurried toward the burial place of this peerless
man of his age and epoch, which was situated in the western part of the City near the blessed Lord Khwaja Muhammad-i Turk-i Jandi.\fn{A saint of the 10th century AD}
After accomplishing the funeral prayer, His Majesty, a man of Alexander’s rank, owing to the purity of his
perfect kingly compassion and imperial, immense generosity enlightened with his presence our vile cell like the
sun of the East, in order to recite the Fatiha,\fn{The opening sura of the Qur’an} and by this gift he made our family
the envy of all peers and turned it into contentment with his mercies, earning our prayers for the royal dynasty instead.
In those days, I, unfortunate slave, became the chief of the mourners for my pardoned parent, though only
twenty-five years of my lifetime had passed by that time, and till now, owing to the glory of being a relative of my
parent, that man of auspicious signs, I had known neither cold nor hot, tasted neither the bitter nor sour, suf-fered
no calamity, obtaining no experience in such matters.
When I appeared before the luminous visage of the King in a very poor condition and corporal infirmity,
bewildered and sad, His Majesty, because of the virtue of his inborn chivalry and inherent humanity, felt pity for
my poor and feeble condition. His Majesty deigned to emanate from the royal bounties upon this distressed slave
and some other persons verbal endearment and oral admonition with regard to Mir Badr al-Din-i Sadr—that
person had been nominated to the post of Shari‘a muhtasib\fn{Chief Justice of the Emirate (1889-1908) } of the Glorious
City, and then, after the termination of the lifetime of my parent—an inhabitant of Paradise, he was appointed to
be the Chief Justice of the Noble Realm as well, (not long ago in concordance with the King’s advice, kinship and
unanimity from either side, namely, accord between that aforenamed and my parent, was established and strengthened)—whereby His Majesty, pretending to be humane and benevolent, wished to ameliorate and improve our
relations. These royal exhortations became a cause of sobering down my troubled mind and soothing my injured
soul.
After the Afternoon-prayer of that day, that man of distinction, Qazi-i Sudur,\fn{ The author’s elder brother is meant }
having been informed by me, made a gift of his attendance and being honored with kissing the imperial hand,
according to kingly command, joined and participated in a discharge of customary mourning ceremonies, being in
outward appearance a refractory slave, and malevolent and discordant in his inward soul. Some subsequent days
he showed patience, but in no way displayed concern in general or in particular affairs of mine, nor gave at the
funeral repast of kengashi any advice. When the days of mourning and funeral recitement of the Fitiha passed,
and, according to imperial allowance, I was granted leave to depart to the tuman of Kamat to engage in Sharia
judicial service, for a long period gates for corresponding with him being shut, long duration passage to intercourse being abandoned, in spite of hopes and expectations, in no way did either assistance, or support come from
that nobleman to this completely exhausted slave.
I am not a sling’s stone, but I have a certain misfortune:
everyone, round whose head I swing, slings me far away.

That is the date of the death of his excellency my parent, may he rest in peace:
That undoubted and never doubting savant, the Chief Justice and perfect master,
from the gentle breeze of his thought the flower-bed of wisdom seemingly burst into bloom,
And to those thirsty in the space of difficult questions of Knowledge
he easily gave the water of solution from the brook of his erudition.
Over everything in the climes of sciences of fiqh and philosophy,
his keen thought long governed, owing to the knowledge in logic and tradition.
His farsighted intellect, having seen the world’s instability,
soon delivered himself to the immortal world.
He poured out the wine of a perishable being piously,
“Every soul shall have a taste of death”,\fn{Qur’an 3:185, 21:33, 29:37; the quotation is underscored in the text.}had he read in the chronogram.

Thus, despite my complete disability in judgeship and being not aware of current affairs, every good and evil,
every profit and harm came upon the life of this least of men. From that day until this instant, which is the days of
compiling this Diary, sixteen years have passed; the descendants of that man, dweller of the place of the pardoned
men, are a community of those sinking into the sea of grief and sorrow, those confused in the valley of regret and
repentance, suffering many hardships and a diversity of striking troubles, devoted to the hermitage of obscurity
and secluded in the cell of misfortune, in addition to the condensing of pains, and of increase of daily living hard84

ships and nightly and daily hindrances, and malicious joy of foes, and friends’ grief, and perpetually increscent
calamity and its relentless progressing, and settling accounts with the Dewan, and complying with the royal confiscation.\fn{According to customary regulations, after the death of an official the Divan retook from his household a considerable part
of the property, given by the Divan and the Emir during his being at the office }
Forgive a too loud clang of the bell,
too long a life is an excuse for it.

Well, to resume, because my father possessed plenty of freedom from worldly matters, and paid no attention to
worldly prejudices, and because of the treachery of those thankless ones, named above, my parent left in the court
of life almost no means of subsistence and ready money that deserves mentioning. Moreover, because of the
inborn enmity “of those who receive revenue”,\fn{ Probably the state tax-collectors are meant } in order to compensate for
a share of aminana and mazada taxes, the major part of my father’s goods and money reverted to the Royal
Treasury, while the remainder was expended on mourning expenditures, and consequently all heirs inherited no
fortune worth mentioning, as if only in fond remembrance, being grateful for and satisfied with that portion of
predestined share and prescribed fate, spending their life in extreme need.
That rind\fn{Wise man, drunkard, wanderer; in poetry a dervish or Sufi mystic } is blessed whose heir, after his death,
Receives nothing except the handle of the coffin and the staff of the mourner.\fn{ Habitually the relatives of the deceased carry the coffin with one
hand and hold a staff in the other hand}

The [death] year of that whale in the sea of piety and perfection is the year of the Tiger, and his glorious life
lasted seventy-three years, God’s mercy be upon him and much pity on him at the day of the Resurrection. He left
six children; three of them are sons, and the eldest of them the qazi Mulla ‘Abd al-Jalil-i Sudur, the middle son
(middle in word and the least in his essence) am I, the author of these lines Ziya-i Sudur, and the youngest of them
is Mulla ‘Abd al-Ghafur; besides, three daughters, the eldest of them is ‘Alima, savant of her epoch, the wife of
the qazi Aman-Allah Khwaja, the son of akhund Sufi Khwaja, and the middle of them is Sabiha, beauty of the
world, the wife of Eshan-i Hadi Khwaja, the son of the aforenamed akhund, and the youngest of all was Sahiba,
master of happiness of our family, stricken with misfortune, fettered by everlasting Majnun’s chains of a person,
\fn{A personage of a famous Iranian epic, turned mad by unhappy love } Qari Mas‘ud by name, the younger son of the present
Chief Justice, that is, Badr al-Din-i Khatlani.
*
Since some things from the days of the decease and from the events connected with the death of that peerless
man, have been written with the pen of narration, we wish that a little from the life of this man of praised qualities
would come on to the ledger of account. From the very beginning of the days of his education, my beloved parent
took entirely wholesome service, in order to learn the sciences, with the a‘lam Damulla Mirza Saleh, the wisest of
savants, the most perfect of the great. After the death of this unique pearl, my father, in the time of childhood,
when deprivation from this felicity and separation from this good fortune happened, searching for a prudent and
experienced master, obtained the honor of conversations with many eminent savants of his time by way of
examination and gaining confidence. In particular, he entered the group of disciples of the qazi kalan Mulla
‘Inayat-Allah-i Mawlawi, phoenix of the age and epoch, who, at that time, being dignified and exalted with the
post of the Chief Justice\fn{Plural in the text} of the Glorious City of Noble Bukhara, was famed in people’s mouths
as “the qazi kalan of Tahit-i Manar”.\fn{Built in 1127, the main minaret of the city and one of its oldest surviving structures }
In that day, the school-fellows of my parent were occupied with the reading of the very beginning of the
Sharh-i Majrurat.\fn{Apparently the title of a text on the Genitive case in Arabic grammar } My father was sitting quietly in a
corner along with this company, and when the discourse came to the following point, “Words in Genitive case
means what comprises, id est noun comprises …,” my beloved parent appealing to the master inquired whether in
the words “what comprises” the following attributive clause relates to “what” or to the word “comprises”? When
the aforementioned Chief Justice replied that the attributive relates to the word “what” and not to “comprise”, my
parent suggested that if the attributive clause relates to “what”, therefore “id est noun” will be an attributive clause
belonging to “what” and consequently, the commentator had rather to word it differently as follows: “what, namely a noun, comprises”, for the attributive clause has to follow directly the word it qualifies; in that case, so many
doubts over whether it explains “what” or “comprises” would be dispelled.
The Chief Justice benevolently replied that, essentially, this sentence is absolutely correct, though the word
“what” in “what comprises” necessarily is either the object of asking or the object of qualifying and, at the same
time, “comprises” is either the subject of asking or the subject of qualifying, wherefore either the subject of asking inevitably ought to be separated from the object of asking, or the object of qualifying ought to be separated
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from its qualifier. For that reason the commentator, having seen it, mentioned together the object and subjects of
asking and qualifying, and thereafter explained the object by the words “id est noun”.
In reply my beloved parent remarked that it has become clear that the attributive belongs only to the word
“what”, while the word “comprises” is not attributed and needs no explanation, whereupon it would be sufficient
if the commentator in his account said only “id est noun”, because the second “comprises” in the subordinate
clause is useless.
That nobleman, being tired of debating, said: “What a person is he? I have seen, so far, nobody with such an
ingenuous nature!” and, most kindly settled my beloved parent by his side, showered him with endless caresses,
inquired about my parent’s name and family, and at last he said:
“Better if you resolve this question yourself.”
In accordance with the request of that nobleman, my parent gave the following answer that the second referring to “comprises” is necessary because of the preceding premise “id est noun”, which is an explanation for
“what” and the object of either asking or qualifying, while the second “comprises” is either its attribute or the subject of asking; therefore without referring to the second “comprises” either the object of asking would be separated from the subject or the object of qualifying from the attributive.
That nobleman enjoyed the answer very much, and pronounced a benediction.
“Bravo,” the candid man of knowledge was generous enough to say:
“My son, my capacity is not sufficient to nurture your abilities, you should search for someone better than I,
but do not for the world abandon your visits!”
In a similar manner, my parent also began to attend weekly lessons of the a‘lam Eshan-i Mu’min Khwaja, the
asylum of fiqh, but gained not much profit. Eventually, he acquired the honor of being a disciple of the akhund
Damulla Hasan, God’s mercy be upon him, and till the time of formally finishing his education, he saw much
favor from this nobleman and obtained the highest grades and degrees. Having finished standard textbooks, and
having obtained a distinction and passed an examination of the Chief Justice of Taht-i Manar, firstly my father
was appointed to the teaching position at ‘Iwaz-Bay-i ‘Arab madrasah and then the madrasah of Bazar-i Gusfand,
in the age of the Great Emir Nasr-Allah-i Bahadur-khan,\fn{ Ruler of the Emirate of Bukhara (1828-1860)} which was the
twin of prosperity.
In the days of the reign and the time of magnificence of the Emir Muzaffar-khan, by the offer of the Chief
Justice Eshan-i Sufi Khwaja he was shifted to the teaching position at Mulla Er-Nazar madrasah. The number of
pupils of that well-behaved man as well as the fame of his kindness, intelligence and virtues reached the ultimate
point. For that reason the King of kings, spreader of justice, Sayid Emir Muzaffar deigned to exalt him, without
any soliciting for that and by his own kingly inquiry, with the judgeship of the wilayat of Ziya ai-Din. The birth of
Ziya-i Sudur, this wholly helpless and sinful slave, occurred in that wilayat as it happened on the twenty seventh
of Ramazan, on the evening of Friday, I was named Sharif:\fn{Noble}
For my birth took place in that land
by that reason I was called Ziya.
In people’s mouths I acquired the name Sharif,
despite all my shortcomings.
So, indispensably, for my destiny’s page
I determined upon the pen-name of Ziya.

From that place after a year, due to the munificence of God Almighty and benevolence of the King having
fortunate omen, my parent, besides acquiring the title of sudur, was transferred to the judgeship of the wilayat of
Qarakul. Seven months afterward through the favor of the King of kings, at the time of the Chief Justiceship of
Mulla Sadr al-Din-i Khatlani, he was honored with a position of lecturer at Mulla Miskin madrasah and with the
right to issue judicial decisions\fn{Fatwa} in the Glorious City.
At that time Khuda-Yar-khan, Governor of Khuqand cherished riot and rebellion, and, refusing the obedience
and obsequiousness he had had in regard to the sublime state of Bukhara, laid a claim on independence, and,
moreover, he got into his mind a daring to resist. Sayid Emir Muaffar-i Bahadur-khan, always being his assistant
and aide, had taken the land of Farghana\fn{ An exceptionally fertile valley, long famous for a highly developed rural and urban
economy} by force of his valor’s strength from a tyrant of that land, ‘Alim-khan by name, and gratuitously handed
it to Khuda Yar-khan; for that reason, the occurrence of this revolt and happening of this rebel fell heavily upon
his noble soul. Although my parent had in no way concerned the sultanate’s affairs, but only due to the maturity of
the fame of his virtues and good nature, eloquence of tongue and fluency of speech and great popularity among
people, and abilities as persuader, the majestic Khan, distinguished him amongst amirs and ‘ulama and sent him
to Farghana as an envoy. My parent, because of it exciting envy in peers, in accordance with the order, reached
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Farghana, and came to be at the rebelled Khan’s disposal and beheld the sign of mutiny and sedition on his forehead. Howsoever much he admonished and exhorted him, there was no success: to anoint blind eyes with
surma. \fn{A collyrium, which encases keenness of sight} At last,
that reckless governor Khuda-Yar,
wicked to a good man and good to a wicked one,
commanded this unique pearl
to be beaded on the thread of grief.
He was dragged with bluster and tumult,
to the dungeon of disobedience as if the moon was brought to a dark spot,

and thus, by command of the Khan, the twin of stupidity, who violated rules and canons of monarchs of the world,
they arrested and imprisoned him in a place, Sukht by name. As one year passed in this manner,
because God was his aidant
and the souls of saints were a helper,
like Joseph, released from the sorrowful prison,
he was set at liberty from pain and torture.
One year later the Creator
brought him to the Kingdom of Bukhar.

During this period, scattered information and diverse rumors had been circulating in Bukhara, so His Majesty,
God’s Shadow, for soothing the sufferings of my parent’s family, in addition to the teaching at Mawlana Miskin,
granted to my father the post of mudarris\fn{Lecturer} at Dewan-begi madrasah. After my parent entered Bukhara
His Majesty, refuge of the caliphate, perfectly accomplished all necessities of respect and civility in regard of my
father, cherishing him with the robes of honor and ample gifts, and twenty days later he exalted him with appointment to be ra’is of the Glorious City, the rank of sadr, and the teaching post in Mulla Muhammad-Sharif madrasah. These kingly grants amazed all people, whereas the family of the Kulaban, to wit qazi Sadr al-Din-i Khatlani,
who was invested with the post of the Chief Justice of the Glorious City in those days, exploded in envy. At the
circles of the crowded assemblies, in the presence of the universal King of kings and ‘ulama of the age, a skirmish
and wrestling match between a raging lion and an infuriated tiger occurred, indeed hate among people of art is inevitable.
With every passing day animosity between them was increasing and hostility of one toward another growing;
this passion was fermenting in the nature of small and great persons in both families, and from that date up to that
moment, when fifty years had passed, the posts of Chief Justice and ra’is of the Glorious City became a matter of
rivalry between these two families. Little by little, the hostility reached such a degree that our family and that clan
were like water and fire, and like the relations between the words “I am taking refuge with God”\fn{A standard Muslim protective formula phrase} and the devil, this foulness changes not in any way into purity, nor does this hostility
give way to fidelity.
*
In short, as three years had passed since my father’s becoming ra’is, in place of his lecturing at MuhammadSharif madrasah, the teaching at Tursun-jan, one of the biggest madrasahs of the City, was added to his post of
ra’is.
At the same time, conjugal union of the respected makhdum Muhammad-Baqa Khwaja—the elder son of the
mufti-‘askar Parsa Khwaja-i Sadr, who was the elder son of the Chief Justice of Taht-i Manr Mawlawi ‘InayatAllah—with the elder foster sister of the writer of the text, was arranged. In the course of fifteen days and nights
instruments of feast and joy, banquet and pleasure were constantly ready and in use. At that time, the King of the
age, Sayid Emir Muzaffar-i Bahadur-khan bestowed honor with the dignifying arrival at the King’s house called
Hawali-i Pacha Wafa, in the quarter of Kuy-i Darakht, wherein the banquet was held, and every day till the end of
the feast, His Majesty was adorning its premises with his kingly presence and mending its shortcomings.
In respect of expending largesse and money my beloved parent, also making no difficulties at all, at the day of
the royal visit, spread carpets on and beautified the whole road from the Royal Ark\fn{ The Bukharan citadel} up to
the place of feast and pleasure with atlas and silk, velvet and kamkha.\fn{A kind of motley silk} For eleven days
Bukharan people came daily group by group and family by family, looking for what the souls desire and eyes
enjoy, for repletion of stomach and taking away zalla;\fn{A food traditionally taken away as a gift by the guests of a banquet }
inhabitants of neighboring places came in flocks, and, beholding and hearkening things, which eye has never seen
and ear has never heard, went off, became happy and glad.
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His Majesty, the shelter of caliphate, kept the doors of grace open to everyone, and day after day he exalted
and pleased people and servants with high ranks and honoring robes, thrice a day together with grandees of the
state and great men of the nation arranging royal banquets of great pomp and magnificence. Fifteen days and
nights His Majesty stayed with good fortune in the feast-house and, after the passing of the mentioned time, bestowing on my beloved parent clothes embroidered with golden thread, and a horse, and harness and horse-cloth,
presenting many servants and dependents with clothes and other gifts, returned to the imperial residence.
However, since, from Adam till now, joy and sorrow go together, nuptials and calamity are twins, immediately
after a lunar year, to a day, my miserable foster sister, in the flower of youth and in her bridal days, with tearful
eyes and grieved bosom, with a hundred pains and afflictions, laid down her dear life and entered the land of nonentity. His Majesty, a man of the caliph’s rank, granted a favor of his fortunate presence for making janaza prayer
for the late lady. After obsequial ceremony, he deigned to visit her former house, which now belongs to my brother ‘Abd al-Ghafur Makhdum, a mudarris, in order to say the Fatiha prayer, and soothing with kind advice my
father’s soul full of grief and heart full of sorrow, he magnificently went away. My late lamented darling sister,
her lips being dry and eyes wet, left, on her way to the beyond, a son, a six-month-old infant, ‘Abd-Allah Khwaja
by name.
At that time, Mulla ‘Abd al-Jalil, the elder son of my parent, being exalted with the post of the judge of the
tumans of Khayrabad and for some time Shafirkam, because of his immaturity, committed some things that did
not agree with this rank; from time to time His Majesty, the shelter of caliphate, administered rebukes in this respect, which for my beloved father were like pouring salt water on a burn; in addition to it, Mulla ‘Abd alRahman, a brother of my parent, being free from the adornment of outward and inward perfection, was an impudent person. All these unworthy events, which occurred, had been darkening the bright mind and luminous soul of
my parent as long as these calamities redoubled, bit by bit, and on account of faults these two aforenamed committed, my father, after seven years of service, was dismissed from the post of ra’is of the Glorious City, and the
just-mentioned Mulla ‘Abd al-Rahman was imprisoned and manacled; “home had been ruined, family had been
perplexed”.
*
Three months after his dismissal from the post of ra’is, my parent was honored with a judgeship in the wilayat
of Chaharjuy, for at that time Nur al-Din-khan-i Tura, Haya by pen-name, who was exalted with the governance
of that province, not long before left for the world of eternity. Since the name of the late Tura is mentioned, his
life will be described:
Of royal blood of the Bukharan realm
being famed for his intelligence and eloquence
Sayid Nur al-Din-i Tura, a king’s scion, was
an erudite adept, knowing and magnanimous.
His kingly father, the lord of the land of Turan, is
pious Sayid Mir Muzaffar-shah.
A thousand praises to such a son,
who in the world has a parent like he.
Modest is this devoted royal scion,
so he has the pen-name Haya in poetry.
He has beautified the kingdom of Word,
due to him word has become like a flower-bed.
He sounded a drum of Word,
and the sound of it flew as far as to Heavens.
I did not see anyone as ripe in Science and Arts
among smooth-tongued bard-princes such as he.
There has come into being nobody like that devoted prince,
so bold and fearless in day of battle.
He is so brave and courageous, that not one hero
has ever seen his turning back in battle.
In combat he is rupturing and breaking the enemy’s ranks,
in feast he is the life and soul of the party.
This noble Tura, spent all the days and nights,
with men of sagacity.
Among them, Da‘i, a man of wisdom, was his constant companion.
I have not seen any possessor of pen comparable with Da‘i,
a wise secretary with a fluent pen.
A sagacious secretary and a friend of knowledge,
he is Da‘i by pen-name and Shams al-Din by name.
He was a confidant of this prince of fortune and good luck
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and a secretary of his court,
in Tura’s youth and in his father’s time,
being a shelter of modesty of this famous prince.
At the time of being the governor of Chaharjuy
he helplessly turned his face to the realm of nonexistence.
Some heart-warming verses of this prince
I will cite and thereafter the poetry of his secretary.

*
With jasmine-like visage, fir-like stature, bud-like lips,
coquetting, murderous for lovers, silver-white,
Mother of Time has never given birth to anyone as moon-like as you,
eyes of the Universe have not seen a lover like me.
In an assembly, where your eloquence rains pearls,
the intellect is stammering in understanding the essence of your being.
Drink rose-red wine to make your face rose-like red,
sit in our company and coquettishly cock your gold hat.
O my tormentor, do not get accustomed to acting heartlessly, for
a smell of milk still comes from your life-giving lips.
Do not let my rivals, O flower, enter your house,
it is a thousand pities if the flower-garden would become the abode of a crow.
O Haya, by your miraculous word, do strengthen the breath of Christ-like ones,
and you, O darling, bestow to Khizr\fn{A prophet whom Muslim tradition regarded as one of the immortal prophets; always present in the world, Elijah
and St. George were his personifications} the new life by beauty of
the dimple of your chin.

*
Your eyes teach the witchcraft of coquetry to Harut,\fn{A fabulous angel who came to earth, committed sin, and was imprisoned in a well in
Babylon}
death is learning inclemency from your eyelashes.
When you raised the veil, I revived the habits of Majnun,
show me your sweet lips and I shall act according to Farhad’s customs.
As the line of ambergris appears around your face,
it became for me a snare of misfortune, while for others being the letter of enfranchisement.
O heart, having not yet taken a rest from the violence of malevolent Concavity,
you walked into the snare of her curved curl.
Oh, my Lord, extricate my star from the sinister nadir of grief
to the auspicious zenith of meeting with her, for this is the only source of my pleasure.
I, astonished and bewildered, cannot compass the station of my purpose,
if the radiance of the star of your wisdom does not become my guide.
Hey heart, pour water of the rose-red wine on the flame of sorrow,
go and become the doorstep-dust of a pot-house, for anyway, you will be dispersed by wind.
Though, because of the boiling pride for her beauty and aloofness pertaining to the mistress,
you did not recollect me, you do not leave my mind even for a while.
By beauty you have borne away the ball from belles with angelic face and silver-white body
whether they are Indian, or Kashmerian, or Byzantine, or Baghdadan.
Hidden smiles of your lips bestow life on me every moment,
though feigning of your eyebrows is disposed to be cruel.
O Da‘i, do not escape obedience to her orders even if she tears you asunder,
if you cannot endure wounds of her injuring sword why did you give her your heart?

*

Hey, by your curls a lily is confused and so is exquisite musk also,
O you, by your face the flower of the sun is bewildered also.
I am afraid of the hastiness of your character. Beware of
those eyes, which are lush and exciting, and hazy also.
The opal sheds bloody tears envying your ruby-red lips,
due to your bright face the moon is confused also.
My soul and heart are bound by the coil of your curl,
every old and young person is fascinated by the black narcissus of your eyes also.
O my sweetheart, look at me once, for without you my heart
is bleeding and torn to ribbons, and melting sorrowfully down also.
It seems the story of separation from you will never terminate,
this painful story will continue at Doomsday also.
As you unbind your lock, the bazaar prices
of musk, ambergris, and rose-water perfume go down also.
O cup-bearer, do not turn aside, and be generous, for I am thankful for small mercies:
if there is no bright wine, the lees are good also.
Da‘i does not enter the forbidden site of benevolence of other people,
do not deprive him of the pleasure of suffering from your reproaching anger also.
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*
Well, to resume, this erudite prince, by command of Fate, was afflicted with consumption and suffocation, and
in the reign of his father, spreader of justice, he, being about thirty years old, finished his preparation for the journey and was chosen for leaving for the Garden of Abode. In place of this late and pardoned noble prince, at that
very day, generous Sayid Mir Akram-i Tura was nominated to vicegerency and governing of the wilayat of Chaharjuy, owing to much favor and sympathy of the latter’s father who, was as magnificent as Alexander the Great.
Thus, my father acted as judge of this province during a year and a half, and after his dismissal he spent
another year in Bukhara, teaching students. Afterward, he was appointed to the judgeship of the above-mentioned
province for the second time, for once being engaged in this service one lunar year to a day. …
95.137 Excerpt from Recollections: “My Last Days At The Madrasah”\fn{by Sadriddin Aini (1878-1954)} Saktara
Village, Ghijduvan Province, Uzbekistan (M) 6
… In 1891, soon after school began, Mullah Abdusalom, assistant instruction at the madrasah,\fn{An Islamic
gave a party for the reader of his group, Sharifjan Makhdum, and some of his school-fellows
with whom he was on a familiar footing. I did the cooking and served the guests.
Mullah Abdusalom’s cell was one of the best in the madrasah; unlike the other cells it was one-arched and
rather roomy. As in most Bukhara madrasahs, the hearth and sink were beside the door, so that we were all close
together and I was able to take part in the general conversation while cooking pilau or making tea.
Sharifjan Makhdum recognized me as soon as he came in with his friends.
“Isn’t this the boy,” he asked Abdusalom, “who beat that braggart Mirza Abdul Vohid in baitbarak?”\fn{A note
school or university.}

reads: A literary game in which each contestant tries to outdo his adversary by reciting a poem beginning with the final letter of the poem
recited by the other.}

“Yes, that’s him,” replied Abdusalom.
“He’s done well to come here to study,” said Sharifjan Makhdum.
I was delighted with the party, for the conversation turned chiefly on poetry and literature in general, most of
the guests being either poets or connoisseurs of poetry. Those of them who did not know much about poetry were
good story-tellers, and timed their stories very skillfully. The guests told witty anecdotes, competed in improvesing distichs patterned on each other’s style, recited quatrains by poets of the past or criticized their contemporaries’ lame attempts to imitate the great. Sometimes those competitions and recitals turned into mutual derision
or praise, or into a satire on the absent.
One of the guests was Mullah Nazrulla Lutfi, a bookbinder, who impressed me more than anyone else. Afterwards I learned that he had begun to study as a bookbinder’s apprentice and had taken to literature. He was now
about twenty-eight years old and was completing his studies at the madrasah. His ample knowledge was matched
by his good looks: a ruddy complexion, a brown beard, big hazel eyes, arched eyebrows and long eyelashes. He
was rather tall and slender, and had shapely hands and feet. He made the impression of a poem.
Lutfi was a calligrapher and he wrote so beautifully that even those who could not read admired his handwriting like a masterpiece of art. He earned his living by copying books.
Lutfi’s poetry was ordinary in form and trite in content. But he was so genial, so eloquent and quick at repartee, that it was a pleasure to hear him talk. In conversation he often used ambiguous terms that sounded harmless
but actually conveyed irony or praise. He also knew how to interpret what the others said in a way that had never
occurred to them.
Another guest was Mullah Rahmat the barber. He had begun to ply that trade in his boyhood, and had carried it
on even after entering the madrasah. In later years, while continuing his studies, he had made a living by writing
business letters for wealthy merchants. He was about thirty years old and was a school-fellow of Lutfi and Sharifjan Makhdum. He had always been lukewarm to his studies, and as for literature it had never interested him
particularly. A soft-tempered man, he had none of the conceit of a mullah. He hated smug and conceited bigots,
and used to say that pilau was his only spiritual preceptor.
Wherever he went in summer—whether in search of a livelihood or for pleasure—he invariably picked up
interesting stories or passed through curious adventures, and on coming back entertained his friends and schoolfellows with an amusing account of his experiences. Sharifjan Makhdum said to him,
“I see you’ve changed from clipping to quipping.”
One of the company was Mullah Okil. He was an ignorant man who knew nothing about science or letters, and
found no pleasure even in witticisms. His only virtue was his gentle and cheerful disposition. He never took offence at anything. His school-fellows could have as much fun as they liked at his expense—he would just smile
and swallow it. The others attributed his gentleness and good humor to dull wits.
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Another guest was Mullah Burhan of Kulab, a hulking man of about thirty. He had a chubby, swarthy face and
wore an enormous black beard. His eyes never lost their bright glitter. He was an excellent story-teller, and he
combined the brusqueness of a mountaineer with the mellifluous manner of a Bukharan.
Once he had signed his mediocre poetry with the pen-name Mushtoki.\fn{ A note reads: “Yearning.”} But after
Lutfi had purposely mispronounced it Mushi Toki (“mountain mouse”) Burhan changed it to Bismi (“killed”),
saying that Lutfi had “killed” him with his tongue.
Burhan had broken off his studies two years before to go to his native mountains, and had only come back to
the madrasah a short while ago. But since in Bukhara lagging in one’s studies was not regarded as falling behind
one’s school-fellows, he had been allowed to rejoin his group.
Burhan told the following story to account for his two years’ absence.
The Pilgrim’s Shoes
One summer I made up my mind to withdraw to some secluded spot where I could go over past lessons and
prepare for my future studies. Besides, it had to provide me with free food. They told me that the shrine of
Khoja\fn{A note reads: “Teacher”—used as a title of respect.} Ubon was just the place I was looking for.
You know that the shire of Khoja Ubon is in a sandy desert, five farsakhs\fn{One farsakha = 3.001 miles.}or so to
the north-west of Bukhara. The first half of the way runs across cultivated fields and the other half across a sandy
tract, arid and barren. And though it was hard going I managed to reach the shrine.
There was no water or grass or trees or village near it. The only building was the shrine and in it the only other
room besides the vault of Khoja Ubon was the chillakhona.\fn{A note reads: A cell to which believers retire for forty days to
fast and pray.} There was a deep well with brackish water that was only used to treat the ailing. Drinking-water had
to be brought from a distant village in skins or jugs—on donkeys or on horseback.
Outside the shrine was a prayer chamber with a terrace and a refectory known as the “reception-room of the
great saint.”
To the north of the shrine was a large estate surrounded by high walls. It belonged to the guardian of the shrine.
He was a short, fat man of about seventy, with a red, round face and white beard. He also performed the duties
of imam, mullah and preacher, and managed all the other affairs. He had in his service a few attendants called
“sweepers.”
Around the shrine rose mountain-like hills of red sand that reached Charjui on one side and Khorezm on the
other, and ran all the way to the Kyzyl-Kum Desert in the north.
Although the countryside was so barren, the refectory was always well-stocked with delicious food. It was
brought by pilgrims and ailing people, who were both devotees of the saint and disciples of the guardian.
I was told that, thanks to countless gifts and donations, the guardian’s store-rooms burst with flour, wheat, rice
and barley, his jugs brimmed with butter and his pastures teemed with horses and sheep. Moreover, the guardian
had laid his hands on a good deal of land belonging to the neighboring villages, and dozens of his disciples tilled
it for him without pay.
When I first saw that abundance of food I thought I was in a paradise in the heart of hell. Afterwards I learned
that not a pilgrim, not a wanderer or beggar, managed to stay more than three days in that “paradise.” Though
their eyes shone and their mouths watered at sight of the delicious food and though their hearts craved for it, they
had to leave the place like Adam or the devil.
They said it was because the saint did not want them to stay longer. The peasants who brought their offerings
to the saint could not stay long, either, because they had to hurry back to their work. After handing in their gifts
and receiving a few bottlefuls or jugfuls of “healing” water most of them left the shrine on the same day.
I decided to ignore the will of the saint and stay there for forty days. I put up in the chillakhona, and three
times a day I went to the refectory to eat the plentiful food in the company of disciples and pilgrims.
When I woke up at dawn on my third day I saw that my shoes had been placed in front of the threshold, ready
to be put on. At first I took no notice of it, thinking that it was a sign of respect on the part of the attendant. But
after the thing was repeated again and again I felt embarrassed.
“Look here, friend,” I said to the attendant, “you’re a man like myself and perhaps because you sweep this
place you deserve greater honor and esteem than I do. So don’t take care of my shoes any more, because you
make me feel ashamed.”
“But I didn’t put out your shoes,” he replied.
“Who did, then?” I asked in surprise.
“The saint.”
“What saint?”
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“The holy Khoja Ubon, who lies entombed in this shrine.”
He said it so confidently as if he had actually seen the saint putting out my shoes.
His reply surprised me still more and I realized that there was some secret behind it. To find it out I asked the
attendant very earnestly, “Why does the great saint put out my shoes? Is it a special favor he does to me?”
“No, he does it to show that he’s displeased. When the holy Khoja Ubon wants somebody to know it’s time he
left this place he puts out that person’s shoes.”
“What if that person doesn’t leave even then?”
“In that case he’ll fall ill with leprosy.”
His tone seemed to imply that he had on more than one occasion seen the disobedient taken ill with leprosy.
Now I knew the secret of the shoes. I knew why pilgrims, wanderers and beggars could never stay in that place
for more than three days. I laughed in my sleeve and said to myself,
“I’m not a fool to let them trick me so easily into giving up the excellent fare I get here. I won’t go till the
guardian throws me out with the help of his attendants.”
That same night, when all the gift-bearers and devotees were sound asleep on the terrace of the prayer chamber, in the reception-room and elsewhere, I put out their shoes and went back to the chillakhona to sleep.
At daybreak when I went out I saw all the guests and disciples and devotees making ready to leave. They
looked hurt and dejected. They were probably thinking that since the saint did not wish them to stay, there was no
telling what misfortunes might befall them now.
From then on I did it every night. As a result it was rumored all over the countryside that Khoja Ubon did not
want anybody around except the guardian, his attendants and me. The gift-bearers stopped visiting the shrine.
One day the guardian himself came into the chillakhona. His face was redder than ever and his eyes were
bleared. I said to myself that he would now turn me out by force if I refused to go of my own accord. I rose as if
to salute him. He signed to me to sit down again, and even forced me back into my seat. Then he sat cross-legged
in front of me, as respectfully as a disciple would sit in front of his preceptor, and began to speak, bringing his
face close to mine as if to tell me a secret. His breath smelled of wine,\fn{ The consumption of which is forbidden in many
Moslem countries as being contrary to the teaching of the Qur’an .} something which I had never imagined I could come upon
in a holy place like that. I realized that the old man had sought strength in the homemade wine allowed by the
Sharia.\fn{The Muslim legal code.} But I saw from his face that he had drunk the wine not to revive his strength but
to pluck up courage for his interview with me.
“It seems that you were not awed by the great saint,” he said.
“Of course not!” I snapped.
I was determined to disclose his secret to his attendants and disciples before leaving. But he said,
“In that case this place is not the shrine of a saint, it is your own home. Only, I beg you not to upset the saint’s
practice of putting out shoes. I also beg you not to reveal this secret, for it is said that ‘secrets are best kept
secret.’”
I saw that he preferred to come to terms with me.
“I owe you this for coming here,” he said, putting in front of me a bundle he had taken from his pocket.
“Before you go back to town you will also be supplied with a smock and a turban by your well-wisher.”
He hurried out. I unwrapped the bundle and found in it a hundred Bukhara tangas, that is, fifteen rubles.
From that day on I no longer had to go to the refectory. The best of the food was brought to the chillakhona for
me. While the other guests were given plain homemade bread, I was served flat cakes from the finest white flour.
A maid had been assigned to take care of my laundry. I was no longer a guest but a member of the guardian’s
family. All the servants and attendants showed me the greatest respect. In short, I had become a “wolf in the
house.”
Another story which Mullah Burhan told us may be entitled:
The Girl in the Desert
“My mother died when I was eighteen,” she told me. “I was my parents’ only child. My mother could read and
write and she also taught it to me. When I turned sixteen she thought it was time I was married. She watched for
an eligible suitor throughout the last two years of her life. But nobody came. The fact is that my father—the
guardian of the shrine of Khoja Ubon—is a khoja himself, and khojas marry their daughters only to men of their
own kin. As it happened, there was no young bachelor among our kinspeople, and so my poor mother died
without seeing her wish come true.
“A year after Mother’s death Father took another wife.
“We had two maids. But my stepmother made me do all the hard and unpleasant housework. If she saw me
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reading a book after I’d finished my work she nagged me, saying that a girl who read books was bound to acquire
loose morals, and she thought up some new job just to stop my reading. And at night I could hear her complaining
to Father.
“‘Your daughter reads a lot of shameless poetry,’ she’d say. ‘Stop her, don’t let her read any more books, and
give her away in marriage as soon as you can.’
“I, too, longed to be married as soon as possible, even if my husband should be seventy, so that I could get
away from my hated stepmother. But there was no suitor, as if our kin had become extinct. Our kinsmen all married the daughters of disciples and devotees, who were brought to them in fulfillment of a vow, in the same way as
cows or sheep are. Under these circumstances, how could an unfortunate girl like me, who lived in a desert, find a
husband?
“Four year later my stepmother died of spotted fever.\fn{ Any of various eruptive fevers, especially typhus fever, epidemic
cerebrospinal meningitis, and Rocky Mountain spotted fever .} Five months after her death Father got married again. His
third wife turned out to be worse than his second. She not only forbade Father to buy me new things but wouldn’t
even let me wear my poor mother’s clothes.
“‘What a wife has left belongs to a wife and not to a daughter,’ she used to say.”
“She stole things from our home and took them to her relatives. Father wouldn’t stand for it and he turned her
out of the house. Ever since then I’ve been the sole mistress of the house.
“I took Sitora into my service. She was nine years old at that time. She’s an orphan and I love her like a sister.
She’s now my only trusted friend.
“There was in Bukhara a widower of fifty, who was a descendant of Khoja Ubon. He sent a khostgor\fn{A note
reads: Match-maker.} to my father.
“‘I’m growing old,’ I heard my father reply to the khostgor. ‘I have no wife and she’s my only child. My
daughter takes care of the household and I shall only marry her to a man who’s willing to live in my house.’
“The suitor had a house of his own and a business in town, and of course he didn’t accept Father’s terms. I
realized that I was fated to live alone all my life, because no descendant of Khoja Ubon would ever agree to leave
town and settle in the desert, in the house of a close-fisted and greedy father-in-law.
“I had never looked at a man, not only with love but even with curiosity. But one day there came a man who
dared to rise against Uboni tradition. I was a victim of that family tradition and I came to like that courageous
man even before I’d seen him. I began to watch him from behind the walls and doors of my home. I saw that he
was a handsome young man, and my affection for him grew deeper. Finally it reached that stage which the poets
call love and which makes them moan as from a snake-bite.”
Stirred by the recollection, she heaved a deep sigh.
“I think there’s love in every young heart,” she went on. For a while it stays still, like water blocked by a dam.
But then it finds an outlet and starts flowing in that direction, first in a thin thread, then in a stream that goes on
swelling until it becomes so powerful that nobody can check it any longer, and it sweeps all obstacles out of its
way. My love is like that too.”
She looked at me, as if waiting for a reply.
“And who is that lucky man?” I asked.
She kept looking at me.
“If you haven’t guessed it from my behavior or from what I’ve just told you, then I’ll say it plainly: it’s you!”
she replied, flashing her teeth in a smile. “It was you who exposed the trick of the shoes and laughed at my father
and trapped him. You made me hope that it would be possible to break certain Uboni customs. You brought me
back to life and roused the hopes and desires of youth in my heart. And it was you before whom the passion of my
youth made me bow my head in submission.”
I didn’t know what to do or say. I only knew that I was madly in love with her.
“I should like to live with you in open and lawful wedlock. But I won’t tolerate anything underhand,” she said.
“I’m willing with all my heart,” I replied. “But how are we to persuade your hard-headed father.”
“There is a way,” she said, “but it calls for a good deal of effort on your part.”
“What is it?” I asked eagerly. I did not see it. I’m ready to steak my head on it.”
“If it’s to cost you your head, what use is it to me?” she said, smiling. “I’ve heard that some of the khojas
living in town, when they can’t marry their daughters to men of their own kin marry them to mullahs because they
don’t consider mullahs inferior to khojas. You must find someone who will persuade my father to do the same.”
I tried to think where I could find a fox that could outwit the old wolf.
“Perhaps you don’t want to live in this desert,” she said, seeing my hesitation. “All you have to do is to pretend
you’re accepting his conditions. After the wedding I’ll be your slave according to the Sharia and you’ll be free to
live here or take me away. If you take me to Bukhara I’ll be able to earn a bit by sewing or by teaching girls to
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read and write.”
Much as I doubted my ability to persuade her father, I assured her that I would do so.
The moon had passed over our heads, and a minaret-like beam of light thrust skywards in the east.
“You’ve called the desires of my youth back to life,” said the girl, getting up. “Once again I’m hoping for
happiness. From now on my fate is in your hands. Remember:
What more has fate in store for me?
Of the two which is mine:
Your hand holding me caressingly
Or killing my heart and mind?

I got up too and put my arms around her neck; she drew me to her, and our lips met. Dawn was already
spreading its pale beams above us.
“Oh, we must part before we do anything really wrong,” she said.
She released me and hurried off.
I walked by a devious route back to the shrine and shut myself up in the chillakhona.
Next day the guardian came back from town. I was the first to call on him. I pretended to be happy to greet
him and listen to him, but I did not stay with him long so as not to weary him.
From then on I used every opportunity to see him and ask him questions about his private life and his family.
But the old fox answered my questions very briefly, without revealing his family affairs, and I had no chance to
offer him advice. And so the days passed without my making any progress.
Sitora came often to give me regards from the girl and ask me on her behalf how I was getting long. But the
old man did not go anywhere and I could not see the girl.
One day a sixty-year-old widower, a descendant of Khoja Bahauddin, sent in his khostgor, but the man carried
back a refusal. I called on her father and making as if I knew nothing offered him my congratulations on the
match. He replied that he had refused, and went on to tell me why.
“My family is descended from the great Othman,\fn{ Othman (d.636).} who was the Prophet’s third friend.\fn{ He
was one of the earliest converts to Islam; and, at various times, was the husband of two of the Prophets’ daughters. He assumed ultimate
power upon the death of the second caliph in 644; and Muslim tradition holds that the Qur’an assumed its final form under his caliphate .}
The Bahauddinis, however, usurped the title of khoja after the death of Bahauddin Nakshband.\fn{ A note reads:
Founder of an order of Sufi dervishes in Bukhara (14 th century).} But nobody knows who were Bahauddin’s ancestors. I

shouldn’t be surprised if it turned out that he’s a descendant of the pre-Islamic fire-worshippers of Bukhara. So
how can the Bahauddinis be a match for us and how can we marry our daughters to them?”
“I understand your daughter is advanced in years,” I said. “Under the Sharia it is the father’s duty to give his
daughter in marriage as soon as she comes of age.”
“I didn’t attend the madrasah for a long time, but I know the Sharia,” he replied. “The Sharia allows for exceptions whenever necessary. One passage says that ‘if need be it is permissible.’ If I can find a worthy husband
for my daughter I want him to live in my house. But it all depends on fate. The information you have about my
daughter’s age is inaccurate, because she’s just over seventeen. True, under the Sharia girls may be married at the
age of nine and that is a wise provision because it safeguards them from the eyes of strangers.”
“Under the Sharia,” I replied, “mullahs are equal to khojas in nobility. If no husband can be found among the
khojas, a suitable mullah could be chosen.”
I paused to watch the effect of my last words. Unfortunately his face expressed resentment. Nevertheless, I
continued,
“Of course, you can’t trust any mullah. The mullah who’s to become your son-in-law should serve you like a
slave. He should not own a house in town and should settle in your house for good. Moreover, he should keep the
secrets of this holy place and help you perform miracles. You won’t have any difficulty in finding a mullah who
has these qualities. And surely you don’t need a wealthy son-in-law, since your own wealth—may Allah multiply
it!—is quite sufficient. A needy son-in-law endowed with these qualities would contribute to increasing your
fortune.”
This was as much as to offer myself as a son-in-law, since I fully met the conditions I had listed. The old fox,
who saw what I was driving at, instantly covered up his resentment with a mask of joy. But my searching eyes
saw through that mask.
“I wish I could meet such a mullah,” he said cheerfully, pretending that he did not know whom I meant, “I
would gladly pay all the expenses of a grand wedding. I wonder if you could help me by going to town, finding
there a mullah who has the qualities you’ve described and inducing him to send to me an esteemed man of noble
birth to solicit my daughter’s hand for him.”
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He was trying not only to refuse me, but also to turn me out of his house. He apparently thought it risky to
have a young man looking for a wife living near his over-ripe daughter who was eager for marriage. He had said
that the khostgor had to be “an esteemed man of noble birth,” because he knew very well that no such man would
agree to plead for a poor devil like me.
That talk put me in a great predicament. I was expected to go to town as soon as possible in search of an
eligible suitor. But how could I leave without letting the girl know what I was trying to do?
Finally the guardian left for the Jondor District to attend the wedding of a disciple of his. I did not budge from
the chillakhona, waiting for Sitora. She came soon.
“My mistress sends you her regards,” she said. “Her father’ coming back tonight. My mistress wants you to go
to the side-door as soon as it gets dark. She’ll be waiting for you.
At last I was going to see my love again. My heart sang. But I knew that it was to be our last meeting. I could
not bear to think of it. And I should have to lie to her, because if she found out that her father had refused me her
health and her very life would be in danger.
Night fell early. It was as black as our future. I started slowly for the appointed place along the high outer wall
of the estate.
As soon as I got to the side-door she came out to meet me. In her black satin dress she merged with the
darkness. Her head was uncovered and her unplaited curly hair fell down to her knees in a black pall.
Before I could kiss her she took me by the wrists and drew me close to the wall. We stood pale and motionless,
looking at each other.
“I heard what you said to Father,” she said happily. “You put it very cleverly. I felt that he’d understood you
and in his heart accepted you. But he couldn’t bring himself to admit it and so wants you to send a khostgor.
“When are you leaving? Will you send a khostgor? Why are you still here? If you’d left immediately after your
talk with Father your khostgor would by now have settled the matter for us. A good thing shouldn’t be put off—
delay leads astray, as the saying goes.”
It was plain that she had believed what her father had said to me. I did not try to answer all her questions but
simply told her why I had not left yet.
“I’d have liked to go at once,” I said. But I had to talk it over with you first, hadn’t I?”
“Well,” she said, “now you’ve talked it over with me and you have my consent. When are you leaving?”
“As soon as your father comes back I’ll ask his permission and start.”
“He’ll be back any moment now. I’ve left Sitora on the look-out. She’ll give a cough to let us know the moment he rides up to the gate. I have good news for you: Father had a new smock, a cap and a turban made for you.
I think he wants to dress up his future son-in-law properly before sending him to a khostgor.”
That outfit, which she had taken for a good sign, was no more than the price of my keeping the secret of the
pilgrims’ shoes. But I did not want to disappoint the girl, and thanked her for the “good news.”
“Tomorrow morning I’ll ask your father’s permission to leave,” I said. My eyes filled with tears; I tried to take
away my hands and step aside. But she would not let me go and drew nearer still. We clung together. And then she
saw that I was crying.
“Why are you crying?” she asked in surprise. “The time is past when we had to shed tears.”
“I’m weeping because I must leave,” I replied. “A distance of five farsakhs will lie between us.”\fn{A considerable distance in the time before motorized travel .}
“I should be the one to cry and not you,” she said, “because separation is harder for me than for you. But I’m
not losing heart because I’m hoping for a bright future. You’re a man, so behave like a man.” As I could not stop
crying she said in jest,
“If you don’t stop it I’ll start crying too. Then I’ll see if you can stand my tears.”
She held me to her breast. The next moment we heard Sitora cough. My sweet love kissed me hurriedly and
said as she let me go,
“Good-bye, my love! Send your khostgor quickly and come back right after him.”
She went in and closed the door behind her. All was over for me.
Next morning I left for Bukhara.
Although I knew that the old dog would reject me anyway, I began to look for a khostgor as soon as I arrived
in town. I had to send a khostgor if I did not want the girl to accuse me of treachery, all the more because the very
idea of my having deceived her might kill her.
I did find a khostgor. He was a khoja of the Sheikhrangrez family, who had married two of his sisters to mullahs because he could not marry them to khojas. I sent him because he answered the guardian’s idea of “an
esteemed man of noble birth.”
Next day the khostgor came back, looking as weary and sad as an unsold cow trudging back from the market.
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It was not so much the long journey that had made him sad as the insulting manner in which the guardian had
turned him from his door.
“I will never do such a foolish thing,” the guardian had said, “and I’m sorry for you because, by offering yourself as a go-between in this matter, you’ve besmirched the title of khoja. I want a son-in-law who will have the
whole countryside eating and drinking at his wedding for a week on end and thereby raise my prestige still
higher.”
The refusal did not surprise me—I had expected it. But I knew that the girl must have heard, listening behind
her father’s door, what he had said to my khostgor. The refusal, which shattered her hopes of happiness, must
have driven her to the blackest despair. This thought preyed on my mind so painfully that I fell ill.
My illness lasted five months. As soon as I could go out again I got in touch with those khojas of the Uboni
family who lived in Bukhara to find out how the unfortunate girl was doing. They told me that towards the end of
the summer she had lost her reason and had hanged herself in her home.
The tragic end of the girl was a crushing blow to me, even though I had feared some disaster all along. True,
this time I did not fall ill, but I felt like wandering through the streets bare-headed and barefoot, weeping like a
madman. I had begun to lose my reason. Then I said to myself that the streets of Bukhara were too narrow for a
madman.
I went into my native mountains. There it took me a year to recover from my illness and another to regain my
strength. And now here I am with you again, my friends.
*
We were deeply moved by Mullah Burhan’s story. To cheer us up Mullah Rahmat the barber told us the story
of a merchant who fell in love with a woman of Marghelan and whose steward made a fool of him, coming to the
rendezvous disguised as a woman.
The party lasted till two o’clock in the morning. For the first time in Bukhara I had been listening to the
refreshing conversation of people who were fond of literature. It was very different from the talk we usually heard
at the madrasah. In comparison with those people Abdusalom and his table-companions seemed like corpses to
me. When the guests rose to go Sharifjan Makhdum said to my teacher Abdusalom as he pointed at me,
“If that boy feels that there isn’t room enough for him here at the madrasah you may bring him to our house.
He’ll serve us and carry on his studies.”
“Good,” replied Abdusalom.
Next day I moved to Sharifjan Makhdum’s home.
My madrasah days were over …
128.43 Judgment Day II\fn{by ‘Abdalrauf Rahim-oghli Fitrat (1886-1938)} Bukhara?, Bukhara Province, Uzbekistan
(M) 10
My friend got his nickname “Pachamir”\fn{The Prince’s Brother-in-law.} after entering the opium addicts’ den.
When his seriousness, ready wit and excellent way with words had drawn to himself the affection of the habituees of the opium addicts’ den, it became obvious that he deserved this nickname. His real name\fn{ I.e., his religious name.} was Roziqul.\fn{Servant; Slave of the Provider.} He was a common laborer for Ahmad Bay, one of the most
miserly of Bukhara’s wealthy men.
Despite his seriousness, Roziqul was a person who had faith in religion and piety. Therefore, although being in
a position to know his boss’ miserliness and deceitfulness very well, he used to love, nevertheless, while saying
many prayers, Ahmad Bay’s reciting the Qur’an, his conversing for Roziqul’s benefit about the hereafter about
Paradise, and sometimes, when the two of them raised their hands while facing toward Mecca, he also loved
Ahmad Bay’s requesting the wealth of the hereafter for all believers, including Roziqul as well. Sometimes Roziqul would put it:
“Forget it, though he doesn’t pay wages, Ahmad Bay’s prayer is still beneficial.”
But even so, Roziqul would sometimes suddenly exasperate his miserly master so much through his ways with
words and his quick-wittedness, that …
For example one day an inexpensive sheep’s head had somehow been acquired, soup had been boiled. After
drinking the soup, the boss saved the head for the next day. Not a drop of the soup, not to mention the meat, was
given to Roziqul.
At night, after the wealthy man went to bed, Roziqul took the head and, after piercing it, ate up its brains to the
last bite. Wrapping up the head, he put it back in its place again.
The next day the wealthy man took the head from the niche. He cut the meat into little pieces. When he came,
in turn, to the brain, he cried out:
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“Roziqul, oh Roziqul!”
“Yes, sir, what is it?!”
“Look here! Who touched this head?”
“Touched which head?”
“This sheep’s head, right here.”
“Last night, didn’t you touch it yourself?”
“Fool! Did you eat its brain?”
“No!!”
“Who has eaten it?”
“How would I know? I guess it didn’t really have a brain.”
“What are you saying, a head has no brain?”
“If one had a brain, would it stay in this house?!!”
At this response the master got angry, blood rushed to his head, he choked, and could not say anything more.
Only through such sharp words had Roziqul, the believer, gotten satisfaction by taking revenge on his own
Qur’an-reciting master.
Roziqul passed many phases of his life doing manual labor for that wealthy man. And he also aged quite a bit.
One terrible winter he had gone up on a roof in order to clean off the snow, when he fell and broke his leg. After
having lain in bed for a long time without medication or remedies, the leg still lame, he got up from his place.
The wealthy man saw no further need for Roziqul when he became old and lame. The wealthy man who had
wept while reading the Qur’an, who had raised his arms and prayed, and who had displayed himself as merciful
and affectionate, revealed his own true face. He gazed without shame into the eyes of this faithful servant who
had worked without pay for twenty-five years, and said:
“Get out of this house!”
It was as if Roziqul had discovered the wealthy man’s filthy spirit in the pitiless tone of this sentence. Without
saying a thing, he threw his robe over his shoulders and left.
He has no home, no family. What direction shall he go? What shall he do. He doesn’t want beggary. Should he
wish to enter the service of another wealthy man, the honorable one wouldn’t take him.
Pondering and pondering, Roziqul came to one of Bukhara’s well-known opium dens. In those times, for the
likes of Roziqul, this was the only fitting refuge. Hesitating, he half opened the door. Poking his head inside, he
examined this house of the living dead. The steam from the incessantly boiling samovar smoke from the hookahs
that fumed incessantly, the acrid smell of the drugs, which fermented in broken crockery and were being pressed
down by the languid movements of bloodless hands, had created a poisonous atmosphere in this mean little hut.
Upon the door’s being opened, a couple of dreamy voices became audible:
“Come in brother, come in. Now make a cup of good tea for the guest.”
After struggling against this warmth, there was no recourse but to enter. Roziqul went inside. Tea was brought.
A bit of opium was also presented.
Roziqul, his spirit seared by the world, thoroughly liked this joyous and uninhibited environment. He quickly
made himself comfortable with the habituees. With his own buoyancy and ready wit, he earned the respect of the
opium addicts. So, his being named “Pachamir” started from that exact moment.
Pachamir would sit the whole day in the opium den, whittle toothpicks under the poisonous delight of the
opium, go to the bazaar, sell them, and would regularly turn over his money for each day’s bread, tea and opium.
Among the population of the opium den, themselves, they even had their narrators and readers. Each day when
the opium had been taken, the narrating began. Sometimes the epic of Rustam\fn{Perhaps an allusion to the epic poem
Rustamkhan, well-known in Uzbek tribal areas .} and battle accounts like Abu Muslim\fn{After a famed 8th century AD Central
Asian commander and martyr of that name .} are recited and sometimes legends of “the afterlife” like The Ascension of
the Prophet\fn{A portrayal of Islamic versions of Heaven and Hell, circulated in both manuscript and oral versions in 20 th century
Central Asia.}are recounted.
Of the battle accounts’ interesting passages, for example, Rustam’s and Abu Muslim’s hoisting the 20,000
pound cudgel “Amudgaran” and coming out onto the battlefield, and their pulverizing the enemy instantly with
one blow seems to stir the entire opium den. All of the addicts (our Pachamir included) suddenly shout out “smite
with all your heart!” As to the Ascension of the Prophet legend, it becomes the occasion for a good many amusing
questions and answers and for considerable joviality. And although our Pachamir in the times when he was first
there had always become startled by these questions and answers, later on, he promptly joined in. Actually, after
absorbing the unjustly sharp blow of Ahmad Bay who was keenly devoted to religion, Pachamir’s religious convictions had unexpectedly weakened somewhat.
A certain day was the opium den’s day for pilaw. They ate pilaw, opium was taken, tea was brewed. Each one
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unrolls his own handkerchief, black with filth, takes out his piece of wood and begins to whittle. The narrator
started his Ascension of the Prophet. It was about the description of the word “paradise.” To each man will
certainly be given seventy-five thousand different girls, known as huris, along with dancers called page boys;
canals continually flowing with wine, milk and honey; on the bottom of the canals in place of mud and rocks,
gold and diamonds lie heaped forever …
Jumatagha abruptly started to speak:
“Ah, marvelous. It turns out that there are such riches, after all. Rather than making them lie in the bed of a
canal and wasting them, send them to us!”
“Probably, it is a long way!”
“Don’t get excited, even if the way is long, they won’t send them to us but to the Ahmad Bays.”\fn{ I.e., to the
wealthy of Bukhara.}
“What sin did we commit?”
“God, it seems, looks favorably only at those who have new robes.” After this sarcastic answer by Pachamir, a
question was thrown into their midst again:
“And it turns out that there’s not even a canal of our ‘water of life’\fn{ Opium is meant.} in paradise.
“Rather than milk, it would be nice if they made the ‘water of life’ flow through the canals.”
“If God readied seventy-five thousand girls and seventy-five thousand dancing boys for each one of us, would
he really forget the opium?”
“Ah, listen to me. These seventy-five thousand girls and boys, now, have been readied for us males. What
about our wives? Will seventy-five thousand men be provided for them, also?” The narrator answered this nasty
query:
“No. Everyone’s wife will be just one of those seventy-five thousand houris, and she will live with her own
husband.” Making his robe into a pillow, Pachamir, who started to close his eyes, burst out laughing:
“The devil,” he said, “seventy-five thousand rivals!! The husband has to bear their quarreling.”
*
Pachamir lies ill next to the wall in a narrow, dark room. Some of his friends from the opium den, the wise
men, are at his side, all of them mournful, sad! One of them sprinkles water on the sick man’s face, another wipes
sour milk on his brow, a third binds his head with a kerchief. One of them massages his feet. The narrator also
recites sentences in Arabic which he has remembered from Tale of the Prophet’s Ascension, and he blows in
Pachamir’s face. The fact that so many remedies were producing no effect continually made them all astonished.
Pachamir passed away. Weeping and sobbing, his friends washed him. There was no money for a shroud.
Gathering and piecing together the bags in which opium is pressed, they sewed a shroud. They raised the corpse
with the well-known rites. They brought it to the burial ground. Opening the mouth of an old tomb, they laid
Pachamir down. The tomb’s mouth was sealed. Friends from the opium den bade a final farewell and dispersed.
A little time passed. One side of the tomb opened. A pair of terrifying individuals came in. Their stature large,
their bellies gross, their eyes flaming as if filled with blood. On their heads a couple of horns apiece, on their
chests five pounds of wool each, in their hands clubs resembling Rustam’s cudgel, Amudgaran.
One of them stuck a bottle out from under his arm and held it in the corpse’s face. As soon as Pachamir leaped
up from his place his eyes fell upon the aforesaid visitors. He looked one way and the other. As soon as he saw
that he lay in his own tomb, no doubt remained that these visitors were Munkar and Nakir.\fn{ The two angels sent by
God to Muslim deceased immediately after death to interrogate their souls on their conduct whilst inhabiting the living body of the
departed. Muslims are taught to expect their arrival .}

He fell into a panic over how to give answers to their questions. He thought about the answers that were
memorized on earth. Probably because of his own fright, nothing came to his mind. He became more and more
frightened and experienced extreme agitation. By his own actions he almost made Munkar and Nakir suspicious.
Meanwhile, his eyes fell on the shroud. Yellowed with the poisoned juice of the pressed opium, rotted, torn, the
shroud came to his rescue. Gathering his wits, he managed to conduct himself somewhat more courageously.
Munkar and Nakir, threatening as was their custom, raised their cudgels over Pachamir’s head.
“Who is your Lord?!” they shouted.
Pachamir didn’t lose heart. He stared into their eyes:
“What’s the matter, brother?!,” he said.
Munkar and Nakir had never before experienced such response from a corpse, and they lost their heads.
“We are Munkar and Nakir. After we verify whether or not you have faith,” they said, “we shall return.”
“Who sent you!?
“The Lord. Do not confuse the point.” Pachamir, acting as if he had come across something interesting,
answered with amazement:
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“Well, the Munkar and Nakir sent by the Lord came three months ago, put the question, and left. What did His
Honor send you again for?”
“When did you die?!”
“It was three months ago!”
“Three months?!”
“Yes, exactly three months!”
“You lie!”
“Look at my shroud. Is that the shroud of a new corpse; rotted, torn, yellowed, it has begun to disintegrate!” In
order to confuse Munkar and Nakir—who still remained in shock from the effect of this last assault—yet a little
more, Pachamir continued to speak without pausing or letting a word in:
“Brothers, think for yourselves. If the date when I died or when I entered the tomb hasn’t been recorded in a
notebook, if there is no warrant which shows from where, when and by whom you have been sent, and if a single
one of you comes every day disturbing a man, what does this mean? Are all the affairs of your afterlife as
disorganized as this?!”
The moment Munkar-Nakir felt this kind of opposition they lost their heads completely and absolutely did not
know what to do. They even had intended to turn back, when the large one, called Nakir,” suddenly shouted:
“Son of man!” he said, “our Lord just now informed me: you are a liar, it seems. Apparently, you wanted to
deceive us. It may be possible to fool us, but you can not deceive God.”
“All right, now what?!” said Pachamir.
“You died yesterday in an opium den. Because you had no money, your friends sewed a shroud out of old
opium bags and buried you that day. Be quick, answer, who is your Lord?!” said Nakir and raised the cudgel.
Pachamir, without letting on that he was intimidated, retorted:
“Stop, older brother Nakir,” he said, “it turns out that the Lord really knew when I died, where I died, when I
was buried, and even the kind of shroud I have. Why doesn’t he know whether or not I am pious?! What is the
aim of wearying you and disturbing me?!”
This was a potent question. It astonished Munkar and Nakir, and they waited again, perhaps for some news
from the Lord Himself. But there was no news from Him. Involuntarily, they dropped the matter and departed to
get new instructions. But, for some reason, they never returned!
*
As soon as they left, Pachamir, too, had abruptly laid down. No one knows when he lay down or what
happened to him. He awakened with a big trumpet’s sound powerfully striking his ear. Had Munkar and Nakir
come again, he wondered a little fearfully? When he opened his eyes rather carefully and looked, oh horrors!
Of the burial ground and the tomb nothing is left. The world has turned into a desert as flat as a pancake. Like
camel thorn, which grows up everywhere in the deserts, humans have sprouted out of the ground. The stark-naked
people whose heads rose from the soil just then, stare with shocked amazement at one another.
Pachamir had gotten information about God’s trumpeter, Israfil, and his big horn named sur, from The Story of
the Prophet’s Ascension. As soon as he recalled this, he understood what was taking place.
Exactly at that moment, the frightful sound of the horn blasted again, shaking every corner. At this second
sounding of the horn all the people leaped up in complete disorder like badly trained troops . Males and females,
every inch naked, no shroud, no shirt, not even a bathrobe!!
So much nakedness, exposure of the genitals, embarrassed Pachamir a bit.
“Now hadn’t they themselves forbidden such goings on in the previous world?!” No sooner had a troubling
query bothered his heart than it seemed he gave his own answer, saying
“Very well, in fact the laws of the afterlife seem to differ somewhat.”
Thoroughly mixed up, our own Pachamir, too, continuously ran around among the billions and billions of
people dashing crazily in all directions. He asked one or two persons where one must go and what one should do;
no one answered.
At that moment, amongst the crowd appeared some equally naked youngsters with pairs of wings. In the hands
and under the arms of each one of the youngsters were diminutive booklets; they were in the process of distributing them continually to people. One of them passed by, putting a booklet in Pachamir’s hand. On its outside
cover and on the inside, though a few things had been written, Pachamir couldn’t read them, because he was
illiterate. While he stood looking at one side of the booklet and then the other, a familiar voice came to his ears:
“Greetings, Pachamir!” Pachamir raised his head and looked.
“Ey, Jumatagha, is it you?!”
The two opium den pals, disregarding the jostling, pressure and crowding, met each other with embraces and
kisses. And Jumatagha suddenly broke down crying for joy.
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“Poor Jumatagha, I guess you had died, too?!”
Jumatagha liked this consoling question offered by Pachamir, one which he put because he could not find the
right words. Jumatagha said instantly:
“I died only three months after you.” He had tried to enter into detail. Pachamir cut him off:
“Stop, Jumatagha,” Pachamir said, “were you literate?”
“Yes, I was. In God’s name. One day I read Mashrab\fn{A reference to Ishan Sha Ashrab (d.1711), itinerant darwish
preacher and mystical poet, whose life inspired The Holy Fool, Mashrab, an extremely popular folk biography. } for you, didn’t I,
don’t you remember about that world?”
“I remember, I do, I do. Did they give you one of these booklets, too, Uncle?!”
“They did, Pachamir. But something is wrong in this—”
“Wait. Uncle dear. Read my booklet for me!!”
Jumatagha took the booklet from Pachamir. He read the writing, starting at the top line:
“Roziqul Atabay-oghli’s Register of Deeds.”
“Well, just open it up read; what have they written?” asked Pachamir.
Jumatagha opened it and began to read: things that Pachamir had done, beginning from the age of fourteen.\fn
{In Central Asia, prior to the advent there of Communism, the age at which a boy became a man, and so began writing his first poetry, was
usually 14.} had apparently been noted. In the column of sins were written down the fact that he had eaten food
with the left hand,\fn{The hand used in personal cleansing, the soiled hand, the unclean hand .} that he had entered a latrine
right foot first, that he had sat down without saying the prayer for entering. Pachamir listened to these and finally
said:
“Uncle, these are really very small things, it turns out.”
He continued checking the booklet. The most interesting place was the part where he worked in the service of
Ahmad Bay. However many blows were absorbed from Ahmad Bay, however much cursing was heard, however
many of the heaviest services had been thoroughly carried out, all of these were noted down in the column for
good deeds. When he had not fulfilled service to the wealthy man, or half-carried it out, when he had resisted
while absorbing blows and being cursed, and even when he had angered the wealthy man with his sharp tongue,
all of them were noted down in the column of sins. Listening to these, Pachamir became a little bit nervous, and
said:
“Their influence in this place is really great, I see—”
“Yes, yes, pay attention, right here about me, too, a very great injustice—”
Jumatagha was unable to finish his sentence. Iron-trunchuoned guards who now came herding the crowd in
one direction reached them at that moment. They combined them, too, with the crowd and drove them along. Out
of fright, Jumatagha had let his booklet fall to the ground and while he was bent over picking up the booklet all at
once had just said:
“Pachamir, don’t get separated from me!”
*
They, too, joined with the crowd and moved along. They walked and walked. After the crowd had gone on for
several months, it came up to a broad balance scale. The balance scale consisted of a wide square. On four sides
were the threshing platforms for sins and good deeds. In the center, a huge scale with pans. At the scale was a
weigh-master whose daunting visage scares everybody. After the mob had gathered around the balance scales, the
weigh-master shouted with his own raucous and terrifying voice:
“Ey, sons of Adam! Do not say ‘I didn’t hear,’ do not say ‘I didn’t understand,’ the judgment day has come.
Here are the scales of justice. We shall try to weigh up your actions. Whoever’s good deeds turn out to be
heavier \fn{I.e., heavier than their evil deeds. } will go to paradise. Whoever’s sins come out heavier, will be driven to
hades. All of you be ready!”
The weigh-master’s screech was superfluous, because our Pachamir, along with all the others there, had
already known about the existence of the day of judgment, the scales of justice, and calling to account. The
weigh-master frightened nobody with this screech, and no one responded, save our Pachamir, alone:
“Fine, we understand, hurry it up, get going,” he muttered, presumptuously.
Jumatagha wanted to protest, but he suddenly could not find the courage for moving out in front. He told
Pachamir his idea:
“After all, they have written down all our actions in those little notebooks there. They have divided them
completely into sins and good deeds on the basis of what they themselves know. Having counted those up and
totaled them, surely it must be possible to see which is which?! What are the scales for?”
“They must not know how to count!” said Pachamir.
Following the announcement, the business got under way. The procedure went like this: a huge crowd made up
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of men and women—naked people by the billions—streamed in from all directions toward the site of the scales,
screeching all together:
“Here, booklet!”
“Take my booklet!”
“Me first!”
“Don’t shove me!”
“Why do you push?”
“Oh, I lost out!”
Because of the hue and cry, nobody hears what anybody says. The weigh-master takes one person’s booklet.
For instance, screeching “Mullah Alim!” he reads his name. Making Mullah Alim step out of the mob, he sends
him to the back of the scales. There, Mullah Alim turns over his booklet to the five or ten different old female
angels who await the tasks. The old female angels sit around the threshing platforms for sins and virtues. They
winnow the harvest platform with their fingers.
For their purposes, they separated Mullah Alim’s sins from good deeds. They would put the sins in one basket,
the good deeds in another. The scale-master weighs. After noticing that one of them has weighed down the other,
he initials the booklet and gives it to its owner. Emptying the baskets, taking yet another person’s booklet, he
starts the routine over again. Once more, scandal, once more, shoving, once more the “take me, leave him’s!!!”
Although Pachamir and Jumatagha waited for two and a half years, they could not move one pace closer to the
scales. As soon as they hurled themselves one step ahead, they would be shoved twenty paces to the rear. And
though the routine would continue that way for another two or three years, it was not apparent that they were even
nearing the scales.
Precisely at that juncture, up in front of the site for the scales a fracas broke out. Exasperated from waiting so
long, people assaulted the weigh-master, evidently. Voices raised above the din, saying:
“Hit!”
“Get away!”
“Strike the fool!”
“Let his teeth be smashed out!”
The crowd surrounding the scales quickly got agitated. Into the air were rising the sounds of iron cudgels
striking one another, mixing with the cries and wails of those who were tasting the rod. The crowd’s attack has
grown stronger, and assistance has had to be summoned. Their voices are raised, thither “halt” and yon “halt.”
One bunch of winged guards raised the iron rods, ripping and slashing right through a row of the crowd. Pachamir
observed these going toward the locus of the commotion beside the scales.
“Jumatagha, hurry up, don’t get separated from me,” he said, and put himself amongst those guards. So, Uncle
joined him, too. Among the guards, squeezing and squeezing, dragging and dragging together, they drew near the
scales. The hubub seeming to have subsided somewhat, the weigh-master was proceeding with his own affairs.
The chief of the guards who arrived inquired about the cause of the brawl. The crowd again cried out and raised
an uproar. Who said what, was impossible to know. Pachamir went up to the aforesaid chief:
“Sire, may I?” he said.
“What do you have to say,” screeched the chief, “what do you start a brawl for? Now, I shall haul all of you off
to Hades!” Pachamir chuckled a bit and kept on talking:
“Very well, sire. If you will drag us off you will drag us off, no doubt … but … there is one request from those
poor souls who have waited for the scales here all these years, and I want to tell you what it is.”
“Speak up,” said the Chief.
“Why is there only one single scale for weighing up the deeds of such a lot of people? Weren’t there ten or
fifteen scales?”
“Where may I find the scales?”
“Now, it’s fascinating,” said Pachamir, “that even in God’s’ residence more than one set of scales simply is not
to be found!! When you initiated such a grandiose affair, you should have prepared ahead of time, at least
separating completely those threshing floors for sins and for good deeds. If there are no scales, give the order at
once; let them install and hang up 10 to 15 scales. Let people’s business be finished up right away!”
The chief relented a little. Having caused the petition of the slaves to be delivered, he dispatched one of the
guards to God to request that the number of scales be increased.
Pachamir’s turn had come. The weigh-master took his booklet. Turning it over to the old women, he led
Pachamir to the back of the scales.
The old women angels sat down to separate the good deeds from sins. The task proceeded very deliberately.
Pachamir’s remarks, “Good luck, Auntie, be quick,” produced absolutely no effect. After a long wait, the task was
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completed, and the good deeds and sins were weighed up. Something was noted in Pachamir’s booklet, and it was
signed. As soon as Pachamir got his booklet, he waited for Jumatagha’s processing. And after that, they moved
out from among the crowd.
The two friends walked on, repeatedly amazed in the wilderness of the Judgment Day. Where they were going,
what they were doing, they did not know. Occasionally, Pachamir would become completely distraught and cry
out,
“What a misfortune this is!”
They observed that one congregation was loping along, headed off in a particular direction. Pachamir asked,
“Where are you headed?” They said:
“We are heading for the Lab-i hawuz.” Pachamir understood instantly that this Lab-i hawuz was the reservoir
of paradisiacal abundance found in the Qur’anic passage.\fn{In Chapter 28: … On that day there shall be radiant faces, of
men well-pleased with their labors, in a lofty garden. There they shall hear no idle talk. A gushing fountain shall be there, and raised soft
couches with goblets placed before them; silken cushions ranged in order and carpets richly spread …}

“Get going, Uncle, we’ll go and drink a little water,” he said, and they joined that congregation.
They walked and walked. Far off, a broad reservoir was visible. The congregation loped on and came to the
edge of the reservoir. On four sides of the reservoir four persons with bowls in their hands doled out water to
everyone.
But, is it conceivable for thirsty people to stand watching that kind of procedure? From four directions they
streamed up to the reservoir, some standing in the water, some entering the water up to their knees, some staying
at the edge of the reservoir, they drink water by the double handfuls. They quickly made the water of the reservoir
very murky. They had not listened to the cudgel-bearing angels at all!
Pachamir and Jumatagha drew near one side of the reservoir. They took a mouthful or two of the turbid water
and drank it. Then, moving off to one side, they watched the antics over the water. But as soon as the spectacle
became loathsome, they quickly rejoined the people running about everywhere in the desert. Walking on and on,
they suddenly realized that they had approached the start of the hair bridge.
Pachamir looked around attentively in every direction. An extraordinarily broad pit has filled up with fire. This
fire rose high above and scorched the surrounding area. Above the pit—across the middle—is a bridge made of
hair. Because it is fine as hair, they refer to this as the hair bridge. But in reality it is not hair, it must be iron. If it
were hair, it would quickly have burned long ago.\fn{ One of the numerous details about the Day of Judgment, included in this
version, but lacking in the first, and provided as an aid to the younger readers—the object of their labors—who mignt not be as cognizant
as their elders in such matters.}

The hair bridge is very lengthy; the far end of it cannot be seen. The crowd has gathered at the near end. Ironcudgel-bearing angels covered with dust and sweat run in all directions. Screams, wails, howls, screeching. A few
people, mounting sheep, are proceeding one after another onto the hair bridge. One of them sliding off his sheep,
another, along with his sheep, falls into the fire. On the near end, angels seize more people and force them to
mount the sheep. They make them come to the bridge and drive them out on it.
This situation, especially, frightened Jumatagha terribly. He wanted to ask Pachamir something, but he had
choked from fright and could not speak. Pachamir, himself, became afraid. Very gently, he pulled Uncle’s hand.
“Get going, Uncle, let’s not stay here,” he said.
*
The two of them cautiously edged out from amongst the crowd and had intended to get far away. A powerful
hand seized Pachamir by the shoulder:
“Come on, Roziqul, your turn!” it said.
Pachamir panicked. When he looked up, it was one of the aforesaid iron-cudgeled guards!
“What d’you say to me,” asked Pachamir.
“Move, you will cross the hair bridge!”
“What if I don’t cross, if I just stay right here!”
“Impossible!”
“All right. If that’s the case, so be it, just let me go drink a swallow of water.”
“Impossible,” it said, suddenly shoving. Pachamir, stumbling and falling came to the near end of the bridge.
Two angels promptly pushed forward one black sheep.
“Mount this one and cross,” they said.
Pachamir recognized this bony sheep. It was a sheep sacrificed in 1215H.\fn{ I.e., 1800-1801AD.} He stared at the
angel which held the sheep.
“Older brother, what’s this all about? Don’t you have a boss?” he said. A tall, gross angel:
“What do you say? I am their boss here,” he said. Pachamir:
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“These angels want to make me mount that sheep.” Angel:
“Why not mount up?” Pachamir:
“When I mount up, what shall I do?!”
“You will mount that one and you will cross that hair bridge!!” Pachamir became furious:
“Oh!’ he said, “I have sacrificed that one in 1215H Three persons had to struggle eight hours before we could
get that one from the bazaar to my house. Our souls had nearly left us all. This bastard one was terribly stubborn.
It wouldn’t walk on straight roads. It absolutely can’t walk on this hair bridge. It’ll dump me off for sure, it’ll also
fall down itself—” Angel:
“What is that to me? It is the very sheep that you sacrificed, yourself. Everyone crosses after mounting a sheep
he himself sacrificed.” Pachamir:
“Besides this one, I had also slaughtered one other, a white sheep. It was a rather placid sheep. Can’t you bring
that one?” Angel:
“No, I can’t!” Pachamir:
“For what reason?!” Angel:
“Because this sheep was acceptable to our Lord.” Pachamir:
“Why was this one acceptable? That one was really a little better!” Angel:
“The sheep’s goodness or badness is not our Lord’s affair!” Pachamir:
“What does concern him?” Angel:
“You bought this sheep with clean money. The money for that one was filthy.” Pachamir:
“Little Brother, what is filthy money? I don’t follow such talk. In my whole life I had sacrificed but two
different sheep, the money for the two of them, in fact, was day-labor, hard-earned money. I had saved up one
penny on top of another—” Angel:
“Do not drag out the conversation; mount that one!” Pachamir:
“What d’you say, d’you listen to what I say or not? If everybody mounts his own sheep, I have two sheep.
Bring them. I’ll mount up and cross on the better one. Do you save my good sheep for yourself and give me the
bad one?” The angel relented a bit and spoke slowly:
“Roziqul, older brother, you go ahead and mount that one! If the Lord grants it, you will cross with that one,” it
said. Pachamir:
“Just a moment, little brother,” he said, “that affair of yours is a very nasty business, itself, see. You wore out
so many individuals, dragging them to the scales. You also put separate passports into our hands. Ever since the
tomb, for your purpose, you interrogated and interrogated us regarding our goodness and badness. Now, once
again, having forced so many poor souls to mount sheep it is distasteful that you make [us] dance on a hair. Take a
look at our passports; here is the signature of the chief of balance scales, also; recognize the good ones and bad
ones of us from that, for your purposes; assemble our bad people; snatch them off their feet, pick them up and
fling them into Hades. Make our good ones finally enter paradise via another, somewhat nicer route, deliverance
for you and for us, too. Then, if you should not do this, bring both of my sheep, and I shall pick the better one and
mount it; the remaining one is still yours!”
The angels saw that it was impossible; to overcome this person with words was not easy; one of them went and
brought a white sheep. Looking at Pachamir, the angel said:
“How about this one, here?” Pachamir recognized the sheep.
“This one, here, is really my own sheep, very fine,” he thought.
He mounted the sheep for his purpose. He got firmly in place with both arms around the sheep’s shoulders.
Pointing Jumatagha out to the guards, he said:
“Well, give this person his sheep, too.”
“You keep on moving, this one will also go in his turn.”
“No, no. We have bound ourselves in a pact that we’ll enter paradise together!”
One of the guards brought Jumatagha a sheep for his use, also. And Uncle, like Pachamir, mounted up for
himself.
Saying, “In the name of Allah,” they drove onto the hair. The sheep had in fact turned out to be extremely agile
and easily trotted along on the hair bridge. Pachamir had closed his eyes tightly. If he opened his eyes his head
would spin, and he would instantly slip off the sheep, that was clear.
*
The opium bags, Munkar and Nakir, the scandal of the balance scales, every one of them he ran through his
mind twenty times. Having toiled so much, and, after his liberation from Munkar and Nakir, from the balance
scales, and from the black sheep, he would see that he remained on the hair and would see the absolute
uselessness here of any sort of slyness for this affair.
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“Ah, what a shame; ah …! My very last act depends upon that sheep. If just one of its feet suddenly slips from
the hair, the affair is finished …!” he said He calmed himself, saying:
“Ah, beast, you will perform your own duty, won’t you.”
It disconcerted him how rapidly the sheep trotted along; it was his own white sheep, and because it was a
rather placid sheep he had never thought that it would go frisking along on the hair bridge quite like this. He
remembered very well the tremendous flinching of that sheep on earth one day when crossing one minute canal
over its tiny bridge.
“Uncle, are you there?!” he called out blindly to his friend.
Jumatagha had been transformed into a virtual corpse by his fright. There was no sound, even taking a breath
was in fact impossible for him. With effort, he managed a
“Yes.” Pachamir said:
“Had they somehow trained the poor things so well?”
No answer was returned to this. Pachamir kept his head. He was able to discern the causes and effects of
everything. Though this was so, he totally failed to understand one thing for sure:
What is the reason for making so much trouble over admitting one person into paradise? The all-knowing God
certainly did not completely fail to be aware of one’s faith or lack of faith. After becoming aware, what really was
the point of further scaring God’s slaves fruitlessly with Munkar and Nakir, of compelling them to go through the
ordeal at the balance scales, of making them mount a sheep and dance on a hair!
He would flare up because he did not understand this at all. How long he had been moving on, he certainly did
not know, when suddenly he felt the sheep halt.
“Alas,” he said, “if this honorable fellow has suddenly gotten tired out at the half-way point, God struck him
down.”
Pachamir got terribly frightened. Owing to his fear, he was also completely incapable of opening his eyes.
Neither going ahead nor turning back, nor getting off was possible. He remained exactly like he was for five or
ten minutes.
“Uncle, are you there,” he cried again.
“I am, why have we suddenly stopped?”
“Have you opened your eyes?”
“Can an eye open here?”
“Dear Uncle, go on, open your eyes, just take a look! Did we arrive or not?”
“I can’t open them. My head will spin,” said Uncle. At that moment, one of the fellow travelers is heard
saying:
“Slide off, we finally got here.”
The two friends’ eyes snapped open:
*
They saw themselves in a broad meadow. Everybody was getting off the sheep and was galloping forward.
Some distance away, the upper parts of various big, painted dwellings were visible. This place was Paradise.
Pachamir and Jumatagha slid from the sheep. They walked ahead. As soon as they moved a short way, they
entered a large city. It was not a city, but a garden, not a garden, but a city.
Flowers, trees, birds, palaces, the tree trunks made of gold and silver, their leaves made of emeralds, every one
of the mansions made of a single ruby. From among the trees by the base of the walls, diminutive canals flow
steadily. In every part of this city they walked, from street to street, door to door. Upon the door of each house the
name of its owner had been inscribed.
Everybody reads these inscriptions and is obliged to enter when he locates his own house, but nobody knows
the address of his own house. Pachamir cannot read. Jumatagha helps him.
“Thanks, Jumatagha, first walk around with me and find my house for me. After we go in, drink tea and have a
rest we shall go out and search for your dwelling,” said Pachamir.
After walking about and being sorely tried for a year and a half, they came and stopped before a very small
dwelling. On the upper part of the door had been inscribed:
“Roziqul Atabay-oghli.”
“That one, there, is ours, I guess,” he said and stopped. From the interior some extraordinarily beautiful girls
and lads ran out:
“Welcome sire, welcome!” they said, and clung to his shoulder, stroked his head, kissed his brow, and
smoothed his beard. Pachamir understood that they must be the houris and page boys. He emerged from among
the houris and page boys with great pomp onto the threshold. Looking at Jumatagha, who had remained behind,
he said:
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“Well, welcome Uncle!” All the aforementioned girls and bodyguards suddenly burst out laughing:
“No, sire, this person may not come in,” they said.
“Why can’t he come in?”
“We won’t permit it.”
“Why not, I say?!”
“Into this mansion, nobody but you may enter.”
“Why did you enter?” The houris and page boys again burst out laughing.
“Sire, we are native to this place.”
“Answer the question for me without laughing,” said Pachamir, in an angry mood, “whose mansion is this?!”
“Your honor’s.”
“Who are you?”
“Your servants, your women, your page boys.”
“In such case, you have no right to say anything,” said Pachamir, and conducting Uncle, intended to enter the
house. Once more, they did not permit it.
“Impossible, sire. This is God’s’ bidding,” they said. Jumatagha himself, too, became chagrined by this sort of
hospitality.
“Oh, Pachamir, don’t tire yourself any more. You go into your house, take a rest, and let me look for my
dwelling. Later, I shall come back again,” he said.
The two friends, taking leave of one another in an atmosphere of shame and rage, parted. Pachamir entered the
dwelling. The houris conducted him into an ornate room. In the place of honor,\fn{ Opposite the entrance.} a large
throne had been placed. Pachamir went up and sat on the throne. The girls and bodyguards drew up in a line
before him and stood, folding their arms in front. Pachamir couldn’t forget his rage over the foregoing incident.
“All of you belong to me, do you?” he said.
“Yes, sire, all of us are yours.”
“Slut’s spawn, since you are all mine, would you have perished if five or ten of you had come out as far as the
hair bridge in order to meet me? Have you no sense? Should a person with so many servants walk the streets for a
year and a half in order to find his own house?”
Pacharnir had become very tired, and his feet had gotten sore. He wanted to sleep a bit. He put his head on a
pillow, closed his eyes. How long he slept cannot be known; as soon as he opened his eyes he felt tremendous
hunger; loaves of bread, portions of halva, quantities of cream and roast meat—all of them were ready.
The servants referred to above did not bring a single one of these, either. The dishes themselves came flying
and flitting along and landed at Pachamir’s side. When Pachamir had eaten his fill, the dishes and loaves of bread
once more flew and flitted away. Pacharnir ate two additional meals by evening, as well. As soon as it became
evening, he fell asleep.
The following day was exactly the same. During the days, food three times, during the nights sleeping with
one or two girls or one or two bodyguards …
Seven days he lived that way. Then, Pachamir became completely demoralized. This life became utterly loathsome to him. He wanted to seek out a job for himself.
He took a couple of the girls and boys present there and said, “Come show me everything,” and went outdoors:
he inspected every corner of the garden. At the foot of the trees, four tiny little canals were steadily flowing, side
by side. Pachamir bent over and looked: in one of the various little canals pure white milk was flowing, in one,
limpid water, in one, honey, and in one, wine. The moment Pachamir caught sight of the wine, he became overjoyed.
“Let’s go get a whole lot of that wine, there,” he said. The girl nearby said:
“Fine, we shall get it.” Pachamir:
“Tonight let’s get a little drunk.”
“Sire, this wine will not get you drunk at all!”
“Has it spoiled?”
“No, it has not spolied, but it will not get you drunk.” Pachamir:
“If it’s wine, it will get you drunk, if it won’t get you drunk, it can’t be wine.” One bodyguard:
“Sire, this wine of the afterlife seems somewhat different; we do drink a lot, but we haven’t gotten drunk at
all.”
Pachamir, without uttering a sound, kept on pacing. The same boy asked:
“Sire, shall we get some of the wine?”
“Throw it out, what will you do with it; who will drink wine that doesn’t make you drunk?”
Pachamir turned around to go to the house. He had learned his lesson. Going into that house again, sitting there
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without anything to do, would become unbearable for him. He pondered as he walked around in order to discover
a task for himself: He had no desire just to look from one side to the other.
Four steps further on, a poppy bush came into his line of sight. He shivered all over from joy, and suddenly ran
toward it. Apparently, he had not noticed the deep pit beneath his feet, and his foot slipped. Pachamir fell into the
pit:
“Aaaa—help, save me from this pit, I’ll suffocate!” he screamed suddenly with all his might …
*
“Pachamir, Pachamir, hey Pachamir, what’s the matter? You ruined the mood, really, get up, get up!”
When he opens his eyes, Pachamir is nearly sweating himself to death, the good mood of all the opium addicts
listening to The Tale of the Prophet’s Ascension has flown away; in a state of apprehension they keep staring at
Pachamir. All of them suddenly ask:
“You had a bad dream, it seems, didn’t you, Pachamir? You cried out horribly; we got frightened all of a
sudden.” Pachamir put his hand to his chest and said:
“Ugh, thank heaven, it turns out it was a dream, otherwise, honestly, I would have suffocated right away.”
The story teller, intending to continue imparting information regarding paradise from The Tale of the Prophet’s
Ascension, had begun:
“One house was of rubies, one house of pearls—” Pachamir cut him off, saying:
“Stop, don’t exaggerate so much; I saw it; it turns out there was nothing pleasant about it.”
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1
… Astonished, Sultan Murad stopped short as he was entering the room of Fasih ad-Din, teacher at the
madrasah. His teacher. had put on a new silk robe and was carefully binding a turban round a new skullcap. His
frank, open face, with its splendid beard, usually of gentle aspect, betrayed pleasurable excitement, as, indeed, did
his whole figure. Sultan Murad guesssed that Fasih ad-Din was about to visit some aristocratic house.
When he had finished binding on his turban the teacher smoothed out the wrinkles in his robe and turned to
Sultan Murad with a smile.
“There will be no lesson today,” he said. “My lord Alisher Navar\fn{ The great Uzbek poet and humanist of the 15 th
century, around which this historical novel is centered } has been appointed Keeper of the Seal of His Majesty the Sultan. In
his youth Alisher Sahib took lessons from me for some time; it is our duty to congratulate him on his appointment
to so high a post.”
Sultan Murad had heard people say that Alisher was an old friend of the Sultans but he did not expect him to
be given such an important post in such a short time. The young man knew that Navai was a gifted poet from
verses of his that had been passed round from hand to hand; and from many people he had heard of him as a man
and a scholar, especially in more recent times he had heard unusually interesting, even amazing things about him.
The news that a man of this type had been given a high appointment at court gave Sultan Murad sincere pleasure.
“You, my teacher, are also to be congratulated if my lord Alisher once bathed in the light of your learning,”
said Sultan Murad with respect. Fasilh ad-Din’s eyes beamed with pleasure.
“Your unworthy dIsciple,” continued Sultan Murad, “would like to make known to you his one heartfelt wish.”
“What is that wish?” asked Fasih ad-Din, glancing at him.
“My wish is to follow you like your shadow to the chambers of the great poet,” answered Sultan Murad.
Fasih ad-Din did not answer immediately but stood with his eyes fixed on the ground. He was very fond of his
talented pupil and was always praising his knowledge and industry. But the youth was the cause of considerable
worry: in order to give Sultan Murad a two-hour lesson he sometimes had to read at home for weeks. He raised
his eyes and looked at Sultan Murad with a smile.
“The time has come for you to meet all the great people of Khorasan. Very well, you may accompany me.”
Teacher and pupil left the madrasah together.
*
Alisher’s house was in a holiday mood. The servants took the honoured teacher and his quite unknown pupil
into a big room in the front part of the house. The room was spread with bright red carpets, and the ceilings, walls
and shelves were painted and decorated with a floral plaster ornament. There were several people in the room
already and Fasih ad-Din was given a seat of honour. Sultan Murad knelt down by the door. He knew most of the
guests—they were well-known representatives of all branches of knowledge arid the best poets of Herat; a few
higher court officials, dressed in rich robes, sat proudly amongst them.
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Alisher was not in the room: he had not returned from the palace. Sultan Murad sat in silence, listened to the
hushed conversation and out of respect for the assembled company did not offer any comment. Some time later it
was announced that the poet had arrived. Sultan Murad immediately went out to the verandah. Most of the guests,
Fasih ad-Din amongst them, also went out. Sultan Murad immediately recognized the poet amongst the haughty
courtiers in their gold-embroildered robes, recognized him as though he had seen him before. Alisher was wearing
a high turban carefully and tastefully bound round a conical blue cap. A silk robe of rather sombre colours was
thrown over his shoulders and over it a simple coat of gray cloth.
Navai was a man of about thirty. He was of more than average height, slim but strong; his short black beard
and moustache were carefully trimmed. There was the noble impress of great spiritual strength on his broad face
with its somewhat prominent cheekbones. Profound thougtht, will power and reverie were reflected in his slant
eyes under slightly swollen lids.
Navai, smiling with his eyes and the corners of his lips, greeted each of his guests in turn. Fasih ad-Din greeted
the poet and offered his sincere congratulations and then, in some agitation, introduced Sultan Murad. The latter,
pale from confusion, approached Alisher. He bowed low, pressed the poet’s hand and immediately took a step
back.
“The pupil of your humble servant,” said Fasih ad-Din with pride. “A youth of rare ability. I have no doubt that
he is the coming Abu Ali ibn Sina\fn{Better known as Avicenna (980-1037), Persian philosopher and physician) of our days.”
“My honoured teacher is praising his unworthy pupil beyond all measure,” murmured Sultan Murlad, folding
his hands respectfully on his breast.
Navai turned to the youth with a friendly smile, asked him where he had been born and what subjects he had
studied. Sultan Murad modestly but with dignity named him those branches of knowledge with which he was
already well acquainted. Those who gathered round them, and who knew Sultan Murad, deemed it their duty to
say something in praise of him.
“Always be diligent and painstaking,” said the pleased Navai. “The country needs men like you. As we nurture
the tree of knowledge we must strengthen its roots in our native soil in order to gather fruits from it in abundance.
I hope you will be a frequent visitor.”
“From the bottom of my heart I thank you for your attention to my unworthy self,” said Sultan Murad in a
trembling voice. “I cannot imagine any greater good fortune than that of drawing from the ocean of your knowledge!”
Navai led Sultan Murad into the room. He indicated a place of honour to the youth, who excused himself however and sat in a lower place. He could read the perplexity and the unspoken question in the eyes of those present:
“Why pay so much attention to a poor young student in a coarse robe?”
Either from modesty or because he was the host, the poet and Keeper of the Seal sat lower than anybody else.
He spoke about conditions in the Herat madrasahs, about the life of students and teachers and, at the same time,
listened attentively to what others had to say. Then he asked detailed questions about scholarly works, great and
small, and about the poetry that had been written in Khorasan during recent years. Even when the others were talking about the rubaiyat, poems or charades of some nameless poet, Navai asked for full information about them.
The faces of those present brightened, the conversation became more lively.
Sultan Murad did not for a moment take his eyes off Navai as though he feared that he might never again have
the good fortune to see him. Navai’s whole appearance, in addition to his modesty, was one of majestic pride, free
from haughtiness and self-importance; the motions of his hands were elegant, his smile and his voice charmed
those around him with their tenderness.
The servants spread the dastarkhan.\fn{A cloth spread on the carpet like a tablecloth } The guests were offered sweetmeats, pistachios, almonds and dried fruits in huge quantities. After these, soup in beautiful porcelain bowls, meat
on dishes and soft cakes were brought in.
After the meal the eldest of those present said a prayer, wished the poet good frortune and the entire company
took leave of him.
*
The flames of the candles on the shelf and the moonbeams falling through the open door mingled with the pattern of the carpets, drawing soft, fantastic pictures; from time to time the flames would flicker in a breath of wind
and the leaves of a big book, lying open on a low bench, would rustle; the poet was resting, playing on his lute
and giving himself up entirely to the charms of song. Navai did not keep music and verse apart, he knew and
loved the art of producing beautiful melodies.
With a faint sigh Navai leaned the instrument against the shelf and removed the plectrum from his finger. He
sat down at the window. The only sound that came from outside was the rustling of the trees as they played in the
wind. The poet was wrapped in thought. Here he was again in Herat, in his own home. Perhaps he would never
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again have to leave his beloved city and the house in which he was born. Here everything was familiar, was near
and dear to him; the loving kindness ef his deceased parents was imprinted on all the things. Had not Ghiyas adDin Kichkina fondled him in this very place, beside that very door?
When he had been four years old—Navai remembered it very vaguely—he had recited the poems of Kasim i
Anwar quite clearly and how pleased his father had been!
And his late mother? The mothers of his companions had been unable to compare with her in gentleness and
love. She was a simple woman who was heart and soul in her children and who was always good to relatives and
neighbours. When he was five or six years old he would come running home from school and she would embrace
him and give him milk, unleavened cakes and sweets and would be glad that the boy had done well at the lessons
given him by his honoured teacher; in her dreams she already saw her son a grealt scholar.
Memories flashed before him in a constant stream: the flight of the entire family to Iraq during the political
dtsturbances in Khorasan following on the death of Shahruh, when his parents had been afraid for their lives; the
hardships of the journey; the pleasures and amusements of the road, the meeting with Sharah ad-Din Yezdi, author
of the famous Zafar-namah.\fn{A biography of Timur (aka Tamerlane, born late 1320s-1330s, d.1405) written between 1424-1428;
first translated into English in 1723.}
All his life long he would remember the journey back and how he fell asleep on horseback and fell off. When
he awoke next morning he saw that he was lying alone on the empty plain. He caught his obedient horse that was
wandering about nibbling grass not far away, mounted with difficulty and, tormented by thirst, spent a long time
looking for the caravan in that hot desert. His parents, half-dead with grief, were overjoyed when Alisher was, at
last found.
He went to school together with Husein Baikara; when he was eight or nine years old he read Ferid ad-Din
Attar’s Bird Talk and, wrapped up in its puzzling, exciting ideas, gradually forgot play and amusements, sleep and
even food. The worried parents took the book away from Alisher and hid it; they forbade him to read it. But the
lad had learned the book by heart and continued repeating its lines over and over again to himself.
Such amazing memories, some sweet, some bitter, passed through the poet’s mind. He experienced once more
the first torments and pleasurable excitement of creative writing. The admiration the fond father showed for his
poet son, the unanimous praise and encouragement of the leading poets, the choice, after much thought, of the
pseudonyms Navai and Fani for the poet, the meeting with the aged Lutfi and his unexpectedly great apprecia-tion
—were these things that could be forgotten?
The years of wandering in foreign lands. … His eight years of life in Meshhed, poring over books in the dilapidated, cold and overcrowded cells of the madrasah, where no single ray of sunlight penetrated by day and where
he could not close his eyes at night. … His acquaintance, through their books, with the ancient philosophirs, scholars and poets who had lived hundreds and thousands of years before. … His teachers, his fellow students, the
great people, the hundreds of scholars whom he had had the good fortune to talk to, right up to his very last teacher, Khoja Fazullah Abu’l-Leisi of Samarkand—the poet recalled them all, talked with them again in his
thoughts. …
*
Footsteps resounded in the courtyard.
The poet raised his head. The door opened with a squeak and his younger brother, Dervish Ali, asked permission and then entered the room. He was an educated man who differed greatly from his brother in character: he
was careless and foolish and lived a thoughtless sort of life.
Navai glanced at his swollen, tearing eyes and smiled mockingly.
“What is the news from the city, brother?”
“Apart from the dissension between the Shiites and Sunnites there has been nothing of importance,” answered
Dervish Ali, unhurriedly seating himself.
“The Sunnites are everywhere grumbling: ‘The Su1tan is a Shiite, the ishans are Shiites how much longer can
we tolerate this?’”
“It us a pity that these senseless squabbles should arise over a decree of the Sultan’s,” said Navai, shaking his
head in displeasure. “Is there nothing better to do than sow discord amongst people? What is the condition of the
state treasury, what is the state of the army, how do madrasah students and the teachers and scholars live, how do
officials in the city and in the provinces treat the people; how does the peasant live on his farm, how does the artisan work? These are questions that should be examined through the eye of the intellect and should be settled
wisely and justly. You should be above petty religious squabbles, brother.”
Dervish Ali listened attentively, slowly nodding his bowed head. He had a profound respect for his brother and
his ideas.
“I hope those religious squabbles do not increase,” said Dervish Ali, at last.
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“Then let us try to prevent such dissension,” said Navai firmly. “We must not show preference for any one
religious doctrine. Brother, there is no pleasanter occupation in this world than just reading books, contemplating
and writing verses. By nature I am intended for just such a life. I should like to live in some quiet place and float
lazily on the sea of enjoyment but, as you know, I have been given a court appointment. I accepted it for the sake
of the people and the country. There is an endless number of things to be done in this land and the people have
awaited each one of them for centuries. Amongst other things I dream of building a library. You are at present in
charge of the state book repository and so that question is your direct concern.”
“I will serve you like a slave in everything you do,” said Dervish Ali, folding his hands on his breast.
“We will build a book repository such as the world has never seen,” continued Navai enthusiastically. “All the
pearls of human thought that have been recorded in books from the earliest times to the present day will grace our
library. I, the unworthy one, sincerely desire that all scholars, educated people and poets in Herat and other Islamic countries should make use of the books of that treasure house. Let the Socrates, Platos and Aristotles of philosophy, the Pythagorases of mathematics, the Ulugbeks\fn{ 1394-1449; “notable for his work in astronomy-related mathematics, such as trigonometry and spherical geometry,” builder of an observatory in Samarkand “considered by scholars to have been one of the
finest observatories in the Islamic world at the time and the largest in Central Asia.”W,H } of astronomy, the Firdausis and

Nizamis of poetry work here in peace, each in his own sphere. Let them create fresh treasures of human thought,
let them labour that science may flourish. If the light of the truths they discover illumine the sky over our country,
if our people are able to benefit by them, then my aim will have been achieved. Dervish Ali, your heart should be
filled with love for your people every hour of your life. Whatever you undertake, let the measure of its worth be
its usefulness and value for the people.”
“That, of course, is as it should be,” said Dervish Ali, stroking his thin beard. “Service to the people enhances
the prestige of a man.” Navai looked expressively at his brother.
“It is a great reward in itself if one leaves behind him the fame of good deeds,” he answered briefly. “May the
heavens of your enthusiasm never become clouded, my brother!”
Dervish Ali Lowered his eyes and turned the conversation back to the library. Alisher glanced at the candle
standing on a shelf and was about to get up when Dervish Ali, with a shout, jumped swiftly to his feet, took the
candle, placed it in the middle of the room and snuffed it with scissors. The poet took a sheet of paper and placed
it on the open book. Dipping his pen into the brass inkwell he began slowly and carefully tracing lines on the
paper.
Dervish Ali watched his brother’s shapely hand make a graceful movement and then stop. The paper was soon
covered with strange lines. At last Navai laid down the pen and looked up at Dervish Ali.
“Look carefully at this drawing,” he said, offering the paper to his brother. “We are not greatly skilled in the art
of building. This is a realm in which an adept will have his word to say. But the building we have planned in our
minds should look something like this.”
The drawing represented a building in plan. Dervish Ali looked at it with interest. A magnificent building
seemed to arise before has eyes in all its detail: in answer to his brother’s question, Navai described the interior
planning and the outside appearance, down to frescoes and the colours to be used.
Alisher then spoke with Dervish Ali about the selection of the books; he was concerned with the copying of the
manuscripts of valuable works and asked about the best scribes and bookbinders in Herat.
When the cocks of Herat broke the silence of the night a second time, Dervish Ali, whose eyes could no longer
remain open, went to his own room. The poet felt wide awake and at ease. For some time he sat staring dreamily
straight ahead, entranced by the soft calm of the night; then he took a clean sheet of paper and sat thinking, pen in
hand.
Words threaded themselves on the golden thread of his thoughts, rhymes came swiftly, one beckoning another.
The pen hurried over the smooth surface of the paper:
For years I harkened to the words of sheikhs and nothing gained;
My heart was sad, my head grew dull, my senses waned.
But oh, for the juice of the grape thou offerest, gentle lad;
One cup’s enough to warm my veins—tis Eden’s charm regained.

As the poet read the rubai over to himself his face was lit up by a smile. He dried the ink, placed the paper in a
gold-embossed leather cover and began turning the pages of the thick Arabic book. …
*
When Alisher went out into the yard at daybreak a groom was already standing there holding a small, well-fed
gentle roan horse by the bridle. As the poet put his foot into the stirrup the horse moved slowly forward.
It was market day and the streets were full of people. There were peasants riding on horses and donkeys,
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strings of camels with their bells tinkling; old women with baskets of spun yarn on their heads, weavers with their
wares under their arms—all this motley crowd was streaming to the bazaar.
The poet passed through Hiyaban Street and rode up to the huge gates of the Bagh i Zaghan. Soliers of the
guard greeted the Keeper of the Seal and took his horse by the bridle. Alisher dismounted without their assistance.
The poet entered the gates of the huge park with its numerous luxurious palaces, pavilions and wonderful avenues. The wide path between the trees, along which he walked, was speckled with patches of sunlight; he soon
reached a large flower garden occupying several acres. It seemed to him that flowers from the whole world had
been assembled here.
Following his daily custom Alisher paused to admire the flowers; then he made his way towards a house opposite the flower garden whose walls and doors had been decorated by an artist. He opened a carved door and entered a small luxuriously furnished room. Here the poet met his friend Khoja Afzal. The latter was a man of short
stature with vivacious eyes and pleasant manners; he was almost the same age as Alisher. Khoja Afzal, a man of
considerable experience in the keeping of accounts and records, was a sober-minded and conscientious official,
skilled in the ways of management.
“I am happy to welcome you! Please be seated!” Khoja Afzal rose to his feet and offered Alisher a place.
“There is nobody in the divan at present. It is probable that His Majesty the Sultan has not yet left his harem.”
Navai enquired about his friend’s personal affairs and then the conversation, as usual, turned to general matters
affecting the state and the people. Navai spoke of the just rule that should be established, of the relations between
the ruler and the people and the people and the ruler; he said that those in power, from the begs and wazirs down
to the lowest official, should in all cases be responsible to the law; he also spoke of the measures that were needed
to improve the life of the people.
Khoja Afzal all the time approved of what the poet said and expressed a desire to see his good intention put
into effect.
“We must bring about a way of life in Khorasan that will be an example to other nations,” said Alisher enthusiastically. “How long are people to live in the wilderness of barbarity? The word ‘man’ is a lofty word, a great
word! Man must live a noble, pure and beautiful life. If the people in power make reason and justice their motto,
if they begin to show solicitude for the people, then the rust of life will turn to gold.”
“A superb thought and a superb objective!” exclaimed Khoj’a Afzal. “But in our country violence and the oppression of the people by those in power have been the custom for centuries. That is our great misfortune.”
“The sword of violence must be broken,” said Navai with determination. “It is criminal to live in peace with
oppressors. If we cannot break that sword ourselves we must appeal to the Sultan, we must appeal to his sense of
justice.”
A servant entered and informed Navai that the Sultan had asked for him. The poet left the house and went to a
palace with forty marble columns that stood away to the right. Leaving his street shoes in an anteroom decorated
with coloured porcelain, Navai opened a gilded door and entered.
*
The walls and ceiling of the huge, bright room with windows opening onto a beautiful garden, gleamed with
silver and gold. The brilliantly coloured floral ornaments, a real work of art, charmed the eye with their vivid but
harmonious colours. Silk carpets spread on the floor were like flower-filled glades. Golden lamps hung down
from the high ceiling; there were wonderful Chinese vases on the shelves and in the niches.
At the far end of the room Husein Baikara was seated on his throne. He was stockily built, with wide shoulders
and a deep chest. His big slant eyes reflected not only great will power but also his inconstant, lively and jovial
character. On his head he wore a Persian lamb cap strung with big pearls, and from his shoulders hung a red brocade robe the collar of which was embroidered in gold and brightly sparkling precious stones. On his wide belt
flamed gold embroidery, big pearls and priceless rubies and sapphires from Badakhshan.
Navai bowed three times, asked and received permission to sit down. In the manner of a man constantly in the
company of the Sultan, Navai inquired about his health in casual tones.
At all meetings with the poet, Husein Baikara tried to behave as an old friend. He asked Navai’s opinion on the
appointment of governors to some of the provinces and districts and on the question of his relations with Sultan
Mahmud, son of Abu Sa’id Mirza. Navai gave expression to the idea that the people appointed to all posts—from
governor down to the city watchmen—should be those who think only of the welfare of the state, they should be
just men, interested in the well-being of the people. Friendly relations should be established with Sultan Mahmud
but if he should not be satisfied with Mawarannahr and should unsheathe the sword and give rise to trouble in
order to seize Khorasan, he should be dealt with ruthlessly.
Husein Baikara raised no objections to that.
“Do you know Majd ad-Din Muhammed?” he asked suddenly after a short pause.
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“I know him,” answered Navai, “but I do not know what sort of man he is.”
“He is an extremely clever man,” said Husein Baikara. “He serves Kichik Mirza faithfully. His loyalty and zeal
are very great. I am envious and the idea came to me that perhaps I should promote him to the post of secretary.”
“If his loyalty is sincere,” said Navai doubtfully, “and if Your Majesty has tested him, then it would be unfitting for your humble servant to raise objections.”
*
Husein Baikara pushed his hand under a soft leather cushion, pulled out a folded sheet of paper and offered it
to the poet with a smile. Navai unfolded the expensive paper, soft as silk, and smiled back at the Sultan. It was a
ghazal written by Husein himself.
Husein Baikara had been fond of poetry from childhood. While they were still at school he and Navai had read
the Persian and Turkic poets, talked a lot about poetry and learned whole poems and ghazals by heart. As a youth,
however, he had paid little attention to poetry, only writing an occasional ghazal, probably because his thoughts
and dreams as a future ruler were turned towards the winning of power and the throne.
Navai first read the ghazal through to himself and then, in a loud voice, recited it beautifully. Like other
ghazals by Husein it was a poem of love, smooth-flowing and musical. Navai gave special praise to the lines:
If the cyprus trunk be curved then burn it down,
And stutter wide the rose that is full blown:
For what are rose and cyprus without thee,
My rose-cheeked cyprus, my one and only queen!

As he recited the lines Navai noted in them the originality of thought, image and colour typical of the poet.
“How rich and flexible our language is!” he said heatedly, as though arguing with somebody. “The words of
our language can express any thought, any emotion! How easily it allows us to string the pearls of thought on the
threads of verse! What would our Persian rhetoricians and our lovers of the Persian language dare to say after
reading such ghazals?”
“When the lion of poetry himself defends that language who would be bold enough to claim the opposite?”
laughed Husein Baikara. “Your incomparable poems have shown lovers of literature, your own strength and the
beauty of our language. Do you remember the passion with which you tried to draw my attention to our language
in the days of our youth? It was then that you imbued me with love for our native tongue, a love that I now carry
in my heart.”
Navai listened to him with his head modestly bowed. Husein Baikara said that he intended giving the verses to
several poets for analysis and asking them to write “responses” to it.
“Suppose a hundred poets analyse your ghazal and take up their pens,” said Navai laughing, “then there will be
a hundred ghazals. A hundred buds will burst into flower on one bush.”
The ishik-agha\fn{One of the highest offices at the court of the Timurids, a person close to the ruler } announced that the
“pillars of the state” had arrived. Husein Baikara gave them permission to enter. The begs, wazirs, higher court
officials and regular advisers and companions of the ruler entered the room dressed in rich brocades and Chinese
silk. Each of them sat down in his usual place. Muzaffar Barlas, “the prince of princes,” took the highest place,
nearest tbe ruler. When Husein Baikara in his struggle for power had contested the crown and throne against his
rivals this prince had followed him over mountains and plains and had rendered him great service. For this reason
his pride knew no limits. He behaved as though he were the co-ruler of the state;
Most of those considered pillars of the state were known to the people for their peculiarities and eccentricities.
Muhammed Burunduq Barlas, member of an ancient princely family, was a clever and competent general. But he
was so fond of hunting and falconry that if one of his falcons should die the prince would mourn him with full
honours and say:
“Why did not my son die instead?”
Zunnun Arghun was a strange man but an excellent swordsman and fighter. He was a constant chess player.
Islim Barlas was a simple and bold man, an expert in hunting and falconry. Exerting his great strength to draw
a bow that had been specially made for him, he would send an arrow through a thick board.
Moghol-beg was an inveterate gambler.
Badr ad-Din was a skilled jumper who could jump over seven horses standing in a row.
Sa’id Badr was famous for his easy and elegant movements—he was a wonderful dancer and had himself
invented new dances.
Khoja Abdullah Mervarid knew something of all the scIences; he played beautifully on the gijaq, composed
poetry and wrote a beautiful hand; he showed great care and taste in selecting verses for an anthology, but was at
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the same time a great drunkard and libertine.
Husein Baikara, the lover of ceremony and splendour, glanced proudly at the motley crowd seated sedately and
respectfully before him. He talked with the begs for a little time about the army, inquired of the wazirs of the news
arriving from the provinces and asked the Sheikh ul-Islam, the Commander of the Faithful, how to interpret some
question concerning the Sharia.
The law-giver spoke impressively, dragging out his words. The Sultan seemed to be paying attention but it
could be felt that his patience was giving out. When the Sheikh had at last finished Husein Baikara began to speak
of hunting and hunting birds.
Islim Barlas immediately brightened up. Leaning his huge body towards the Sultan and stroking his stiff moustache with this huge hands he began telling interesting tales about the habits and behaviour of falcons. Muhammed Burunduq Barlas also took part in the conversation.
The Sultan listened at times with a smile and at others with a serious mien: in the end Husein Baikara ordered
Islim Barlas to make the necessary preparations for a big and lengthy hunt and entrusted to him everything connected with it; with a wave of his hand he ended the audience.
All those present were invited to the royal table. Bowing they rose from their places as Husein Baikara proceeded slowly to the next room. …
2
… The long-awaited snow fell after a light frost covering trees and roofs with a white blanket and had lain for
two days. Preparations were being made in the Sultan’s palace for winter receptions with the pleasures and
amusements peculiar to the season.
Navai, following a custom that existed amongst the aristocracy of Herat, wrote a “snow letter” to one of his
friends in which he drew a picture of winter in poetry, depicting in vivid colours the emotions that the winter
landscape aroused in his heart.
Let there be feasting now—my love and I have met,
And I will feast alone with her who is my friend.
Oh, cellerer, bring foaming wine, new life to grant,
To heal my brain from winter’s cold, and warm my hand.
Oh, give me wine and give me fire and I shall feel no cold,
But let the wine be blazing fire and the fire like wine that’s old.

One of Navai’s friends invited him to his house on the occasion of the first snowfall. But Navai was wrapped
up in his work and had even forgotten a friendship that was as warming and delightful as good, heady wine. The
poet did not leave moments that were free from his state duties idle, but either read or wrote, practised calligraphic script or tried to compose new melodies. At times he even tried drawing in an effort to express his thoughts
in colours. Contemplation, books and music were his constant occupation. He loved to repeat the saying:
“An hour of contemlplation is worth more than a year of piety.”
The windows were tightly closed. In the centre of the room, furnished with refined taste and a sort of inner
harmony, stood a mangal, a brazier filled with glowing red coals. The rays of the winter sun played on the panes
of coloured glass set in the upper part of the windows. Navai was seated near the mangal, a book on his knees and
a sheet of coloured paper on the book. His head, in its conical skullcap, was inclined slightly forward as he wrote
easily with his reed pen.
The torment accompanying the creative process in art has been likened to the pangs accompanying birth. When
the torment of creation filled Navai’s heart, the suffering was exquisite and gave him the greatest pleasure; like a
mother’s lullaby it comforted him, like the sun’s rays it gave him life and happiness—and he wrote easily, sincerely, with joyful enthusiasm.
He was a true magician with words. With amazing brilliance he could embody in words the slightest transient
thought, the faintest shade of spiritual emotion or the agitation of the heart; in a drop of water he depicted the restless ocean, in a spark, the light of many stars and out of everyday life he could create profound and noble legends.
He was a poet who had mastered the culture of a thousand years, the treasures of many centuries. The genius of
his poetry had its roots deep in the art of the Arabs, Persians and Turks and flourished, nurtured by their undying
strength.
Navai knew tens of thousands of verses. At the age of four he had recited many poems by heart and at the age
of nine he was reading scholarly works on philosophy; as a child he entered into discussions with experienced
poets on the art of prosody.
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His pen ran smoothly over the paper. The words were freely strung on the golden thread of verse. They ran into
lines and iridescent as pearls, they flashed with ever new colours. The poet was pleased with the simple, pure
beauty of his verses. They soon filled the page, a fresh bouquet of flowers in his native tongue. He laid aside his
pen and read to himself:
If thou hadst not into this world thy wondrous beauty brought,
If thou hadst not into this world a riot of passion brought,
If I had never gazed upon thy countenance so bright
Love’s flames would not consume my soul, torment me day and night.
How cruel thou wast to sear my soul and fill it with such pain,
If wouldst thou but forget my face and ne’er seek me again!
Deceiver! Hadst thou never been so tender and sweet to me
I would not thirst for thy caresses, weary though I be!
Thy love for me was ever false, though I believed it true,
To ice thou turndnst when thou hadst pierced my fond heart through and through!
If I had only known thee false when first thou camest to me
And had thee scorned e’er all the world had laughed and jeered at me!
But I am mad, I languish still, in all the world alone.
And if my passion means my end then let that end be soon,
But plainst enough, Navai! Deceived by a maid art thou,
And all thy “ifs” will never touch a heart that’s made of stone.

The poet placed the ghazal between the pages of the book. He gave a sigh of relief, stood up and placed the
inkwell on the shelf. His eyes came to rest on an ivory casket of Chinese workmanship. Navai was a lover of
beautiful things.
“There are many fine craftsmen in Khorasan,” he thought, “workers in all the crafts. There are many capable
and industrious people amongst them. Why can’t we make, for example, Chinese porcelain, Chinese silk or Cashmere shawls in Herat? The crafts must be developed and those people must be encouraged who can bring their
craft up to the level of art.”
Navai recalled the amazing articles he had recently seen at the craftsmen’s festival, things made by Herat workers. He was convinced that many rarities brought from foreign lands could easily be made there in Herat.
Navai shivered. He sat down by the mangal and stirred the coals, already covered with a coating of white ash,
with a brass poker. Then he folded his arms and again sank into the dreams of a poet.
“An hour of contemplation is worth more than a year of piety.”
He wanted to write big poems that would be specimens of the strength and beauty of his native language. His
thoughts were wandering in the pleasant gardens of ancient legend.
Why were the golden gates of these gardens closed to his people?
Were his people more backwards than the Arabs or Persians?
No! He must create a blossoming garden of poetic flowers for his contemporaries, one that would never fade.
The door opened slowly and Siheikh Bahlul, who had recently entered the poet’s service, came into the room.
He was a modest, bashful youth of good manners who had had some schooling. He had a very high opinion of his
master whom he considered it an honour to serve.
“Come in. What do you want?” asked Navai, somewhat distraught.
“His Majesty the Sultan requests your presence in the House of Amusement,” answered Sheikh Bahlul. For a
moment Navai sat with bowed head and then answered in a voice expressing dissatisfaction.
“Tell him I’ll come soon.”
Sheikh Bahlul nodded his head and withdrew. The poet threw a light coat trimmed with beaver skin over his
silk robe. In the street, at the gates of his house, he mounted his horse and set out for the palace.
The palace servants welcomed Navai to the House of Amusement with their usual courtesy. The poet went
upstairs. On the landing four doors led into four rooms, one on each side of the landing and between them was a
large hall whose walls were decorated with battle and hunting scenes. Husein Baikara received Navai in that hall.
After the usual obeisance Navali inquired after the Sultan’s health and, as he sat down, turned his eyes to the
mural paintings. He looked attentively at the heroes on rearing chargers who were shooting with their bows or
defending themselves with their shields, were waving their swords over the heads of their enemies. The faces of
the heroes lacked life and movement, they had an unnatural look about them.
Husein Baikara began complaining about certain governors of his country. Navai took advantage of the moment and told the Sultan some of his observations and his own ideas concerning affairs of state. He spoke of the
necessity of paying greater attention to farming and the crafts that would ensure prosperity to the country; he laid
special stress on the necessity of patronage for the scholars, poets, artists and musicians.
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“Your Majesty should always be informed of what is going on in the capital and in all regions of the country,
and should keep a sharp eye on the activities of the officials,” said Navai.
Husein Baikara listened attentively to the poet. Thein, pushing his big, fur-topped cap back off his forehead, he
announced with a smile that he had invited the poet for a special purpose: to offer Alisher the post of emir in his
divan.
The proposal disturbed Navai.
“Again you are raising that difficult question,” he said, “although you are fully aware that your humble servant
will raise objections.”
Husein Bailkara frowned.
“We have pondered over those objections and found that your arguments are unfounded. Our heart will know
no peace until we have appointed to the post of emir a man who is without equal in our country. If Allah will it
our decision will bear good fruit.”
“I thank you for the great honour but, if possible, I ask you to free me from any kind of official post,” said Navai decisively. “It is a great honour to be emir and place my seal on the decisions of the divan, but my heart leans
more towards freedom. I should like to serve the state and the people with a pure heart. Perhaps my objections
have no sense but if they are given thought I am sure they will be understood. If I take the post of emir many men
of note will be offended. The soul of man is not without its weaknesses. Unnecessary talk will be the conesquence. Hypocrisy will take the place of friendship.”
Husein Baikara waved his hand as a sign that the matter was settled.
“If we want anything then no objections can be sanctioned,” he said, smiling. “We have given orders that no
emir is to sit higher than you in the divan. As far as the seals are concerned, well, with your permission Muzaffar
Barlas, and he alone, will place his seal higher than yours. It is now only for the stars to decide. As soon as the
astrologers appoint a favourable hour you will affix your first seal.”
Navai tried to raise fresh objections and offer fresh excuses but Husein Baikara would not listen to any of
them. In the end Navai had to thank the Sultan for his unasked-for kindness.
*
Husein Baikara invited him to the evening banquet. The poet went dowstairs to the lower rooms of the House
of Amusement. In one of the rooms Navai’s friends were assembled—Paihlawan Muhammed Sa’id, Wazir Khoja
Ata, Khoja Abdullah Mervarid and others. They all rose and welcomed Navai.
Navai took a seat amongst his friends and a lively conversation ensued. Muhammed Sa’id, a skilled wrestler,
musician and poet, was a great friend of Navai’s; he let the words fall one by one through his thick lips as he
related interesting stories of the art of wrestling. He had taken his 19-year-old nephew from the madrasah for the
time being in order to train him for matches with famous foreign wrestlers who were expected in Herat and told
those assembled how he was training him.
The talk then turned on poetry, music, the philosophy of the dervishes and other abstract themes. Khoja Afzal
came in and congratulated Navai on the Sultan’s appointment. The friends were overjoyed at Navai’s new appointment.
Navai was astonished at the speed at which the news of his appointment had been spread round. Pahlawan, his
broad bearded face wreathed in a smile, said excitedly:
“This is a golden page in the history of ancient Khorasan.”
“Today the happiness of the people has been born,” added Khoja Afzal.
Majd ad-Din, Nizam al-Mulk, Emir Moghol and several begs entered the room. Their perplexed faces told that
they knew what had happened. Parwanachi Majd ad-Din tried to retain as haughty a mien as possible. Emir Mogqol kept looking at Majd ad-Din, winking significantly with his tipsy eyes. The Barlas princes maintained a morose sillence. Cunning Nizam al-Mulk, richly dressed as usual and preening himself like a peacock, was the only
one who went up to the poet and congratulated him in a whisper on his appointment to such a high post. Navai
smiled mockingly.
“In my opinion,” he said in a loud voice, “there are neither high nor low posts. Were it necessary for the benefit of the people I would gladly undertake the duties of a simple soldier.”
Nizam al-Mulk turned his eyes away. He stroked his magnificent beard with a hand bedecked with flashing
rings and slowly shook his head.
“That, of course, is as it should be,” he said.
Palace servants soon appeared and invited all present to the banquet. The whole crowd rose noisily.
*
Two days later there was a great celebration in Navai’s house.
Many people gathered in the big white house. The host did not sit down for a moment for such was his man176

ner; he courteously welcomed all newcomers. He went quietly to the kitchen to see how the cooks were working,
giving instructions to one, reminding another of something, and then left. He looked in at the pantry to see whether the halvah and other sweetmeats were ready. He ordered his people to cook more and better. Whenever
people gathered in his house Navai always took infinite trouble to entertain them.
The big, luxuriously furnished room was filled with begs, high officials and famous poets and scholars from
Herat, Iraq and Azerbaijan. There was not yet any general conversation; everybody talked to his neighbour. In a
nearer corner several begs were talking of war and hunting. Sultan Murad was talking softly in Arabic with an
Iraqi scholar. The giant Pahlawan Muhammed Sa’id was engaged in a friendly conversation with a fussy little old
man, an astronomer. The Sultan’s chief astrologer could easily and speedily read anything in the stars, making use
of their free, secret counsels: fortune or misfortune, good or evil, success or failure.
If Ulugbek’s work, to use Navai’s expression, had brought the heavens down to earth, that is, had made the
laws governing the motions of the stars comprehensible to people, then that old man had made the celestial
distances more distant and hidden them behind the thick veil of mystery. When a poor man ought to take off or
don his trousers, on which day the Sultan should sit on his golden throne, when to write a love letter to a loved
one, when to prepare poison for an enemy—on all these matters the astrologer could give advice direct from the
stars.
From time immemorial it had been the custom in the palace to arrange all important affairs and holiday events
at times selected by the astrologers. On this day he had also selected the hour for Navai to first affix his emir’s
seal.
“Our science tells us that the Lord appointed one star the ruler of each day and another the wazir of that day,”
said the astrologer, giving emphasis to his words by movements of his hands. “Today the ruler of all things is the
sun and his wazir is the moon. If you delve deeply into the nature of things you will see that all noteworthy events
have occurred on such days. My Lord Alisher’s introduction to his new duty occurs on a most auspicious day.
“We have appointed the hour of Venus for the placing of the seal. This is the hour of all worthy deeds. Venus is
in the apogee today, that is, in the seventh heaven. Her image is in complete accordance with the fundamental
aims and nature of Alisher. For Venus is depicted as a beautiful girl, dancing with chang and kamancha in her
hands, the attributes of beauty, joy and success.”
Muhammed Sa’id asked the old man to continue but at that moment the Sultan’s personal servants arrived
from the palace bringing Navai the emir’s gold-embroidered robes. Navai opened the bundlle and with a bashful
smile donned the rich raiment. His friends took pleasure in congratulating him but the Barla’s begs, Majd ad-Din
and a few of the civil servants who followed them like shadows confined themselves to official pronouncements
of congratulation striving in vain to conceal the gleam of envy in their eyes.
One of the new arrivals took a scroll in his hand, raised it above his head and then handed it respectfully to
Navai. It was a decree that began with the usual formula:
“Abul Ghazi Sultan Husein Baikara, our word.”
The new emir had to attach his seal to an official document for the first time at this ceremonial assembly.
There was complete silence. All eyes—and what different thoughts and emotions they expressed—were fixed
on Navai. The poet sat with his head slightly bowed: he seemed agitated and confused. The significant glances of
the begs and civil servants met for an instant and parted again as though they were afraid of each other. Even
Muzaffar Barlas, the Sultan’s spoiled favourite, strong in his past services and frequently refusing to obey the
Sultan—even he turned pale:
“Surely that poet will not place his seal higher than those of all other emirs?”
When Navai attached his seal to the decree a sigh of relief swept through the hall. The new emir had attached
his seal in such a way that nobody could place his below it.
Ataullah, the poet, and Burhan ad-Din, the famous scholar, read that which they had written for the chronicles
on the occasion of this important event. Several poets then recited with suitable pathos the odes they had dedicated to Navai. On this famous day the poet’s friends and relatives and representatives of the people came one after
the other to congratulate the poet. After a grand, joyful and lively banquet the party broke up. …
103.182 The Golden Month\fn{by Nazir Safarov (1905-1985)} Jizzakh, Jizzakh Province, Uzbekistan (M) 7
It isn’t easy to talk about your own wife. It isn’t easy for a man to speak evil of any woman for that matter. We
have a saying: a jigeet who divulges a secret about his beloved ceases to be a jigeet. That’s why I don’t talk. That
is, I didn’t talk. Now I can’t keep quiet anymore. I just can’t.
See for yourself the kind of predicament my wife has put me in by her actions.
And what actions! Had it all been about trifles, say a family quarrel, when jars are being broken and a bowlful
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of soup is spilled on the husband’s head, one could still stand it. You can restore peace by buying a new jar or
cooking another potful of soup.
But my situation is quite different, my plight is hopeless. There can be no talk of peace; I am in for a war, a
war for life or death. That’s why I’ve got to tell my wife,
“It’s either I or …”
But not right away. In order to understand my despair you’d have to follow my story from the start. And the
start coincides with that very day I saw Altin-Oy in our office. I saw her and fell in love with her.
Why did I fell in love with her? This, too, isn’t something a jigeet should be talking about. Besides anybody
who knows Altin-Oy will understand and won’t wonder why.
*
Altin-Oy’s eyes are capable of conquering any youth. They’re round like ripe plums but darker. But that’s not
all. They glow.
When the morning mist is blown off the plums, they sparkle with the beauty of the sun; and when mysterious
shadows are cast by her long eyelashes, you have an enchanting play of light and darkness. Oh, Altin-Oy’s eyes
are capable of touching the most hidden strings of the heart and making it resound in song. It wouldn’t surprise
me if my flute that hangs quietly on the wall broke out some day in a song of love for Altin-Oy.
But even her eyes don’t tell the whole story. The story of Altin-Oy lies somewhere else. Having fallen in love
with her, I became like the nightingale of the poem that cried because of a proud rose.
I cried. It’s true my tears were silent; they were the tears of a self-respecting man who was past the turmoils of
youth. After all, I was thirty-two and an accountant. I’d sigh. But my sighs were silent, too, because I didn’t want
to disturb the peace of other self-respecting men working with me. Yet whenever Altin-Oy entered the room, my
heart would numb from ecstatic admiration and slip away into feelinglessness. It might have even stopped beating. You can imagine my torments.
Still, I wasn’t the only one who suffered. There were others, like our mechanic Rassoul, the foreman Karim,
who pined for Altin-Oy, and even our senior agronomist Egrash-Aka would lose his equanimity, blush, and talk
softly whenever she’d come in view.
I was seeing everything from behind my desk; I’d click the beads of my counting abacus and keep an alert eye
on the agronomist. He’d not only redden, this Egrash-Aka, but he’d constantly praise Altin-Oy, marvel at her
exploits, and each time he addressed the village folks he’d start by mentioning her name. Maybe he didn’t have
her eyes in mind at those times, probably not, her work-team was famous throughout the district for the record
crops it harvested, and this enhanced Egrash-Aka’s prestige.
He was a man who knew whom to like and on which side the sun rose. And Altin-Oy’s sunrays were bright
enough to cast some fame on the whole kolkhoz.\fn{Collective farm.}
Nevertheless, it wasn’t Egrash-Aka who conquered Altin-Oy’s heart. It was I at whom she peered with her
dark, plum-ripe eyes and smiled. She smiled at me and everybody knew that this proud girl had chosen me, the
most reticent and modest of them all. Modesty—quite an asset, it’s something that people appreciate. It was then
that I said to Altin-Oy in a slow voice,
“Please have a look at this, Esteemed Heroine (she hadn’t been a Heroine of Labor yet but I was anticipating
events as I showed her the statement of her summer labor achievements). “Here, Highly Esteemed, are the
numbers which make a man’s soul rejoice.”
She took a look at the statement, and why not? That statement revealed a treasure of five hundred labdays!
Altin-Oy’s face beamed, and her eyes, as I was quick to notice, were full of gratitude. Yes, that had been a
wonderful day! Happiness had descended upon me on the wings of spring, as poets say, although deep fall was
outside. I didn’t see statements anymore; they transformed into a book of poems and each word sent praises to
Altin-Oy.
That was how the month of my happiness, the month of my hopes, had started. In honor of Altin-Oy I called it
the Golden Month. How else could one name the birth of a man’s love? There is no other word for it.
*
My choice had the highest approval of all of my kin.
“You may consider yourself the sheik whom God has blessed with eternal happiness,” my sister said to me.
Grampa\fn{Grandfather.} Suleiman-Bobo, the eldest and wisest man in our tribe, praised my bride-to-be.
“You won’t find a better girl than her in the whole world,” he said. “She works for two, thinks for three, and is
responsible for ten” (the number of women in her work team). Our kolkhoz chairman spread his arms in astonishment.
“Do you know what kind of person you’re bringing into your house?” he asked. “She’s the Heroine of
tomorrow, a delegate to the district Soviet, the foremost worker of our kolkhoz.”
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A person who has luck has it all the way. I knew how lucky I was and tried to keep my heart from leaping out
from joy. Here wasn’t a poet in the world who’d have known how to express my élan. I wasn’t crying like that
nightingale about the proud rose, I sang.
What was I singing about? I was singing about what was waiting for me—bliss, happiness, love. I sang and
sang. My song would begin at dawn, when the girls set out into the fields led by the incomparable Altin-Oy. Being
modest by nature I’d be singing in a soft voice, and I doubted if my beloved had heard the lofty metaphors which
embellished my every stanza, but did it matter? She knew the depth of my emotions, anyway. In the evening, no
sooner did the sun sink than my song would rise anew. Later in the evening I’d meet Altin-Oy on the bank of our
village creek and here we’d dream of our future to the music of the whispering waters and the rustling wind. I’d
praise her eyes that gazed at me with tenderness, I’d praise her hands that were tireless in their toil, and she’d
laugh out and tell me in reply,
“If you keep praising me too much I’ll forget the goal I’m striving for.”
“What is our goal, my Esteemed?” I inquired.
“That is a secret.”
I don’t like secrets. I’m frightened by anything that is not clear or comprehensible. Isn’t it better to know one’s
intentions? Whenever I have a blank sheet of paper in front of me I’m anxious to put a number on it, to make
everything clear and understood. ‘So tell me your secret,’ I’d insist, not without some apprehension.
It’s easy to say “some day you’ll find out.” A man’s patience isn’t so great as some people think. I urged AltinOy, insisted, because how else should a man act when his beloved is hiding something from him?
The month was about over, my Golden Month was coming to an end, and so was my patience. I couldn’t stand
the suspense any longer. While sitting in the office I’d not have the patience to be checking on documents, the
abacus beads would be dashing out from under my finger in the wrong direction, so in the end I demanded of
Altin-Oy,
“You ought to uncover your secret to me, my Esteemed, you ought to do it immediately.”
“All right,” Altin-Oy unexpectedly agreed. “Since you are so anxious, please wait a little longer. Tomorrow my
secret will be revealed.” So said my beloved and she laughed gaily.
I felt no desire for laughter. I tried to suppress my impatience; after all, another twenty-four hours of waiting
would be no calamity. One more number, so what, there are many months in the year. We’ll make believe
November has thirty-one days. The heart won’t mind a violation of this kind and science will not quarrel.
I acquiesced.
Wretched me, little did I know what was in store for me! It might have been better if that November didn’t
have thirty-one days. My song came to an end. It came to an end that night as I was waiting at the wicket for
Altin-Oy to return home.
*
It was a long wait. My anguish was shared by Altin-Oy’s old mother, the patiently wise Moucarram-Bibi.
Of course, a man is not eager for the company of a gray, toothless, hunched woman, but what can he do when
everybody considers him her son-in-law? In any case, even there I showed my typical modesty and reticence,
although Moucarram-Bibi didn’t appreciate those qualities and kept pelting me with questions, trying to soften me
with numerous “ouches,” sighs, and I-told-you-so’s.
There was no need to I-told-you-so me. Her daughter and my wife had gone to a board meeting of the Disexecom\fn{District Executive Committee.} at five in the morning and hadn’t returned as yet, long after midnight, as the
roosters had already had their first crow, and the morning sky had peeked out from behind the horizon. Could a
loving heart remain restful? No. And yet I told Moucarram-Bibi:
“Really, Mother, you’ve got no reason to worry. Altin-Oy will be home soon.”
“Eh,” she reminded me, “you’ve told me this ten times before and she isn’t home yet. Instead of trying to
coddle me with empty words you’d better start walking up to the Kishlak House to meet the truck. You don’t think
they might let her walk home, do you? There aren’t many girls in the whole district who could light a candle to
my daughter.”
I had thought of going to meet the truck but was it fitting for a respectful man, the accountant of the kolkhoz, to
be running along a kishlak street and stare into the darkness at every passing pick-up truck? Hence, I politely told
the old woman,
“True, Altin-Oy is the most unique girl in the district, they’ll no doubt give her a lift home.”
As they say, a mother’s thoughts revolve around her prodigal son and the thoughts of the son revolve around
his own business. As she peered from behind my shoulder, straining her tearful, feeble eyes, Moucarram-Bibi
thought of all kinds of dangers lurking in the narrow alley among rows of young trees. Yet what can one see on
such a dark night except thousands of stars in the sky?
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And while my mother-in-law worried about her daughter, I was concerned about the secret my beloved was
hiding from me. What will she say when she sees me? She may even be a Heroine by now. If so, a great happiness
is awaiting us. Anticipating the taste of joy, I tapped the old woman’s shoulder.
“Our worries, mother, will soon be rewarded,” I assured her. “I’m convinced that Altin-Oy is going to bring us
good news.”
*
My mother-in-law had no time to replay when a harried patter of feet came from the alley and the next moment
Altin-Oy’s bright kerchief burst out of the deep shadows. She dashed up to her mother.
“Oh, Mom dear,” she shouted with tears of joy in her voice, “I’m so sorry for making you worry, but please I
had an exceptional day today. Days like this don’t come without anxieties.”
“Pray to God that He doesn’t create slaves in the form of mothers,” Moucarram-Bibi replied, hugging her
daughter’s head to her chest. “This is what mothers are for, what’s there to forgive? You stayed late, you probably
had to. I’m only concerned about one thing: no matter where you are, just be healthy and wealthy.”
While mother and daughter exchanged pleasantries I stood there, burning with impatience. What was her
secret? I wanted to know. Since Altin-Oy had said it was an “exceptional day,” I was sure something important
had been decided at the board meeting.
“All is well that ends well,” I said trustfully. “Let’s go inside and listen to what dear Altin-Oy hs to say.”
“Yes, yes, let’s go,” the old woman chimed in. “The piloff has very likely overcooked.”
“Oh, Mother,” Altin-Soy fluttered her arms in annoyance. “You haven’t eaten supper on account of me. I don’t
like it.”
I tried to calm my beloved. “What’s supper, nothing. I’d be willing to fast three days if it made you happy.”
Naturally, my beloved’s reply was a gracious smile followed by a look of affection as warm as that first look in
the office. I was sure her eyes glowed with pure love for me.
A while later, as the savory aroma of the piloff wafted in from the table, I asked Altin-Oy, “My Esteemed, have
you achieved the goal you have been striving at? Isn’t it time to reveal your secret.”
She blushed with the color of the reddest tulips. “Today I’ve made the most momentous step in my life, and yet
my soul feels light. I’ve acted according to the voice of my heart.”
“I know,” I said joyously. “You’ve taken upon yourself a new obligation, the right move toward receiving the
title of Heroine. The tallest mountain won’t stop you now, my Esteemed.”
A shade of apprehension overcast Altin-Oy’s face After a moment’s thought she said, “The path to any peak is
difficult. If one starts climbing from as valley it is even more difficult.”
“Allow me to give you a helping hand, my Esteemed,” I said. “She who is already on the mountain needs no
more than to make the last step.”
Moucarram-Bibi understood the wisdom of my words in spite of her senility. “He’s right,” she said. “The
person who has covered ninety-nine steps is closer to making the hundredth than the person who has only opened
the wicket to go out into the road.”
“I have opened the wicket tonight,” Altin-Oy declared.
I found nothing better to do but laugh out at my beloved’s joke although my heart was stabbed by a dire
premonition. What kid of a strange talk is she leading into, I wondered? I don’t care for foggy expressions. Isn’t it
the time to put a distinct number on the sheet, I asked myself? So I said: “Altin-Oy, please stop teasing us: tell us
what your secret is.”
“All right, I’ll tell you,” she said.
It would have been better had she not told us. What I heard made my hair rise from fright. I don’t know how I
managed to bring the spoonful of ploff into my mouth. My hand trembled, my lips quivered.
“I’ve left my work team,” Altin-Oy announced.
“You left it?” the old woman groaned. “What do you mean you left it?”
“That’s not all,” Altin-Oy resumed.
“That’s not all?” the old woman interrupted. “Heavens, she abandons the most famous team in the district and
that’s not all!”
“I’m taking on Rozya Karimova’s team …”
That was all I could take. I couldn’t swallow my spoonful of ploff, a lump of rice got stuck in my throat, and
the lovely, radiant picture of a Heroine which I had envisioned in my dreams withered in an instant. With it
withered the number 500 for 500 labdays which I had projected onto the ledger sheet.
“Why’ve you become so quiet?” Altin-Oy wanted to know. “Don’t you like what I’ve done?”
Moucarram-Bibi and I had been gaping with our mouths open. I didn’t know how the old woman felt, but
myself, I had lost my tongue. What a scandalous folly! To switch from the top team to the most backward,
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impoverished and shame-ridden team in the district! That hapless Rozya Karimova had never been able to collect
more than thirty tons of cotton per acre. What a poor joke! And Altin-Oy wants to know if we like what she has
done!
“Esteemed, you can’t be serious,” I finally succeeded in stammering out. “You’re trying to play a game with
us, aren’t you?”
“I’m serious,” Altin-Oy assured us. “Quite serious. All delegates including our kolkhoz chairman have
approved of my request.”
“What about the minutes of the meeting?” I asked, clutching at the last straw. “Maybe …”
“Everything is a matter of record now,” Altin-Oy stated in hard voice.
Ay, wretched me! And I had been hoping, dreaming I’d be a Heroine’s husband. Everything came to naught!
“Oh, well,” I mumbled a crestfallen utterance. “What can you do, life has strange things happen to you
sometimes.”
“Not happen to you,” Altin-Oy corrected me. “I made them come to me.”
When the inevitable is upon us, and there is no more hope left, the philosopher within arises to pronounce wise
truths in an extraterrestrial voice. I must have sounded like him when I declared, “Our tongue is made to utter all
kinds of words. Once it has said ‘yes’ it can also say ‘no.’”
Altin-Oy smiled. Her smile kindled a ray of hope in my heart, but, alas, it was premature.
“A tongue is no cow’s tail,” she replied, “to be wagging in all directions chasing flies. Aren’t we supposed to
be thinking things over before moving our tongues?”
What did she mean? Was she referring to my philosophy? It worried me. Still, my natural modesty took the
upper hand, my leaps sealed up.
“You’re right,” the old woman reasoned. “You’ve got to think before you talk. A tongue’s not to be wagged
like a cow’s tail.”
My mother-in-law clearly had swung to her daughter’s side. There was no doubt in my mind that the two of
them were going to advance on me now in a united front. But I was wrong this time.
“You’re right, too,” Moucarram-Bibi glanced at me, “a tongue can say ‘yes’ and can say ‘no,’ too.”
The old woman hasn’t lost her wit yet, I thought. Her reason encouraged me. Now the two of us are going to
move in on Altin-Oy.
But there was to be no battle. Altin-Oy jumped up from the table.
“Mom dear,” she said, “I’ve always listened to your advice, when to say ‘yes’ and when to say ‘no.’ Thank you
for your supper. I’ve got to get up early tomorrow; the chairman and I have to leave for the fields.”
Modesty! How many times did it leave me in the lurch? Now see, it stopped me from uttering the decisive
words. I had to leave without having had my say.
Won’t the reader challenge me on this: why was I leaving my mother-in-law’s house? I suppose he will. But let
me tell him that everything has a reason and all the reasons will be given later. The story of my love being
unusual, it contains many mysterious pages.
“A jigeet who loves a girl ought to understand her,” Altin-Oy told me on parting. “You ought to do the same.”
I see, she wants me to understand her. I here, but she me—no. A respectable man, an accountant, a kolkhoz
V.I.P.\fn{Very Important Person; a standard abbreviation .} next to the chairman ought to subject his convictions to a
woman’s fancies? Doesn’t she demand a little too much, my Altin-Oy? Sure I love her, but …
“So long,” I uttered sadly, trudging away into the darkness.
Yes, it was dark, everything had become dark as far as I was concerned. The whole world, the stars, not even
mentioning the sun. Because the sun will not rise on me anymore. Some man full of enthusiasm once said,
“Love makes one blind.”
He was wrong. When I loved, everything around me was full of brilliance, now in my bitterness everything
looks black. Not even a single ray of light ahead of me.
*
The next morning I couldn’t make out any ledger entry. I signed documents without looking at them. A crime?
Yes, it was a crime. For the first time in my life did my hands move with mechanical aimlessness, without sense,
although there might have been a mass of significance in the papers. I was lucky, though, because there were no
dishonest people around me.
About ten in the morning I could stand it no longer. I said to the cashier,
“I think I better go out and check on the stacks of hay we have on hand.”
In fact, I never cared much about hay, least of all that day. What I wanted was to see Altin-Oy.
She wasn’t in her old section. There were only a few tractors ploughing the fall fallow. As I might have expected from a stubborn person, Altin-Oy had risen at dawn and taken over Rozya’s work team. All the girls were
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cleaning up cotton stubble and two jigeets were carting fertilizer.
Stop! I wanted to shout. Instead I moaned softly. Too late, there was Altin-Oy running her new job at full
steam. There was no retreat for her now. She waved her kerchief at me, inviting me closer. What for? A meeting of
two people with no joy between them is like a day without sunshine.
“See,” she called out, “we’re on our way up.”
Yes, there they were, just starting. She could have been at her goal by now. How cruel! Did she realize how
much pain she caused me with those inane words? Nobody ever rose to any heights from this field. Who else but
me should know the most about this team after five years of keeping its accounts?
I decided to ride by pretending I wasn’t the least interested in Altin-Oy or her girls.
“I’m in a hurry,” I said. “I’ve come to check on the hay.”
“Why have you become worried about hay so early in the morning?” Altin-Oy laughed. “Besides, the stacks
are way yonder.”
The other girls had laughed, too; young people always like to bare their teeth. Youth don’t know yet the meaning of hurt pride. To them life is light and simple, a holiday. That’s why I frowned when I retorted,
“Like some people I too have got it into my head to reach what I want in a roundabout away.” Altin-Oy had
stopped laughing; my barb had apparently hit a sore spot.
“People of courage don’t take the roundabout way but the difficult one,” she parried my blow. “They are not
both the same.”
Sharp was my beloved’s tongue. A duel with her was spiked with dangers. What was there to do? I spurred my
horse and started trotting away. On the trot I managed to have my last word:
“People of courage storm to victory and don’t fence themselves off from it with hurdles. This is where the truth
lies, My Esteemed.”
Thus we parted. That is, I rode away and she stayed on her miserable field.
*
As you may guess, my love was not permitted to bloom luxuriously under such conditions. It felt smothered.
In order to save it I made one more attempt, trying to talk reason into Altin-Oy. I decided to ask our agronomist’s
advice, especially since I saw him coming in my direction.
“Dear Egrash-Aka,” I asked him frankly, “please stop Altin-Oy from her irrational act. Instead of glory, which
has been right on the threshold of our kolkhoz, we are going to garner ridicule.”
Our horses stood side by side and I was able to see every feature on Egrash-Aka’s face. After I had spoken, it
seemed to have changed, the edges of his moustache had pulled up and a rosy blush had spread on his cheeks.
“Poor fellow,” he devastatingly shook his head. “I sincerely sympathize with you. With a wife like that you’ll
never have peace.”
He was right. Peace was out of the question. By her reckless actions Altin-Oy was capable of aggravating any
man. Although I had considered Egrash-Aka a rival, I felt compelled to express to him my thanks for his comments.
“So why don’t you help me?” I implored.
Here again his face seemed to have transported. It became pale, the edge of the moustache dropped.
“No,” he said waveringly, “I cannot help you.”
“Why not?”
“Don’t ask, please.”
Losers are always poor sports and will always try to take revenge for their defeats in love. I decided to ram it
right into Egrash-Aka’s throat.
“Do you love Altin-Oy?” I demanded. Again he blushed deeply.
“In the first place because of that, and in the second …”
I bristled. What could be second be? Did he, too, have the intention of becoming Moucarram-Bibi’s son-inlaw? How insidious can a rival be?
“… and in the second place,” Egrash-Aka continued, “I wholly approve of her remarkable step.”
So that was where the catch was! So that was where the heart-poisoning venom came from! Now was my turn
to do some face-changing. I changed so visibly that Egrash-Aka became frightened.
“Don’t you feel well, Esteemed?” he mumbled. “Hadn’t you better dismount?”
“No!”
Only the horse could help me. I spurred it and galloped away into the kishlak. I had to think of something fast
if I wanted to save my happiness.
The mechanic Rassoul was riding out in my direction. I stopped in my hustle and addressed him, completely
forgetting that he, too, was my rival.
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“Do something, pal,” I pleaded. “Let’s save a human being. We are losing our best team leader, and with it was
are bungling away our only candidacy for a Heroine. Altin-Oy is on the brink of a precipice.”
First Rassoul had opened his eyes wide in fear, but when he guessed what I was talking about he began to
laugh. He laughed with such gusto that his whole body shook and even the horse under him quivered.
Rassoul was the biggest man in the kishlak, sizewise and weightwise; even our large office door was too
narrow and low for him. His horse had to be the strongest animal in the kolkhoz; even so it had trouble carrying
him. Only a tractor never broke under his weight and that’s probably why he became a mechanic.
“Ha, ha, ha,” Rassoul gasped from laughing. People began to look back and watch us, some astonished, some
curious.
“What strikes you so funny?” I asked after glaring at him for a while. “A human being is about to go down in
shame and you’re bursting from happiness. You better help me do something to save Altin-Oy from being pushed
down to her degradation while there’s still time.”
But Rassoul laughed and laughed. Finally he choked out the words:
“That’s me, didn’t you know?”
“What’s you?”
“I’m the one who has been pushing her …”
*
I was panic-stricken. Everybody, it seemed, was in collusion to send Altin-Oy to her doom and deprive me of
my happiness. How terrible my rivals’ revenge turned out to be! I could listen no more to Rassoul. I took off,
hoping to find salvation somewhere else. It was my bitter fate, however, to drain the cup of sorrow to the bottom.
As I reached the office I heard someone call my name.
It was Karim, a team leader.
“Congratulations, congratulations,” he exclaimed joyously, as if it were my birthday and he was about to raise
a toast in my honor. “Altin-Oy’s act radiates welfare on you, too …”
It was obvious, Karim was making fun of me. This rival of mine had chosen the most diabolical way of
revenge, praising my dishonor. But friends, I thought, you’re celebrating too soon. The respectable kolkhoz accountant is not licked yet. He is going to have the last laugh on you.
I waved Karim away. He was too young to merit my attention. Let him first grow a moustache and become a
crew steward at least before he has the audacity to address mature people.
I galloped by the office, by Karim, toward the house of my mother-in-law. She was my last hope. If she doesn’t
understand me nobody will, I thought.
“Where’s the fire?” the old woman swung her skinny arms as my horse came to an abrupt halt at the wicket.
“Don’t keep me in suspense, talk fast!”
“What do you mean where? In the field, where else?”
“Into which field?” I asked.
“Rozya’s …”
I sighed gravely. The old woman didn’t understand the danger hanging over her house.
“You know what kind of field that is?” I said. “Apart from crabgrass nothing ever grows there. They sow hope
and harvest tears. And her team—each girl is lazier than the next, they do nothing but eat pancakes and drink tea
the whole day.”
“Oy, boy,” the old woman wailed. “So why did she go there?”
“That’s exactly what I’d like to know, why? A person who isn’t about to commit suicide doesn’t put a rope
around her neck.” Moucarram-Bibi wiped tears off her face.
“You’re right, son of mine,” she whispered. “Why does our Altin-Oy need a rope? She’s young and pretty,
we’ve got light and welfare in our home. Why should she run from good to bad?”
“So why don’t you stop her?” I urged. “You’re her mother, and a mother’s word ought to be a daughter’s law.”
“Yeah, yeah,” the old woman agreed. “If a child errs it’s her mother’s duty to straighten her out. Don’t worry,
Sonny, I’ll bring Altin-Oy back to her senses.”
I wouldn’t be truthful in saying that my mother-in-law’s words flooded my heart with serenity; still, a germ of
hope did sprout in it. I thanked the old woman and went back to the office—there was work to be done. Love is
love but ledger sheets are ledger sheets. If Altin-Oy was going to collect tears instead of cotton in her section, to
whom will it behoove to support her? At least my labdays will have to suffice to maintain our home.
I could hardly wait till evening. Once more the familiar wicket, once more the shuffling of rubbers on the
walk.
“Son of mine,” my mother-in-law groaned as she let me into they yard, “you were right. A person who isn’t
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about to commit suicide must not tighten a nooses around her neck. But … Altin-Oy is right too. She’s not
thinking of any rope; have a talk with her yourself.”
So. My last ally had capitulated. My mother-in-law, as was expected from any mother-in-law, had sold out her
son-in-law. Oh, justice, how blind thou art! I’m alone, alone with nowhere to go!
My feet dragged reluctantly along the path leading to the house. Never before had that path appeared so long
and tiring. No! I couldn’t reach the end of it.
“I better wait here,” I told the old woman. “Let Altin-Oy come out onto the terrace.”
My mother-in-law nodded and went inside. A minute later the gleam of a silken kerchief stroked my eyes and
Altin-Oy noiselessly floated down to me. She felt nimble, my beloved, her hand touched my shoulder.
“Please, don’t be angry with me,” she whispered.
Altin-Oy knew how to say things to make your head swim. But I remained cold and stern.
“When a man’s head is hit by a stone,” I said, “he doesn’t think of his disheveled hair. Our happiness is at
stake.”
We walked out into the orchard and sat down with our backs against the wind on a cool stone bench strewn
with fallen leaves. I talked. Altin-Oy listened. I carefully presented to her all my doubts, all my anguish and fear
that had accumulated during that worrisome day.
“Now, it’s your decision,” I concluded.
As I finished there was silence for a few minutes. Then Altin-Oy whisked off with her hand a bunch of leaves,
as if trying to brush away my arguments, and said,
“You’ve weighed the labdays, but you haven’t weighed my feelings. You just don’t understand me.”
That was the limit! Who in the family is supposed to understand whom, a man his wife or a wife her husband?
Besides, who is the more mature, the more experienced, and the more farsighted? Who is she to know? So I
knocked my fist on the bench, almost breaking a bone, and uttered the same phrase with which I had opened my
story,
“It is either I or …”
Once again there was a long pause, during which I’d managed to count almost all the stars in the sky. Then I
heard Altin-Oy’s soft, soft voice,
“All right, have it your way …”
At last! At last reason has triumphed! Happiness has returned to me, love will be allowed to bloom and prosper
again. I wanted to kiss my beloved when I noticed tears in her eyes.
“My dearest, why the tears?” I asked.
“I’m so afraid,” she whispered.
“Why? I’m right beside you.”
“But you’re going to leave …”
“Why should I?” Altin-Oy sighed.
“Because I’ve chosen the other ‘or,’” she said sadly.
I couldn’t believe my ears. Did Altin-Oy reject me?! Oh, what gratitude! Hurt, anger, hate—all of it rose in me
fat the same time.
“Goodbye,” I shouted and broke away from that house which had suddenly become a strange place for me.
*
It isn’t easy to talk about your own wife. It isn’t easy for a man to talk evil of any woman for that matter. There
is a saying … oh, this is not the time for sayings.
My wife! Sure, you’ll ask me, why do you say “wife?” Your story doesn’t show it, does it? Why have you told
so many strange things, why, for instance have you run away from your wife’s home?
Wait a moment, when I tell you that Altin-Oy wasn’t my wife then, you’ll see things falling into their places.
But what about now, you’ll ask?
Now?
My natural modesty makes it hard for me to say this word aloud. She is my wife. Almost the whole kolkhoz
was at our wedding. Many people came even from the neighboring kishlak. Everybody was congratulating me,
everybody … Only Egrash-Aka wasn’t.
“Poor, poor man,” he said to me. “With a wife like her you’ll never have peace.”
He was right, Egrash-Aka. I know of no peace. Altin-Oy hasn’t stopped vying, advancing, hustling toward her
new peak.
And I? I’m jittery, nervous, mad. But I don’t say anything …
After all, I love Altin-Oy …
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180.131 Shirin Comes\fn{by Aidyn aka Manzura Sabirova (1906-1953)} Tashkent, Tashkent Province, Uzbekistan (F) 2
The old people lived on the banks of the wide Syr Darya, just there where the crags of Farhad, the mountain
immortalized in Alisher Navai’s\fn{ A famous Uzbek poet of the 15th century} poem, cast its reflection in the emeraldgreen waters.
The whole family lived in the same house but the old people had a separate room where bright-red roses
bloomed under the window and the shadow of a silver poplar tree fell. They lived like old people in fairy-tales
live—enjoying the care and attention of their children and surrounded by the grandchildren and great-grandchildren.
Much water was carried by the Syr Darya. Many springs did the old people live together happily although at
times sorrow visited their home.
The old man called his wife kampyr which means “old lady” and she called him by the name of their eldest
son, Sher Ali, out of her respect for him as head of the house, for his gray hair and for his wisdom, for such is the
ancient custom of the Uzbek people. The neighbours all respected the old man and called him Sharif-ata, Father
Sharif.
The old woman had lived many long years with her husband, as many years as there are stars in the blue sky,
and she loved him as Shirin had loved Farhad but still she was not always patient and respectful to the old man.
That’s how it was that February night. The wind howled outside their courtyard wall and big flakes of wet
snow were falling. The sounds of somebody playing on a karnai, the six-foot-long signal trumpet, woke the old
woman. She opened her eyes and listened.
“What does it mean to dream of a karnai?” she muttered.
But the plaintive, monotonous notes of the karnai became louder as it grew nearer and nearer, it entered the
room and resounded at the head of the bed. The old woman could not stand it any longer and sat up in bed grunting and groaning in the way old people do. Now she could plainly hear the music as the wind carried it through
the village. It was accompanied by some strange rustlings, voices and girlish laughter.
Suddenly the old woman felt as though the bed under her had jumped up and then gone back to its place again.
A heavy roar reached her ears, like the rolling of thunder or Mount Farhad collapsing.
“Tovba!” she shouted in fright, seizing the arm of the old man who was sleeping beside her.
“Get up! Shake your sleepy self! What is happening outside? I don’t know whether I’m dreaming. or whether
Farhad has collapsed into the river. All my life I don’t remember such a noise!”
The old man opened his eyes, listened, rolled over to make himself more comfortable and muttered in
indifferent tones:
“Go to sleep, kampyr. If the karnai and the surnai\fn{Small wind instruments with a high-pitched tone} are playing it
must be for a wedding.”
“We’ve had our wedding, may fate send that same good fortune to the youngsters. But why are you so sleepy
that even an earthquake couldn’t move you from your bed? Open your eyes and tell me what has happened.”
“Oh, kampyr, kampyr! Why don’t you go to sleep? Anybody would think we’re on a camel’s back instead of in
a nice soft bed. Shirin has arrived and is crossing the river. And thousands of fine young men are following her
leading by the bridles their iron horses and flesh and blood camels laden with untold wealth. If you go to the foot
of the mountain at sunrise you will see the huge camp that Shirin has pitched. And your eyes will be dazzled by
the bright colours, by the tents and by the yurtas of the Kazakhs,” drawled the old man in the tones in which he
would have told a tale to send a little child to sleep.
“Oh, if I had only died before I was born! What are you telling me fairy-tales for, old man?” said the old
woman, angrily interrupting her husband. The old man did not pay any attention to his wife’s anger but continued
his tale.
“And beautiful Shirin came and said,
“‘If you, Farhad, still love me, arise and show me your strength and your wisdom. Stem the waters here with
iron gates so that the Syr Darya shall rise as high as the highest poplar. When you stem the old river with iron
gates and send a new river flowing across the plain I will become your wife.’”
“Oh, tovba!” exclaimed the old woman, quite at the end of her patience. “Shirin was always a sensible girl,
even in the tales. Why is this Shirin of whom you speak so silly, just like a baby? Why should she want to raise
the water and then shut it up behind iron gates?”
“Kampyr, kampyr! If I tell you that you’re a foolish child yourself, you’ll be angry. But only little children keep
asking ‘Why?’ and ‘What for?’ without waiting for the end of the tale.”
“If you’ve turned me into a foolish child it’s because you’re a babe in arms yourself. You even dribble when
you’re talking,” added the old woman, hinting at his toothless condition.
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“If you don’t want to listen to me, listen to the karnai, perhaps you’ll understand the music better,” answered
the old man gruffly, angered by her hints.
“Don’t lose your temper, Sher Ali, you know many things, but I who live in darkness also want to see a little
light.” The old man forgot his anger and continued:
“Water will flow from the big river into the Shirinsai. And that water will make clever machines work and a
power will appear that will give light. And that light, like the fame of Shirin, will flow along wires and factories
will work to produce such weapons that the enemy who learns to know them on the field of battle will remain in
the earth there for all time.”
“Tovba! What’s going on? I sit here knowing nothing and listening to your tales like an old fool,” drawled his
wife, unbelievingly.
“There are tales that come true, kampyr. Yesterday I went down to the riverbank and saw it with my own eyes
and heard it with my own ears. There are more people on the riverbank than there are flowers on the plains.”
“You went and saw everything and said nothing to me,” muttered the old woman in an offended voice, “as
though I weren’t your wife but a neighbour you’d been quarrelling with.”
“Who am I telling it to? A neighbour?” asked the old man with a laugh.
“Who’s doing all that? Are Uzbeks doing it?”
“Yes, the Party and the people of Uzbekistan. Uzbeks, Russians, Tajiks, Kazakhs, everybody who lives in our
country.”
“I want to see everything for myself,” said the old woman and began to crawl out of bed with a groan.
“Wait a bit, kampyr! It’s snowing outside and it’s muddy and slippery, so wait till morning and we’ll go
together,” said the old man, holding back his wife.
*
The old woman did not sleep all night long, she lay listening to the howling of the wind and got up early in the
morning. She threw her grandson’s quilted robe over her head and filled the big sleeve with dried apricots and
raisins as though it were a bag. With the help of a stick she made for the door.
“Good day,” said the old man ironically as his wife was leaving.
“In the night the karnai sang, calling me to the feast. And so I’m going; you told me yourself that Shirin had
come to Farhad.”
“Couldn’t you wait? Look how muddy it is,” said the old man, again trying to persuade his wife not to go.
“Let God clear it away, it will be easier for me to walk.”
“Why must you go? Are you going to break stones, too?” continued the old man, mockingly.
“How funny you are, Sher Ali! It will be a help if I wish people that they may not tire at their hard work. I
don’t want to sit still, all swollen like bread that has fallen into the water, when people have been working with all
their might since dawn.”
Without listening to any more of her husband’s objections the old woman set out down the street leaning heavily on her stick.
The old man followed her with this eyes, smiled and followed slowly after her, his hands folded behind his
back. The golden rays of the rising sun were reflected in the water as they broke through the smoky haze that
spread over the valley. The feather grass of the steppe swayed in the wind as though it were reaching out for the
sunshine.
An extraordinary picture met the eyes of the old people.
Along the riverbank marking flags shone brightly like red tulips. Banners with inscriptions on them fluttered in
the breeze:
“If you are Farhad, show your strength!”
“If you call yourself the son of a lion—be one!”
They could hear shouts of encouragemertt of those at work mixed with the laughter of the girls and with merry
songs. The old woman walked along the riverbank watching everything that was going on. Now and again she
stopped, gazed round her in astonishment and muttered:
“If only nothing goes wrong! May past misfortunes remain in the past!”
The old woman was troubled. She had brought a few dried apricots and raisins with her but did not know to
whom she could give her modest gift. And the old woman wanted to pay tribute to the best of the best. But to
whom? To the stone dressers or the navvies? To those who were boiling water for tea at dawn and late at night
were still busy cooking pilau? To the cart drivers or the lorry drivers? To the shoemaker or the engineer?
She took hold of the sleeve trying the weight of the fruit.
“I’ve brought very little,” she muttered ruefully, “there’s not enough for everybody and if I give it to one the
other will take offence.” She went to where her husband was standing, fumbled in the pockets of his coat and was
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still more worried when she found nothing there.
“What are you worrying about, kampyr? Give it to anybody,” he said, trying to soothe his wife. “Do you think
they really need your dried fruits when they have sugar?”
“Oh, how funny you are, Sher Ali! They are all like my own children to me. My apricots will be sweeter than
sugar to them. Haven’t I brought them what I had—”
“Salam, Sherif-ata,\fn{Father Sherif} salam, ona,”\fn{Mother} shouted unexpected voices of greeting. In the heat
of their argument they had not noticed that young people had surrounded them.
“Ona, give me your fruits and I’ll distribute them so that nobody is left out,” said a young man, holding out his
hands.
The old woman tipped the apricots, and raisins out of the sleeve into the young man’s outstretched hands.
“Share them out, my son, so that my heart should not be pained.”
Again the karnais rang out. The builders on the Farhad Construction Scheme left their work and streamed
towards the canteen. They sang and joked as they walked along, taking with them the old people for whom life
had become a legend and legend an actual fact.
103.189 The Shy Wife\fn{by Abdullah Kahhar (1907-1968)} Kokand, Fergana Province, Uzbekistan (M) 6
Do\fn{The following appears as a subsummation of the essence of the story, at its beginning and just below the title: “Why are
you scratching my head?” “Why! Isn’t it my head?” From Anecdotes about Nasreddin .} you remember, dear reader, that famous
and noisy chaikhana\fn{A note reads: A tea-room.} near the old bridge with its green verandah picturesquely hanging
over the softly murmuring irrigation canal back in the thirties?
This question is important because the hero of this story, brought to your indulgent attention, used to stop at
this chaikhana each time he returned home from the bazaar. The bazaar was on the right bank of the canal, while
his house—
But we shall adhere to the generally accepted order and begin by introducing this man.
His name was Narkuzy, or more fully, Mullah Narkuzy, and his house stood on the left bank of the canal. It
should be added that our mullah’s life was very closely tied up with the bazaar and as the chaikhana was midway
between the bazaar and his house, it will not be difficult for the reader to guess how often he dropped in there.
We, on our part, can testify to the fact that he spent no less than half a day there. We can even vouch that
Mullah Narkuzy’s life would have been dull and dreary if he were denied his daily visits to this green verandah so
cozily shaded by plane-trees. As time went on he grew fondly attached to everything in the chaikhana.
Coming in he would glance approvingly at the even rows of tea-pots, the brownish stacks of flat cakes and the
worn rugs. His gaze would even caress the sticky fly-paper hung up here and there.
We need hardly mention the pleasant smiles which the esteemed mullah bestowed upon the regular visitors to
the chikhana; he had a few chosen friends among them who were particularly willing to share the pleasure of prolonged tea-drinking with him and of no less prolonged talks.
These people had the highest opinion of Mullah Narkuzy as a conversationalist and so they stopped talking the
moment he began. They hung on his words, particularly when he held forth on the subject of women who had
digressed from the righteous ways of the Sharia.
The strict Narkuzy was irreconcilable to these “shameless apostates,” to these “worthless creatures,” and when
he began to denounce them, his eloquence reached its highest pitch and brilliance.
Sometimes his wrath would fall upon a girl too young to know better, and then the irreconcilable mullah would
shift his criticisms to her parents.
Noticing, one day, that the daughter of Abdulhakim, the craftsman, ran about the bazaar with a paranja,\fn
{The veil, which the Qur’an enjoins the wearing of in public.} he scolded not the girl, but her father.
“What is that silly ass Abdulhakim thinking about?” he said to his friends with sincere indignation. “After all,
the girl is already twelve years old, and she is still going about with her face unveiled! What can this lead to?
“And what’s more, craftsman Mavlan’s son gives her a handful of currants and she, the shameless hussy, does
not even turn away or cover her face with her sleeve! She only grins and—ugh!—turns and twists in front of him
like a monkey. … the day will come when Abdulhakim will regret it, but it will be too late.”
After having aired his ideas on the subject, our hero would sigh deeply and plunge into thought. During the
pause, the chaikhana owner would refill the empty tea-pots. The pause did not last long, however, and as soon as
the man had served them and departed, our mullah refreshed himself with a sip or two of tea and continued his
accusations.
“Our grandfathers and great-grandfathers observed and revered the holy law,” said he, edifyingly jerking up
his long, bony finger. “And for this, Allah was gracious and did not deprive them of their senses, and so they were
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able to discern black from white and good from evil. Yes, our fathers and grandfathers did not permit their women
to gad about the streets without a paranja. And today, what have we come to? A woman wearing a paranja has
become as rare as a shameless unveiled one used to be.
“Let us take our own street as an example. How many women have refused to wear the paranja, this tried and
tested shield of woman’s modesty? Let’s count them. Satybalda’s wife who works in the chemist’s shop, one …
Melikuza’s wife who is a conductor on a bus, two … Izatulla’s sister who sings in the theater, three … Narbuta’s
daughter who is studying for a doctor …\fn{I.e., Doctorate.} Sabir’s young wife and Ragim’s niece stand behind the
counter in the shop. … that already makes six. We should also include the wife of that ass Abdulhakim, who
works in the hospital, and the wives of Ismail, Rahmat, Yusuf, Muhammadjan. …”
Mullah Narkuzy counted on his fingers and on seeing that he wouldn’t have enough, hopelessly waved his
hand and said with a caustic little smile:
“Of course, husbands like it when their wives contribute to the family budget. But either they don’t want to or
cannot understand at what a price this money is obtained!
“Take Satybalda’s wife, for example. Think of the thousands of people who stare freely at her all day long in
the chemist’s shop! Who can vouch that from among these one good-for-nothing will not wink at her?
“And Melikuza’s wife, riding about in the bus from morning to night! Would it not be easy for her to take
pleasure on the side if she wanted to and then tell her husband that she was detained at work?
“The men of today have lost not only their brains, but their sense of honor too. I am ready to swear by the
Qur’an that there are such madmen among them who are capable of meekly saying, ‘I beg your pardon’ to the
seducer and go on their way after catching their wife or daughter in the act!”
Having mounted his favorite horse,\fn{His favorite Argumentative Subject; actually, the phrase is: his favorite hobby-horse”.}
the mullah rode it as long as there was at least one person still capable of admiring his eloquence.
Exposing those unfaithful to the Sharia, the mullah experienced the greatest satisfaction because the more he
slandered the “unveiled” women, the brighter shone the virtue of his own wife.
*
We sinners must admit that Narkuzy’s wife deserved the highest praise. There was not another woman who
wore the silk embroidered trousers with such dignity or served Allah and her husband with such zeal. The following incident may give you some idea, even if very slight, of her Moslem purity and dove-like tenderness.
One evening Mullah Narkuzy was sitting in his garden counting the day’s profits. His wife who did not like to
be idle took the sprinkler and began to water the flowers. While clicking the abacus our hero admired his wife flitting about the flowers and to himself called her a “golden bee. …”
Everything was serene until they heard an airplane flying low over the garden. Frightened not so much by the
hum of the motor as by the thought that the men in the plane might see her, the shy woman threw down the sprinkler and hid in the bushes like a timid quail. Rushing against a sweet brier bush, she badly scratched her face.
The mullah noticed drops of blood on her cheek and realizing that his wife could have hurt her eye that way,
said to her reproachfully:
“Do you really think they could see you? But even if they could, you’d appear like a tiny little bug from that
distance.”
“Let me be a bug,” his wife whimpered “Let me be a bug! But they’d see me anyway and I’m not wearing my
paranja, don’t you understand?”
“Oh dear me!” the mullah uttered, concealing a sly smile in his moustache, “you should get accustomed to
doing without your paranja because I’m thinking of burning it.”
“Burn the paranja?” he wife exclaimed. “Why?”
“What do you mean, ‘Why,’” the mullah asked in turn. “Don’t you know that most of the women in our town
have stopped wearing it?”
“Are you comparing me with those women?!” his wife cried. “How can you! You had better divorce me then
and send me back to my parents!”
She burst out crying like a hurt child and seeing this, the mullah hastened to reassure her that he was only
joking.
He paid a dear price for his joke, however, for his wife denied him the conjugal couch for three nights.
Perhaps she would have excluded him for a longer period had not the gracious Allah enlightened the mullah’s
mind as a result of which he (that is our mullah, of course, not Allah) was shrewd enough to present his offended
wife with a new pair of beautiful silk trousers.
This gift worked like a charm and the mullah was permitted to put out the lamp in his wife’s room.
But even after the lamp was turned down, his wife did not lose the opportunity of again and again rebuking
him for his unfortunate joke.
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“Can’t you understand that even in a joke, an honest woman should not be compared to those hussies?” she
bitterly reproached him, and without waiting for an answer, began suddenly to relate how she had once chanced to
be in the company of unveiled women and how she had been shocked by their conversation.
“What did they talk about?” the mullah asked, not suspecting that this question was a fresh insult to his wife.
“What!” she exclaimed, jumping up in bed, breathless with indignation. “You want me to repeat the vile words
of these libertines?!”
“But I’m your husband,” the mullah reminded her not very firmly, “and besides, I take the sin upon myself,”
he added after a slight pause.
“Well, all right! If you take the sin upon yourself, I’ll tell you,” his wife agreed after a moment. “Only they
talked about so many things … I don’t know where to begin!”
“Begin with what you remember,” the mullah advised her.
“They spoke about so many things,” his wife repeated distractedly after thinking a little. “For instance, they
said that if a woman begins to turn gray, this misfortune may be remedied. All she has to do is to go to a certain
place. I forget what it’s called—”
“The hairdresser’s,” the mullah prompted her with an air of importance.
“Yes, yes … the hairdresser’s, that’s what they said,” his wife said happily. “They said that for a small sum
skilful craftsmen could turn gray hair into black.”
“That’s right!” the mullah confirmed. “But I don’t see any great harm if these women—”
“Oh, you don’t!” his wife disrespectfully interrupted. “So you approve of women who go to those places where
strange men work? What a fine one you are with your dignified beard and your gray hair! And I was fool-ish
enough to believe that you really condemned those shameless ones who dye their hair … which have turned gray
from dissipation. … I see it all now!”
The poor woman dissolved in tears, and the mullah was hard put proving to her that she was wrong in her
supicions and that he sincerely loathed and condemned the “unveiled” women. His wife, however, would not heed
him and the mullah, in his despair and fear that he would once again be excluded from the couch, vowed that
while there was a breath left in his body, his heart belonged only to his one and only pure, white dove for ever and
anon.
All kinds of promises followed and when, unexpectedly for himself, he mentioned a new silk dress-length, his
wife stopped sobbing and declared herself ready to listen to all he had to tell her.
*
Here it turned out that the mullah could add nothing new to what he had already said where upon the woman
decided herself to do the talking.
“You wanted to know,” she said, “what these brazen hussies talked about. I hate to recall it, but since you want
to know—”
“Yes, I must know,” the mullah confirmed.
“If you must know, then I’ll tell you. But I’m so ashamed. …”
“There can be nothing shameful between husband and wife,” the mullah uttered solemnly.
“But I do feel ashamed!” his wife objected. “The things they said. …”
“But what did they say?”
There was so much impatience and immodest curiosity in the mullah’s question that his wife, quick to notice it,
decided to teach him a good lesson. Sighing sorrowfully, she again began to lament that there must be some
attraction for him in these corrupt unveiled women and that this, perhaps, was the reason for his frequent and long
absences from home.
The mullah found himself in the wrong once more. He practically wore himself out trying to disprove these
insulting suspicions, and his wife, finally, accepted his excuses and humbly stated that her husband’s will was law
to her and because of this, and only because of this, she would venture to profane her tongue by repeating the foul
words she had heard in the society of the “unveiled.”
The exhausted mullah said that if it was so unpleasant for her to utter these vile words, she need not do so.
“No!” his wife sharply declared. “I want to warn you against these dirty creatures. Do you know what they talk
about when they’re alone? They say that since men are eager to experience the love of many women, then women
too should come to know the love of many men!”
Had the mullah been less exhausted, he would probably have jumped to the ceiling upon hearing such words.
But man’s spirit, no matter how resolute, depends—alas!—on his weak flesh, and the mullah could only mumble
some curses, after which he was overcome by slumber.
But even in his sleep, the furious spark smoldered in his breast, and during the day it turned into a flame, and
the mullah could hardly pull through to the longed-for hour when his day’s business would end and he could join
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his friends in the chaikhana.
*
On that memorable evening, Mullah Narkuzy’s eloquence reached its height. He denounced and railed against
the cursed apostates with such passion and zeal that in the heat of his excitement he even boasted a bit and inventted a story about a bothersome old woman who that morning had allegedly tried to force her disreputable love
upon him.
“I can’t understand what devil so inflamed her!” the mullah exclaimed angrily. “You should have seen this
beauty! Her only two teeth sticking out like fangs, her hair all white, and there she was thrusting her love at me.
… ‘Stupid woman!’ I said to her. ‘Think of your gray hair.’ But she only grinned like one demented and stuck to
her own:
“‘My head is gray but my heart is young.’”
Narkuzy’s friends laughed at the old woman and then stared at the mullah expecting to hear another, still
spicier, story. Fortunately, the mullah caught himself up in time and, putting on a stern look, began praising the
paranja, this reliable shield of feminine modesty.
A man sitting near by (our hero saw him for the first time) disrespectfully interrupted the mullah.
“It’s not a question of the paranja, most esteemed one!” said the obtrusive fellow. “You, of course, know that
in Moslem countries, prostitutes still go about shrouded in their paranjas. Here, in tsarist times, women of that
sort wore paranjas too. Consequently, the paranja is incapable of protecting a woman’s modesty.”
“You’re talking nonsense, my friend,” carelessly remarked the mullah, haughtily glancing at the rude fellow.
“Why nonsense?” the fellow asked. “Doesn’t the example I give convince you of the uselessness of the paranja?”
“Not in the least!” the mullah coldly replied.
“Really?” the other was truly surprised. “But I gave you facts proving that the paranja cannot guard women
against sin!”
“You haven’t proved a thing!” the mullah objected, no longer concealing his irritation. “How can you compare
an honest Moslem woman with an unworthy and indecent libertine! And you think that this supports your argument!”
The mullah lifted his hands in dismay and rolled his eyes at those sitting there as if inviting them to admire the
sight of an utterly and completely disgraced simpleton. The uninvited conversationalist, however, did not admit
his defeat, and continued to argue.
“And so,” he said, “you insist that the paranja is all-important. Do you want me to tell you the truth? Well
then, a woman who wears a paranja is closer to things forbidden than one who doesn’t. Judge for yourself.
“Let us assume that she needs a new dress. She asks her husband for one and he refuses to give it to her. What
does she do then? She grieves, weeps, and then reconciles herself to the situation.
“But not all of them reconcile themselves. There are such who, when their husbands are away, go out in the
yard and stand there at their own gate until they find a man who is willing to give them a new dress. Such things
happen all the time, and you know it yourself. …
“The unveiled woman, on the other hand, has no need to resort to such tricks since she earns her own money
and can buy everything she wants.”
After finishing his somewhat lengthy speech, the irksome fellow took a gulp of tea and looked about at his
listeners questioningly.
His undue familiarity completely infuriated the mullah.
“You seem to be a jolly fellow,” he said to the obstinate man. “But your words clearly show one thing: you are
well versed in the habits of libertines. You must have suffered a great deal of unpleasantness at their hands.”
The witnesses to the argument appreciated the mullah’s apt retort and rewarded him with laughter. The mullah
himself was pleased with his cleverness. Still he saw that it would be better to end the conversation then and
there. Fully satisfied with the encouragement of his audience, he stood up and saying that affairs of importance
were awaiting him, he unhurriedly stalked away.
*
Returning home, the mullah called his wife and told her that on the morrow he would be going away for a few
days on business and she would do well to invite that pious woman, whom she had so wisely chosen for her only
friend, to stay with her.
“Go and fetch her in the morning,” the mullah said, “and let her stay with you until I return.”
“I can’t do that,” his wife sadly objected, and catching the mullah’s questioning glance, hurried to explain:
“Just recollect, every time my friend comes to our home she brings some kind of gift. And we … did we ever
give her anything in return?”
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“Ah, foolish one!” the mullah said with a light laugh. “If she were in need, she would come here emptyhanded, and as she comes with gifts, the only thing to say is, ‘Praise be to Allah,’ because everything we get is
thanks to Allah.”
“You want me to die of shame!” his wife cried tearfully. “Bring her at least a new paranja, you know they say
that a man who gives a paranja to a woman pleases Allah more than he who builds a mosque.”
“All right, have it your own way,” the mullah agreed after pondering a moment. “But on condition that she
doesn’t leave you alone until I return. … And keep away from the neighbors, don’t go to them and don’t let them
come here.”
His wife said that she and her friend, even if they had wanted to, couldn’t leave the house because her friend
was more afraid of strange people than of anything else.
The mullah nodded and confirmed with an air of importance that the woman was certainly noteworthy for her
modesty and that he for one had never heard her voice although she visited his home not infrequently.
Having said all this, the mullah dismissed his wife and became engrossed in his thoughts on the depravity of
the modern world in which there were so few true Moslem women.
*
It goes without saying that the mullah considered his wife and her friend to be the most faithful Moslem women. More, had angels lived on earth, he would have been sure to demand that his wife be conferred the title of
“Angel No. 1” and her friend—“Angel No. 2” even though he would be going against his conscience just a little
because in all justice her friend should have been ranked first.
The devoutness of his wife’s friend exceeded the strictness demands which can be judged by the single fact
that she observed (at least, so the mullah’s wife said) not only the compulsory fast days, but even the additional
ones, such as the fast of Ashura.
If we add to this that she never ate bread baked at the bread factory, and never tasted the meat of animals
slaughtered at the city slaughter-house, the reader will understand why she was received in the mullah’s house as
if she were really an angel. The saying “Three Days a Guest”\fn{I .e., first day, guest is welcome; second day, hospitality will
be strained; third day, good manners should prompt a guest to leave .} proved wrong in the case of this angel-like woman, and
no matter how long she stayed in the mullah’s house she was always regaled with chicken rolled in dough,
smothered in sour cream.
If the mullah’s wife voiced an occasional complaint that her friend kept her away from her husband for too
long a time, the mullah invariably reminded her that a guest was God’s grace, that it did not benefit a woman to
take such things lightly, and that …
However, let us not pry, and let us refrain from divulging the conversations which in such cases take place
between husband and wife. …
And so, early next morning, the pious woman was installed in the mullah’s house, and the host, according to
the custom established for all times, withdrew into the guest-room.
*
Not until evening when he was ready to leave for the railroad station, did he venture to come up to his wife’s
room and speak to the shy guest through the door.
“Sister,” he said respectfully, “I shall return in five days. Please stay here until my arrival and comfort your
beloved friend. Will you, dear sister?”
“She says she will,” his wife replied for the guest. “She says, ‘Isn’t it my sacred duty to comfort my only
friend?’”
“Thank her,” said Mullah Narkuzy and, mumbling a prayer from the Qur’an, turned to go to his room, when
his wife’s voice stopped him.
“Don’t be angry with me,” she cried without opening the door. “I spoiled the picture you brought yesterday.”
“What have you done to it?” the mullah asked in alarm.
“I pierced the eyes of the men,” his wife called back.
“Stupid woman!” the mullah cried wrathfully, “why have you done that?”
“Because they were looking at us so insolently.”
“But they are pilgrims, holy people!” the mullah cried out still louder.
“But aren’t pilgrims men?” the question followed instantly.
The mullah could think of no suitable retort and quietly retreated.
Returning to his part of the house, he gradually calmed down and decided that although his wife should not
have spoiled the painting Holy Mecca which had been so difficult to obtain from a barber, she was to be forgiven
since her motives were so praiseworthy.
Comforted by this conclusion, Mullah Narkuzy drank his fill of tea, and without haste began to make ready for
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the trip.
*
His carpet-bag gradually filled up and the mullah was just about to close it when he saw a woman walk into
the yard from the street. She held her shawl in her hand and she looked so excited as though she were being pursued by robbers and had come in to call for help.
Throwing a quick look at the mullah, the queer woman turned from him as from something unworthy of her
attention and resolutely strode towards the women’s part of the house before he could stop her.
“Hey, you! What do you want here?” he shouted sternly.
The woman, however, did not deign to reply and quickly ran to the gate of the inner court. The mullah dashed
after her, but the woman kicked the gate open and vanished behind it. In another moment there was a loud crash
and something flew to bits on the floor.
“She has taken leave of her senses! She’s mad!” the mullah shouted.
“Couldn’t you find a single man?! I have two children! May Allah punish you, you libertine!” came the
frenzied shrieks from behind the door as if in response to his shout. The mullah threw open the gate and sped to
his wife’s verandah.
“Hey, what’s the matter?” he shouted. “What does that toadstool want here?”
The only answer the mullah received was a blow across his nose struck by the “toadstool” which was so strong
that his handsome beard was immediately stained with blood. The mullah reeled, and the unknown woman began
to shout at the top of her voice:
“Vai-dod, help, help, good people!” The mullah, his hand over his damaged nose, rushed at the brawler.
“Vai-dod, vai-dod!” the woman yelled still louder.
In a moment curious people crowded out in all the neighboring roofs and perched on the fencetops.
“Look at him, look at him, good people!” the woman went on shouting. “He brought another woman’s husband
to his wife and sat down at the gate to keep guard over them. Vai-dod! Vai-dod! I have two children!”
And like an infuriated she-wolf she attacked the mullah. Perhaps she would have torn him to pieces had not
some tender-hearted people come to his rescue and separated them.
*
As soon as the woman was pulled away from her victim, she fainted, and the mullah, shaking from head to
foot, tried to rub off the blood from his beard and cheeks.
No one felt sorry for him and he had to drink his cup of shame to the better end. Two women entered the mistress’ room and brought out her angel-like friend.
The friend turned out to be a rather comely young man dressed in a woman’s satin dress and silk trousers.
The people looked at him in deep silence and then the most venerable of them, an old man of 70, pointed his
shaking hand at the mullah and wrathfully pronounced:
“Get out of our street, you vile and worthless man! If you have not the strength to live with your wife, give her
a divorce and send her back to her parents!” Hardly had the old man finished when a little girl piped up:
“I hope you croak, you shameless man. You spread scandal about the whole street and all the while you’re
doing filthy things yourself!”
Breaking off a lump of clay she aimed it at the mullah. Mullah Narkuzy could not bear this child’s rebuke nor
the silence that followed.
“Shut up, you good-for-nothing!” he shouted in anger. “What right have you to speak? Didn’t I see a young
man, Mavlan’s son, give you a handful of currants in the bazaar?!”
“A handful of currants?” a man called from a roof and, without waiting for an answer, contemptuously added
as everyone laughed,
“But your wife never even got a single raisin from the young man!”
180.130 New Year’s Party\fn{by Rahmat Faizi (1918-

)} Tashkent, Tashkent

Province, Uzbekistan (F) 4

Old Aunt Bahri finished cutting the thinly rolled dough into circles, wiped the board and rolling-pin and put
away the leather square on which dough was kneeded.
“Aren’t you tired, Auntie? You’ve been working hard!” said Halimakhan who was making the circles into tiny
patties.
“How can anybody get tired from that, girl? That sort of work comes as easy to me as cracking nuts does to a
squirrel.” As though to prove the truth of her words she got up from her seat with a light and easy movement,.
“It’s a pity you didn’t bring your mother-in-law to us, Halima. We could have had a good gossip together.”
“She didn’t want to come. She was afraid that her grandson would wake up while she was away. Are you
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afraid you’ll be bored with us?” asked Halima with a smile.
“Old women understand each other better, girl, that’s something you don’t know yet. Everybody will be here
soon, you’ll all sit down to table, the bottles will be opened and the fun will begin. At first somebody will stand up
and say ‘To the health of comrade grandmother!’ and will raise his glass.”
Aunt Bahri imitated a man pronouncing a toast. Halima laughed at her.
“Then somebody else will say ‘Long live our grandmother!’ and will also raise a glass. After that you lose
count of the number of glasses. Then you’ll take your husbands round like this”—Aunt Bahri made voluptuous
eyes, raised her brows and held out her arms as though she was putting them round somebody’s shoulders”—and
away you’ll go dancing. Will you worry about me then? I’ll sit in a corner alone and watch you.”
Aunt Bahri enacted the scene with such artistry that Halima was rolling with laughter. Naima rattled the dishes
as she laid the table in the next room but even there she heard the laughter of her friend and the jokes of her
mother.
“The show’s beginning!” she called out from there in friendly tones.
“And it’s good fun, Naima!” answered Halima. “Tell me, Auntie, if your husband were alive would you dance
as well? Would you?”
“That’s all I need! Dancing, indeed! But still it’s a great pity you didn’t bring your mother-in-law! She’s a fine
woman, simple and kind. And the thing that happened to her once—it was a long time ago, the year I abandoned
the veil. I remember it as if it were yesterday—at my cousin’s wedding. it was.” Aunt Bahri suddenly burst out
laughing.
“I know how you abandoned the veil,” said Halima and again her eyes flashed saucily. “They say that you left
the house and walked down the street as far as the cooperative in your veil and then took it off unnoticed and
wrapped it in a shawl.”
*
Aunt Bahri’s face clouded. Why bring up an old story that many people had already forgotten? Why touch an
old wound?
And how much talk there had been at the time, both in the cooperative and throughout that part of the town!
Yes, it was true that she had only removed the veil at the door of the cooperative, had tried to get it past without
being seen and had hidden it somewhere in the workshop or had left it with friends who lived near by. There were
some people who knew this but the majority did not suspect anything.
She had kept it up for almost a year. Once, at a meeting in the workshop, somebody had said:
“There are those amongst us who only pretend to have abandoned the veil.”
It was as though somebody had poured a bucket of cold water over Aunt Bahri. Luckily her name had not been
mentioned but that very same evening she announced sharply to her husband:
“It will be better if I don’t work at all but sit at home and wear the veil instead of pretending that I’ve
abandoned it.”
Zakir did not immediately answer his wife. He was thinking that Uzbek women workers had recently appeared
at the factory where he had worked for ten years. But it was also true that some of the old men who sat from
morning to night outside the mosque grumbling all the time and spread gossip and scandal:
“The wife of so-and-so has taken off the veil;”
“So-and-so’s daughter-in-law is behaving improperly, talks to men and shakes hands with them;” all this talk
upset him. Aunt Bahri, however, did not wait for her husband to answer.
“All right,” she said angrily. “I’ll go to the women’s commission and tell them all about it. And you’ll only
have yourself to blame!”
She stood up with such determination that it seemed she would go there immediately.
*
From that time on Aunt Bahri got rid of that accursed veil. She simply tore it up, stuffed it with old rags, quilted it and made a cover for the brazier out of it. Whenever anybody mentioned the veil Aunt Bahri recalled that
incident and could not contain herself. She always imagined that people were reproaching her:
“Is it possible that you, the wife of a highly-respected skilled worker, the mother of Doctor Zakirov, you who
have been granted a pension for twenty-five years’ work could have worn a veil?” Aunt Bahri could scarcely
restrain herself and almost said something rude to her daughter’s friend.
“All that is over and done with. You’re the only one, it seems, who hasn’t criticized me yet!” With a youthful
motion of her hands she straightened her hair and kerchief.
“Oh, Auntie, would I dare criticize you? I just happened to remember. But please tell me what happened at that
wedding.” Aunt Bahri, however, continued making patties in silence, and Halima spoke to her in a tender,
imploring voice.
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“Auntie, dear, won’t you tell me the story?”
It is easy to offend old people with an unwary word, but it is as easy to please them with gentle words. Aunt
Bahri’s face lit up as Halima spoke.
*
“Well, we went to that wedding, the bride hadn’t arrived, and we had only just sat down when the courtyard
was filled with shouts.
“‘What can have happened?’ we wondered.
“The bridegroom’s mother, my uncle’s wife, was standing in the middle of the courtyard. She had taken somebody’s bundle of wedding presents and hurled it across the ditch. A tray flew to one side, dried berries poured
onto the ground and beside it lay a piece of very ordinary material. The bridegroom’s mother was tearing her hair
and howling:
“‘I’ve put everything I had into my son’s wedding and that woman brings me her lousy berries and rotten
homespun! She wants to disgrace me before the whole world! Is that what I invited her for?’
“No matter how we tried to calm my aunt, no matter how much we kept telling her that it was improper, the
bride would soon arrive, it was all in vain: she trembled as though she were in a fever and seemed ready to tear up
everybody in her wrath. I went up to her and said:
“‘Calm down, now, come inside.’ But do you think she would?
“‘The presents I’ve given her and what does she bring me? That’s her gratitude!’ screamed my aunt. ‘That’s
how cheap she thinks I am!’
“I could .see that she was not to be soothed. Then I looked at the things she had thrown away and noticed a
familiar shawl with a fringe. The gifts were those that had been brought by my friend Aipasha, your mother-inlaw.”
As she told the story Aunt Bahri laughed until she cried. At first Halima laughed, too, but then she was silent:
what a disgrace! And it happened to her mother-in-law!
“Aunt Bahri, was your uncle’s wife such a greedy woman?”
“I’ll say she was! She’d begrudge you a piece of ice on a frosty day. And a terrible scandalmonger. It’s twentyfive years since that happened but I still remember her screams.”
“What relation was she to my mother-in-law?”
“The sister-in-law of her Aunt. You’d better not tell your mother-in-law about it, she’ll be angry with me for
telling you.”
“Surely my mother-in-law wasn’t mean, was she?”
“Of course not. Aipasha wasn’t really a bit like that. Rather simple, that’s all.”
“After that she didn’t go to weddings for a long time; she was ashamed to.” Aunt Bahri stopped.
“Of course the whole trouble was caused by our ridiculous old customs: ‘Take it, old girl—return it, old girl!’”
*
The doorbell rang twice in quick succession and Aunt Bahri hurried to wipe her hands.
“Naima, open the door, it must be them.” While Naima was letting the visitors in the telephone rang in the
room.
“I told you so,” exclaimed Aunt Bahri, “I said they’d all come at once.” She took up the telephone receiver.
“No, boy, what are we going to do with those I’ve made? They’ll go bad … We don’t need anything, you come
along quickly, it’s nine o’clock already.”
A young woman entered the room leading a plump little boy of about five by the hand. They were followed by
a middle-aged man.
“Come in, come in, my dear Sanaubarkhan! How are you? How are you keeping? Give me your coat,” said
Bahri, kissing the little boy. “I’m awfully glad to see you, my dear Vakhijan. Why are you so late? And what’s
that?” she exclaimed at the sight of a big bundle the visitors held out to her. “Why do you drag such heavy things
about?”
“Just a little present, Auntie. I’ve only seen Naimakhan once since her son was born and today I want to congratulate her properly. Please take it.” While she was talking Sanaubar bound her plaits round her head as though
she intended helping the women with the work in the house.
“Where’s Aghzam?” asked Vakhijan, trying to change the topic of conversation.
“He’s out somewhere. He just rang up and asked whether he should bring home some frozen patties. I asked
him what he thought I had been making my own for? Come, Batyrjan, you can go into the nursery and play with
the children there.”
Other guests arrived and were greeted by Vakhijan. In the absence of the host he, as a friend of the house, gave
the new arrivals a place at the table and went into the next room, where the women were still busy at their patties,
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to bring tea.
Vakhijan was surprised that his wife had suddenly grown silent and was sitting apart and that the other women
had stopped talking when he came in. It is true that he heard one phrase dropped by Naima as he entered the
room:
“When are you going to stop that, Mamma? Can’t you manage without pinpricks?”
“They have some sort of a quarrel going on, I’d better not interfere,” thought Vakhijan and pretended that he
had not noticed anything. .
“Aunt Bahri, give the guests some tea,” he asked. “What a lot of work those patties make! You must be awfully
tired.” Bahri answered him mockingly:
“Why don’t the factories that make refrigerators and vacuum cleaners turn out a machine for making patties?”
Vakhijan laughed. But his was the only laugh. Everybody else remained silent. Naima and Halima did not join
him and Sanaubar, her face red, sat with her head lowered twisting a button on her blue jumper. Vaklijan took the
teapot from Naima’s hand and opened the door to leave.
“Vakhijan, bring Batyr here,” said Sanaubar to him.
Vakhijan looked at his wife in astonishment. Naima made him a sign to go out and then asked excitedly:
“What’s the matter with you?”
“To tell the truth,” began Halima, when the door closed behind Vakhijan, “auntie is right. Whenever I listen to
her I realize that we did not elect her to the district Soviet for nothing. How much longer are we going to stick to
our old customs and carry trays of dried fruits and cakes. every time we visit somebody? It doesn’t become us!”
Vakhijan came back to the room and Sanaubar jumped to her feet.
“Bring Batyr here,” she said sharply to her husband, “I’m going.”
Naima had by this time finished her work on the patties and went over to her friend.
She was angry with her mother for her caustic remarks but she was still more angry at stubborn and touchy
Sanaubar. She had come up against these traits in her character at school and at the technical college where they
had studied together.
Sanaubar could take offence and feel insulted for a long time over some quite inoffensive word. She remembered the business with the beshik, the old-fashioned cradle in which Sanaubar wanted to put her first child.
Vakhijan bought a nice little bed and Sanaubar threw it out and no matter how much Naima tried to persuade her
to use it she would not listen. What is more, on the advice of her old mother, she decided to have a beshiktoi or
cradle-festival on the day the baby was first placed in it.
At this point Naima took up the cudgels seriously. She brought all her friends to Sanaubar and one of them, a
doctor, told her of the harm the beshik could do. In the end the beshiktoi was abandoned and a simple evening
party in honour of the newborn was given.
Then Sanaubar herself fought against the beshik. When the next child was born the question did not even arise.
But now she was being stubborn again. Naima would have liked to say a few caustic words on the subject but
she refrained, for Sanaubar was, after all, her guest. She took her friend by the arm and said:
“Sanaubar, Vakhijan, come on, let us join the others.” Sanaubar, however, insisted on having her own way.
“No, I won’t. Where’s Batyr?”
Vakhijan’s face darkened. He did not look at his wife but turned to Aunt Bahri.
“Will you please tell me what the matter is?”
“The matter is that I’ve upset your wife a bit. There was nothing insulting in my words except for somebody
who doesn’t understand.
“You are educated young people. You’re an engineer, Sanaubar has also been educated even if she doesn’t
work now. And you go out in your car with a big bundle in your hands.
“And where are you going? To a party at Engineer Aghzam Azizov’s. It’s a good thing that bundle couldn’t be
seen inside the car. She might even have carried it on her head, on top of her hat!”
Vakhijan wanted very much to laugh: he had argued with his wife about the same thing before they had set out
but Sanaubar had issued an ultimatum: without gifts she would not go. He would have liked to tell them about the
argument but seeing that his wife was already upset decided to give her his support.
“Auntie, she wanted to celebrate the birth of your grandson.”
“And so I was mistaken in you? It seems you’re also—”
“No, no,” laughed Vakhijan in protest. “I’m not like that, but …”
“But what?”
“All right, auntie, we’re wrong. And so we don’t have to give presents?” asked Vakhijan smiling innocently.
“I didn’t say you mustn’t give presents at all. Sanaubar has brought a lot of presents. She’s a generous wo195

man.” Aunt Bahri began counting the presents off on her fingers..
“Shirts, shoes—good. A length of silk, well, what about that?” Aunt Bahri stammered a little.
*
“To tell the truth … I should have been shy of saying it before, 1 thought she would take offence, but now 1
think it’s better to be honest: that length of silk has been brought here with the idea of getting another in return.
Naima will have to show her gratitude to Sanaubar with a gift of the same value. And if she tries to avoid doing so
…”
Everybody laughed.
Sanaubar lowered her eyes. Halima was afraid that Aunt Bahri would again tell the story of her mother-in-law.
Vakhijan tried to get everybody into a good mood, asking provocatively:
“What will happen if she doesn’t?:”
“Then she’ll be in for it! Don’t you know the proverb: ‘Go, my tray, return, my tray, and if you don’t return
may the devil take you!’? Just as you came in I was going to tell Halima a tale of the old day’s when we used to
give presents.
“I took a piece of gray material that looked like satin. The host gave me something in return for it. I would
have forgotten all about that piece of material … but no, how could I forget it? I had intended making a dress for
myself from it.”
Everybody, even Sanaubar, laughed again.
“Yes, you think it’s funny. But I’m telling the truth, why should I hide it.
“Nine years later there was some sort of festival at our house. My cousin brought me a piece of material very
much like that one. I remember thinking that it was exactly like mine as I put it in the trunk. Later on when I took
it out I was really surprised to see that it was the very same piece of material: I recognized it by a little green stain
on it. Nine years had passed!
“Well, I thought, it won’t do for a dress any more, perhaps I can make a quilt from it. I spread out the material
and saw that it had perished at the folds and tore as soon as I touched it. And so I tore it up for rags. Later I
learned that that piece of material had traveled round from wedding to wedding and had been in seventeen
families in the course of nine years. Ever since then I’ve turned a cold shoulder on the custom ‘Take it, old girl,
return it, old girl!’”
“Good old auntie! Your eloquence can break down any wall,” exclaimed Vakhijan.
“And now about today’s business. Sanaubar brought a piece of silk for a dress. That’s all right but why bring a
sack full of cakes? And the ingredients for pilau: meat, butter, rice and even carrots. She didn’t even forget the
salt. And then there are the fruits and the sweets. Whether you like it or not I’m against all that.”
“All right, auntie, all right! We’ll take the ingredients for the pilau back again. Don’t worry, Sanaubar, we’ll
have pilau left for ourselves.”
“Oh, no, I’m not giving it back,” exclaimed Aunt Bahri, laughing. “And I’m not talking about today’s case
only. Drop that foolish custom, children, it isn’t fitting for you.”
*
There was a ring at the door. Naima opened it and came back with three telegrams. She handed them to her
mother who passed them on to Vakhijan.
“Read them. You see it wasn’t for nothing that my eye twitched.”
“Two for you, auntie, one from your son Takhir and his wife Kimyakhon in Moscow and the other from the
district Soviet. The third is for Naima and Aghzam.”
Nobody noticed that Aghzam had come into the room. He laid the packages from his shopping on the table and
turned to his wife:
“There are some other things left in the car, bring them in, please.” Aghzam greeted Sanaubar before anybody
else.
“What are you going to do now? Are you going to stay?” was the question that could be read in Aunt Bahri’s
eyes. Both she and Vakhijan looked intently at Sanaubar and saw that she was smiling happily.
*
At twelve o’clock Matluba lit the candles on the New Year’s tree. Raising their glasses they wished each other
a happy new year. Aunt Bahri was even in tears. As she had foreseen, all raised their glasses to the health of
“comrade grandmother.” Then they moved the table and chairs back to the walls; started up the radiogram and the
dances began. Aunt Bahri, her eyes gleaming from the glass of champagne she had drunk, said to Halima:
“You see, it’s a pity you didn’t bring your mother-in-law, we could have had a good talk.”
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Behind the low hill the murmur of the river was inaudible. The silence was disturbed only by the call of a
crane which, strangely enough, didn’t come from overhead but from somewhere on the ground—somewhere close
at hand. I was intrigued, not overcurious, not inclined to find out.
It was very hot, heat lifting shimmering from the dusty road, and the sky so evenly blue that it looked like
enamel. This was farming country, wide and vast, a far cry from the city. It was Tashkent country, dry yet lush—
another climate, another place. A light breeze carried pineapple fragrance, and some meters down the dusty road I
saw a hut—the kind of wooden structure often to be seen near melon fields, usually with a look-out platform on
top where a guard (either an old man or a very young boy) kept watch over the fields. If it was an old man he
would have a gun to shoot birds, or an old tin-can contraption to bang; the child would only have the tin can.
I was thirsty and the thought of a piece of melon was attractive, especially pineapple-melon. I turned off the
road to the hut.
The old man sat motionless, cross-legged on the ground. Beside him sat a crane on a colorful Arab palas, its
long legs hidden beneath its wings. Now and then it raised a languid head to stare at the sun, to close its eyes, to
say something in its bird language. Its purple crest tossed and quivered and gleamed, silken in the sun’s rays, and
the old man nodded and pursed his mouth and sighed as though he and the crane were in communication.
Enchanted by the picture, I nearly knocked the kettle over, and the old man raised his head and looked at me in
surprise; evidently he had not noticed my coming.
“Where’s your dog?” I asked. I knew that all watchmen on melon fields had dogs, and that they were not very
respectful to strangers.
“I don’t keep one,” said the old man; “he might bite the crane. Come, it is all right.”
The crane rose and went away behind the hut.
“What are you frightened of, foolish one?” said the old man affectionately.
From behind the hut came a soft mutter of bird noise. The old man laughed and spread an embroidered quilt
for me with the utmost courtesy.
“What wind has blown you here, my son?” he asked. “You’re not an inspector, are you?” I did not know how
to explain myself.
“I am not an inspector,” I said. “I have been staying in your village. I was on my way to the train when the
smell of your pineapple-melons made me turn off here. Would you sell me one?”
“One does not accept money for treating a guest,” the old man said, frowning and displeased at my barbarous
manners.
“It is an honor and a duty to give drink to a thirsty mouth.” He paused, then he turned to look at me.
“Shall I bring you some melons or will you do it? Better go yourself, I think. Your own choice will taste
sweeter. Go to the end of the field; that’s where the ripest pineapple-melons are.”
He picked up his kettle as I set off. I heard him pouring water into it, and the snapping of dry twigs. He called
after me:
“If you want a really fine melon, choose one cracked by the early morning dew—that’s the kind to give a man
new life!”
I went to the end of the field and stopped in delight. The intoxicating fragrance of melons made my head reel,
and from everywhere I could hear a faint cracking, for all the world like calico being torn in strips: this was the
sound of ripe melons bursting with sweetness. When I came back to the hut carrying a large melon the kettle was
boiling on the twig fire. The old man looked at me and smiled.
“Easy to see you’re from a town,” he said. “A melon should be eaten on a field, the flavor’s best when it’s
eaten straight off the stem.” He pulled out a knife from the shaft of his top-boot and handed it to me. While I
carved the melon into pieces, separating the tender skin from the tenderer flesh, the old man went inside the hut
and brought out some bread, apricots, and sugar for our tea.\fn{ I.e., our meal; truly, the English have been everywhere.}
I began to eat the melon, the best I had ever tasted. I ate so avidly that it was finished almost as soon as I
started—despite its size. I saw the old man looking at me smilingly, as though proud that his melons were so
perfect, and when he held me\fn{Held out to me; gave me:H} a bowl of strong tea—judging the moment to a nicety—I
found my fingers stuck to it.
“Full of sugar, these melons,” he said, and poured water for me to rinse my hands.
“My fingers stuck to the bowl,” I said wonderingly.
“Yes. They’re full of sugar, of course. They’re a new kind of melon, the pineapple-melon. There’s plenty of
people longing to get some of their seeds!”
We sat there drinking the refreshing tea, and pulling the bread into small pieces, and munching ripe apricots
running with juice—what fruit grows there in the Tashkent country!
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The sun had gone down. The call of cranes floated down from somewhere high in the sky. The old man looked
up, watching their flight until they vanished over the horizon, melting into the clear, fiery afterglow of sunset.
The crane behind the hut flapped his wings, then stretched them as though preparing for flight also, and when
the last of the flock had disappeared from the sky, and for long after, I could still hear the heavy beat of wings
behind the hut.
The warm, happy smile left the old man’s face, the beady brightness left his eye. He stood up, troubled, and
carried the crane to the palas rug.
“Eh, dear, dear,” he said, “so you’re fretting for your own kind, are you? Your brothers have all flown away,
eh? Well, you can fly, too, if you like. Fly, pretty one, fly! You’re no different from them.”
The crane’s purple crest tossed as he turned his head again and again after the vanished birds, as though saying
good-bye to them.
“Have you had it long?” I asked.
“Since the spring. I was planning to go to Leningrad early in the spring, to my son Andryushka, but then I got a
telegram from him saying he was going on a long business trip and asking me to wait until he came back. Well,
what could I do but wait?
“I had been longing to see Andryushka, I wanted badly to see him. I had a dream not long ago—about my
other son, Fazliddin. He was sad and grieved and asked me why his brother Shamsuddin didn’t write … and I
didn’t want to tell him that he was dead, and suddenly I saw Andryushka beside me and he reproached me
because I had not told Fazliddin the truth … eh, it was all a strange dream and I did not know what to make of it
or the two of them.
“And then a noise woke me; it sounded like a flock of sheep being driven past the hut, and I looked out and
saw the cranes circling in the sky. I’d never seen them so low before, and they were calling all the time and I
knew something was wrong. They kept going round and round … moaning … and two shot down like stones,
straight down, and then shot up again and all the time the others were moaning. I had never seen such a sight in
my life; there was intelligence in the flock, and reasoning of some kind, and they were as wild and free in that
black night as if they had come to take over the world.
“And when they had all flown away I found one poor bird beside the hut with a broken wing—no, hurt, more
like it, not really broken. So he stayed with me and we made music together—his shrill young voice and little
gurglings, and my deep old voice. I looked after him and got him right and we became friends … but now it’s the
third day the cranes have been passing overhead and he’s fretting for them.”
“Can’t he fly yet, then?”
“Oh, yes, he can fly. Sometimes he flies right away from me and then comes back again—he’ll even eat an
apricot, or a bit of bread, but he likes little animals best …” The old man stopped and listened.
“You’ve missed your train, my son. You’re too late to catch it now.” His keen ears had caught the sound of the
train from beyond the row of poplars. I listened, but heard nothing for some time, then caught the faint metallic
rumble as the train went by in the distance.
“I will stretch out beside the hut,” I said. “If I have your permission?”
“You can sleep here,” he said and led the way into the hut to light an oil lamp. “I will make up a bed for you—
does it matter if you go tomorrow?” I laughed.
“Nobody is waiting for me,” I said.
He arranged a place for me to sleep—a rolled-up, embroidered robe for a pillow, a still patchwork quilt to
throw over me. The young crane sat silently in a corner, his head bent. The old man whispered something to him,
and the crane’s head shot up sleepily, his eyes seeming to look at the old man—half-closed, brooding, perhaps
listening, full of dignity. I turned on my side and closed my eyes, feigning sleep, and the old man sat in an
armchair (rickety, creaking, the rocking variety, made of cane), and the crane stood on one leg in the corner,
motionless.
I was unable to sleep immediately. I was taut and excited, having discovered a new world, feeling unfamiliar
air, hearing strange scratchings and breathings, smelling the heavy-laden pineapple-melons on the breeze coming
in through the tiny window.
The old man stepped quietly to the oil lamp and turned it out, then he went back to his chair, lowering himself
carefully. The moonlight shone straight on his face, silvering his fringe of gray beard, lending mystery to the embroidered skullcap on his head. I could hear crickets chirping somewhere in the quiet night. I reached out and felt
for my cigarettes and matches.
“You are still awake,” said the old man.
“I beg your pardon,” I said. “I hope I am not disturbing you?”
“No, no. It isn’t always easy to sleep in a strange place.” I said hesitantly:
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“I wanted to ask you, if you don’t mind, about your sons. I do not mean to be impertinent.”
The old man flinched, turning his head a little in the moonlight. He came over to where I lay and sat down on
the floor cross-legged so that our eyes were almost on a level. He pulled his quilt across his shoulders, and a cloud
passed across the face of the moon and merged his face with the darkness. He sighed, pleating the quilt in nervous
folds across his knees. At last he spoke, and the crane sighed and shifted its position, and the old man looked at it
fondly for a moment or two, and a little birdlike flute came from his throat and mingled with the hissing sigh of
the crane.
“My son,” began the old man, “if man were not gifted with endurance he would long ago have died with grief
—yet, you see, I am still alive, although I thought I would fall and never rise again. Eh, eh, unless it is your time
you cannot go.
“I lost both of my sons in the war. When the war began Shamsuddin, who was the eldest, was twenty-two, and
Fazliddin, who was the youngest, was nineteen. Shamsuddin was not taken into the army because of his eyesight
…” He paused, brooding.
“What was wrong with it?”
“When Umar-khoja gave a feast for the circumcision of his son,\fn{ The Moslems circumcise their male offspring, as do
the Jews and other people. Although the Qur’an does not mention it, Islamic custom demands that Muslim males be circumcised before
marriage; the rite is generally performed in infancy .} there were fireworks. Shamsuddin was quite small then, and my wife

put him in the cradle to sleep—who could foresee such misfortune? A rocket flew into the cradle and exploded.
The boy’s face was burned and his left eye hurt—the sight was affected, and remained affected all his life.
“So when the war came they put him in the labor corps—but Fazliddin went to the front. I saw him off myself
from Baituk station. He was in Leningrad at first; he used to write from there—but Shamsuddin wrote from
Podgorye. It’s near Moscow. Have you ever been there?”
I said I hadn’t, since he was obviously waiting for an answer. A strange, meticulous old man, full of courtesies,
content to interrupt his story to ask a trivial question, to wait on the reply, to glance lovingly while he did so at the
little crane.
“A pity,” he said. “I had hoped you might have been there.” Silence while I digested the mild rebuke.
“I have been there myself,” he continued. “They invited me to go when they put up the monument for my son.
There is a power station there; it supplied the city with electricity when the enemy were close to Moscow, and
they spared neither aircraft nor bombs trying to destroy it. Shamsuddin worked on unloading coal. One of the
bombs fell near by on a school—a kindergarten, you understand. There were children all round, and the bomb
might have exploded at any moment … Shamshuddin snatched it from the ground and ran with it towards the
river—but his sight was bad, he stumbled, and the bomb exploded.” He sighed heavily.
“I went to see his grave,” he said. “And there is a bronze bust in the school grounds.” His voice broke, the
moonlight caught the tears in his eyes, and I tried to say something to console him.
“There is no need, my son,” he said. “Don’t try to console me. When I talk about those times the tears flow and
they ease my heart.”
I busied myself lighting another cigarette, aware of his dignity and his matter-of-fact voice, his pride and the
tears in his eyes. I realized suddenly how lonely he was, how difficult it must be to sit there day after day beside
the melon field, bereft for the most part of human speech and communication; no wonder he loved the little crane.
It was all he had to talk to.
He threw back his head and wiped the tears from his eyes unconcernedly.
“I didn’t tell my other son, Fazliddin, about his brother’s death. In every letter he asked for his address, but I
put him off with this and that, never letting on that I had no address any more.
“Then I got another black-edged letter: my youngest son was dead, too. He was drowned while crossing a
river. There was no grave. Nothing. I was really alone then, with a heart blacker than night, and sorrow because I
had not told Fazliddin that his brother was dead. …”
Another flight of cranes appeared, sweeping across the sky. The old man watched them, and the little crane in
the corner craned his neck and spoke and just barely ruffled his feathers. The old man said:
“I was alone at that time. My wife had died before the war, and my two sons were as though they never had
been. I wandered about like one whose wits are gone, for me the bright day was darker than night … eh, it comes
to us all, indeed it does. I kept remembering things I should have said to them, questions I had wanted answered
…”
He sighed, looking down at the mauled, pleated quilt on his knees. Then he brightened a little, as though the
sons he had been talking about were put behind him—cameos to be brought out and examined for remembrance.
“Our chairman,”\fn{Of the local Soviet.} he said, “is a very wise woman. She saw how it was with me then and
she took me with her to Andizhan, where children from Leningrad had just arrived. She showed them to me—
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little ones with gray, pinched faces, barely alive. They broke my heart with their resignation; even the youngest
were afraid to cry.
“I took Andryushka—a frail, pitiful little thing with hardly a word to say for himself. He used to sit outside the
hut, helping me guard the melon patch, and he would look down at the ground, never moving, and many’s the
time I wondered what he was thinking about, what terrible things he had seen in Leningrad. He knew more than I
did—an old, useless man always guarding the melons, knowing nothing of war or sudden death.
“I never coaxed him to talk. I knew that when he felt like it he would … but his big eyes standing out in his
face looked somewhere else than at the melon patch.
“Well, I tended him and fed him on fresh fruit and a little brown bread, and the fresh air did the rest. He
became a friendly, contented little boy—then I heard in the village that some relatives were looking for him.
“I said nothing. I couldn’t give him up. He had become a new son for me—still, the boy would often remember
Leningrad and his parents, and I knew that he was lonely and wanted to be with them again; I had only pretended
he was my son.”
He smiled and went to stand at the window. He stood there for a long time, lost in thought, and I didn’t have
the temerity to interrupt him. The crane slept with its head tucked into a wing; his other child.
“So I had inquiries made in Leningrad,” he said, turning to face me. “I was told that his parents had both been
killed during the blockade, but there was an aunt who wanted him. So I told Andryushka, and it was as though he
had been given wings, and I knew that I couldn’t keep him any longer.
“I went with him myself to Leningrad and gave the boy to his aunt. I had wanted to see her, anyway. I wanted
to know if she was a kind woman who would treat my little Andryushka the way I would have done.
“Alas, I had no complaints—she was a fat, jolly woman who folded him in her arms and cried over him and I
knew that she would love him the proper way … so I was left alone again, but Andryushka never forgot me.
“He was a clever boy, he studied in Leningrad, he married and had a son—he called the son after me, Sabir.
Imagine, a stranger calling his son after me! They came to visit me not long ago, and when we said good-bye at
Baituk station little Sabir hugged me and kissed me and called me his grandpapa.
“What joy for an old man! I put a dozen pineapple-melons in their carriage—do you think they lasted as far as
Leningrad?”
“I’m sure they did.”
“Eh, but I’ve wearied you with all the talk. Sleep, my son, you’ll be tired out tomorrow—I’ve wasted enough
of your night.”
He went back to his creaking old chair and wrapped the quilt round him again. It was a long time before I
slept, although he was soon snoring gently, and the crane kept vigil in his corner—so quiet I scarcely knew he was
there.
*
It was some time after dawn when I woke with a start: I had heard the call of a crane and the flapping of wings
close by. The old man had jumped up and was standing at the open door of the hut, looking into the sky.
“Flown away!” he said, chagrined.
“What? The crane?” I asked, still with the sleep in my eyes.
“The beautiful crane,” the old man said hurt by the sudden departure. “It’s away now, flying southward,
gaining height with every wing-beat.”
I went to the door to join him. The whole flock had come into view, swinging round in a great semicircle,
coming back to meet the little crane. The formation broke up, and now the calling was gay—like gay talk at a
wedding. The cranes re-formed, and circled smoothly over the hut, then they swung away southward, towards the
paling horizon.
“Gone,” said the old man, a mixture of affection and sadness in his voice.
*
And every springtime since, when I see the procession of cranes and watch with delight their flight across the
sky, I remember the lonely old man on the collective melon farm, and I hope that he is happy and perhaps has
found another injured crane to comfort.
And when I hear them crying in the distance, calling to each other, I seem to catch the fragrance of pineapplemelons.
And how I would love to see the little crane with its silky purple crest flying down to the hut again!
Do you think he could ever have known that the old man was sad, and that he loved him?
180.116 Excerpts from Sisters\fn{by Askad Mukhtar (1920200
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1
… Jurakhon walked lightly along the shady side of the street. At the corner where the chaikhana\fn{Tea room}
stood she did not cross to the other side as she used to do. Fanning herself with a little handkerchief, she calmly
went past the chaikhana, treading the beaten ground which had been sprinkled with water by the alert chaikhanakeeper. Jurakhon was no longer afraid that she would be the target of abuse or mockery. All that now reached her
from the chaikhana was a respectful whisper:
“It’s her! I’m telling you it’s her.”
Yet there was a time when Jurakhon was afraid of showing herself in Naimancha; at any rate she never dared
to remain there until nightfall.
Once dark, poverty-striciken and dispossessed, Naimancha, which had been entangled in the web spun by
Kudratullah-beg, was changing before people’s eyes. The house of the shopkeeper was boarded up and the beg’s
workshop was deserted The old town quarter was now recognized by the renovated .building housing a women’s
co-operative, the haberdashery store with its coat of bright blue paint and constant crowd of women from all over
the town, and the new school that had been built by the people living in the district. A weaving mill was planned,
and once built it would make Naimancha one of the central districts in the town.
Near Anakhon’s house the street was empty and silent. Not even children’s voices were to be heard. Jurakhon
stopped at the wicket for a moment, unintentionally glancing at the spot where Anakhon was attacked. The man
who had stabbed at her with a knife was never found. That was not fortuitous and it showed that in Naimancha
there were still places where an assassin could hide.
A white spot under the wicket drew Jurakhon’s attention. It looked like a handkerchief which somebody had
dropped accidentally. Jurakhon bent to pick it up and her hand stopped in mid-air.
It was not a handkerchief but a sheet of paper, neatly folded in four. A stone kept it in place. There was no dust
on it, an indication that it had been newly put there.
Jurakhon picked it up and unfolded it.
There were two lines in Arabic written in pencil.
Jurakhon read the note and quickly looked about her as though feeling there was somebody behind her. But the
street was empty and silent as before. A man’s footprints, distinctly outlined in the thick layer of soft dust, ran
diagonally from the wicket.
Jurakhon leaned against the wicket, feeling her strength leaving her. Her heart sank witlhin her. She re-read the
note and forced perself to straighten up. Perhaps the enemy was watching her through some slit. Well if he was he
would not find Jurakhon a coward! The wicket opened and Anakhon and Khojiya came to meet the guest and both
exclaimed:
“What’s the matter with you, sister?”
“What happened?”
“Have you been here long, Khojiya?” Jurakhon asked.
“I … I have just come.” Jurakhon showed the note.
“Did you notice this at the wicket?”
“N-no.”
“And you didn’t see anybody around the house?”
“Nobody.”
“Think.”
“I’m quite sure. It was as empty as now.”
“And you didn’t see anybody either, Anakhon?”
“I don’t think so. What is this?”
“Our ‘friends’ know exactly when and where we go,” Jrurakhon replied, handing the note to Anakhon. They
went into the yard. Anakhon glanced at the note and gasped. She gave it to Khojiya and the latter read it aloud:
This time you will not die, but if you set your foot here again your corpse will be carried out of Naimancha.

Who could have written it?” Khojiya said in bewilderment. Anakhon angrily turned her face to the wicket.
“It must have been the same man who attacked me.”
The women from the kishlak began to fuss and wail. One of them put on her paranja. Another, trugging at the
collar of her dress, spat into her bosom.
“O Lord, have mercy upon us. There is no God but God!” But the oldest among them wiped the sweat off her
brow and shouted at her friends:
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“Stop cackling like hens! What are you wailing for, as though somebody had died? Give a person a chance to
speak.” She turned to Jurakhon:
“Pay no attention, daughter. May the hand wither that wrote such a letter! Who’ll dare to raise a hand against
your priceless head? If need be, you’ll put on an old paranja, say mine. You’ll cover your face and go away.
Nobody will recognize you.” Jurakhon smiled gently, looking closely at the now silent women.
“Where are you all from, aunt?”
“They’re from a distant kishlak,” Bashorat put in quickly. “They’ve come to take a look at you.”
Tursunoi, who was clinging to her mother, kept her eyes on the note. Jurakhon threw a reproachful glance at
Khojiya. The latter caught the meaning of the glance and folded the note and put it in the pocket of her dress.
Then Jurakhon shook hands with each of the women from the kishlak and fondly patted Tursunoi on the cheek.
The girl was paralyzed with fear. She smiled piteously, squinting at Khojiya’s pocket. Jurakhon gently drew
the girl to her, made her sit down beside her and, holding her in a tight embrace, said to the women who had
arranged themselves in a semi-circle:
“No, my dear aunt! No, sisters! I did not throw off the paranja only to hide behind it again. That is exactly
what wicked, dishonest people, the enemies of our life, would have liked to see! But never more will anything
hide me from the sun—neither the yashmak, nor threats.
“I have burnt my paranja, and this is not the first time that people are trying to frighten me. I am a Communist.
And Communists and Komsomols,” Jurakhon added, looking in Tursunoi’s face, “must not be afraid of darkness,
or of notes such as this, or of the medicine-woman, who is only a silly fraud. Don’t you agree, little girl?”
“Yes,” Tursunoi murmured with a look full of trust and gratitude at Julrakhon. A faint flush coloured her pale
face. Jurakihon lifted her head dreamily.
“Which of us remembers what was in our heart the hour when we were born and our eyes opened and we saw
the light for the first time? Nobody, true? But still it seems that I remember and shall never forget that hour as
long as I live. I have told people about it and shall never tire of telling them about it.”
The women from the kishlak exchanged glances, a look of interest appearing on their faces.
“How can you remember such a thing?” exclaimed the oldest of the women.
“I’ll tell you how. It happened, four years ago, in nineteen hundred and twenty one. Yes, yes! That was the year
—not an hour earlier—when I was born and my eyes opened and I saw the light.
“Seventy of us women, Uzbeks, Tajiks, Turkmemans—went to Moscow to a conference. We went there to seek
advice, to learn how to live in a new way, in a way in which we would all be happy. It was a long journey and
when we arrived we were dazzled by what we saw. There was so much to see that we sim,ply could not see it all.
At first we were afraid of walking in the streets—the houses were taller than the tallest minaret. We shrank back at
every step, fearing that they would tumble down on our heads.”
Holnisa clicked her tongue in wonder. Jurakhon continued:
“We were ushered into a great white hall and told that Lenin would come and welcome us. I wore my paranja.
But before coming there I had noticed that in the streets the women stopped and gazed at me as at something
unusual. There was pity in their eyes. And they spoke to me in the way people speak to children, as if in a paranja
I could not understand the speech of adults.
“That hurt me at first and then I felt ashamed. I realized that I had hurt myself, that I had abased myself. It was
as though I was walking about with a soother\fn{ Pacifier} in my mouth. In the white hall I stood and thought to
myself:
Lenin would come up to me and stretch out his hand … and I? Would I look at him and speak to him through
the yashmak? He too would look at me with pity.\fn{Italics in the text.}
“Everything in me revolted! I felt my blood boiling within me. I bore it until Lenin came.
“When he appeared and began to greet us, I could stand it no longer. I tore the paranja off my head and the
accursed thing fell at Lenin’s feet. If I had not done that I would have been consumed by fire on the spot or my
conscience would have tormented me for the rest of my life.
“And Lenin … do you know what he did? He suddenly bent down and wanted to pick the paranja up, to help
me. He thought it had fallen off accidentally.
“I don’t know what made me do it or how I found the strength, but I stepped on the paranja with my foot—
like I would on a snake! Lenin understood the gesture better than any words I could say and gave me his hand.
“‘How do you do?’ he asked, ‘What is your name?’
“I don’t remember what I replied. And he said:
“‘I congratulate you, Comrade Jurakhon.’ I think I said,
“‘Thank you.”
“‘Thank you, comrade,’ he said, ‘from the Party of the Bolsheviks.’ That is what he said to me! And then he
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added:
“‘Please convey my greetings to the Uzbek women, to everybody who is fighting for human and civic dignity.
The Soviet Government will support you in this struggle.’
“Only later did I understand the meaning of his words. I could not reply properly. All I said was:
“‘Thank you, thank you.’ It was the same with all the other women. We had read and heard that Lenin was a
giant warrior. No, he does not look like a giant warrior. He is quite simple and ordinary. But I shall never forget
how he shook my hand. This very hand …”
Jurakhon raised her right hand and then pressed it to her breast and all the women breathlessly gazed at the
hand as though expecting to see something extraordinary about it.
“Now tell me, aunt,” Jurakhon said, turning to the oldest of the women, “can I hide behind a paranja after
that?”
“I am an uneducated woman from a kishlak. If you took my words close to heart, forgive me, silly old woman
that I am. Praised be God, who created people like you.”
“God also created people like the man who wrote this note,” Jurakhon said. The women from the kishlak all
began to talk at once.
“May this man’s hand wither. May he fall into hell.”
When dusk began to set in, all the women went to see Jurakhon home. There was a slight delay at the wicket.
“Whalt are we waiting for? Come, it is late,” Khojiya said.
“Are you coming with us?” Jurakhon asked.
“I’ll go with you as far as the City Committee.”
“Be quick then.”
“I’m ready!” Khojiya replied. She was without her paranja. Jurakhon turned round: the girl’s paranja was
rolled into a ball and shoved under the porch steps. Pleased, Khojiya laughed quietly and happily. Jurakhon
embraced her. Anakhon and Bashorat also ran up to her, put their arms around her and kissed her on the cheek.
Tuisunoi too threw her arms round her neek.
“I shall never even begin wearing it,” said Tursunoi, hopping to the porch and stamping on the hem of the
paranja thai was sticking out from under the steps. …
2
… On the tenth of July the town was awakened by the roll of drums, the shrilling of surnais\fn{Small wind
and the stentorian vakh-vakha-vakhuva of karnais.\fn{Six-foot-long trumpets} The
first rays of the dawn saw people thronging the streets.
There was singing and laughter, the hubbub of conversation. Children ran about, filling the air with the notes
of their reed pipes. Columns and crowd’s of people with banners, streamers and placards surged from all
directions towards Naimanchri. With them were bullock carts loaded with spades, hoes and barrows. When they
passed through the market-place, shopkeepers in velvet skullcaps looked out of their tiny shops. The wave of
people bore them away as well, as it did everybody who was in its path, in the street, in the chaikhanas and the
courtyards.
In less than an hour the vacant lot and Lion’s Hill, which had been leveled by explosions, were filled with
people from one end to the other. Wherever one looked there were the gay blue and red kerchiefs of the women,
the gleaming bronzed shoulders of the men who had stripped to the waist and the glitter of the sun on the
crowbars and picks.
Red Army platoons were lined up close to the cemetery—they too had come to help. More and more people
kept coming and it grew ever closer and noisier in the lot.
“What is this?” Dobrokhotov kept repeating. He was both delighted and worried. “Nothing of the sort has ever
happened. I’ve never seen anything like this in my life.”
“This is hoshar.\fn{Mutual aid in the fulfillment of some task }National hoshar!” said Ergash. “The custom is ancient
but the purpose is new.”
They were standing in the centre of a tight ring of foremen and construction superintendents. The leaders of the
columns demanded assignments. Some were excited and tugged the engineer by his sleeve.
“In turn, one at a time,” the engineer replied, glancing at his drawings.
“But we came first. There was nobody here when we came.”
“Most of your people are young, isn’t that so? You’re the most able-bodied here—”
“Then why are you keeping us on a leash?”
“Have patience. You’ll get a more difficult sector.”
instruments with a high-pitched tone}
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“And a more honourable one,” added Yefim Danilovich.
“Allow me! Why more honourable?” put in another of the leaders. “Why are the bootmakers worse?”
“Take it easy. You will all be busy. We’ll not overlook anybody. There’s work enough. We’ll give you all you
can do—don’t complain later!”
“The only thing the bootmaker’s will complain of is that they never have boots …”
The hum of voices gradually died down. The singing stopped. And at once there seemed to be more room. The
work began.
*
“Comrade Sultanov,” Jurakhon called to Ergash, “I have a private question to ask you. Have you written the
letter?”
“About the cement? To Tashkent? Naturally!”
“No, to Moscow.” For a moment Ergash did not know what to say.
“To tell you the truth,” he said, “I did not go home last night. I slept on a table at the cloth weaver’s. There
isn’t any time even to eat. I’ll write it today, I promise.”
“You’d never even have remembered it if I didn’t remind you,” Jurakhon reproached him. “You saw your
mother only for a moment and then left her again. It’s wrong to forget about your mother, Ergash, even though
you are a chief.”
“There are so many mothers here, sister Jurakhon,” Ergash said, looking about him with a merry twinkle. “It
takes my breath away. I never expected it.” Jurakhon smiled, flattered.
“At least half are women, isn’t that so?”
“The paranjas are hampering them, the paranjas.” Noted Yefim Danilovich. “Otherwise we could have said
that the women were setting the tone!”
“The beg’s taken to his heels,” Ergash said with mock regret. “I wasn’t given the chance to see him with a
spade in his hand. But the son is working like a horse—did you see?”
A film of dust hung over the vacant lot and Lion’s Hill. Wheels rang dully against the stones. The earth made a
long swishing sound as it was thrown into the barrows. The rubble rattled against the boards. The unoiled wheels
squeaked.
From somewhere near the cemetery came the piteous hiccough-like braying of a stubborn mule. A wave of
laughter rolled from one end of the vacant lot to the other.
“Pull, pull … harder … get a move on, long-ears.”
In Abdusamat’s sector the weeds were set alight. Hissing and crackling, the flames leapt into the air and black,
stinking smoke curled about the ground. The fire swept across the prickly weeds, leaving behind flying ash and
exposing hitherto invisible holes, cracks and burrows. It seemed that the stones, the land itself, was burning in the
dust and smoke.
Six two-wheeled carts came rumbling up, dragging long planks by their ends. The planks, intended as
roadways for the barrows, were quickly carried away.
The carters drove onto the dump and stopped in bewilderment. They could not see how the heaps could be
moved with either hoes or pitchforks.
“You’ll need crowbars.”
“Look, they’re as hard as rock.”
“Precious.marble, did you say?”
“It would be a good idea to set it on fire, but it won’t burn.”
Some of them tried to go closer to the heaps, but they drew :back, unable to stand the stench. A sturdy old man
with gray hair came up with a crowbar.
“Thank God, the air in our quarter will be cleaned at last.” He was from Naimancha. Swinging his crowbar, he
angrily brought it down one of the heaps.
“Away, vanish! This accursed heap did not let me breathe from the day I was born.”
The carters followed his exa,mple with cries. The women were stubbing the weeds, cutting the roots with axes,
choppers and cleavers. They grubbed them out of the ground, carrying them away by the armful and throwing
them into the fires.
Four women, holding each other by the waist, were pulling a peachwort bush out of the ground. It was as big
and tough as a saksaul tree and resisted their efforts. A plump young woman joined in the tug of war and pulled
with all her strength. The root of the peachwort gave way and all the five women fell on the ground on top each
other, laughing and squealing. The young woman sprang to her feet and began tickling the others, giving them no
opportunity of getting up.
Jurakhon watched the romping from afar and rejoiced in the fun of her friends. They were happy and merry
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together. Hand in hand, shoulder to shoulder they were different than when they were alone. Jurakhon stopped an
elderly woman who was carrying on her shoulder a bundle of weeds wrapped in a paranja as in a piece of
sacking.
“More strength to you!”
The woman threw the bundle on a heap and turned round. It was Kumri. Her arms were green from the weeds,
her face was covered with dust and sweat. But her eyes were smiling. Guessing what Jurakhon was thinking, she
nodded at the merry group on the ground.
“Look, these poor things also know how to laugh, sister Jurakhon. It becomes them to romp about.”
“It becomes them to live the life of human beings, Aunt Kumri,” said Jurakhon. “Who is your leader?”
“Bashorat, the daughter of Anakhon. Such a clever, efficient girl! She knows everything; may she grow up to
be a beauty. She told us all what to do, gave an assignment to each of us. ‘You do five squares, you do six.’”
“How many did you get?:
“She gave me six, telling me that since I am from Naimancha I should have that honour. As I said, she told
everybody what to do. Pity Anakhon isn’t here to see her, to see this great festival of ours. Her heart is breaking at
this very moment. Here she is!”
Bashorat came up in heavy—evidently her father’s—boots. In her hands she had a sagene measure,\fn{An old
Russian measure equal to seven feet } a pencil was stuck behind her ear in the manner of foremen, and her face was
glowing. Jurakhon stretched out her hand to her as to an equal.
“Tell me, is Tursunoi feeling better?”
“No. I don’t know what to do. Last night mother thought I was asleep and sat near Tursrunoi and wept. Oh,
how she wept!” Bashorat’s voice trembled. Kumri furtively wiped away a tear.
“This evening brother Abdusamat and the Komsomols will sing for the people who’ve come to the hoshar. Oh,
if only Tursunoi were here,” Bashorat lowered her head.
A man’s voice called her name and the girl instantly brightened up, replying energetically with an imperious
wave of :her hand.
“I’m like a telephone … between the men and the women,” she said merrily and ran away. Jurakhon put her
hand on Kumri’s shoulder.
“Go and see Anakhon after work today. I can’t …”
“Of course, sister, certainly.”
*
Jurakhon went to old Anzirat, took her spade and, rolling up the sleeves of her dress, began to dig.
“Tiring, Grandmother Anzirat?”
“God be praised, daughter. Wait. Why should you dig when there are so many people here?”
“Is it a sin?”
“No sin at all! It’s a good deed you’re doing! How many people there are in Naimancha and how many years
we have lived here, but it never entered anyoody’s head to cleat away this fly-market. God be praised that I have
lived to see this bright day. God grant I shall also see a mill here.”
“Remember, you wanted to die?”
“Yes, daughter mine, may God forgive me! It’s horrid to think how I used to keep to myself. I’d wash my
hands and fold them under my armpits. Now I envy our women who are travelling. Formerly only men, holy
people, went to Mecca. But now ordinary women have gone to Moscow! Have you any news from them? I’ve
worn myself out with waiting.”
“I’m expecting something any day now.”
“Rizvon, may she be … I’m missing her in my old age. She’s giving herself airs, there in Moscow. She’ll
return a factory worker, no joke that. I too would like to see my dear friend. Ask her if she’s pleased with me.
After all, we are friends before God and before people. But to tell you the truth I have offended her—”
“How could you offend a friend?”
“It was my ignorance, daughter, my ignorance. You know yourself; I kept whispering in her ear the words of
that woman who peddled opium—the one who was killed. But I knew, I knew very well, that she was an alien, an
idler, without kith or kin. I suspected that she was lewd. With my own eyes I saw Kudratullah- khoja leaving her
house just before dawn—may he trip over every third step for as long as he lives. I thought I was sinning against
her, may God have mercy on us and preserve us against people like that. Here, give me the spade, daughter. You
can find yourself another.”
“Take a rest, grandmother. Go and talk to the people. Your words are stronger than a dozen navvies.”
“I am never silent;” Anzirat replied. “I have never been silent, God be praised.”
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Suddenly, Jurakhon felt she was watched. She wanted to turn round but checked herself. Bending over the
spade she glanced from under her elbow and involuntarily started.
Teacher Naimi was leaning on a pick and watching her over the shoulder of his neighbour. Jurakhon had never
before seen such an expression in tihe eyes of the modest and well-mannered teacher. In his eyes there was stark
terror and fierce hate—the look of a trapped polecat.
But as soon as Jurakhon straightened up, Naimi swung his pick, bending over his work. And no longer could
anything but zeal be noticed on his face. He worked so hard with his pick that the men around him were amazed.
Stones and clods of earth flew out from under it in all directions. His silk shirt was dark with sweat and it was
sticking to his body.
Naimi wore a rope around his waist like a regular porter or navvy. He worked with ardour with thick clouds of
dust swirling around him, and Jurakhon thought that she had been mistaken—the teacher could not have given her
such a look. She went to him.
“And you are with us today?”
“Many of my pupils are here,” Naimi said in an offended tone, wiping the sweat off his temple. “You’re forgetting that! But forgive me, I don’t want to be distracted. Later, if I may, I shall come to you for a small favour.”
“You can ask now, if you like.”
“No, no, after work. And, if possible, I shouldn’t like anyone else to know.”
“Hmmm. Interesting.”
Naimi made it low bow. Near by, Bony Maksum sat down to shake the earth out of the top of his boots. Above
the thudding of the spades and hoes his ingratiating voice could be heard saying:
“Although I’ve lived a lonely life, I know a thing or two about love. A man must be faithful and the woman
must be submissive, yes. If that is lacking there is neither purpose nor relish in family life.”
There was no spade or barrow near Maksum. It seemed that he did not work so much as amuse the people who
were working.
“A capon once went in petition for a cock,” somebody joked.
“And had his comb pecked by the hens for his pains!” another added. But Bony Maksum went on imperturbably:
“I’ll say this for myself. My wife, whom I married when she conquered my heart and I burned away with love
and passion, ran away from me on the second day after our marriage. She ran away from behind the chemyldyk.\fn
{The screen behind which a newly-married couple spend the first night } But I bear no grudge against her. Since I am the
husband, I must be faithful to her. I never married again, I swear, for such was my loyalty. My wife found what
people call her destined one. I go to see her from time to time even now and I take delight in her children. God be
thanked, I did not desecrate my loyalty. Yes—”
“How does her destined one meet you?”
“With a choice word? Or with a choice stick?”
“I converse with him in the same way as I am conversing with you,” Maksum replied without a smile.
*
Jurakhon turned away. In the distance she made out a man with a bicycle and wearing a faded cap with the
peak at the back of his head. He was wheeling his bicycle in front of him and speaking glibly with the people
around him. Everybody made way for him, pointing to Ergash and Yefim Danilovich.
He was the long-awaited postman.
Jurakhon saw the postman hand Ergash a letter. Ergash turned his back on the postman and opened the letter,
while Yefim Danilovich laughed good-naturedly and slapped him on his sihoulder. Jurakhon hurried to them.
The tetter was from Moscow. Ergash opened the letter and raised his brows in perplexity.
“‘Chief of the factory project, Comrade Ergash Sultanov.’ What did this mean?”
He glanced at the signature. The letter was from Khojiya. Why was she using this official tone? Her letters had
always begun with “My dearest brother Ergash.”
He read quickly, eagerly. But nowhere, not in any line, did he find his name again. Not a single word of endearment.
“We have safely arrived in the great city.” It was the same to the very end:
“We … Our women … The local women …”
The line above the signature had been carefully crossed out. Only separate letters could be made out. Ergash
stared at this line; endeavouring to guess what Khojiya could have written that later she should change her mind
and cross it out, but Yefim Danilovich took the letter away from him. Reading it attentively, he turned to Ergash.
“It’s a good letter! Magnificent girl. What are you dissatisfied about, chief?”
“I? I also think it’s … well written. Only … there’s a line crossed out.”
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“Where?” Ergash pointed with his finger.
“This?’ Yefom Danilovich gravely examined the line. “But it’s absolutely clear. You couldn’t read it?”
“N-no. And you?” Yefim Danilovich frowned, to hide his smile.
“I’m surprised at you. Are you illiterate, or what? You understand, the girl let slip an unhappy phrase.”
“Unhappy?”
“Of course. Look for yourself.” Interested, Ergash bent over the letter while Yefim Danilovich moved his
finger along the crossed-out line and “read” it without looking at it:
“‘My dearest, I am missing you and surely you are missing me too? How happy I would have been if you
suddenly appeared by my side here.’”
Ergash lifted, his head and burst out laughing.
“Uncle Yefim,” he said, the way he used to call him before serving in the Army, “from now on I shall take all
her letters to you. You read them well and you have a pleasant voice.”
“All I can say is that a shyly crossed-out line such as this can be found not only in a letter but in a person’s
heart,” Yefim Danilovich said, “and not only in a girl’s heart.”
“You again mean Dobrokhotov? Did you hear what he said? ‘How many hands for nothing. …’ He meant our
people! Hands for nothing!”
“I hear everything, Ergash. But it was after these word’s that the crossed-out line stood and the whole point
was in it.”
“What point?”
“Read it for yourself.”
*
Dobrokhotov, covered with dust from head to foot, his shirt torn at the elbow, ran wearily down Lion’s Hill.
Producing from his pocket a watch on a short silver chain, he pointed to it.
“Is it time?” Yefim Danilovich asked, glancing at his own watch.
“It’s beyond me where they get their energy from,” the engineer said. “They’re not workers, they’re lions! And
the women are lionesses. However, the sun’s already at its zenith. Let them have a breather at least. I expect
they’re hungry. The women possibly want to see the children that have been left at home. As a matter of fact, the
children are also here.”
Yefim Danilovich smiled, waiting to hear what Ergash would say. Ergash vaguely shrugged his shoulders.
Jurakhon quickly walked up to him, stretching out her hand for the letter.
“What will I get if I give the letter?” Yefim Danilovich demanded. Almost in the same instant that Elgash gave
the signal, the vibrant clang of iron on rail rolled across the vacant lot and Lion’s Hill.
“Knock off! Light your fags!” a voice shouted in Russian from the direction of the cemetery area, in which the
Red Armymen were working.
A song was started in Abdusamlat’s sector. Some people sought the shelter of what shade there was. Others sat
down where they had been working and produced tobacco, bread, onions and salt. Only a few went home.
Jurakhon took the letter to the women. Over a fire water was already boiling in a big black pot brought by
Kumri. The lid rattled.
An aged carter called to Kumri from afar, saying that he would come to her for tea. She replied that she was
afraid he would scald his lips.
“Comrades,” Jurakhon began in her low, rich voice. “Sit closer if you want to hear me read what our countrywomen write from Moscow.” Like echoes, voices sounded all over the vacant lot:
“Letter … from Moscow … from our women …”
The women grouped themselves around Jurakhon. The men also drew closer, but they sat down some distance
away so as not to disconcert the women.
“Ah, Rizvon, may she be … so she gave me a thought after all!” grandmother Anzirat declared loudly; sitting
down in the first row, an expression of expectation on her face. The other women also comported themselves with
more freedom than usual. Many of them took off their paranjas but only slightly lowered the kerchiefs over their
faces. While Jurakhon read the letter there was general silence, which was broken only now and then by subdued
exclamations.
We live here as in our native town, in our own home. There is a Russian woman, a weaver, to teach each of us and
from the very first day we came to love each other like sisters. They gave us a place in their hostel, and are always with
us, at the loom, in the canteen, and during walks.
Frequently they question us about our life. They asked us to send you their proletarian greetings.
We grew dizzy when we saw the mill they have here. It’s a whole town. There are huge blocks of buildings with
flowerbeds in front of them. If only you could see the machines in the mill!
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At first we were dismayed, but when we began to grasp the work we realized that although these machines are very
complicated they are also very obedient.
I can tell you that we too will have such machines. And, in general, what we are seeing here now is what we shall
have in the future. That is what we were told at a lecture.

Dobrokhotov sat down on to the ground beside the workers and as he listened to Jurakhon he tried to
understand what was moving him so strangely: the naïveté of the letter or the pride with which it was heard? The
women did not understand some of the words in Khojiya’s letter: “hostel,” “blocks of buildings”. Jurakhon had to
explain them.
And these were the people who were out to build a mill?
But why not? Was it so long ago that the Russian worker, who now reads Marx and Lenin, was an ignorant
serf?
The women wrote from Moscow that they wished success to the builders in Naimancha. What frank delight
these words provoked! The women and men began to shout, to clap, to jump to their feet and throw caps in the air.
Without noticing it, Dobrokhotov too rose to his feet and began to shout
“Hurrah!” A slap on his back brought him round. Ergash impetuously put his arms round.Dobrokhotov’s
shoulders and whispered fervently in his ear:
“I never meant to wound your feelings, engineer. Don’t be offended, all right?”
“Of course, and that goes for me too; don’t be angry,” Dobrokhotov replied, deeply moved.
*
After midday, when work was resumed, the people bent to it even more enthusiastically than before.
Abdusamat’s team went for their spades and barrows long before the clanging of the rail. Until late dusk a cloud
of dust hung over the vacant lot and the men’s shirts, wet with sweat, did not get dry.
When it began to grow dark, the Komsomols from the carriage-repair works smoothed a piece of ground on
what remained of Lion’s Hill and paved it with planks. In a trice, word went round that the performers had arrived
and that there would be entertainment.
Rumri, who had finished clearing her six “squares,” was the first to bring her children, seating them down right
beside the planks. Torches were lit round the “stage.” Sparks shot out from the torches and there was a smell of
paraffin and burnt rags. The old and the young sat down in a circle, shoulder to shoulder. The children surrounded
the platform like ants. The performers had to step over them to get to the “stage.”
Dobrokhotov was at a loss as to what to do with himself: normally he should make the rounds and check on
what had been done that day, but at heart he wanted to throw up everything and with the others to see and listen to
the worker-performers. People ca1led to him, making a comfortable seat for him on a barrow. He yielded and
settled down on the barrow with pleasure, stretching his tired and aching legs out between bent backs.
Blue-shirted Komsomols appeared on the platform. They were in the same clothes in which they had worked
during the day—only the dust had been lightly brushed off. But there were red ribbons pinned to the breasts of the
lads and girls and everybody realized that they were the performers.
The huge crowd fell silent. Two children could be distinctly heard arguing:
“They’ll sing now.”
“No, they won’t, they’ll perform.”
Somebody hissed at them and they too fell silent. But the performers took a long time to begin. The lads
shifted their weight from one foot to the other and exchanged glances, the girls turned away in embarrassment,
covering their faces with their sleeves as though hiding from the glare of the torches. In the audience people
began to laugh.
Abdusamat ran to the front of the platform. The performers braced themselves up, stood closer together and in
a straighter line. But Abdusamat too seemed to have forgotten why people had gathered here. He walked down the
line of Komsomols, quietly asking them about something. In reply, the performers shook their heads and shrugged
their shoulders.
“I wonder what happened?” Dobrokhotov thought, feeling awkward as though he was also standing on the
“stage.”
Suddenly somebody touched his shoulder. He turned round. Ergash beckoned to him. Dobrokhotov felt that
something. had gone wrong. Ergash’s brows were knit and he looked worried.
“Have you seen Jurakhon?” he asked taking the engineer aside.
“No.”
“I haven’t seen her for some time. I’ve looked everywhere. Strange! Where could she have gone to?”
Although they spoke in an undertone, their conversation was heard. Like a burst of wind, an alarmed
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whispering swept through the crowd illumined by the uneven, wavering light of the torches. Abdusamat bent
forward and peered into the darkness beyond the torches, trying to hear what the people were saying. There was
no longer any laughter.
“Where is Jurakhon? Where is she, people!” a woman’s voice cried.
Yefim Danilovich appeared.
His face—his eyes, his cheekbones, hiis moustache—looked as though it had hardened into stone. His hands,
clenched into fists, were motionless. Without looking where he was going, he went through the narrow corridor
that the people made for him. He stopped at the platform which had, become empty in a thrice. For a long time he
could not utter a single word.
The people stood still, waiting silently and with consternation watching him breathe heavily and making an
effort to master himself. Then, in the light of the torches, they saw tears trickling down his cheeks.
“Brothers … sisters,” he said at last.
“The enemy has killed our Jurakhon!”
*
Early next morning people again streamed to the construction site from all parts of tJhe town. The streets were
again filled with crowds, but this time they were silent. The people moved like a cloud before a thunderstorm.
And on the banners, the wind blew about black ribbons.
A long coffin strewn with flowers stood on a bier on Lion’s Hill. Jurakhon’s white face, which seemed to be
alive, gazed at the people with closed eyes. Her lips were slightly parted, her fine eyebrows were just a little
raised. She looked as though she had not finished saying what she had started to say. It appeared as though death
had struck at the very moment that she was saying something kind, something heartfelt.
An old woman, with a black kerchief tied round her snow-white head—the mother of Jurakhon—and Anakhon
were sitting at the head of the bier with their arms around each other. Anakhon was pressing the grief-stricken
mother’s head to her breast and gently swaying with her as though rocking a baby. She gazed at Jurakhon’s face
with dry, fiery eyes. And only her lips twitched from time to time as if she had sudden spasms of pain. At the foot
of the deceased stood Bashorat with her head defiantly bared and looking up girlishly stern as though she had
reached womanhood overnight.
Bidding Jurakhon farewell, the prople walked slowly past the coffin, showering flowers on the coffin, the bier
and the ground.
Meanwhile, an ever-swelling crowd suchh as had never before assembled in this small town faced Lion’s Hill
in a semicircle. There was a great throng of women in front. From time to time they were seized and shaken by a
muffled, constrained sobbing. Then again there was grim silence.
The children grew quiet. Hushed and sad, they pressed close to their elders, not daring to ask questions, unable
to bring themselves to move away a single step.
A group of strange women in paranjas came up to the coffin, crowding close together. There were five of
them. Anaklhon recognized them as being from the distant kishlak. Their leader lifted her yashmak and, spreading
out her arms, fell on the coffin, sobbing aloud and wailing. She could not check herself for a long time and
nobody stopped her.
The sun was high in the sky when Yefim Danilovich and Ergash went up to Anakhon and stood beside her.
Anakhon rose to her feet and took her kerchief off her head. From one end to the other the crowd stirred in terrible
silence.
“Comrades. Workers, honest people,” Anakhon said without raising her voice, but she was heard everywhere.
“My dear sisters … look how many people have come to see our fearless Jurakhon off on her last journey. Look
how many friends she has, how many people love her.
“I wanted to name the women she has helped. Their number is great. I shall not name them because she has
helped everybody gathered here: the women and the men. She has helped everybody who has a worker’s hands
and a worker’s conscience.
“Look at our town: it began with the cooperative—then shops, a new schoo1, the mill that we are building—
how many good things!
Tell me: where is Kudratuhah, the master of Naimarucha, where is the shopkeeper Matkovul, where are all the
lesser spiders? Any child can tell you that we now have more good things and fewer bad people in our town. And
each of us knows that Jurakhon started these things, that she gave them her heart. For our sake, for the sake of the
people, she did not spare her strength and she did not spare her life.”
Anakhon took a step forward and raised her voice:
“And such a person has been killed by the enemy!”
A sigh came from the crowd as though it had escaped from a single breast.
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Anakhon went on, her head bent over the coffin:
“We loved you, sister. We shall never forget you! And I swear to you let us all take an oath, comrades! We shall
finish the work you have started. We shall build the mill. We shall build a new life.
“Today we are mourning … mourning for you. We failed to protect you, Jurakhon … forgive us. But there is
no fear in our hearts. Rest assured, we shall not falter. And tomorrow, when our mill will be standing in this piece
of wasteland, your name will be the first to be remembered. And then you shall be with us as though you were
alive!
“Farewell, sister. Farewell, our mother!”
Anakhon turned sharply, waving her fist in the air:
“Listen to me, people. A curse on the murderers! Eternal memory to Comrade Jurakhon!”
Hundreds of voices echoed those words. With her face wet wibh tears, but with burning eyes, Kumri ran to the
coffin. She threw up and then stretched her black, work-worn hands to Anakhon.
“Anakhon! Sister! You have told us what a person the enemies have killed, may their eyes burst in their heads,
may they never see the light of day! But you did not say that she died with an open face! The enemy :has hidden
himself, but she did not hide. Now this is what I want to say.
“Let them kill me as well. Let them also see my open face and let their eyes fill with blood! There!”
With both her hands she tore her paranja off her head, bunched it up and flung it. on the ground. Her thinning
hair with its lines of silver fell loose. At that minute her wrathful face was terrible to see.
“Let the enemy look me in the eyes. Let the cowardly jackal show himself.”
“Sister!” cried another votce, breaking the tense silence. “Sister … I too am with you!” Holnisa, breathing hard
with emotion, appeared beside Kumri. “Sisters, you all know of the kind things that Jurakhon laid to me. Ignorant
person that I am, I did not listen to her counselsl. It is a bitter cup to me that now she will not :hear me. People!
Listen to me! When Jurakhon saved me from the paws of Matkovul, she said to me as a mother:
“‘Now you are free, Holnisa. Open your face to the light.’
“I was afraid to do it. Look now, people! I shall not say farewell to her until I follow her advice!”
Taking off her red paranja and yashmak, she threw them on Kumri’s paranja and, talking a step back, spat on
them. As soon she did that she wanted to run to the crowd of women, to submit to an involuntary inducement to
hide. She was stopped by a fellow villager, the leader of the women from her kishlak. Embracing Holnisa in full
view of everybody and kissing her on her forehead, the old woman went with her to the coffin, bowed to it and
then bowed to the people.
“Allow me to speak also, my daughters and sons. Recently I heard Jurakhon speak. She was alive and
courageous. And the words that she spoke were wise. She told us about Lenin. Her eyes saw Lenin. He shook her
hand. Now her eyes have dimmed and the hand is cold. Never more will we hear her. But I, too, an old woman,
want to look at her for the last time, openly and freely.”
The gray, dusty paranja slipped from the head and shoulders of the woman. She was still youthful-looking and
it was obvious that she had been beautiful when she was young. Stepping over the paranja, she embraced Jurakhon’s feet, saying with devout ecstasy, with tears of freedom:
“Your life has been short, but the star of your happiness is high in the heavens! Let your high star shine for us,
too.”
*
The silence that had reigned until then was shattered. From the crowd, bunched-up paranjas and yashmaks
flew over the heads of the women to Jurakhon’s coffin. In a few minutes there was a big pile. Both the women and
the men sihouted:
“Burn them!”
“Burn this rubbish, these black shrouds!”
“Burn them, so we can see it.”
“Burn them so that nothling remains. And throw the ashes to the wind!”
Nazokat, no longer in a paranja, ran to the coffin; the coins intertwined with her hair glittered in the sun.
“Dear sisters,” her voice rang out above the shouts. “I shall speak to this gray-haired mother.” She bowed to
Jurakhon’s mother, who was sitting hunched up at Anakhon’s feet.
“Mother! Do not grieve, straighten your back. Your daughter was as a real sister to us. And all of us are your
daughters. We shall love you as we loved her and we shall be like her!”
In the meantime, Abdusamat threw a burning torch into the pile of paranjas. Bashorat threw another. With
paraffin poured over it, the heap of rags and horsehair burst into flames. Crackling and hissing, a stinking column
of smoke rose to the sky. More and more gray-black bundles were added to the fire. The women with bared heads
crowded round.
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Those of the women who had not cast off their paranjas stayed behind, but they too stood on tiptoes and
craned their necks over the heads and shoulders in front of them to get a view of the cherished fire. Some, who
had come more out of curiosity than sympathy, quietly separated themselves from the crowd and left unnoticed.
A few fanatical old men stood in a solitary group. They had not dared to raise their voices today. Unexpectedly
Naimi appeared by the dying fire, waving away the ashes flying in the air. He was without his stick. He wanted to
speak.
“Citizens,” he began pompously in a screeching voice. “We committed the paranjas to the flames. That means
that we have committed the old way of life to the flames!”
Something made Anakhon move away from him, while Ergash muttered furiously:
“Snake …”
Naimi looked round, shrank back, coughed and hurriedly concluded:
“Here’s what I’ll say: May the enemy be cursed, and may freedom and enlightenment flourish!” He hurrried
away and disappeared in the crowd.
The fire died down. The wind carried away the gray ashes.
The people lifted the bier with the coffin of their daughter. Again a silence descended upon the closely united
crowd. Though their heads were bent in deep sorrow and they hunched up their shoulders, these people never felt
so close to one another as now. Never before had so many friends gathered together in Naimancha.
The procession did not last long. Jurakhon was buried in a spot indicated by the engineer: in front of the
façade of the future mill.
The sun was sinking in the west when the people began to disperse from the fresh grave. …
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Twilight fell. Rano and I were busy in one of the rooms, on the third floor of the university.
For some time Rano had been absent-minded, pondering over something. She had been trying to avoid meeting
Rustam Jan, a student of her year, and, when she had been unable to avoid him, had turned her back on him.
Rano closed her book and went over to the window without a word to me. I went and stood beside her, the soft,
pure air carried by a spring breeze blew lightly in our faces. The moon shone down between the tall, graceful
trees. Electric lights sparkled like stars among the trees in the garden below and the city, too, gleamed with electric lights. The motor horns, the music that wafted over from afar, the laughter of people sauntering in the gardens
reminded one of the tales of countries with ever-green gardens and eternally young people.
Rano leaned on the window-sill and stared into the distance. Suddenly her eyelashes quivered.
“They say that Rustam Jan is getting married,” she said in a suppressed voice and wiped away the tears that
were rolling down her cheeks.
“Lucky girl,” she added with a sigh.
I did not answer; it is difficult at such moments to find words of consolation.
*
For a long time Rano had been in love with Rustam Jan, a youth of medium height with thick, black eyebrows
that joined in the middle. He was a student in our study group, a good organizer, took part in all activities, was on
the Komsomol and trade-union committees and was well liked; he was also respected by the teaching staff: The
strange thing was that Rustam Jan, who organized dances, never danced with girls but always with boys; he never
did his preparation for seminars with the girls. When the whole group worked together he asked questions of the
boys only. If he met one of the girls he never gave her his hand and confined himself to scarcely audible words of
greeting.
I lived in the same city quarter as Rustam Jan and knew his family—his mother and sister, an old maid. The
mother was a garrulous old woman who could at any moment pour out a ton of gossip to anybody she was talking
to. The women of the quarter spoke of the sister as a coarse and cunning scandalmonger. Rustam Jan’s family
lived in isolation and he was seldom at home himself—he spent most of his time in the university.
We never noticed that Rustam Jan had shown signs of being in love with any girl. He knew that Rano loved
him but was quite indifferent to her. All our group knew it, too.
“I live in the same quarter but I haven’t heard anything about a wedding. Who told you?”
Rano already had control of herself. She took me by the hand and looked into my eyes.
“It can’t be helped,” she said, “the heart won’t obey you and love doesn’t come to order.” She turned to the
window again.
“If I could see her just once. She must be a wonderful girl.”
“All right, I’ll try to find out.”
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“Of course, you live near them, try to find out, please,” she begged me.
*
On our day off, when I knew that Rustam Jan was not at home, I went to his house. His mother was sitting on
the verandah stitching a quilt and his sister was sweeping the courtyard. When she saw me she threw down the
broom unwillingly and came slowly over to greet me. The old woman took off her glasses and stood up.
“Come in, girlie, how are you?” she asked, patting me on the shoulder.
“Thank you. And how are you?”
The old woman pushed the quilt aside with a determined gesture. Her daughter invited me to sit down.
“I see you are in a hurry. Isn’t there going to be a wedding soon?” I asked, glancing at the silken quilt she was
making.
“Yes, dearie, I want to marry off my son while I’m still alive.”
“Who’s the bride? Where is she studying?” I asked.
“She isn’t studying. She used to work at the cooperative with me and now she embroiders caps at home,”
answered Rustam Jan’s sister as she spread a cloth.
“My dear son is clever,” chirped the old woman, accepting tea from her daughter. “He does not go against my
will. What should I do if he were like the good-for-nothing louts there are about today and wanted to marry his
own choice? Educated girls don’t stay at home and I want a worker, a helper. She can earn just as much at home.
She embroiders beautifully. She is as graceful as a poplar. I chose her myself! Rustam Jan let me have my own
way. He’s not interested in educated girls and says he doesn’t like women to teach men. He’s just like me!”
I was so wrapped up in my thoughts that I took a sip of boiling hot tea and almost scalded my mouth. The two
women did not notice it, however.
“Although the bride hasn’t been to school she’s not one whit worse than those who have,” boasted the old
woman. “And what a trousseau she’s got ready! Even two silk tapestries!” I stood up without answering.
“Did you want to see Rustam Jan?” asked the old woman, gathering the crumbs from her skirt. “He’ll probably
be home in the evening.”
“Yes, I wanted a book,” I answered.
*
Next day I told Rano everything. At first she would not believe me and stared at me with wide-open, startled
eyes; then she lowered her head and covered !her face with her hands. She sat like that for several moments and,
as I looked at Rano, I thought that those moments were enough to extinguish in her heart a love that had tormentted her for a whole year.
Some time later Rustam Jan was married. He invited all our girls to the wedding but none of us went. How
could we be friends with a man who insulted human dignity?
The summer vacation passed and the academic year began again. Perhaps it was because we were in our last
year that our friendship became stronger—we had been sitting side by side for five whole years. Those had been
years rich in impressions! How could we ever forget the times we did our preparatory reading sitting on a blanket
spread on the green grass? Or the dances that began spontaneously in the hall of our hostel? Or the excitement and
alarms that preceded examinations?
Rano did not speak of Rustam Jan any more and I did not ask her anything. Why irritate old wounds? Rustam
Jan’s smooth and precise answers to the teachers and his courteousness in his relations with his comrades did not
please us, as they used to. The year before he had headed the Komsomol organization of our group but at this
year’s elections he had not even been nominated.
That year our group arranged many evening parties. The boys always came with their girls and the girls
brought boys with them but Rustam Jan always came alone. At last we could stand it no longer and on the eve of
the New Year’s party told him that if he did not bring his wife to the party he need not come at all.
“It’s about time we met your wife!” said Kumri, half-jokingly.
Rustam Jan blinked trying to find an answer.
“She’d come, but … it’s like this … she wouldn’t want to,” he stammered with a wry smile that was an acknowledgement that he was lying.
“You say strange things, Rustam Jan,” said Muzaffar with a wave of his hand. “Your wife stays at home and
you have a good time, go to New Year parties, to the pictures or the theatre. There’s love for you! Doesn’t your
wife want to go to the pictures? You say one thing but you do another, is that it!?”
Rustam Jan turned pale but did not answer.
*
We decided to have our New Year party at Huri’s. Rand and I had undertaken to help Aunt Fatima, Huri’s mother and went to their house in the morning. Rano was rolling dough for pies, her body swaying slightly as she
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worked. Strands of hair fell on to her face and disturbed her and she brushed them away with the back of her
hand. She worked in silence and it seemed to me that her thoughts were far away.
Rustam Jan’s wife was coming that evening. Perhaps Rano was thinking about that. Could she still be in love
with him?
The guests began to arrive at ten o’clock in the evening.
“Rustam Jan has come!” exclaimed Huri who was looking out of the window and ran out of the room.
Rustam Jan came in and following him was a tall young woman with a light complexion; this was Nuri,
Rustam Jan’s wife.
Rustam Jan did not introduce his wife to us. He greeted each of us in turn and then went and sat down beside
Muzaffar. We introduced ourselves to Nuri. I invited her to sit down beside me. She sat down timidly and for a
long time did not take part in the girls’ conversation. Rustam Jan behaved as though he had come alone and did
not pay the slightest attention to Nuri.
Rano suddenly stopped talking. When the others laughed out loud only the slightest smile appeared on her
thoughtful face.
“Do you go to work?” I asked Nun in an effort to draw her into the conversation.
“No. I used to. But after I was betrothed my husband’s relatives wouldn’t allow it. Now I embroider caps a
little.”
“Isn’t it boring at home? Come and see us. Come to the university, there are plenty of girls there. Get to know
them. We often have parties like this. Rustam Jan comes and you don’t. Come along and don’t be shy!”
Nuri’s cheeks were flaming. She seemed to want to say something and looked at me hesitatingly.
“Well, you know … you’re all studying and I … what am I? ‘Like should go with like,’ they say. … I suppose
an uneducated person shouldn’t marry an educated one. Of course, I’m bored at home but I … I’m not your
equal,” she said softly, fidgeting with the fringe on the tablecloth.
“Who said so?” exclaimed Rano taking Nuri by the hand.
Nuri did not answer immediately. She looked sideways at Rano and smiled in confusion.
“If ask my husband to take me with him, he says that I’m a housewife and that I have nothing to talk to you
about. When I think about what he says it seems to me that he’s right.”
Rano looked at Nuri in astonishment and with the deepest pity.
*
In the meantime the party was growing merrier. Dance music was being broadcast. Muzaffar and Huri were
dancing and the other guests were standing in a circle clapping their hands. Nobody had heard our conversation.
Rano went out of the room. A long time passed and she did not come back in so I went after her. She was
standing leaning against one of the verandah posts. It was snowing and big snowdrops settled and melted on the
fur rollar of the coat she had thrown over her shoulders.
“Rano, come inside. You must be frozen!” She turned to me.
“Poor Nuri—”
She stopped as though she had a lump in her throat that prevented her from speaking. I could not hold my
tongue any longer.
“'It seems that the girl you thought was lucky isn’t so very lucky, after all.”
Rano did not answer. Then she looked me straight in the eyes. .
“We can’t let Nuri go on like that,” she said decisively. “She’s still very young. Can’t we free her? We can do
it, can’t we? We must! Nuri is an excellent embroiderer, she must go to work. All our group must take part in settling this question. I’m going to fight against Rustam Jan openly, now. There is no love left in my heart. The only
thing is that I pity Nuri.”
“Of course, we can’t leave things as they are. Before long Rustam Jan will be leaving the University. You’re
right, we’ll get the whole group onto it,” I answered.
We returned to the room. Rano’s eyes were beaming with happiness as though she had found the answer to a
riddle that had been puzzling her for a long time. She pushed her way into the centre of the circle and, snapping
her fingers, broke into a jolly dance. We all admired her light and graceful movements and the tender coquettish
expression in her eyes.
Rano stopped in front of Nuri, inviting her to dance. Nuri rose and blushed a deep red, and we all clapped our
hands. She looked round the circle and then sat down, hiding her face in her hands. But Rano caught her by the
hands and pulled her to her feet. Nuri glanced sideways at her husband. Rustam Jan sat with his eyes downcast.
“Are you afraid of your husband?” asked Rano, half jokingly. “Let him say so much as a word and we’ll deal
with him. We’re friends, now, so dance and don’t be afraid!”
We continued clapping. Nuri looked at her husband again but still she could not catch his eye. Suddenly she
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became serious, gave a determined look at Rano who was clapping her hands encouragingly and then tripped
lightly round the circle.
Nuri had taken the first, decisive step towards a bright and happy life.
254.13 Excerpt from Uzbekistan: The Road Of Independence And Progress\fn{by Islom Abdug’aniyevich Karimov
(1938- )} Samarkand, Samarkand Province, Uzbekistan (M) 12
1
State sovereignty, along with membership in the United Nations and other international organizations has
given Uzbekistan an opportunity to conduct independent foreign policy, search for ways to join the international
community, and prioritize the goals of international relations.
The implementation of a dynamic multilateral foreign policy in the national interests of Uzbekistan is an
imperative condition and the most important vehicle for consolidation of state sovereignty for overcoming economic difficulties and raising the living standard of the people.
The creation of an independent foreign policy is a newly emerging and virtually unexplored sphere of activity
for the Republic of Uzbekistan. Under the past totalitarian system, Uzbekistan was deprived of the right to free
and direct access to the international arena. Uzbekistan did not have its own foreign policy institutions, to say nothing of qualified diplomatic personnel and specialists in foreign economic relations. Until quite recently there has
been not even a single institute for training such personnel.
The Republic and its enterprises came under direct pressure from the Center\fn{ A frequently used word in this essay;
Moscow is probably meant, in its function as the political and military directorate of the former U.S.S.R.:H } which monopolized
foreign trade. There were no opportunities to independently establish direct foreign relations. All currency transactions were effected solely through agencies of the former Union.\fn{ I.e., the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (U.S.S.
R.) which dissolved itself in 1991 } The Republic never knew where all the natural resources and manufactured goods
went or when was the recipient of proceeds accruing from their export sales. Furthermore, Uzbekistan was totally
dependent on imported technology and consumer goods. There is much to be done and in some spheres we will
have to start virtually from zero to achieve and strengthen our international prestige, to firmly establish ourselves
as an equal entity of international law. The following major principles are of paramount importance to the foreign
policy of Uzbekistan.
*
First. All-round consideration of mutual interests on condition of supremacy of our own national and state
interests. Our independent state has no intention of falling under the sphere of interests of any super power. Uzbekistan did not gain independence only to submit, once again, to someone else.
*
Second. Assigning priorities to shared human values in relations among people and governments the Republic
will speak out in the world arena for strengthening peace and security, for the peaceful settlement of conflicts. Uzbekistan is committed to remaining a nuclear-free zone, and will never join aggressive military blocks and
alliances. The Republic recognizes and will strictly observe International Acts on human rights and non-aggression, renouncing the use of force or threat of force in settling disputes.
*
Third. The foreign policy of the Republic is based on the principles of equality, mutual benefit and noninterference in the domestic affairs of other states. To be an equal among equals, to break free from the “elder brother”
syndrome of the past—this is what we shall be guided by in our relations with the CIS states\fn{ This statement by I.
A. Karimov was printed in 1992; the CIS referred to is the Commonwealth of Independent States, then composed of 11 countries, all former members of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (U.S.S.R.), which dissolved itself in 1991. Uzbekistan is still a member } and in

our foreign policy in general.
*
Fourth. Realization of the principle of openness in foreign policy irrespective of ideologycal viewpoints
through promotion of extensive foreign relations with all peace-loving states.
*
Fifth. Newly independent sovereign Uzbekistan, through shaping its national legal system, recognizes the supremacy of international law over domestic law. By joining the world community, our independent state commits
itself to adhering to international standards retaining at the same time its distinctive identity.
*
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Sixth. Uzbekistan comes out for the establishment of both bilateral and multilateral relations with foreign
countries in accordance with the principles of complete trust deepening cooperation within the framework of international organizations.
Uzbekistan will strictly adhere to the aforesaid principles in creating its own foreign policy, enriching and expanding them, will consistently implement the basic guidelines of foreign political and economic activities.
Uzbekistan’s diplomatic priorities are shaped through the prism of historical, economic, cultural, national and
religious traditions and interests.
One of the major guidelines of our foreign policy is the development of direct and multilateral relations with
the signatories of the Commonwealth of Independent States. As a constituent member, Uzbekistan supported the
idea of Commonwealth and continues to support its consolidation and development on the basis of equality among member-states.
*
As a final objective, genuine independence can be reached more quickly within the framework of the CIS. For
this, the Commonwealth will have to live up to its name. The Tashkent Summit of the heads of states and govern ments of the CIS demonstrated that the Commonwealth does have a future. The independent states have preserved
a mutual desire for equitable cooperation, working together to find solutions to urgent issues of peace and se curity.
It may seem paradoxical at first glance but it is precisely full state sovereignty that will enable the CIS countries to consolidate their natural drive towards cooperation in the settlement of the most acute current problems
and advance the development of the Commonwealth.
*
Uzbekistan’s participation in the Commonwealth of Independent States has been predetermined by the following circumstances:
1. The newly independent republics formerly were components of a single state\fn{ The U.S.S.R. (qv.) is meant}
which territorially, geopolitically and structurally represented one cohesive entity. The abrupt severance of these
relations shaped over decades, would destabilize the situation both in the republics and internationally.
2. The Republic’s economy emerged and developed within the constraints of the former Union. A single transport and power system bound it to other regions by a tightly-knit economic network, accounts of which were settled in roubles. Discontinuation of these relations requires that we fill the gap by establishing corresponding international economic relations which may take a long period of time. This has already brought about a decrease in
production, a deterioration of the economic situation and an increase in social problems.
3. The multinational population in all sovereign republics, including Uzbekistan, is bound by close kindred ties
to family members throughout the entire territory of the former Union. Preservation of open borders, free travel
and exchange of information are the guarantees for securing civil and ethnic accord in the Republic—major factors in maintaining socio-political stability.
4. The newly independent sovereign states have not yet won due prestige in foreign political and economic
relations. They will need time to consolidate their international status. Membership in the CIS does in no way limit the opportunities to establish mutually beneficial contacts with foreign states. On the contrary, it adds dynamism to our diplomatic activities.
*
Uzbekistan’s active cooperation with other sovereign states within the framework of the Commonwealth will
secure:
1. coordination of national defense through Unified Armed Forces, protection of territorial integrity of the
country and inviolability of state borders;
2. access to achievements of scientific and technical progress, innovations introduced by other states of the
Commonwealth, high technology, space and telecommunications; allow for the purchase of top-priority raw and
finished products, among them consumer goods, at considerably reduced prices, as well as access to a huge market for the sale of our own products;
3. broad opportunities for the use of the already existing transportation network, including seaports, effecting
the transit of deliveries to foreign countries;
4. joint solution of acute ecological problems, rendering mutual assistance in alleviating the aftermath of natural calamities and disasters.
Uzbekistan is determined to build its partnership with the Commonwealth countries both through multilateral
inter-state relations and inter-governmental treaties and agreements and on the basis of direct bilateral contacts
which establish mutually advantageous trade, economic, scientific, technical and cultural relations.
*
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A key issue in Uzbekistan's interactions with the CIS countries is the development and consolidation of equitable relations with sovereign Russia and reliance on its potential. In determining its domestic and foreign policy,
the Republic cannot ignore the fact that, as affiliates of the former Union, Uzbekistan and Russia have been for
more than seventy years inseparably bound in all spheres of life, in economy, and culture. The roots of these links
can be traced deep into the past. With consideration of Russia’s actual impact on life in Uzbekistan, its destiny and
future, it must be admitted that the significance of our cooperation is rather substantial.
In order to stand on our own feet, develop a dynamic economy and make use of our national resources we
must secure social and political stability, guaranteeing the inviolability of frontiers. The Republic must reliably
safeguard its borders. To protect our homes and preserve the existing frontiers we need support from Russia with
her great potential.
Much in our relations depends on the solution of economic problems, finding ways out of the crisis. Of particular importance for the invigoration of Uzbekistan’s economy are regular and reliable supplies of vitally impor tant resources from Russia into the Republic, namely—metal, oil, wood and timber, vehicles, technological equipment and the like. In its turn, Uzbekistan is a major exporter to Russia of cotton fiber, cottonseed feed, natural
silk, and fruit and vegetables.
It must be kept in mind that the majority of people in Uzbekistan wish to maintain friendly ties with Russia.
With Russia, not with the former Center. Actually, Russia, similar to other republics of the former Union, has
never been independent. It, too, is a newly independent state.
The Agreement of Friendship and Cooperation between the Republic of Uzbekistan and the Russian Federation serves as a powerful impetus for fostering the development of political, economic and cultural relations,
which meet the vital interests of the peoples of both countries.
A major priority in Uzbekistan’s foreign policy is attached to strengthening friendly, fraternal relations with the
sovereign republics of Central Asia and Kazakhstan, deepening and enhancing close socio-economic relations,
and expanding scientific and cultural exchange. The search for cooperation is historically inherent in the countries
of this region. This has been predetermined not only by our communal borders but, first and foremost, by the
similarity of national cultures, languages, customs and traditions.
The economy of these republics, closely associated and mutually interrelated, lives on through hard times.
From the need to preserve and consolidate economic links stems this precondition—joint utilization of the integrated power, transport and irrigation networks and the system of water and gas supplies. This also influences
intra-regional cooperation in processing of mineral resources and farm products.
Of special significance within the intra-regional cooperation is the joint implementation of measures to eliminate the consequences of the ecological disaster in the Aral Sea region and to save the Aral Sea itself from drying
up. Furthermore, efficient cooperation among sovereign states of Central Asia and Kazakhstan will promote the
successful realization of joint projects with surrounding states, especially with the countries of the Muslim East.
Following the declaration of state independence, commercial contact between Uzbekistan, other Central Asian
republics and the countries of Asian Muslim civilization—noted for enduring homogeneity of faith, spirituality,
custom and tradition—became more direct.
Cooperation with kindred nations at the state level enables the Republic to join the system of world economic
relations on the principle of equal partnership and mutual respect. And this influences our desire to establish foreign relations with other nations, especially the countries of the Asian-Pacific Rim region.
Particularly close and effective are our relations with the Republic of Turkey, which has done much to render
Uzbekistan appreciable assistance. The “Agreement on the Principles and Objectives of Relations Between the
Republic of Uzbekistan and the Republic of Turkey”, as well as agreements in the fields of economy, trade and
others, have marked a new era in relations between our two friendly states. Turkey’s experience in traversing the
road to effecting economic reform, in harmonizing relations between state and religion and dealing with ethnic
and cultural conditions similar to ours, are of great interest for guiding our own path to social, economic, state and
legal progress. Stemming from their reciprocal interests, Uzbekistan and Turkey have decided to cooperate in
manufacturing textiles and garments; processing agricultural produce; prospecting, quarrying and mining minerals; constructing small and medium-sized enterprises; training personnel; and developing travel industry. Effective trade, economic and cultural cooperation, along with a better awareness of the life of two peoples who share
common spiritual values, will be further promoted through the establishment of regular air flights between our
countries and the exchange of radio and TV programs.
*
Uzbekistan seeks to deepen relations with other Muslim states. There are certain achievements in this sphere,
too. High hopes were instilled at the Ashgabad Meeting of the countries of Central Asia, Kazakhstan, Iran, Pakistan and Turkey during which the agreement of joint construction of Transasian railway line was signed. The im216

plementation of this project will open access to seaports and international trade centers and will allow Uzbekistan
a free hand in choosing external economic priorities and orientation.
Initial steps have been taken in establishing close ties with the Arab world, especially Saudi Arabia. Our common cultural and religious heritage has been brought closer to the people of Uzbekistan along with the develop ment of trade, tourism and personnel training.
*
Uzbekistan’s relations with such Asian giants as China and India have been developing successfully as well.
The deepening of trade and economic agreements is facilitated by serious mutual intent in a wide spectrum of
spheres and sectors ranging from supplying vital resources and consumer goods to the construction of hotels, from
scientific and technical cooperation in the field of health-services and the production of medicine and drugs to the
utilization of alternative energy sources. A peculiar trait of Uzbekistan’s economic relations with China and India
is that they are effected on the basis of clearing accounts without attracting currency funds.
*
Instrumental to Uzbekistan’s dynamic foreign policy is the establishment of equitable relations with the newly
industrialized countries of South-East Asia. Their experiences of economic modernization, encouragement of
investments in both the agricultural and technological sectors of industry are important examples to the development of our own economy.
*
The diversity and openness of Uzbekistan’s foreign policy encourages the establishment of durable, mutually
profitable relations with economically advanced countries. The people of our region have been interacting with
European civilization for the last two-and-a-half thousand years. There are new opportunities at hand arising
under present-day conditions for equitable relations with the United States, Germany, Spain, France, Italy and
other developed countries.
Cooperation with the Western world paves the way for high technology, investment in the basic sectors of industry, and the comprehensive utilization of natural resources. Of particular significance for Uzbekistan is foreign
assistance in training personnel (especially in banking and management), setting up information networks, establishing contacts with world stock-exchanges and studying the experiences of foreign legislative systems.
Uzbekistan has no intention of breaking off established links with the countries of Eastern Europe which were
shaped within the framework of the former Union. The Republic seeks to secure continued supplies of technological equipment, spare parts, medicine, foodstuffs and other commodities. We fully realize how important our
cotton-fiber and other resources are to the economy of East European countries.
Economic factors play a key role in Uzbekistan’s foreign policy. We will have to effect deep economic reform
to restructure the Republic’s external economic activities.
*
The huge export potential of the Republic is a major factor in securing access to the world economy for Uzbekistan, reinforcing its position within the international community, gaining recognition of its currency. Regretfully, this powerful potential has, until now, been used to serve the interests of the whole of the former Union and
its Center.
Priorities in external trade, economic, scientific and cultural relations are:
1. the further enhancement and growth of the Republic’s export potentials, the emergence of export-oriented
economy, and the accelerated development of industries for the manufacture of items to replace the importable
goods. In time we will have to diversify our export structure, finding new, more beneficial forms, such as the
export of finished farm products and items of light industry and high-technology sector.
Since the Republic needs to generate foreign currency for structural reform and to ensure sustained supplies of
top priority essentials for the population, cotton, ginned-cotton, lint, cotton waste, cocoons, nonferrous metals, caprolactam,\fn{An organic compound widely used in the manufacture of fibers and plastics } carbamide\fn{An organic compound of
major use in the production of fertilizers} and other items and products will initially retain their significance as major export resources
2. liberalization of internal economic activities, granting enterprises greater freedom to establish direct relations with their foreign partners, for the sale of their products abroad and the introduction of benefits and privileges for export and import of commodities and goods;
3. encouragement of investments and the development of innovative enterprises in the sphere of export-oriented production through administrative and tax benefits;
4. creation of all necessary legal, socioeconomic and other such conditions for encouraging foreign investment,
preferably in the form of direct capital investment to stimulate the establishment of joint ventures and secure the
protection of investors’ interests;
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5. immediate utilization of foreign credits and foreign currency export earnings for the purchase of essential
food products, medicine and technological equipment to equip enterprises processsing farm produce and manufacturing consumer goods;
6. creation of basic laws regulating external economic activities.
Timely amendments and practical corrections have already been introduced into the “Law on Foreign Investments and their Guarantees”, as well as export and import taxes.
Draft laws on the Republic’s currency regulations, mortgages, customs code and other aspects of the economy
have been submitted to Parliament for consideration;
7. the training of qualified specialists iii the fields of diplomacy, international law, external economic activities, banking and other new realms of endeavor; expanded study and training opportunities for students and spe cialists at leading foreign educational and research centers, foreign firms, banks and companies;
8. undertaking organizational moves to join international economic and fiscal organizations—the International
Monetary Fund, the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, and the Asian Development Bank;
establishment of contacts with the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, the European Economic Community,
etc.;
9. the creation of an external economic infrastructure, specialized foreign trade, leasing, consulting, and insurance companies; the development of transportation and communication systems to further foreign contact and
trade; establishing representation abroad for trade and information;
10. the development of our own patent and licensing systems with subsequent ratification of international
agreements on the protection of the intellectual property of citizens and legal entities of the Republic.
Gradual shift to international system of standardization and certification of output.
*
The realization of these tasks will help create the economic and structural preconditions for Uzbekistan’s integration into the world economic community.
Our compatriots abroad might render great assistance in the development of foreign relations and in the solution of a number of internal socio-economic problems. The Uzbek diaspora may well serve as a living link in the
establishment of economic, cultural and other relations with foreign business circles.
History itself has assigned Uzbekistan an important geographic location at the crossroads of major routes in
Central Eurasia. This enables us to advance a strategically promising principle of foreign policy, creating an Eurasian economic and cultural bridge similar to the “Great Silk Road” of the past.\fn{ A common term for the East-West
land caravan and water routes that, as W says, “connected East, South, and Western Asia with the Mediterranean and European world” }
2
An independent economic policy which meets the interests of the people is an inalienable condition for Uzbekistan’s independent development.
For decades, the Republic was doomed to implement decisions, and carry out “campaigns”, scenarios\fn{Probably a reference to the numerous Five Year Plans sponsored during the Soviet Era:H } for which were written far from Uzbekistan, at the former Center. The interests of Uzbekistan, its specific conditions and possibilities, were completely ignored.
As a result there emerged a deformed, one-sided national economy. The Republic was compelled to import not
only certain types of raw materials, fuel, equipment and technology, but even vitally essential food products and
consumer goods.
As a result of this policy, the technical level of our enterprises and the quality of production in no way corresponds to modern organizational methods and the strict requirements of competitive world standards. Technological equipment is practically worn out, obsolete and subject to replacement in all sectors of economy. The environment of the Republic has been severely damaged while our natural resources have been mercilessly and savagely
plundered. This in its turn explains the low living standard of the population.
Moreover, the abortive experiment with perestroika\fn{W: “The restructuring of the Soviet economy and bureaucracy that
began in the mid 1980s”} and its imposed unilateral decisions plunged all former republics of the Union into a prolonged economic crisis. The drastic results placed Uzbekistan in a desperate position characterized by snowballling inflation, sky-rocketing cost of living, collapsing monetary and credit systems, and disintegrating economic
links. We are compelled to build our domestic policy under extremely unfavorable starting conditions while simultaneously facing two complex problems: the need to carry out radical reforms to foster the transition towards a
free-market economy, and the necessity of taking immediate measures to stabilize the economy and prevent a
sharp reduction in the living standard of the population.
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Uzbekistan’s potential is strong enough to enable it to withstand the heavy burden of the past, overcome the
crisis, achieve the economic independence and join the ranks of advanced countries.
*
The transition to a free-market economy which meets the interests of the individual with strong labor incentives and state protection of the most vulnerable members of the population—such is the essence of our domestic
policy.
Historical experience has taught that despite all differences in economic conditions and living standards of the
population in different countries the market mechanisms match best and prove most efficient under the current
stage of development of the world society.
Only a well-organized market can unleash the creative talent and labor potential of the people, eliminate psychological dependency on the state, develop initiative and free enterprise, encourage a strong work ethic and
restore the lost feeling of personal ownership.
Only an organized market can overturn the past dictates of manufacturers, bring production in line with consumer demand, and instantly react to the fluctuations of the market.
A competitive market stimulates thrifty management, motivates expense reduction and encourages the elimination of wastefulness.
Competition creates a receptive environment for innovation, the bold implementation of the latest scientific
and technological advances and appreciates professionalism for its true value.
*
Nevertheless, world history offers other lessons. There has never been a single state where the development of
free-market relations evolved smoothly and painlessly. We would be deluding ourselves to idealize the free-mar ket processes. We would only fall under the spell of a new myth and, as has occurred more than once, find ourself
disappointed and disillusioned.
There has to be a sober, pragmatic view of the problems inherent in the transition to an open-market economy,
since the free enterprise system also has its dark side. Prolonged and severe economic crises, growing unemployment, sky-rocketing inflation, bankruptcy of enterprises and entrepreneurs, a growing economic gap between rich
and poor, increase in crime—these, too, are aspects of the free market, especially in its developing stages. One has
to be aware of those vices inherent in this system, be prepared to face them, and be able to create sound policies to
neutralize them.
*
The transition to the market is inevitable. This is the call of our times, an objective reality. But the free market
is not an end in itself. It is a vehicle, a mechanism for shaping new values, for the achievement of a qualitatively
higher level of people’s well-being. Only market relations which take into consideration the experience of advanced countries may ensure the fullest utilization of the huge productive potential of the Republic which can
benefit the people, raising their living standard. The objective is to exert every possible effort to soften the vicissitudes of this process, without severe social and economic disruption of the populace.
*
Uzbekistan’s domestic economic policy relies on the general principles of its own path of social reform and
social progress, as well as on the following:
1. The current economic situation and low living standard of the overwhelming majority of the population
make a “shock therapy” tactics unacceptable in Uzbekistan’s transition to a free-market economy. This approach
would only bring “shock, but not therapy” for the population. It would bring about the rapid disintegration of all
existing social structures, values, and relations, destroying them completely.
To change structural, economic, financial and credit systems, set up a corresponding legal basis, develop the
market infrastructure, train personnel—all this is a time-consuming process. Time required for the introduction of
a new technology will have to be taken into account. And finally, time is needed for the transformation of thinking, for the eliminations of indoctrinated percepts and the creation of new laws, based on harmonizing supply and
demand.
Not great leaps, not revolutionary transformations but a consecutive, step-by-step evolution is the sure road
leading to a free-market oriented economy. This approach must shape our transition to a free market; after completing one stage and setting up the necessary preconditions, we can proceed to the next stage.
Moreover, every stage generates its own priorities, creates its own tools for their implementation. The duration
of each stage depends largely on the range of problems subject to solution, current external factors, and on how
hard the people themselves work toward effecting change.
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The failure to create necessary conditions, psychologically preparing people for radical changes in their daily
life, the forcible, artificial imposition of market relations, may well discredit the very idea of introducing a freemarket economy, to say nothing of achieving the desired results.
Furthermore, any delay in the implementation of economic reforms, any reluctancy to make decisions on
pressing issues may further aggravate an extremely critical economic and social situation.
It is of primary importance that everyone must understand one simple point: the building of a society with
developed, free-market relations is an extended and complicated process. It requires a clear comprehension of the
situation and the introduction of corrections whenever necessary.
It is vitally important to shift priorities and erase ideological stereotypes in the minds of the people. By educating the populace to gradually perceive the pragmatic advantages of the new system, we will be able to achieve
that which took centuries for other countries to build.
2. The introduction of free-market mechanisms will have to be preceded by strong preventive measures for the
social protection of the people. Only a humane state can guarantee the protection of all its citizens. The state must
render timely assistance to people, especially to the most vulnerable members of society: orphans, children,
students, pensioners, the disabled, single mothers, as well as large, low-income families.
By what means can we secure the social protection of the population and, first and foremost, its most vulnerable groups?
The major resource and tool which the state possesses is the redistribution of national income. The share of
national income subject to redistribution makes up to 30-50 per cent in the most advanced countries which is
channeled to support social and cultural spheres, investments in science, technical progress and defense.
The experiences of a number of advanced foreign countries, among them Sweden, Germany, Austria show that
only strong, effective guarantees of social protection for the populace can ensure dynamic advancement towards a
free-market economy, implement structural reorganization and radically reform production relations while maintaining social and political stability in the country.
The internal economic strategy must be completely free of any political ideology. In the past, the economy was
guided by political doctrines. The predominance of political priorities over economic expediency brought the
economy of the former Union to the brink of collapse, seriously deforming economic and social rela tions and
damaging the level of technological production. The economy must develop only in accordance with its own inherent laws.
Our objective is to learn to comprehend these laws, then practically apply them for the benefit of the people. At
the same time it is vital to subordinate the solution of current economic problems to the achievement of our
dominating goal—the creation of a truly independent democratic state.
One of the leading principles of our domestic policy is to harmoniously integrate the interests of the individual,
with regional concerns and the needs of enterprise and the state in general. The creation of decent living condi tions and opportunities for personal self-realization is the highest objective for the development of our economy
and society as a whole.
Consistent implementation of this course requires the precise knowledge of prevailing priorities and interests at
every stage of the transitional period on the basis of the urgent tasks of the current period.
Of paramount significance today in reforming society, in launching a free enterprise system, is the evolution of
a strong independent state, with its constituent legal structure and defense system for national security. At the
present stage the interests of the state must take the upper hand. And this is the only way to protect the interests of
businessmen and the general population.
5. With the gradual advancement towards the free-market economy, the role of the state in the management and
regulation of economy will noticeably change. The state and its authorized administrative structure will have to
refrain from direct interference into economic affairs. The self-regulating mechanisms of the free-market economy will inevitably start playing an ever-increasing role, while the state will retain only economic levers and
stimuli alone.
State regulation of economic and social processes will be carried out by familiar means—financial, credits,
taxation, currency regulations, price control and other indirect measures. This method clears the way for the civilized development of a free-market economy.
During the transition period, the state is called upon to maintain the vitality of the national economy—especially in those sectors with the biggest impact on the structure of economy—rendering them practical assistance
through price regulation, tax privileges and direct subsidies. One of the main requirements of a market economy is
free prices. But hardly there is a single state in the world which would completely abandon the price policy regulation, particularly so during the transition period, the initial period of shaping the free-market structures.
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It is the duty of the state to render assistance to emerging entrepreneurial structures. Moreover, the state should
give impetus to the reformative drive, dislodging the old, entrenched psychology and bureaucratic encumbrances,
inducing the adoption of market structure.
The experiences of many countries which have taken the road to a free-market economy show that the government always prepared both the population and entrepreneurs for reforms. It both compelled and stimulated them
to live under the new conditions, thus helping them to enter the market faster and more smoothly.
The state’s role in effecting a purposeful structural policy is particularly significant. This includes not only
granting attractive benefits and privileges to investors in top-priority sectors of economy, but assigning the government investments in the construction of new high-technology industries.
The government will also impact socioeconomic processes directly through the state sector of the economy. Its
share will be considerably reduced with time. Only the most basic and strategically important sectors of the economy—oil and gas industries, electric power, roads and highways, railway and air transport, pipelines, communications, water and gas supply systems, and irrigation installations—will remain within the authority of the state.
6. Provide all citizens and legal entities of the Republic with equal opportunities for the development of initiative and entrepreneurship, undertaking all types of economic activities not prohibited by law. This will have to be
promoted by an active anti-monopoly policy, the formation of a sound competitive environment, and the creation
of work incentives.
As is seen from the experiences of many countries, economic reform cannot be implemented with an equal
measure of intensity in all spheres of national economy. Economic priorities for Uzbekistan will have to be de termined first, the realization of which would raise the Republic to a qualitatively higher le vel of socio-economic
development.
*
First, agriculture and related branches of industry will get priority, since the development of the rural sector of
economy is a crucial link in the entire strategy of Uzbekistan’s transition to the free market. This is determined by
the role which agriculture plays in the Republic’s economy and social life.
About 60 per cent of population lives in rural areas, while the share of agriculture in the national income
makes up 44 per cent. Rural economy is the basic supplier of vital essentials and serves as a foundation for the development of key industries; it is also a major source of exportable resources which can be sold for hard currency.
The objective now is to vitalize agriculture and help it regain the priority it deserves, instilling hope in the farmers. The living standard of Uzbekistan’s population depends primarily on the well-being of rural population and
their efficient labor performance. The prosperity of dehqon (farmer) brings prosperity to all residents of the Republic.
A key issue in the entire rural policy of the Republic is the question of land ownership. A peculiarity of our
agriculture is that a considerable share of land under cultivation, and practically all land sown with industrial
crops, consists of irrigated plantations maintained by a powerful state irrigation system. The density of population
is high in the Republic and the current shortage of land and water, along with high rates of population growth, will
result in even more acute problems in the years to come.
Turning land into a commodity will undermine the vital foundations of the population, give rise to land
speculation, and deprive the farmer of confidence in the future. It is well known that the people have suffered
incalculable misfortunes for centuries because of the merciless and brutal struggle for the private ownership of
land. Presently we deem it necessary to preserve state ownership of land and not to permit its sale. This is related
also to the irrigation systems.
The development of market relations in the countryside and the revival of a sense of proprietary interest among
farmers must occur through the provision of land for perpetual use with the granting of hereditary rights. The
main thing is to create an efficient economic mechanism in the village which will create the opportunities for
every farmer to taste the fruits of his own labor. Only then will the farmer feel himself to be the true master of his
land.
Transformations in rural areas will be carried out through democratic reforms. To achieve this we need to
restore the old forms of labor organization which farmers will accept and understand.
For centuries the people in the East have lived and worked in communities. The initial task of the agrarian
reform is to reconstitute the cooperative forms of production in the village. The complete centralization of agricultural production is unacceptable.
One of the priority tasks is the reorganization of state farms (sovkhoz)—especially unprofitable ones—into collective farms (kolkhoz). In time the collective farms themselves will be transformed into large cooperatives made
up of family farms, small-scale enterprises and cooperatives, and contract and leasehold farms. The collective
farm board and the farms themselves will have to build their relations on the basis of agreement. The collective
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farms must stimulate development. A major goal is the servicing of required machinery, supplying of fertilizers
and seeds, and the carrying out of measures on land improvement and irrigation construction.
Land released from cultivation of cotton and other unviable farm crops with insufficient productivity and
yields will be turned over for the organization of corporation farms and for expanding land area in private use.
Two-and-a-half million families have received and expended their household plots in recent years; the total
amount of land in private hands exceeded 550 thousand hectares (1 million 375 thousand acres) compared to [a]
mere 205 thousand hectares in January 1, 1990. The average area of household plots exceeded 0.2 ha. This
provided an opportunity to increase the production of agricultural output and raise the level of income of the rural
population. It is envisaged that the area of household plots will be increased 0.25 ha on the average.
The basis of the agrarian policy is a departure from the direct regulation of agricultural production by the state.
The farmer himself will have to determine the share of farm crops in the structure of farmland. With gradual but
persistent reduction of the share of compulsory sales of farm produce to the state, farmers will be able to sell evergreater amounts of their produce at free, contractual prices.
An important stimulating lever is the introduction of a fair maximum procurement price for supplies necessary
to the state. For the last two years the procurement prices have been consistently raised on almost all types of farm
produce. Prices on cotton alone have been increased six times over. Other measures are being created to balance
prices of agricultural and industrial products. The time has come to restore a proper parity between the rural eco nomy and industry.
The state, along with economic regulations, will render direct assistance to agriculture by granting tax benefits
and ear-marking subsidies. The whole world uses state subsidies to maintain and support the rural economy.
The structure of rural life needs to be radically reconsidered. The farms should not sell raw cotton but cotton
fiber, seeds and the products of their primary processing. This will enable farmers to make fuller use of the results
of their labor and assure the just distribution of profits. A broad network of small, independent processing enterprises would promote employment in the countryside, particularly in areas with an excess labor force.
First and foremost, the goal of agrarian policy is to raise the living standard of the rural population to the level
of the urban population. The introduction of programs for improving social well-being in our villages is indeed a
problem of state significance with far-reaching political consequences.
*
Secondly, every assistance will be rendered to fostering and shaping the consistent deve lopment of free-market
structures.
A primary objective is to lay a legal foundation ensuring reliable guarantees of the rights of entrepreneurs, dismantling ineffective administrative command structures and replacing them with efficient free-market regulations.
The gradual, step-by-step transition to free market relations requires the establishment of a broad network of
the market infrastructure.
First and foremost, it is vital to consolidate, the banking and credit systems, diversify types of granted credits
and forms of the banks’ participation in investment projects. Of major significance is the further development of
the contract system, perfection of stock exchange activities, and the improved organization of commercial centers,
trade houses, mediatory firms, and so on.
The dynamic role of insurance and auditing agencies, legal and consulting companies, as well as various training centers, will promote greater stability and better performance by entrepreneurs in the conditions of a free-market.
The tax system, too, is an integral part of the market infrastructure which still needs proper organization. The
tax system should not serve as a limited fiscal agency, but, instead, encourage the entrepreneurs to organize their
financial activities in an orderly and disciplined fashion.
The implementation of anti-trust laws, and the elimination of the manufacturers’ dictatorial grip on consumers,
will help fill the market with commodities and services. Breaking up the monopolization of separate enterprises
and commercial structures will facilitate the emergence of a sound competitive environment resistant to artificial
price inflation and monopolistic superprofits.
Decentralization and privatization of state property must play a major role in the creation of a diversified economy. The process of decentralization and privatization is expected to be effected gradually on the basis of special
approved programs. These programs will take into account the interests of collectives and will be carried out in
observance of the principles of social justice and under the strict control of the government and the public.
First in line for privatization are unprofitable enterprises and organizations in the service industries, trade,
public catering and local industries. The process of the decentralization of enterprises in other sectors will be carried out for the most part along the lines of lease-holding and shareholding and through conversion of enterprises
to collective forms of ownership.
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Careful, in-depth analysis of the experience of foreign countries must precede the realization of decentralizetion and privatization. Unfortunately, even the experts are of the opinion that the privatization process in itself
leads to greater productivity and higher incomes. This misconception will be shattered immediately after the first
collision with the reality. Unprofitable enterprises are, as a rule, poorly equipped, have no back orders and, even
following the privatization, are in no condition to compete with enterprises outfitted with advanced technology,
with durable economic links and a sound financial position.
There is another thing to keep in mind—without trained management personnel, without entrepreneurs welleducated in marketing, finance and credit policy, it is unwise to decentralize, to place enterprises in unqualified
hands, thus bringing them on the brink of bankruptcy. Hence, by no means should privatization be carried out like
past campaigns of total collectivization and there should be no competition as to whom will be the first to privatize one or another production enterprise.
The process of decentralization and privatization requires a consistent and comprehensive approach in close
combination with other necessary conditions for transition to the free-market economy. Considering the role
played by small businesses in creating new job opportunities and ensuring stable supplies of food products and
commodities—as well as their ability to adapt to a changing economic situation—comprehensive assistance will
be rendered to the development of small enterprises.
*
Third, the successful transition to the free market is possible only under stable economic conditions. The existing situation requires the adoption of measures which are sometimes quite unpopular in order to overcome crisis,
to prevent a decline in production, to take control of inflation and to curtail a sharp decrease in the living standard
of the population.
The stabilization of economy is a natural and inevitable stage on the road to the creation of a free market. To
secure this it is vital to
1. conduct strict financial policy directed towards limiting and reducing the Republic’s national debt.
State expenditures on bureaucratic administration and subsidies to unprofitable enterprises must be further
reduced. Only the most urgent state and social needs may receive state subsidies. The objective of the tax policy is
on the one hand to ensure stable mobilization of budget receipts, and on the other, to stimulate enterprises to increase the manufacture of products vitally needed by the Republic;
2. consolidate credit and finance systems, money circulation, and currency regulations.
Bank credits will be granted, in the first place, for increasing the manufacture of consumer goods, building materials, farm produce and other vital essentials. At the same time the inadmissibility of unsecured credit emission
remains a matter-of-principle.
Currency regulations will result in healthier monetary circulation. At the same time that these preparatory regulations are instituted, we will introduce our own national currency which—during the initial stage—will be convertible within the territory of the Republic, and will be backed by commodities and foreign currency;
3. curtail the plummeting decline in production and growing unemployment.
Conditions will have to be created to encourage greater productivity. It is essential to be able to maintain the
production, construction and scientific potential of the Republic;
4. retain government price control over a narrow range of the most vital commodities during the transition to
price liberalization. Placing price ceilings on essential food-stuffs, medicine, certain children’s items, and guaranteeing supplies to the population on the basis of rationing will safeguard the domestic consumer market and
provide greater opportunities for the purchase of goods;
5. carry out effective anti-inflation measures and establish a reliable system for state protection of socially vulnerable groups of the population. Assure the material well-being of those employed in public education, health
services, science, culture and the arts.
*
Our fourth priority in shaping the Republic’s domestic policy is to correct the economic imbalance resulting
from an emphasis on the sale of raw materials.
A country which only produces and sells raw materials is doomed to chronic misery. Our major task is to
radically restructure the economy and introduce a structure capable of securing Uzbekistan’s economic and political independence, taking into account all of our resources.
The move towards the structural transformation of the Republic’s economy is designed to solve the following
tasks:
1. satisfy the urgent needs of the population for food products and daily essentials, especially those for children
and old people;
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2. reduce the dependency of domestic industries on raw materials, fuel, manufactured articles, technological
equipment, as well as ready-made goods imported from the other republics of the C.I.S. and from foreign countries, which the Republic can manufacture itself;
3. find meaningful employment for the quickly growing labor force, especially our young people, and create
new job opportunities which utilize the historical and traditional skills of the people in addition to meeting modern requirements of technical progress;
4. process the agricultural raw materials and mineral resources more effectively, with greater emphasis on creating finished products of competitive quality;
5. breach the technology gap by developing modern production methods requiring a new system of economic
sectors ranging from the processing of mineral resources to the production of finished products of a scientific
nature;
6. conversion of farm machinery plants into plants for the manufacture of machinery and equipment for small
businesses such as family farms, livestock breeding, food crop cultivation and household plots;
7. increase the Republic’s export potential and consolidate its financial viability.
Correcting the economic imbalance caused by the dependence on the sale of raw materials will ensure the durable and dynamic development of the Republic’s economy. This will encourage new job opportunities for the surplus labor force, raise the professional level of personnel, optimize import/export operations and, most importantly, create reliable guarantees for the independence of Uzbekistan, raising the living standard of its people.
*
Fifth, the independence of Uzbekistan is inconceivable without its own highly qualified personnel capable of
efficiently performing under changeable market conditions.
The objective now is to set up a unified continuous system of education, including general secon dary education, continuing education and training for professionals and improved personnel qualifications.
Moreover, specific characteristics of Uzbekistan, of our ethnic mentality, along with the best achievements of
international and Oriental experience in the field of education will have to be taken into consideration.
The entire system of higher and secondary special education will need to be radically transformed.
The choice of specialities offered to students will be considerably altered.
New forms of educational institutions—grammar schools, lyceums, colleges—will develop and a system of
training qualified workers will acquire new features.
Great importance is attached to sending talented young people abroad for study and training at leading foreign
educational institutions, research centers, firms and companies. The implementation of these measures will lead
the transition to a civilized, free-market system.
Such qualitative changes in the socio-economic development of the Republic help it join the ranks of newly
industrialized nations and guarantee the economic, political and spiritual inde-pendence of Uzbekistan. …
Uzbek 5 1. Sacred Woman\fn{by Halima Xudoyberdiyeva (May 17, 1947- )} Taraqqiyot Collective Farm, Boyovut
Surxondaryo Province, Uzbekistan (F) [Internet, under her name]
Oshiqlaring poyingga gul otib ham bo'ldi,
Xilvatlarda labingdan bol totib ham bo'ldi,
Va bu haqda kimlargadir sotib ham bo'ldi,
Sen baribir muqaddassan, muqaddas ayol.
*
Avval kelib, quchog'ingga to'l, balq dedilar,
Unamading ayol asli ters xalq dedilar,
Yetolmagach yuz o'girib, sho'r taxt dedilar,
Sen baribir muqaddassan, muqaddas ayol.
*
Talpinasan astagina va qo'yasan bosh,
Mingyillikdir ko'zlaringda jovdiragan yosh,
Gunihkorlar mingu bitta, senga tegar tosh,
Sen baribir muqaddassan, muqaddas ayol.
*
Chorlashganda jim kelsang-da, bekor kelsang-da,
Mast davraga xor kelsang-da nomardlarga zor kelsang-da,
Xor kelsang-da nomardlarga xor kelsang-da,
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Sen baribir muqaddassan, muqaddas ayol.
*
Aslida bor ermaklarning borar yeri sen,
Yaxshi-yomon ertaklarning borar yeri sen,
Asov otdek erkaklarning borar yeri sen,
Sen baribir muqaddassan, muqaddas ayol.
*
Harir, xushbo'y badaningda toshlar izi bor,
Ko'kragingda egilgan ne boshlar izi bor,
Quyosh o'ti kuydirgan ne quyoshlar izi bor,
Sen baribir muqaddassan, muqaddas ayol.
†
Your lovers have thrown flowers at your feet,
In solitude they have tasted honey from your lips,
And they have sold it to anyone at all,
You are sacred anyway, sacred woman.
*
First they came to fill your embrace, and told you to shine
You did not consent, woman, though people said the opposite
Unable to reach you, they turned their faces and called you bitter
You are sacred anyway, sacred woman.
*
You flutter your wings slowly and you lay your head down,
It's been thousands of years, your eyes sparkle with tears,
A thousand and one criminals will hurt you with stones,
You are sacred anyway, sacred woman.
*
Though you come silently when summoned, though you come uselessly,
Though you come humbly to the drunken circle, though you come pleading to scoundrels,
Though you come oppressed to the scoundrels, though you come humbly,
You are sacred anyway, sacred woman.
*
In fact you'll have amusements where you go,
Good and bad stories where you go,
You'll have men like wild horses where you go,
You are sacred anyway, sacred woman.
*
Your silk perfume body has the marks of stones,
Your bosom has the traces of heads that have leaned there,
You have the remnants of suns whose sun-fire has burned out,
You are sacred anyway, sacred woman.
28.205 Excerpt from On Upper Maslovka\fn{by Dina Rubina (1953(F) 11

)} Tashkent, Tashkent

Province, Uzbekistan

… His corduroy trousers were still perfectly decent. He had no qualms whatsoever about his trousers. In
offices he could stretch his legs out nonchalantly and cross one over the other, swinging the upper leg lightly.
Actually, then his loafers showed, and they had seen considerably more years’ service.
In offices it really made much more sense to tuck his feet under the chair because then it was his knees,
swathed in his perfectly decent trousers, that showed, so the loafers wouldn’t offend the secretaries—on whom so
much so often depended, unfortunately.
There she was, the dear, coming out of the office. Would she tell him to go on in? No?
He started to rise from his chair, trying to keep his face from looking tense or expectant. Oh no, this couldn’t
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be easier or more natural. Nothing special, really. It’s just that a man who had graduated with honors (he had his
diploma with him just in case) could go half his life and never find a job. So what’ll it be this time?
I must admit, the secretary is great. A sweet, slightly pained face. Oh, young lady, don’t fret over me. It’s
nothing special, really. So?
“Peter, there’s still no decision about this, unfortunately. Elena Ivanovna went on maternity leave, but Inga
Semyonovna turns out to be coming back from her maternity leave next week. Well, and … you understand.”
“I do indeed,” he chimed in with a smile, that frozen, easy smile his facial muscles had perfected over the past
few months. “You’ve come up with a way of producing your own baby editors.”
She burst out laughing. No, really, she was very sweet. If I had the money I’d invite her out … at least to the
theater bar.
Do I really have to play this humiliating, ridiculous game? Prettily slip the secretary a box of candy, have a
cozy chat with one ministry official or another, be seen, join the whirl, flit by, infiltrate the various circles, all the
while keeping straight who belongs to which so that God forbid I don’t blurt out something or let two hounds
from different packs run into each other. A stupendous exertion for the brain and nerves better suited to a secret
agent in some TV masterpiece.
He kissed the soft, well-tended little hand and bowed wordlessly—and all this just to get a foot, finally, on the
lowest step of an escalator slowly climbing upward, the very lowest, most trodden step, with its clumps of caked
dirt.
Hey, move over. Let me feel solid ground at least with my left foot. I’ll just hang on here, I have no pretensions
Don’t give me that, mister. You have great pretensions. Who do you think you’re kidding!
“Give us a call in any case, Peter:” The secretary lowered her voice and rolled her little eyes significantly
toward the inside office.
“Something might change all of a sudden. Basically we’re interested in you.”
Whistling and nodding to familiar faces, he descended the depressingly magnificent staircase to the coat room.
Lots of people. Too many of them—people—in this city, in this world of art to which you, dear sir, have chosen to apply your talent, the existence of which, by the way, you are strangely, inflexibly convinced of.
Well, that’s enough of the buffoon bowing obsequiously to himself. And what’s this quiet madman’s cute habit
you’ve just acquired—chatting with yourself? Go on, fool, and do what you have to do, or else that memorable
garment factory and the drama circle you’ve been directing for just shy of three centuries is going to be seeing
you off on your pension.
It’s a good thing the doorman here isn’t in the habit of obligingly holding your old raincoat for you, patched
lining out. Elena Ivanovna is going on maternity leave; Inga Semyonovna is coming back. Those females are
breeding like rabbits, and they’re being foisted on the arts.
*
He leaned on the service door, which was heavy as a cast-iron stove and bore a vertical plaque that said
“Push.” He went outside and took his crushed cap out of his pocket—the wind was blowing a fine drizzle over his
head.
The old lady wouldn’t understand any of it, naturally, but she wouldn’t deny herself the pleasure of preaching a
bit, especially if the devil brought anyone to the studio this evening. Times and mores were all jumbled up in her
ninety-five-year-old memory. She thought she was still an art professor at Vkhutemas Art School and all she had
to do was call Favorsky or Lev Bruni for Peter to get a job instantly.
The old lady wasn’t senile—even her most malicious enemy wouldn’t dare say that. But her muddleheadedness was preternatural. As for her enemies: all of them had quietly passed away ages ago, the old lady having
damn well victoriously outlived them all, and now she was surrounded by nothing but adoring friends. Only one
enemy remained, but he was the most malicious of all: Peter.
The homeless mutt Sharik, who scrounged scraps here once in a long while, jumped out from behind a streetlight, formed up a respectful step behind Peter, and trotted across the street to the bus stop, pretending to the passers-by—yes, and to himself—as if to say, See, I have a master, too.
They crossed the street, and under the bus stop shelter, Sharik marked time beside him, wagged his tail, gazed
modestly upward. He wasn’t latching on, oh no. Peter leaned over and scratched his wet back. Sharik whined with
happiness.
“How’d you get so skinny?” Peter questioned him sharply.
Sharik began to cry, and clearly not in a calculated way but just because he was touched.
“Little friend, I’d take you in, really and truly I would. I’m interested in you,” said Peter loudly, placing his
hand on his chest opera-fashion. “But you must realize: Elena Ivanovna is going on maternity leave, and Inga
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Semyonovna is just coming back.”
A young woman in a long, very stylish coat that reminded him of a coachman’s sheepskin, moved off to one
side. That amused him.
“I would,” Peter continued loudly and sincerely. “But the old lady would drive us both out. Two stray mutts are
a little too much even for her. You must come to our drama circle at the garment factory, though. I’ll give you a
part as a wolfhound.”
The orphan Sharik turned to mush at being addressed so loudly and benignly. He stretched out at Peter’s feet,
beat his tail on the pavement, and rolled his eyes. On all counts, he was at the summit of bliss.
“Hey, the garment factory, that’s an idea,” muttered Peter, dropping to a squat and unceremoniously tousling
the now languorous mutt.
“How about it? Come on, buddy. I’ll take you away from these golden climes to lands of worker glory—pay a
visit to Simkin the janitor, for instance. Enough sponging off art. It’s time to start a healthy life of labor. Well, let’s
go, it’s not far. Come on, shake the dust off your feet. Enough of lying around like a moron. Let’s go!”
So they set out toward the alley, chatting amiably. The last thing the girl in the sheepskin heard was:
“ … and before I die I’ll comfort myself with the thought that I settled the fate of one good dog.”
*
He went up to his own tiny room without stopping to look in on the old lady, threw his raincoat down on the
armchair—a very rare event with him, even in these damnable last few months—and collapsed on his narrow bed.
Voices reached him from the studio below. The old lady was droning on in her basso—telling some story or
other. She loved to expatiate on the topic “In My Day”—although actually she looked on every day as her day. A
woman’s young and powerful laugh burst out now and again. A handsome laugh, low and free. Flirts and ninnies
don’t laugh like that. You have to be attractive enough to allow yourself that kind of luxury.
Ah, yes. That morning she had told him twenty times that Matvei was finally going to start painting her portrait. She was as mad about that promised portrait as she was about Matvei.
Let’s not split hairs—the old lady was mad, period. You couldn’t say she’d lost her mind, though, because she
was born into the world that way. It had nothing to do with her legendary ninety-five years. Fifteen years ago,
when one of his friends had brought him, a shy provincial lad, to see her at the studio on Upper Maslovka, the
powerful old lady’s habits and character had been more or less the same. Especially her character.
But at the time, everything about her had thrilled him: those powerful, unfeminine paws in clay, sleeves rolled
up to the elbows, that aggressive independence and instantaneous reflex in any conversation with anyone. You had
to rub up against that character for fifteen years and become a nervous wreck in order to realize, at last, where it
was all coming from.
So, that meant Matvei had started her portrait. He must have come with his new wife, not alone. His first
hadn’t been able to stand her inspired cohabitation with the genius and had slipped off with someone normal—a
driver or a plumber, he had heard. True, her plumage was not going to be immortalized in “portraits of the artist’s
wife,” but then you had to assume her house was now clean and calm and didn’t stink of turpentine. The second
one—if she wasn’t a fool—would do likewise.
Go downstairs, then, and take a gander at Matvei’s new wife? Judging from the laugh she must be something.
*
He stood up, pulled on his old around-the-house jersey, and feeling a chilly damp, touched the radiator.
That bastard Kostya! Only the day before yesterday he had extracted practically their last three roubles from
them and look—today the radiator was hardly heating.
He decided he would finally have it out with that scoundrel Kostya, their own private plumber, as the old lady
put it. A chronic loafer, Kostya was married to Roza, who, to give her her due, sometimes cooked for them
something quite tasty but much too expensive. Roza was certainly robbing them and, goddamn it, she was doing
the right thing. You had to be a saint or a hare-brained idiot not to sense how easy it was to rob the old lady and
not take advantage of the fact. What use—for all their other difficulties—what use in their life was the brazen
Roza?!
This was a good example of the old lady’s total and unswerving disinclination to comprehend reality and adapt
to it even a little. But how could she—she had never adapted to anything! What do you mean—a house maid was
essential if she was going to give herself wholly to her art.
She did receive a large pension. Let’s put it this way: the biggest pension you could get here. But it was
absolutely impossible to keep track of where and when the money evaporated. The greater part of it went in dribs
and drabs to the talented alcoholics in the neighboring studios, for the righteous morning after. Sometimes major
sums would also come in, when a museum bought some old work, but all this slipped through her fingers, too,
scattered on the wind, dispersed: in the end, it simply vanished.
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Literally: a fiver was lying in the candy box, Roza looked in for a minute, and when she left there was nothing
but a caramel in the candy box.
These days things were very tight. The old lady tried to maintain her former sweep, but there wasn’t any
money. For two months they hadn’t had Peter’s modest salary, which was frequently what fed them when the old
lady’s pension disappeared in the space of two days.
*
He went down the wooden steps into the cold, cement-floor entryway and quickly scanned the briquettes of
sculpting plasticine on the shelves and the sacks of clay and plaster in the comers. Thank God, Roza hadn’t taken
a hankering after those at least.
The old lady’s deep voice from behind the dilapidated studio door:
“You know what, Matvei, darling, spread that newspaper out under your easel and drop the used rags on that.
Otherwise that crazy Peter is going to turn up now and you and I are going to be in …”
Right, crazy Peter, scarecrow Peter, worthless Peter. Why don’t you add “parasite Peter,” “shameless Peter,”
living off an old lady!
Rather than go into the studio, he continued down the hall to the bathroom, where the radiator wasn’t heating
at all. His specific hatred for the scoundrel Kostya now eclipsed even his constant vague irritation.
The other reason he didn’t want to go into the studio was that he remembered the old lady was planning to borrow money from Matvei today. He chuckled inwardly: I wonder how the great Matvei feels with a hefty wallet.
Disinterested Matvei, impoverished Matvei.
It would never have occurred to the old lady to borrow from him before. Everyone knew the artist was living
from hand to mouth. Apparently he led a workshop somewhere for eighty roubles or so. But what’s eighty roubles with today’s prices for canvas, paints, and brushes?
Bearing in mind that Matvei worked like an ox, you can imagine what was left of those eighty for him to live
on. Until recently on occasion the old lady herself had been fattening him up—literally, fattening him up—with
sandwiches and kasha\fn{Porridge} of one kind or another—because Matvei never borrowed money.
But now times had changed.
Matvei was married.
People said his wife was a translator, either from Spanish or Portuguese, and was bringing in respectable fees.
In any case, last time Matvei had turned up wearing a sheepskin coat that he didn’t look very comfortable in.
Hmm … I wonder what the disposition of relations is in families like that.
In front of the studio door, in the dimness, her arms thrown back in the languor of a morning awakening, stood
a nude plaster leaning over: Nora. When lots of people showed up to see the old lady, they hung their scarves and
hats on Nora. Then she ceased to be the picture-of-health kolkhoz farmer and called to mind a floozy from an
adult revue.
Alas, the real Nora—the unfailing model for all the sculptors on Upper Maslovka—had died ten years before.
But that was a different and achingly sad story.
*
He found himself again standing in front of the studio door, listening to the voices—the old lady’s querulous
bass and the woman’s rather sharp, magnetically young voice:
“Really, why don’t you write your memoirs?”
“Because I hate that genre, all the gossip about great people, the mandatory details. You know—who he was
sleeping with, what diseases he had. As if all that was even slightly relevant to art. When they asked me to write
my reminiscences of Modigliani,\fn{ Amedeo Modigliani (1884-1920), Italian artist .} I told them all to go to hell. What
could I write: that at the start of the war our rooms all opened onto the same courtyard on Montparnasse and we
went to eat at a little restaurant nearby from time to time? That he didn’t talk much and injected himself with
cocaine? That he once told me: ‘You have an independent walk,’ to which I replied: ‘How can it be independent
when they send me two hundred francs every month?’”
The woman burst into laughter again, ringing, merry laughter. He pushed on the door and walked in.
*
“Stand clear!” said the old lady. “Peter’s here. Now he’s going to start swearing.”
She was sitting in her armchair, tensed, trying not to move—posing. Across and a little to one side sat Matvei,
sullen as always when he was working, at his easel. He raised his head, nodded, and buried himself in his palette
again, shifting his severe gaze back and forth between canvas and model.
There was always this pull to stare at Matvei. His aloofness was riveting. He had none of the agitation, none of
the fussiness people have when they’re trying to prove something to someone with their every word. He seemed
never to question his own predestination and bore his talent with cautious dignity, shielding it from the devasta228

tions that life, plain old ordinary life, so often inflicts.
A young woman was walking about the studio. Good God! I see his wife doesn’t know that Matvei can’t stand
anyone loitering around behind his back when he’s working. There you have the disposition of relations inside
that family.
On a dilapidated, uncloaked, round table stood a basket of expensive candies and cookies, the butter dish, and
a plate of sliced bread. Had the old lady actually borrowed the money? When? And who ran out to the store? Not
Matvei. You couldn’t saddle him with worldly cares.
“Peter, look what a model Matvei’s got himself,” said the old lady. “Forgive me, darling, I forgot your name
again?”
“Nina,” the woman replied, unperturbed. “Though you can call me what you like.”
Great. Totally in the spirit of the powerful old lady—ask her her name twenty times. It’s not everyone can put
up with that.
“I’ve heard you aren’t just his model,” I curved my lips graciously, “but also his wife.”
“Well, that’s—you know, it’s all part of the package,” she replied quickly, not looking at Peter. “By the way
…”
She has good reflexes, and she must not be stupid if she didn’t get all huffy at the old lady for her lack of tact.
Could she be called beautiful? Certainly, although he himself preferred a different sort. This one had a mobile face
and an energetic expressiveness. Her eyes were lively and sober. Too sober for a woman. Voluptuousness—that’s
what she lacked.
“Nina’s very black, don’t you find, Peter?” (You old fool, I know what you’re up to.)
“It’s called brunette, Anna Borisovna,” I replied dryly.
“Yes, too black. But that’s good for paintings,” the old lady added. Matvei raised his head and smiled at his
wife.
“I have gypsies in my family,” Nina explained calmly.
“Ah, so that’s why you smoke so beautifully, so unselfconsciously. In the old days, though, gypsies smoked
pipes. You should try it, it would be most original. I have never been sanctimonious, actually. I would have drunk
and smoked, but I’ve had a weak heart all my life.”
“People don’t live to your age with a weak heart,” Peter remarked sarcastically.
Nina was wandering among the sculpture-filled shelves.
“This is Paustovsky?”\fn{Konstantin Georgiyevich Pautovsky (1892-1968) Russian author } she asked. “Right?” And she
nodded, pleased. “And this is Bryusov.\fn{ Valery Yakovlevich Bryusov (1873-1924), Russian author .} Yes? He posed for
you? In what year?”
“Damned if I know. Can’t recall,” replied the old lady without turning her head.
“Paustovsky in ’59, Briusov in ’21,” said Peter.
He hated when the old lady pretended not to care what people thought of her work.
Actually, he was being unfair: the old lady never pretended with anyone. She was natural in all circumstances.
It was just that right now she was wrapped up in the mystery of the creation of a portrait. She was posing for the
great Matvei.
“Damn!” muttered Matvei, frowning. “It’s gotten dark. That’s all for today, Anna Borisovna.”
He lingered a moment, laid two more strokes on the canvas, and tearing off a piece of paper, began scraping
his palette with a putty knife.
Nina stopped behind him and looked at the canvas for a long time.
“It’s awful, awful. And that poison green shirt!” Matvei added. “Anna Borisovna, don’t you have another
one?”
“No, darling. You know, I’m a freak of a woman, I was never interested in finery. It’s pathological, naturally.
Nina, are you interested in finery?”
“Of course!”
“Well, I’ve been a freak all my life. I arrived in Paris wearing an old skirt I’d brought from Rostov. As far as I
can tell, I was a perfect sight. I had two braids then, and long bangs hanging down. Often when I walked to the
studio mornings—to sculpt—the workers on Montparnasse would grab me by those bangs and make cheerful
suggestions like ‘Come sleep with me.’ Imagine what I looked like!”
“What year was that?” Nina asked keenly.
“That was … you’re going to laugh. It was 1914. Matvei, please, show me the portrait!”
“There’s nothing to look at yet, Anna Borisovna!”
He was genuinely dissatisfied with the portrait. Like the old lady, Matvei never pretended. He got up reluctantly, took the portrait off the easel, and set it on the floor, facing the table, across from the window. And walked
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away again—to clean his palette. The old lady felt around for her cane, stood up heavily from the arm-chair, and
hobbling over to her cot, lowered herself onto it, breathing noisily. For five minutes or so she examined the
undercoat in silence.
“Look there, that snout does say something about you,” she muttered, gazing into the face in the portrait. “Yes
… Matvei’s hand is already visible. Nina, did you know Matvei was a genius?”
“We won’t stand for anything less,” she replied, unperturbed.
“Anna Borisovna, I’ve asked you!” Matvei frowned.
He was not flirting. Evidently the old lady actually bored him with her constant pronouncements on Matvei’s
brilliance.
“Yes, a genius,” the old lady continued soberly, ignoring his grimace. “An artist on the scale of the Renaissance.”
Matvei suddenly gave a grim laugh and tapped out a little dance on the studio’s echoing cement floor.
“All right,” he said. “Shouldn’t we have some tea to celebrate the occasion?”
“Peter, put the kettle on!” the old lady commanded.
*
Of course. Peter, put the kettle on. Peter, run to the store. Peter, wait on our esteemed guests—the genius and
his wife.
“Let me, I’ll play hostess,” Nina said simply.
She snatched up the huge, dull iron kettle and set it on the burner.
“Matvei, what do you think of Rouault?” Anna Borisovna took a thick Rouault album off a chair heaped
with \fn{George Henri Roualt (1871-1958), French artist .} albums, files, books. “Come here, sit by me. Before we meet in
other worlds, I still want to understand something about painting.”
Matvei sat down beside her on the cot, and they buried their heads in reproductions.
You had to admire her! It was important to her to hear Matvei’s opinion of Rouault’s painting.
Peter had been back half an hour already, and she hadn’t even asked how it went. He’d been looking for work
for two months. He was at his wits’ end. But she—no, dear God!—she was interested in the painting of Rouault.
And that went for the fucking genius, too: he didn’t give a damn about his wife, and she, poor thing, was
pining away; she probably didn’t have a prayer of fleeing this place anymore. He was up to his ears in his own
unintelligible theorizing and didn’t see or hear anyone else. No, those two didn’t need anyone else.
“I think Rouault was influenced by the stained glass windows at Chartres and the Romanesque primitives. And
in that sense it’s interesting to compare him—”
“Water’s boiled!” Nina announced loudly.
*
Over tea, the old lady told more stories about Paris.
He had to admit, he liked it when the old lady’s tongue loosened up. Of course, he was hearing all of it for the
hundredth time, but he had to give her her due. The old lady knew how to tell a story and make it new every time,
simply, nonchalantly, as she reminisced about the Rostov of her childhood and Nakhichevan, where she rode from
Rostov on a horse-drawn tram.
He followed her stories jealously and hastened to insert details she had omitted. Meanwhile he was mechaniccally making sandwiches and irritatedly slipping them onto the plate.
“Once I was sculpting a nude in my studio. Manon used to come pose for us, a luxuriant female from the
music hall, a redhead, steamy with love, like a laundress in steam, quite statuesque, yes. Later she murdered a
certain garcon from the café across the way with a coffee pot, for cheating on her. Actually, it couldn’t have been
very hard to kill him. All Manon had to do was squeeze him to the wall with her bosom, yes. Well, that’s another
story. What was I talking about?”
“You were standing there, working,” Peter reminded her loudly, “and suddenly—”
“And suddenly a young man ran in—fidgety, scrawny, very suspicious-looking. He rushed toward me and said:
“‘You couldn’t give me eighty francs, could you?’”
“That was Zadkine,”\fn{Ossip Zadkine (1890-after 1966), Russian sculptor.} Peter hastened to put in.
“That was Zadkine. I was so dumbstruck that I gave him four francs. Yes, I had money lying around, my parents would send it to me. And in Paris you could get by on very little. We artists and sculptors from Russia ate
dinner in a little restaurant on Montparnasse owned by a Russian emigre. For one franc you got several courses.
An emigre woman … I’ve forgotten her name, and her face I can picture only vaguely, but her son I remember
very well.
“Victor, a journalist. Odd, and long-legged. He would come in, sit down in a corner, look through the newspapers as he sipped his vodka. An abstract sort of a man I introduced him to Khana Orlova;\fn{Ch ana Orloff (1888230

1968) Russian sculptress}

we were friends. She was very good at sculpting.
“So you see, Victor masterminded her celebrity with various journalistic tricks. But that was later. In the
beginning Orlova was renting a small, gloomy garret room. From her window she looked out on roofs and rubbish. I brought Zadkine over, he walked around the room, looked at the sculptures, made a wry face, and smacked
his lips:
“‘Fine, fine.’ But when Khana stepped out for a minute, the swine repeated:
“‘Fine. She would make a good cook.’
“Yes, the courtyard outside her window was squeezed in by roofs and as deep as a mine shaft, and pigeons
landed on the rubbish. Such a cozy city—Paris.
‘Going abroad then was as easy as pie. Vasily the janitor was dispatched to the police station and an hour later
he came back with a foreign passport. That cost—if my memory does not fail me—fifteen roubles.”
*
“What are you doing!” exclaimed Peter, noticing that the old lady was getting ready to slice more bread.
“That’s the knife you clean your palette with!”
“So what?” she retorted calmly. “You have to make friends with germs. Your cleanliness bores me Nina, Peter
is prepared to lick the floor clean ad infinitum—which no one is asking him to do—wash the dishes, do the
laundry—actually, to do all the woman’s chores.”
“So, did Zadkine ever pay back your four francs?” asked Nina, squinting warily at the paint-flecked knife in
the old lady’s hand.
“Of course not. He was poor and unusually cheeky. That’s what intrigued me about him. And so skinny that
you had to fatten him up simply out of human compassion.
“We often dined together. I paid for dinner but passed him the money under the table, so that he wouldn’t be
thought a gigolo. You know, the French don’t joke around about that.
“Yes, he was anxious about the dinner procedure. I recall, the day the First World War began, I was running
down Montparnasse and bumped into Zadkine. He was parading to the restaurant with his white lapdog.
“‘Did you hear? War!’ I exclaimed. ‘What do you plan to do?’
“‘Zadkine must dine!’ was Zadkine the smart-alec’s arrogant reply.”
*
Peter jumped up, grabbed a knife out of the kitchen table drawer, and threw it on the table, his face angry.
“Now, why are you acting like a drunken hussar at an officer’s party?” the old lady asked him in annoyance.
“I’ve told you hundreds of times: you have to look on the chaos as a still life.” Matvei, melancholicaly calm, unwrapped a candy and said: “Did you know they’ve brought some French to the Pushkin Museum? Courbet, Delacroix.”\fn{Jean Désiré Gustave Courbet (1819-1877); Ferdinand Victor Eugène Delacroix (1798-1863) .}
Matvei always knew how to shift the conversation gently, imperceptibly, and divert the old lady in the necessary direction. They’d known each other for thirteen years, and the artist had been an involuntary witness to many
repulsive, hysterical scenes in the studio. All in all, Matvei had been initiated into quite a lot.
“What? They brought some French?” The old lady was upset. “Why didn’t any of you swine inform me?”
“Well, here, I’m the swine informing you.”
“No, Matvei! Matvei, do you know what’s going on?”
Something in the old lady had snapped, and she was actually banging her cane on the floor.
“You know why everyone is keeping it from me? I’d have to be taken there, after all, and that’s too much
trouble! It’s too much trouble to drag this old jade from museum to museum, up and down the stairs! Ah?”
“What are you in such an uproar over?” Peter asked hostilely. “They only opened the exhibit yesterday. You’ll
get there.”
“There!” pronounced the old lady with rapturous hatred, pointing her finger at him but looking triumphantly at
the artist and his wife. “There! He knew! And he kept it from me so he wouldn’t have to deal with me, wouldn’t
have to burden himself!”
“Yes!” he shouted suddenly, throwing his fork down on the table so that it bounced up and landed on his plate
with a clatter.
“Yes I kept it from you because there are problems in my life more important than your French! I have places
to go! I have thresholds to wipe with my knees! I have staircases that aren’t in museums to get kicked down!”
*
The young woman was examining a sculptural composition in the corner aloofly, limply even, only her eyebrows were twitching tensely.
Ugh! How could he make such a damn display of himself in front of someone he’s never met before! And what
kind of crap has he ever suffered? Where has he been wiping his knees? What stairs has he been getting kicked
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down? He keeps acting like some kind of old lady.
When is he ever going to learn to pay no mind!
He jumped up, muttered something awkwardly apologetic, sideways, and made a hasty exit.
But he stopped outside the door, leaned his forehead against plaster Nora’s cold shoulder, and caught his
breath. In the studio the old lady was saying calmly:
“Yes, I wanted to tell you, Matvei. Yesterday Seva dragged over two young poetesses who sat here till very late
reading their verses. One was utterly ethereal—writes like Gumilev,\fn{ Nikolai Gumilyov and Mikhail Kuzmin, another
Russian poet, led the way between 1910-1911 in reassessing the so-called Symbolist School of Russian literature (largely in poetry, which
dominated that literary form between 1893 and 1914), arguing that the essence of poetry was its expression in terms of beauty and clarity,
rather than in terms of mysticism and vagueness .} she is simply not of this world. Later they explained to me that she has

some rather influential position at the Tretyakov, on the purchasing commission. I say this, Matvei, because all
these ethereal people, as a rule, lead an extremely down-to-earth, stable existence.”
Matvei’s response to her was soft and terse.
*
A spasm of frenzy choked Peter’s throat like a collar. Darling people, great conversation. Nothing out of the
ordinary: just another one of these boors.
In the studio the table was moved back noisily, and someone started toward the doors. Rushing down the hall,
Peter ran up the stairs and froze in the darkness in front of the door to his own little room. Nina emerged from the
studio, stood for a moment, evidently adjusting to the half-dark of the hall, and walked unhurriedly toward the
bathroom.
He watched her from above. She had a light, skinny figure. Actually, not so skinny in the hips. Actually, what
is there to say about the figure of a clothed woman?
Suddenly Peter felt a strong, hot pulse in his temples and thought—why should Matvei’s wife matter to him?
And he repeated to himself spitefully: Yes, yes. Matvei’s wife, his wife, that’s it exactly. You just stand on that
dilapidated staircase and take stealthy peeks at a strange, unconstrained woman walking by, someone else’s wife.
Actually he couldn’t care less about Matvei’s wife.
A moment later Nina came back to the hall, stood a few moments before the languorously leaning Nora, sighed
all of a sudden and—or so it seemed to Peter—pulled fatalistically on the studio door.
He went into his little room and rushed around, all worked up, first sprawling on his bed, then jumping up and
listening to the mumble of voices below. Then—he couldn’t stop himself—he went down and paced up and down
the hall a few times.
Funny—he was feverish from an unbearable sadness. And what was the reason for this, might one inquire?
“ … he’s visited from Italy only once in all these ten years, last year, when his mother, my only daughter
Sasha, died of a heart attack. He had to sell her dacha and get his inheritance, a fact that drew him to his
homeland with uncommon power. Generally speaking he’s a fine little thief.”
Aha. That’s her talking about Misha, and naturally she’s not making much of an effort to modulate her
expressions. Misha—a thief?
“ … what? What does he do? I’m afraid he himself couldn’t answer that question.” And the old lady laughed
her brief laugh once again.
Suddenly he felt an apathy toward everything, as had often engulfed him of late—a padded indifference to
what was happening and a deep-seated desire to sleep for a long time without break. Slowly he went up to his
room, sprawled out on the bed, and fell asleep.
*
Peter woke up two hours later with a pain in the back of his head. He rolled over without opening his lids, and
the pain flowed into his temples in poisonous rivulets. He moaned softly and opened his eyes. The room was already dark.
On the raincoat he had tossed across the chair lay a broken shard of dark blue gleam off the café window opposite.
He remembered today was Wednesday so Roza didn’t cook, which meant the old lady hadn’t eaten anything
hot since morning. He had to get it together, get up, and cook, at least some potatoes. Peel the old lady and get a
bite of something for himself.
Without stirring, he let his gaze wander over the walls.
The darkness concealed the shabbiness of his possessions, which he had culled here and there. He imagined
someone climbing those dilapidated stairs and walking in … say, just the secretary whose childish little hands he
had been kissing so respectfully and indifferently today.
Oh, Peter Avdeyevich, this is your apartment? Actually, the modern child of the discotheque would express
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herself differently:
Old man, she’d say, this place of yours makes me sick.
No, of course, he was lucky this box of a room had been attached to the sculptor’s studio. At least here he
could be his own master. The old lady couldn’t get up even these seven steps, otherwise there’d be no living
because of her, like before, when they were living in the big room in the communal on Garden Coach Road.
Well, that’s enough lollygagging.
You need to get up and do some cooking.
The fine, sharp pain flowed out of his temples and into his eye sockets and vibrated, stung. He sat on the bed
rubbing his face and massaging his neck.
*
In the studio, the table lamp shone sullenly under its yellow shade. Its gnarled bronze base hadn’t been cleaned
for, oh, say, twenty years. There was a story of some kind connected with that lamp. The old lady was sitting in
her armchair, her nose dangling as if she were sniffing out something. She was passing a small loupe\fn{ “A small
magnifying glass used by jewlers and watchmakers.”W} across the miniscule print in an issue of Foreign Literature.
When Peter walked in, pulled the bin out from the kitchen counter, and began digging around in it listlessly,
picking the firmer and bigger potatoes, she said without turning around:
“I’m sinking my teeth into the famous Faulkner.\fn{ William Faulkner (1897-1962), American author.} Seva brought it
by yesterday. He’s badgered me into trying this great American literature of his.”
Peter laid an old newspaper out on the table and set to peeling the potatoes just as listlessly, trying to conquer
his headache in his own way: by gritting his teeth.
“Light in August.\fn{Published in 1932.) You read the first ten pages or so with interest,” she went on. “Then you
begin to suspect that what interests the author more than anything in the world is his own digestion. He follows
the morsel he’s swallowed in loving detail down his esophagus and into his stomach, getting digested there, and
dropping into his bowels And he invites everyone on this entertaining journey Finding himself lost in the labyrinth
of the author’s intestines, the reader has already guessed at how the digestive process will end and where he, poor
thing, will eventually come out.”
Peter chuckled as he pared the last potato.
The old lady was biased and totally wrong, of course, but how clever—to stamp out an instantaneous, devastating picture like that. You could swear that Faulkner never had that kind of kick in the ass from any other illwisher.
“Nonsense!” he muttered. “You don’t know a damn thing about American literature.”
“Possibly. After Tolstoi\fn{Aleksey Nikloayevich Tolstoy (1882-1945), Russian author .} and Chekhov,\fn{Anton Pavlovich
Chekhov (1860-1904), Russian author.} I find it boring to dig around in the guts of an American.”\fn{ Faulkner was awarded
the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1949; but he was in some danger of being regarded as a merely regional writer until The Portable
Faulkner (a chronological arrangement of extracts from his novels) was put together in 1946 by the literary critic Malcolm Cowley .}

He held his tongue, not anxious to get into their old dispute.
He put the kettle of potatoes on the burner, walked over to the table, and tore off a piece of white bread.
“Where are these goodies from?” He nodded at the table. “Did Matvei fork out?”
“Oh no, my pension came. In a month I completely forget that such a pleasure exists, and each time I’m pleasantly shocked. It came this morning and Roza just happened to run in at the same time.”
“Roza did not just happen to run in,” he interrupted. “Roza remembers perfectly well when they bring you
your pension. She ran in to get something out of you. Admit it, you slipped her a three?”
“My dear, what do you mean? Roza ran right down to the store and bought me food. I had to thank her for her
services.”
“So!” He seated himself triumphantly on the stool, not noting his usual irritation stirring in him. “Shall we
count up how much that miserable Roza’s skinned off us?”
“As Ilia Ilf\fn{1897-1937, pseudonym of Iehiel-Leyb Arnoldovich Faynzilberg, Ukranian author } would say, ‘Here we go
again,’” said the old lady. “He often sat right there on that stool.”
“I’ve already heard about Ilf,” he interrupted. “Okay, let’s count it up. What did she bring from the store?”
He jumped up and jerked open the door of their old refrigerator in the comer under the loft.
“So … cheese … well, here’s half a kilo, that’s a rouble fifty. Sausage … a rouble at most, butter … sour
cream: total—four eighty, say, five. What else? Candies?”
“Peter, you’re a miserable skinflint. Fancy candies, ten roubles a kilo.”
“These candies cost four fifty, for your information. Total—twelve roubles of food at most. How much did
Madame Roza spend?”
“Well, my boy. You’ve got something confused. I gave Roza a twenty-five, and she brought me three in
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change, which I naturally refused. I can’t stand narrow pedantry!”
“Marvelous!” He triumphed, reveling in her practical idiocy. “You know, that … that … I haven’t got the
words for all the—”
“Go ahead and swear,” the old lady advised good-naturedly.
“That creature stiffed us today for fifteen rubles!” His shout exploded in his ear and reverberated in the back of
his head.
“Really?” The old lady was amazed.
“Just think how cleverly she counts. You too, my boy, you’re a past master at counting kopeks. I envy you that
a great deal. Arithmetic and I have never gotten along very well. I don’t remember whether I told you that our
Mama was a marvelous mathematician. She was one of the first women to graduate from the Mathematics Department in Kiev. People compared her to Sofia Kovalevskaya.”\fn{ 1850-1891, the first major Russian female
mathematician.}
“I’ve heard about your outstanding Mama twenty times,” he muttered, checking a potato with a fork to see if it
was done.
“So all four of us children and everyone else studied mathematics with Mama. They never punished us, but
during lessons Mama quite often would forget herself and hit me over the head with her notebook.”
“I quite understand her.”
He put the steaming potatoes on plates. He added butter and salt. He set the kettle on the stove.
“And when we were about fourteen, we five stupid girls would gather at our house once a week. Sixteen-yearold Nadya Malkina would lecture us on surplus value. We supposed we had a secret Marxist circle. One time Papa
happened to hear Nadya’s lecture through a half-open door, and that evening he called me over to one side and
said softly and quizzically: ‘Anya, you don’t even know your arithmetic!’”
“Let’s eat.”
He pulled up the armchair with the old lady in it to the table, moved her plate over toward her, and cut the
bread.
“What is this, potatoes?” She squinted and sniffed.
“How timely and relevant. Did you add butter?”
“Yes.”
“Amazing. You didn’t forget the salt?”
“Eat, for God’s sake, when you’re served, and don’t try to teach me how to cook potatoes!”
*
For a while they ate in silence. The studios all around fell quiet; the artists and sculptors were scattering to
their respective homes. Only upstairs, on the third floor, did the loft floorboards creak.
That was Sasha Sobolev, an artist and a bachelor, still at work. He often stayed in the studio, and then upstairs
all night it was as if a heron were squawking away—that was Sasha typing out articles for Moscow Artist.
The pain in his temples and the back of his head was gradually subsiding, and his chest was easing up. The
light from the old lamp lay on the floor like a yellow orange; in it stood the old lady’s old boots. Little by little the
irritation and sadness, like the pain in his temples—they didn’t disappear, no—but they went deep and squeezed
into a lump, and he felt like quiet, peace, calm conversation, but most of all—quiet, with only the creaking of the
loft floorboards upstairs.
He brewed up a fresh pot of Indian tea and poured it into cups.
“What did you think of Matvei’s wife?” asked the old lady. “Not bad-looking I thought. Not stupid, either.”
He shrugged. He didn’t feel like discussing Matvei or his wife or their troubles. All these conversations were
fraught with outbursts and insults, and right now he so wanted quiet to lull his soul the way it lulled his headache.
“She’s translating something from Spanish. Or Portuguese. Or both maybe. It would be curious to have a look
at what she’s scribbling there. What can a pretty woman scribble?”
He held his tongue, well aware what the old lady wanted. It was too calm for her now, and like a sandpiper in a
quiet swamp, she wanted to stir up the swamp, roil the waters, dredge up suffocating gases from the bottom. The
old lady simply couldn’t live without confrontation; she thirsted for blood.
“Really. What can a pretty little lady accomplish in art, eh, little man?”
“Still, it takes more than having your nose,” he muttered softly and distinctly. “There. You asked for it.”
The old lady smiled smugly. She was happy over managing to draw him into a fight.
“That gypsy struck your fancy, I see. What do you plan to do?”
“Finish my tea,” he replied morosely. “If, of course, you’ll let me.”
The tranquility of that evening was disturbed by a ripple, like a lake before bad weather. The old lady was
stirring things up the way a young loafer, bored, stirs up a pond’s inherent calm with a reed. Irritation was already
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bubbling up from the bottom of his disturbed soul.
“Yes I’m just afraid she’s imagined she plays an important role in his life.”
He had been planning to take a sip of tea, but when he heard that, he put down his cup and stared at the old
lady in amazement. Lord, how far do you have to go in your total indifference to all and sundry to reject everything obviously warm and tender in a person’s life? Aloud he said:
“She does.”
“Nonsense!” the old lady rapped out. “For Matvei the only important thing in life is art!”
“And you!” he shot back with a malicious chuckle. The cup was shaking in his hand. “You and art! Congratulations on the onset of senility. And I must say—long overdue. Ninety-five whole years! And enough about Matvei, I beg of you! I’m sick of your Matvei and I’m already sick of his wife, too!”
He was ready for a fight, totally ready. As usual, the old lady had got what she wanted with just a few words.
She loved to devour human flesh. He didn’t even regret the quiet evening, he wanted to keep on telling her
horrible, insulting things, although he knew her nerves were invulnerable and all his blows would just land on him
and he alone would get hurt.
He started right in again, quickly, contradictorily, about Matvei:
“Only you with your history and unique personal life could claim that a wife plays no role whatsoever in her
man’s life. It’s your life your husband didn’t play any role in. So don’t judge everyone else by your own example.
It would be hard to compare anyone at all to your astonishing egoism.
“Just take today: I’ve been home for four hours, and in that time you’ve managed to poison my existence three
times, but you haven’t shown the slightest interest in my affairs.”
“But I know everything,” the old lady said calmly.
“Is that so? And by what means I’d like to know?”
“Telephone. I called your famous Biryuzov myself.” Unruffled, she reached for a piece of candy. It was her
fourth. The old lady loved sweets.
*
“What???” he exhaled in a whisper when he realized what she had said. He started to get up from his chair and
without taking his stunned look from the old lady dropped back limply. There were no words to explain to the
crazy old lady what she had done. She silently crossed and uncrossed her wrists. He felt like letting out a heartrending bellow.
“Yes, I called him,” she continued, smoothing out the shiny wrapper with her thumbnail and mechanically
making a little fan out of it. “By the way, he may be a talented man, but judging from our conversation he’s a
stupid and pompous goose. His father was much more intelligent and decent. I knew his father. At one time we
used to meet over cards at the Osmerkins.”
Kill her. Kill her this instant. Smash her over the head with the sugar bowl or the bust of Beethoven. She was
the one who had ruined everything today. It was all her telephone call, not maternity leaves for Elena Ivanovna
and Inga Semyonovna.
“I remember one such evening wonderfully well. That time Akhmatova was sitting in the Osmerkins’ living
room—I didn’t like her, a rather repulsive female Suddenly Vertinsky walked in, the sweetest man, he was
friendly with the Osmerkins. So then, Vertinsky had scarcely walked in when Akhmatova’s whole look changed,
as if to say, I am Anna Akhmatova and you are the vulgar Vertinsky—”
He moaned and grabbed his head with his hands.
“What did you say to Biryuzov?” he strained out while staring at his plate and massaging his temples.
“I said that if he were a broad man he simply had to take you into his theater. That you were qualified not only
to perform the duties of literary consultant, which in my opinion are absolute nonsense and totally unnecessary,
but also to direct performances, and no worse than any of those esteemed dopes.”
He exploded into laughter, which he kept up for a long time, hysterically, until he started hiccuping, barking
out at intervals:
“So that … with time … I could honorably … occupy the chair … of Biryuzov himself!”
“And why on earth not?”
She regarded his hysterics with incomprehension.
“Succession in the arts is a noble and, by the way, inescapable tradition. Then the famous Biryuzov said that
for such an outstanding figure as Peter Avdeyevich their theater was simply a miserable little place and that the
position best suited to him was that of Ackerman under Goethe. And having proven by these words that he was a
jealous and cowardly ass, he hung up.”
Peter’s hilarity seemed to get terribly out of hand. He fell forward onto the table, nearly knocking the sugar
bowl over with his forehead, and began snorting and tossing his head back like a bridled horse. The old lady tried
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to add something, but he wasn’t listening to her anymore.
When he was finally spent, he wiped his face with his handkerchief and became very quiet. For a while he
rearranged the teacups and candy basket aimlessly, a foolish grin on his face.
“Now I see why he didn’t even want to talk to me,” he muttered a few minutes later. “He sent his secretary out.
It was all set—Sbrosov had recommended me … so much effort had gone into it …”
His eyes fixed on her pouring boiling water into her cup, and then he continued slowly, with epic calm:
“You know, you destroyed me today, you awful old woman.”
“Don’t be dramatic.” She waved him off.
“It’s all for the best. I didn’t like that idea at all. What kind of work is that—play Cerberus to the director and
gnaw at other people’s plays? Sit here and write your own if you have something to say.”
“You and Matvei have messed things up royally with your stupidity,” he continued in an even voice, not
hearing the old lady. “He’s never going to get into the Artists’ Union, and not because he’s “too left-wing” but
because you’re calling up the people his acceptance depends on and with your inimitable, idiotic aplomb declare
that Matvei is a genius and that they are all simply obligated to accept him into the Union and sign up as his
pupils in alphabetical order.”
“Your irony is undistinguished because that’s precisely how matters stand.”
“Exactly. I’m just surprised that Matvei’s self-restraint hasn’t betrayed him yet and he hasn’t picked up your
sculpting hammer and cracked open your phenomenal skull!”
“In our day,” the old lady replied, unperturbed, “an artist always found the courage to admit that someone else
was a genius.”
“In your day lots of things were different, but even then there were intelligent people and people like you—
with the flexibility of a mop handle. We might as well stop this squabbling. You’re not going to understand
anything because you don’t hear or see anyone else.”
*
He said “stop,” but he himself was beyond stopping.
Everything inside him was trembling and quivering with hatred, everything was poisoned with bile. He felt
like reminding her of all her offenses over the last fifteen years, from the first day to this.
“And why did you speak so nastily about Misha?” he started up, glad he’d remembered another of the old
lady’s dirty tricks. “You called him a thief, even though you know perfectly well he isn’t a thief but an ordinary
man and he didn’t go away for just any reason but because he fell in love and got married, and in the final analysis that’s his own business! You may have been able to traipse up and down the Champs Elysee, but for us it’s a
major turning point, and whatever choice anyone makes, it’s not for you to judge him!”
He said this in a temper, indignantly, snatching up the plates and dumping them in the sink with a clatter.
Everything he was saying seemed convincing to him, but the old lady had leaned back in her chair and was
admiring this outburst so gaily and frankly, twisting the cane she had slanted slightly in front of her so carelessly,
that he stumbled in the middle of a word, stopped short, and gave the faucet a frenzied twist.
“I never suspected you were so fervent on the subject of Misha, my dear boy,” she said with satisfaction.
“I’m not, and you know it!” he shouted over the water’s noise. “But injustice infuriates me!”
She said nothing for a second, as if she were looking for the most vulnerable spot for her blow. Finally she said
triumphantly:
“The young man has started to talk about justice. Amusing.”
He shut the tap off sharply. It got sinisterly quiet. The last drops rang as they hit the plate rims jutting out of the
stack. Pale, with wet trembling hands, Peter turned to face the old lady.
“Stop it!” he said softly. “Let me finish for you.”
He took a step toward her, his blue eyes fixed with hatred.
“Fifteen years ago you took in a hungry dormitory pup and warmed him. You gave him a roof over his head,
cultivated his taste for painting, literature, theater—for art! You taught him, you cultivated his soul, and most
important—most imporrtant, you fed him frequently.
“You kept him!
“For instance, for the last few months you’ve been keeping him, this shameless parasite, without any thanks in
return. And now this pup, having grown up over these past fifteen years into a mangy mutt, has the nerve to yap
about justice! To go on about justice to you—the paragon of virtue and talent. \
“Isn’t that it? Isn’t that what you were going to say? Go on. Say it all, why don’t you, and enough. I warn you
though: this time I’ll walk out for good! So, was that what you were about to say?!”
The old lady most certainly had been planning to say exactly that. But he saw her flinch and he knew this time
she would back down.
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“Peter, you talk too much!” the old lady said sternly. “You’re a dreadful idiot, my boy!”
With her large, crude palm she seized the knob of her cane as if she wanted to crush it, like a lump of clay.
Not a trace remained of the elderly empress’s magnificence.
“Pour me another cup, you psychopath.”
Her eyes, the lively black eyes of a hunted animal, watched him. It was the peak of his triumph.
He sighed, feeling positively reduced to shreds, went back to the sink, and silently washed the dishes with
throbbing hands.
256.102 Excerpt from Spiritual Values And Social Progress, Uzbekistan Philsophical Studies I: “The Place Of
Ecological Culture In Civil Society”\fn{by Victoriya Levinskaya (c.1960?- )} Tashkent?, Uzbekistan (F) 4
The relations between human society and nature contain problems and contradictions as well as developmental
prospects. Humankind and nature are subject to common laws whose violation can lead, sooner or later, to manmade ecological disasters. Even now we recognize that our misuse of natural resources has resulted in changes of
climate and desertification.
Mother Earth takes revenge against the exhaustion of the soil. Yet, ecological concern has become one of the
fundamental aspects of modern global culture. It is now international in character and influences all spheres of the
vital activity of humankind.
The life of primitive human was strongly dependent upon nature. At that time the first appearance of ecological culture idolized natural events in the first mythological world outlooks. Primitive culture and ancient civilizations have many examples of humane relations to the processes of nature.
The idea of unity between human beings and nature is an ancient tradition. According to the ancient Chinese
treatise Guan-Che (3 B.C.) water is the blood and living energy of earth; it is clean, soft, humane and modest. The
author of this treatise attributed to water the best ethical qualities, such as honesty, justice, nobility and so on.
In ancient Eastern civilizations this system of values remained invariable for a long time as they venerated
nature. It was also an object of aesthetics and, for the first time in history, laws of the protection of animals and
plants were developed. For example, the Mongols turned up the toes of their shoes to keep from damaging the
grass cover.
The ancient Eastern civilizations were the first ecological civilizations in history. In the Indian philosophical
tradition there was a concept of non-interference with the development of natural processes. The basis of these
traditions was deep thought about the reincarnation of everything on earth and also in the universe. According to
the principles of Indian philosophy, the human is just one part of the transformation from one form of life to
another, for which reason in Indian philosophy any manifestation of life must be preserved.
Muslim culture retained the ancient Eastern tradition. A. Nasr wrote:
“Nature in the Islamic countries is considered as one’s ‘own house’ where one must live not as in an enemy
country that is to be conquered.”
*
A special place in the history of attention to nature is held by Russian philosophical thought of the end of the
19th century and first years of the 20th century.
The 20th century brought great changes in cultural orientations. Russian philosophers for the first time in
philosophical history looked upon the world as if from space. Such philosophers as V. Soloviev, P. Florenskiy, N.
Rerikh, K. Ciolkovskiy, N. Fedorov and V. Vernadskiy created new philosophical principles for relations to nature
according to this view from space. This point of view was very original for that time especially for Russia, and
became well known in Europe. Every philosopher of the Russian Religious School had his special theory
regarding the need to overcome tensions between nature and society, but all the theories had common ideas, for
example, the idea of “universal ethics” or “space mentality”. Russian religious philosophers used such terms from
the Orthodox Church as “Unity of the Universe” and “micro- and macrospace”.
Nature as the result of God’s creation and the Incarnation harmony is of the greatest value and evokes the best
from people.
This was the main principle of the Russian religious philosophical school: that Earth is part of space and one
step in the development of the Universe. Humans are the best part of nature because they are in the likeness to
God. The human being is responsible for the order of space and the unity of all humankind. Therefore, the human
as, on the one hand, a likeness of God and, on the other, a part of nature, is the key to the “unity of the Universe”.
Humans are not values in themselves, but are completed by their surroundings.
The deepest ethical problems of Russian space philosophy are found in the works of Vladimir Soloviev.
According to V. Soloviev, ideas and ideals acquire great significance for humankind, and his own interests
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centered on the person which is the source (or egg) of the harmony of space. Thus, a human is both dependent
upon the universe and responsible for the world’s fate because he or she is a spiritual-moral substance. Moral
existence and the improvement of the person is a basis for the improvement of the world.
Ethical rules must create the future culture. The main aim of this new culture is the aspiration for space even
beyond the world because in space, as in the body of God, there will be a united, spiritual-moral humankind. This
will relate to nature as a living substance and to the human as an inimitable being. The highest ethical category,
goodness, must be realized through the category of Beauty to save nature from death. Humankind must save itself
from moral death. Moral law and order regulate all spheres of human life and decide even economic questions.
The ideal is that economic progress [is] to enter into moral progress. Nature has the some roots as man: it is the
result of creation and is connected with the Absolute through human relations. The task is to create moral ethical
relations in order to separate from chaos God’s order of humankind and the world. Very close to Soloviev’s
conception is the ethical conception of Nikolay Fedorov.
In his literary works the Russian writer, N.J. Dostoevski, used and illustrated the ideas of this Russian religious
philosopher. The subject of his interest is humankind and its moral preoccupation. The improvement of humankind is moral improvement on the basis of a transformed evolutionary space. This process will be possible only
when humankind transcends the earth.
The intellect of humankind must spread into space, keeping and improving science, philosophy, culture and
religion. It must begin to transform space as the environment for future generations. To protect the spiritual-moral
potential of humankind will be impossible without acknowledging the objective and necessary connections between humankind and space. Humankind must become a force in space.
The reasonable assimilation of nature is a necessary condition and “common enterprise” of philosophy and a
main subject of Fedorov. He understands it as unity of moral practice, duty and responsibility, past and future.
Ecological culture has gone out from the biosphere of earth and become a global space problem. The main goal of
humankind must be to change the world according to moral laws, which process is to “give us a basis for the
decision to spread the human intellect through the solar and other star systems for control of these systems by the
human brain”. Fedorov suggested space travel from one star to another and after him K.Ciolkovskiy “the pioneer
of the new space era” suggested the principles of building rocket jet engines.
*
The ideas of the Russian philosopher and scholar, V. Vernadskiy, are most important for the modern ecological
situation. He suggested a new sphere of human life—which sphere he called the “noosphere”. This term was
suggested, for the first time, by the French philosopher, Pierre Teilhard de Chardin. Vladimir Vernadskiy met him
at a scientific conference in the 1920s and took this idea.
The main book of Vernadskiy is The Living Substance in which he described all the spheres of the Earth, such
as atmosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere and biosphere and described their evolution. According to V.Vernadskiy
the biosphere is the cradle of human society, which one day it will have to leave. The noosphere is a process of the
conscious human transformation of the natural environment; it is not just a new state of biosphere: it is not a
context, but a scientific transformation of nature. The human is a “part of the biosphere and is a product of
evolution, but he is the main and the basic factor of the development of the noosphere”. The noosphere is the most
difficult conception.
The evolution of matter has two levels: the first level is geological, the second is evolution. The evolution of
inanimate substance and its unity formed a biosphere and created a new quality of living substance. In a human
society, the next step in the evolution of living substances must be a new state of biosphere, the “noosphere”.
Vernadskiy studied not only the objective conditions of the formation of the noosphere, but also the subjective
conditions of this process. According to Vernadskiy humankind has to understand its place in the evolutionary
process in order to understand itself as a new geological force and after that as a new unitive space power.
Of course, there are many factors which make this process most difficult and it is possible that our civilization
may die. But V. Vernadskiy thought we have a chance to decide these problems:
“The process which has been developing during billions of years could not be stopped. That is why the biosphere must transfer, sooner or later, into the noosphere.”
This thought is illustrated by the idea of the aphtotrophical substance of humankind as a part of living nature,
which depends on inanimate substance. The greatest part of aphtotrophical substance is plants. The higher forms
of life are dependent on lower forms, but not otherwise. This is the evolutionary order.
Vernadskiy thought that one of the characteristics of the noosphere is a transformation of humankind from
geteratrophical substance to aphtotrophical existence. Humankind, must be free from its dependence upon lower
forms of life, and the noosphere must push out into the biosphere; this will be possible if humankind is creating
new artificial food products, operating biological processes and so on.
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The resolution of these problems will ensure the future of humankind. For Vernadskiy, man is not standing
“out” or “above” the biosphere, but is a part of it; he is a product of evolution and the main factor in its development. The scientific thought of humankind is working in the biosphere and transforming it into the noosphere.
The noosphere has a very complicated structure, which includes a unity of material and ideal components, the
work and brain of man. The most important part of the noosphere is the highest level of social consciousness,
scientific thought and the conscious activity of people who transform the world.
However, the activity of the mind does not mean intellectual activity, which the modern ecological situation
corroborates. Ecological culture is the most important component of the noosphere and has a specific activity. It is
a measure of the consciousness of the noosphere because in culture humans are able to show their value as
ecologically creative.
Ecological creativity has taken place on every level of social life. On the social levels ecological culture operates by processes of the creativity of the noosphere. On the level of personality the noosphere is created by the
“internal” noosphere, according to a unity of natural and social laws. Ecological culture helps to ensure the humane essence of humankind, which is changing its quality and improving not just its relation to nature, but also its
social relations.
Ecological culture is a new prospective part of human culture. All dimensions of nature are connected; ecological culture is a synthesis in itself of different levels of their development. The interaction between ecological
culture and civil society has two aspects: First, ecological culture as a whole is a new cultural phenomenon
reflecting the ecological situation and is an indicator of the value dynamic of modern civilizations; second,
ecological culture stipulates the direction of the development of material and spiritual culture and determines the
formation of the quality of the new values, goals and ideals of humankind. Nature and culture are two opposites,
interconnected and interacting upon each other. The “world of nature” and “world of culture” each suffer: nature
from the ecological crisis and culture from a spiritual crisis.
*
The development of an ecological culture is impossible without aesthetics, that is to say, the realization of nature as a special spiritual-aesthetic value. Just as the human is a requirement of nature, aesthetic value is a part of
spiritual culture. At present aesthetics, as the so-called “natural” conception of beauty, is popular. Nature, together
with its physical, biological and other characteristics, also has an “aesthetic” character founded on such natural
objective laws as harmony, rhythm, proportion and measure. The beauty of nature has the same level as its other
characteristics; in the creations of nature, humans discover beauty.
Analysis of the results of research on the reflection of nature in art lead to an appreciation of nature as an aesthetic value. These analyses show its beauty, for example, a picturesque landscape is connected first of all with its
expressiveness. In the landscapes of Turner, Resdale, Backhausen, van der Meer, Claude Monet, van Gogh, Ayvazovsky, Rerikh and other artists of different countries, periods and nations, what appear before us is not just
pictures of the woods, fields, mountains, seas and so on, but types of exalted, inspired nature. Sometimes it is “enraged”, “somber” or “depressing”; sometimes “reconciliating”, “agitated” or “joyful”; sometimes it is “triumphant” or “majestic”.
Our apperception of nature is very closely connected with our emotional condition and our vision of the world.
The wavy, angular, softly bent or straight line of limbs, roads, fields, forms of stones and lakes are manifestations
of nature. The interactions of the elements of a landscape evoke impressions which engender intellectual activity
shaped by one’s emotional condition. Art by its essence is a means of harmonization of different processes of human life, which is able to balance the relationship of the human with the environment. That is why art has close
relations and interactions with ecological culture.
There are interesting connections between ecological culture and architecture as forms of “second nature.”
Architecture means “first creation” (translation from Greek), by which meaning architecture is an unachieved
synthesis of different kinds of art, culture, science and technique. Architecture is a prototype of the harmony
between the human and the world, because it is a harmony of different branches of art and culture. It impresses a
spirit on (or “inspirits”) a stone, the symbol of architecture. We can analyze past epochs through the monuments
of those epochs.
The penetration of ecologization into art and architecture creates a good foundation for an approach to aesthetics and ecological culture. Dostoevski wrote: beauty saves the world, Nockolay Rerikh added one word: the realization of beauty saves the world.
The ecological interpretation of this expression is that “the creation of the beauty saves the world” because it is
very closely connected with goodness, the love of humans for the world, and affirmation of the harmony between
personality and nature. The ideal of humanity is the whole and includes the harmonious developing personality
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and the cultural as well as ecological facts. This ideal is achieved only if society has a high ecological culture in
all spheres of material and spiritual activity.
Another concept which unites ecological culture and aesthetics is the ecology of culture. The Russian Academician, D. S. Likhachev, suggested the term “ecology of culture” for the first time in 1988. In that year he wrote:
The ecology of culture is more than the task of preservation of biological surroundings. The human lives not only in
a biological environment, but also in an environment that was created by one’s ancestors and by oneself. Preservation
of the cultural environment is as important a task as is the preservation of nature, because while nature is necessary for
people for their biological life, culture is necessary for their spiritual, moral life.

According to D. S. Likhachev the patrimony of the cultural environment is very limited, so that sometimes restorers, working according to their own unreliable views or the modern understanding of beauty, destroy monuments.
Therefore, ecological content has two sections: biological and cultural. These two sections unite, because an
exact border cannot be drawn between culture and nature. It’s impossible to save the original beauty of an architectural masterpiece without the original landscape; that is why it is necessary to keep a monument and its landscape together, to keep a cultural object in its natural environment, and to keep both of them in the soul.
*
Technocratic and ecological culture are not just two different approaches to the task of developing relations
between culture and society, they are two different ways of realizing these relations, two different kinds of
reflection and self-awareness of culture. Technocratic culture has a high transformative potential, but is less
sensitive to its relations to values. A technocratic mentality is little sensitive to its ecological relations to the
biosphere and to the crises of nature due to the actions of humans and of society.
“Material industry” and “ecological culture” are less compatible, but society depends on its economic and
industrial culture. Without economic consciousness and culture an ecological culture is impossible. The social
culture of labor, industry, exchange, distribution and consumption compose a socio-economic basis for the
formation and development of ecological culture. Its level and the character of this basis depends upon the quality
of the process of production and the economic relations in society. Hence, the development of the techniques and
technology of industry and economic laws must be combined with the laws, characteristics and qualities of nature.
*
However, such recreation zones as Amudaria, Cirdaria, the lake of Issic-cul, Gurtulin reservoir, the eastern
seaboard of the Caspian Sea and also the suburbs of the big cities are intensively polluted by rubbish. All Central
Asian rivers are polluted by chemical and organic fertilizers, city sewerage and the refuse of industry; only
artesian well water remains drinkable.
Recently the Uzbek region has had many different ecological problems, such as the drying up of the Aral Sea,
a high level of solar radiation and the impact of the summer heat and poor annual precipitation that characterize
the Central Asian climate. During the past 10 to 15 years there has been a striking rise in temperatures in this
region. The warming is caused by the global temperature circulation, a global rise of air temperatures accompanied by the increase of CO2 concentrations and other greenhouse effects and by local human factors.
The main consumer of water resources originating in the Central Asian mountains is agricultural irrigation.
During the past 25 years, the irrigation area increased by 15 times. Irretrievable consumption of water for irrigation has caused a substantial reduction of the flow into the Aral Sea and the lowering of the sea level, a decrease
of surface water in this area and an increase in the salinity of the water. The rapid recession of the sea and the
parching of large areas contributed to the climatic changes in the adjacent areas. An additional rise of temperatures (by 1.5 degrees C) owing to desertification has been observed for 100 to 150 kilometers around the aea. The
relative humidity decreased by five to 10 percent. No records were made regarding any changes in the amounts of
precipitation since more than 90 percent of the annual total consists of atmospheric moisture.
The total mineral concentration is considerably higher in the territory adjacent to the Aral Sea. The main effect
upon the environment caused by the sea’s recession consists in the movement of sand. Repeated dust storms and
drought increased during the period of the sea’s intensive recession. Several protective measures for the dry
surface along with reduced wind speeds during the past years have slightly diminished this development.
The fate of the Aral Sea has concerned many international organizations, such as the United Nations. Uzbek
President L.A. Karimov has said that the decline of the Aral Sea is one of the greatest disasters of the 20 th century
and requires the collaboration of many countries and organizations.
In spite of different conditions in the various countries, the socio-ecological results of the scientific-technical
revolution are common for all countries. As with other forms of politics, ecological politics must serve social pro240

gress. The government of Uzbekistan declared 1994 and 1995 years of “Ecology and Health” and developed a
great program for protection of nature. The role of ecological culture is to work out criteria and rules for such
programs.
158e.140 Excerpt from Vers Un Espace de Solidarité Islamique?\fn{by Habiba Fathi (c.1970- )} Tashkent?,
Tashkent Province, zbekistan (F) 7
… La recession économique et les problèmes sociaux qui en découlent ont une consequence directe sur
l’organisation domestique des ménages ruraux, ainsi que sur leur vie familiale. En effet, elle entraîne une
consolidation de la famille étendue. Les boicheviks puis leurs successeurs soviétiques avaient tenté de transformer
la famille centre-asiatique en une cellule nucléaire de type russe ou “europeen”. Or, la famille centre-asiatique, en
particulier dans le monde rural, a conserve ses caractéristiques traditionnelles, tels que l’endogamie (regions
rurales de Namangan, Marghilan, Pendjikent, Gharm), les mariages précoces et arrangés, le respect des anciens,
etc., autant d’éléments qui constituaient un obstacle à l’emergence de l’“homo-soviéticus”. En période de crise, on
constate que le modèle de la famille élargie tend de plus en plus à devenir la norme. Ce modèle de famille élargie
est sollicité car il permet à tous les membres d’une parentèle de developper un réseau d’entraide familiale afin de
subvenir à ses besoins les plus élémentaires. Plus le réseau est grand, plus les chances de survie d’une famille sont
multipliées. Par exemple, si un couple marié (et leurs enfants) n’a aucune source de revenus, même informelle, il
sera alors entièrement pris en charge par tous les autres membres de la communauté familiale. Comparées à la
période soviétique où la sécurité matérielle était assurée par le régime communiste, les conditions d’existence des
ménages ruraux ont empiré au point qu’ils vivent aujourd’hui une situation de précarité. À cela s’ajoute une
détérioration de leur environnement. Ainsi réduits aux marges du système, ces derniers peuvent exprimer leur
mécontentement et protester contre le régime en adhérant à l’islamisme.
*
D’une manière générale, la famille centre-asiatique a conservé son caractère patriarcal en dépit de plus d’un
siècle d’influence russe et de soixante-dix ans de soviétisation. On constate une nette prédominance du modèle de
la famille élargie comme l’ont révélé les résultats d’une enquête menée durant l’été 2002 et portant sur un
échantillon de 85 familles, tant rurales qu’urbaines.\fn{ L’objet “famille” a été appréhendé à partir du budget domestique et pour cela les
familles ont été interrogées sur leur âge, leur niveau d’études, leur situation professionnelle, leurs revenus légaux et/ou informels, leurs conditions
d’habitation et de vie, leur acquisition de la terre et leurs formes de solidarité économique dans leur parentèle. Enfin, l’entretien a été semi-directif et les
questions ont été adressées à des couples interviewés séparément ou ensemble. } L’échantillon comprenait 37 familles en Ouzbékistan

(23 urbaines et 14 rurales), 35 au Tadjikistan (14 urbaines et 21 rurales) et 13 au Kirghizistan (3 urbaines et 10
rurales). Parmi cet échantillon, 12 d’entre elles étaient représentées par des chefs de famille religieux qui
n’étaient pas tous nécessairement employés dans les institutions religieuses existant dans chaque pays concerné
(Direction spirituelle des musulmans), en tant qu’imam-khatib, aspect qui sera dveloppé plus loin. Les résultats
de l’enquête ont révélé que 54 familles étaient de type étendu dont 25 en Ouzbékistan, 21 au Tadjikistan et 8 au
Kirghizistan. En milieu urbain, on trouvait 21 familles élargies dont 13 en Ouzbékistan, 7 au Tadjikistan et 1 au
Kirghizistan. Quant au milieu rural, on comptait 33 familles étendues dont 12 en Ouzbékistan, 14 au Tadjikistan
et 7 au Kirghizistan. Enfin, il convient de signaler que parmi l’échantillon, il y avait 3 families monoparentales,
22 families nucléaires et 6 families polygamiques (2 en Ouzbékistan, 3 au Tadjikistan et 1 au Kirghizistan). Si la
polygamie est plus le fait des villes, elle est cependant pratiquée par des hommes ruraux. Ces derniers ont une
résidence initiale (première femme et enfants) chez leurs parents ou un frère marié restés au village, tandis que
leur coépouse ayant un ou des enfants d’un premier lit habite la ville et constitue leur seconde résidence. Ces
maris polygames sont ainsi partagés entre deux résidences et sont essentiellement des fonction naires ou des
hommes d’affaires qui ont les moyens de subvenir aux besoins de leurs “deux” ménages isolés. Toutefois, la
polygamie remplit essentiellement une fonction économique, étant entendu que la famille classique (parents +
enfants), qu’elle soit ou non étendue, reste en principe le modèle familial le plus courant.
Plusieurs générations peuvent cohabiter au sein d’une même unité domestique (résidence du père + un ou
plusieurs fils mariés et leur(s) femme(s) et enfants). Le nombre de personnes re groupées au sein d’un foyer
comprend plusieurs générations qui constituent chacune des cellules nucléaires regroupées autour d’une seule et
même résidence sans nécessairement partager le même chaudron (kazan). Le père, chef de famille incontesté,
exerce une autorité sur tous les autres membres du réseau familial, c’est-à-dire sur ses enfants mariés et adultes
(fils et filles divorcés), ses petits-enfants, ses belles filles, sa femme et d’autres proches (collatéraux). Confor mément à la coutume, chez les Ouzbeks et les Tadjiks, c’est le dernier des fils mariés qui hérite de la maison des
parents, ou plus exactement du père, et qui vit avec eux avec le soutien moral de sa ou ses sœur(s), ainsi qu’avec
l’apport financier de son ou ses frère(s).
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La concentration de plusieurs membres d’une seule et même parentèle regroupée autour de plusieurs
générations tend à grossir la taille des foyers,\fn{ Le terme “foyer” s’apparente à celui de “ménage” traditionnellement employé dans les
recensements nationaux ou les statistiques et désigne ici des personnes vivant sous le même toit, indépendamment de la prise des repas ensemble ou séparés}
ce qui a une incidence sur l’économie domestique. La taille des foyers des familles élargies est aussi élevée à la
ville qu’a la campagne. Selon l’enquête menée en 2002, la taille moyenne d’une famille élargie était de 8.88 sur
un total de 25 en Ouzbékistan, de 9.52 sur un total de 21 au Tadjikistan et de 9.5 sun un total de 8 au Kirghizistan.
La famille étendue rassemblant le plus de corésidents a été rencontrée dans un village du district de Hissar, a 40
km de Douchanbe, et réunissait 35 personnes. Dans ce cas de figure, il semble plus approprié de parler d’un
véritable réseau familial. La taille importante des foyers tient au fait que les familles regroupent un ou plusieurs
proches en lignée agniatique dans la résidence parentale dirigée par le père ou le fils aîné, en cas de décès de
celui-ci. Ces collatéraux sont la mère du père, sa grand-mère, sa sœur ou sa fille qui peuvent être divorcées avec
leur(s) enfant(s). Une femme divorcée retourne le plus souvent chez ses parents ou un frère même plus jeune ou
encore devient coépouse. Une femme qui quitte le domicile conjugal pour aller vivre chez un parent amène
toujours avec elle son ou ses enfants (filles et garçons). Lorsqu’un homme divorce, il rompt aussi avec ses
enfants. Il cherche alors à fonder une nouvelle famille en se remariant presque aussitôt avec une jeune fille ou une
autre femme divorcée. Si celle-ci a des enfants, elle les laisse à la charge de ses parents ou de sa mère, y compris
s’ils sont encore en bas âge. Elle essaiera d’assurer une progéniture masculine à son nouveau con joint pour
garantir son avenir au sein du foyer en mettant au monde un enfant de sexe masculin, de préférence. Cette
situation complexe contribue à gonfler la taille des foyers de par le nombre considérable des collaténaux et
explique pounquoi le célibat n’existe pas pour les hommes. Si ceux-ci se retrouvent veufs, même s’ils sont âgés,
ils attendent de rompre la période de deuil d’une durée d’un an pour contracter un nouveau mariage.
Bien que certaines unités nucléaires formant une famille composée aspirent à l’autonomisation par la prise de
repas séparé, elles ont dû s’unir en raison des contraintes économiques qui pèsent sur elles. La plupart d’entre elles
comprennent des couples, parfois jeunes, qui ne parviennent pas à trouver un emploi stable et qui sont à la charge de
leurs parents. Ceux-ci ont le statut de retraités qui, dans toute l’Asie centrale, sont pratiquement les seuls à avoir une
rentrée d’argent versée régulièrement et en espèces. Mais le montant de ces retraites est si faible qu’il ne suffit pas à
couvrir les dépenses du foyer dont la tailie est importante, la moyenne générale se situant autour de 9.22 sun un total
de 85 ménages. Ces retraités se voient donc obligés de continuer à travailier en occupant un emploi différent de leur
secteur d’activité originel pour avoir des ressources supplémentaires et faire vivre les leurs. Les jeunes couples
continuent de vivre et de grandir chez leurs parents car ils ne peuvent pas faire face aux dépenses domestiques de leur
propre ménage (femme + enfants). Le coût éleve de la vie, une forte inflation et une stabilité des salaires—lorsqu’ils
sont versés—ne favorisent pas la formation de families nucléaires, ni l’autonomisation des noyaux domestiques
existant au sein d’une famille étendue. La plupart de ces noyaux domestiques ont un lien de dépendance économique
avec tous les membres de leur parentèle à travers les réseaux d’entraide. Cela est également le cas des familles
nucléaires qui se voient obligées d’assister matériellement les leurs ou d’être assistées à leur tour si elles sont dans le
besoin. Au sein d’un seul et même réseau familial, ce n’est pas seulement l’argent qui circule de maison en maison
mais ce sont aussi les assiettes de nourriture. Dans ces conditions, il paraît extrêmement difficile de faire une
estimation du budget familial et des dépenses d’un foyer, voire d’un couple.\fn{ Les liens d’interdépendance économique au sein
d’une famille, dont les formes sont diverses et complexes, rendent difficile le calcul des ressources d’un seul et même foyer. Ce problème de calcul des dépenses de la
famille a été souligné par Kandiyoti (1999)}

Les stratégies de survie dépendent des conditions économiques de la famille. Aux diverses formes d’entraide familiale
s’ajoute un soutien moral entre les membres de la parentèle. L’enquête révèle que la majorité des menages ruraux n’avait
aucune source de revenu tirée d’une activité professionnelle alors qu’ils étaient officiellement salariés. Comme déjà dit
plus haut, bon nombre d’ouvriers et d’ouvrières agricoles sont payés en nature et reçoivent des vivres à la place d’un
salaire lors d’une récolte. L’exercice d’une profession ne permet donc pas nécessairement de fournir l’essentiel des
ressources familiales. D’où le développement d’activités informelles qui servent non pas à gonfler le budget familial mais
plutôt à le constituer.
Les ressources légales de la famille sont tirées de salaires qui ne sont versés régulièrement que pour une catégorie de
personnes: celles qui ont un emploi stable comme, par exemple, les fonctionnaires. Le reste de la population se trouve
dans une situation précaire: il s’agit d’inactifs occupés qui ne travaillent que temporairement. Cela est particulièrement
le cas des migrants, dont la période de travail en Russie ne durait, lors de l’enquête de 2002, qu’entre 3 et 8 mois pour 5
familles rurales interrogées (3 au Tadjikistan et 2 au Kirghizistan): l’aide monétaire envoyée au pays en dollars
américains\fn{Les monnaies nationales ont peu de valeur et leur taux de convertibilité en dollars américains subit des variations régulières, ce qui conduit les
familles à s’aligner sur le cours du marché noir. Celles qui peuvent épargner pour anticiper sur les dépenses onéreuses, comme un mariage ou l’enterrement d’une
personne pouvant rassembler des membres de plusieurs réseaux liés à la fois par la parenté, le travail et le monde des affaires, le fort en accumulant des dollars
américains} ou en roubles russes était transférée irrégulièrement.
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Cette situation difficile a conduit des gens à haut niveau d’éducation à faire du petit commerce. Mais ils parviennent
à gagner de l’argent que lorsqu’ils anrivent à écouler des produits agricoles achetés en ville à des ruraux et qu’ils
revendent dans un “magasin” situé chez eux. Les ruraux essaient de vendre leurs denrées agricoles au bazar, situé en
ville, mais y renoncent très souvent pour deux raisons. D’une part, ils ne disposent pas de moyens de transport pour les
acheminer. D’ailleurs, lorsqu’ils se débrouillent pour trouver un véhicule, ils sont littéralement “rackettés” par la police
stationnée aux innombrables barrages routiers, renforcés depuis les incursions du Mouvement islamique d’Ouzbékistan et
l’installation des troupes américaines dans la région au lendemain du 11 septembre 2001. D’autre part, les régions sont
enclavées en raison du relief montagneux: les axes de communication entre les diverses provinces d’un même pays sont
réduits. De plus, depuis 1999, année de la première incursion du Mouvement islamique d’Ouzbékistan au Kirghizistan et
des attentats de Tachkent, le transit des marchandises entre les trois pays de la vallée de la Ferghana, principal fief de
contestation islamique, est devenu interdit.
Enfin, il convient de souligner que dans la plupart des pays d’Asie centrale, il n’existe pratiquement pas de
couverture sociale. L’existence de prestations sociales est essentiellement le fait de l’Ouzbékistan qui apporte une aide
relative aux femmes en congé de maternité, aux invalides et aux familles sans revenus. Cas presque unique dans toute
l’Asie centrale, un seuil de pauvreté a été instauré dans ce pays. Fixé à 4000-5000 soums (3 à 4 US$ en août 2002)
pour une famille nucléaire, ce type d’aide sociale mensualisée permet de soulager certains foyers. Mais l’écrasante
majorité des familles, soit 52 sur 85, est contrainte de recourir à des activités informelles pour vivre.\fn{Sur les particularités
du travail dans le monde rural, voir Kandiyoti (1998)}
Comme déjà dit, l’obtention de revenus informels ne sert non pas à arrondir les fins de mois mais plutôt à assurer
une rentrée d’argent en espèces. La présence de l’argent au sein du foyer devient une chose de plus en plus rare, ainsi
que son mode d’acquisition. Pour pallier cette difficulté, la plupart des ménagères ont été amenées à recourir à la
pratique du gap.
Le gap est le premier type d’entraide permettant d’assurer un revenu informel. Le gap est désormais devenu une
entraide entre voisins, amis, collègues de travail, proches, etc. À l’origine, c’est une “causerie” autour d’une table ou
dans une maison de thé pour les hommes, s’accompagnant d’une participation financière essentiellement symbolique.
Un groupe de personnes partageant les mêmes intérêts (chanteurs, camarades de classe, voisines) se réunit
régulièrement, chacun(e) à leur tour pour “discuter” (de l’ouzbek gap réunion/ discussion et du tadjik gashtak réservé
essentiellement aux hommes). Lors de chaque rencontre, on est tenu de verser une somme d’argent à celui qui invite.
Cette organisation, qui ressemble au système des tontines, est devenue le moyen le plus répandu de se procurer de
l’argent en liquide. Le montant de la réunion est fixé par un chef de gap qui est toujours le plus âgé de tous les membres
et qui incarne l’autorité dans le groupe. Les gaps sont plus pratiqués par les femmes que les hommes. Les gaps féminins
réunissent le plus souvent des membres d’une parentèle ou des voisines mais très rarement des amies, contrairement aux
hommes qui, eux, l’observent presque toujours entre amis. L’argent des gaps féminins est systématiquement réintroduit
dans l’économie domestique pour constituer le budget familial, ce qui montre qu’elles ont des responsabilités au sein de
leur ménage, même si leur mari en est pourtant le chef. Durant l’éte 2002, le montant d’un gap féminin était calculé sur
le prix du kilo de viande, soumis à des variations en raison de l’inflation. Le prix d’un kilo de bœuf—viande la plus
chère sur le marché—était de 3000 soums en Ouzbékistan, de 4 somonis au Tadjikistan et de 80 soms au
Kirghizistan,\fn{Le dollar américain est passé de 1200 soums début juillet 2002 à 1050 soums fin septembre de la même année. Il s’agit du cours non officiel du
soum ouzbek, celui de l’État se situant entre 900 et 1000 soums. Dans les deux autres pays, selon le cours officiel de la monnale nationale, le dollar améncain équivalait alors
à 3,5 somonis tadjik et a 46-48 soms kirghiz} pays où le gap s’est étendu à quelques familles kirghizes, en particulier celles du sud

vivant au contact des Ouzbeks.
Le second type de revenu informel le plus repandu est l’argent acquis par la pratique de divers rituels. Cela concerne
uniquement les mollahs, hommes ou femmes,\fn{En milieu tadjiko-ouzbek mais aussi dans les ethnies arabes, iraniennes de confession chiite,
ouïghoures, tatares, dounganes d’Asie centrale, des femmes remplissent des fonctions de mollahs. Voir à ce sujet: Fathi (1997); Kleinmichel (2001) } qui sont
sollicités par des familles pas nécessairement pratiquantes pour accomplir les rites ponctuant les cycles de vie
(naissance, circoncision, mariage, enterrement religieux). Ces revenus informels tires de la pratique de rituels sont aussi
le fait des guérisseurs et des guérisseuses, y compris des chamans à la foi musulmans, qui sont spécialisés dans toutes
sortes de soins curatifs à l’aide de formulas propitiatoires. Ces guérisseurs sont, eux aussi, de plus en plus sollicités. En
effet, de nombreuses familles rurales sont obligées de recourir à la médecine traditionnelle pour deux raisons
essentielles: soit parce que le village ne dispose plus d’infrastructures médicales, soit parce que leur bourse ne le
permet pas. Cependant, l’argent de ces rites a plus une fonction symbolique que marchande. Par conséquent, il ne
permet pas de s’enrichir comme l’ont souligné certaines analyses (Koroteyeva et Makarova 1998). Celles-ci indiquent
que dans un contexte de crise, des mollahs et, plus précisément, des femmes de religion de Samarcande (bibi-khalife)
opèrent un retour au traditionalisme en s’adonnant à des activités commerciales tirées de la religion. C’est donc leur
statut religieux qui est mis en cause. Or, les “honoraries” religieux perçus en argent ou en nature ne sont que des dons
offerts en échange de prières et de bénédictions faites à la demande des clients. L’argent ou le don ne remplit qu’une
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fonction symbolique, les mollahs n’étant que les gardiens d’un capital symbolique. Depuis l’accession à
l’indépendance, l’argent des rituels est soudain devenu “visible” parce que les religieux sont eux-mémes devenus plus
“visibles”. Contrairement à l’époque soviétique, ces religieux n’ont plus besoin de cacher leur foi, ni leurs pratiques.
Ils peuvent donc pratiquer, à condition de respecter le texte de loi sur “la liberte de conscience” fixé par la
Constitution, sans être systématiquement attaqués comme dans le passé. Toutefois, si l’argent des rituels profite à
certaines personnes, cela ne concerne qu’une poignée de religieux, ceux en particulier qui sont dans les institutions de
l’État et qui habitent la ville. Eux seuls peuvent s’enrichir non pas sur le dos de la religion mais plutôt en jouant sur
leurs réseaux de relations sociales, réseaux parfois très importants et pouvant même s’étendre à ceux d’autres pays
musulmans.\fn{De nombreux pays musulmans se disputent le contrôle de l’islam centre-asiatique et ont noué des contacts avec des mollahs officiels des capitales
ou des grandes villes de la région. Bien entendu, ces mollahs officiels tirent des avantages de ces contacts qui se traduisent, par exemple, par la prise en charge des études
religleuses de leur(s) enfant(s) dans une université islamique et par d’autres dons, tout aussi charitables. Voir à ce sujet: Fathi (1996) } Ce sont justement ces

relations sociales qui justifient leur pouvoir d’infiuence exercé sur la population locale frappée par leur “notoriété”
extérieure, notamment celle qui se manifeste dans le monde arabe. Les mollahs des campagnes ont moins de prestige
que ceux des villes, d’autant plus qu’ils ont une clientèle paysanne aux revenus nettement plus bas. De plus,
contrairement à leurs “frères” urbains qui ont des relations officieuses avec des représentants de pays musulmans, ils
ont plutôt affaire à des predicateurs extérieurs se réclamant d’organisations islamiques peu connues et se livrant à une
véritable lutte d’influence.
Le troisième type de revenu informel est tiré des produits cultivés dans le jardin/potager. La plupart des familles,
qu’elles soient urbaines ou rurales, ont un potager dont la taille varie en fonction de celle de la maison. Le jardin centreasiatique, dont la fonction initiale est bioclimatique, devient un instrument de survie: il permet aux familles de cultiver
des fruits et des légumes essentieliement destines à leur propre consommation, les surplus étant distribués aux membres
de la parentèle. Dans le village de Namuna (district de Termez, Ouzbékistan), des frères faisaient une rotation des
cultures dans chacun de leur jardin pour les répartir au sein du réseau familial: l’un cultivait du blé, l’autre des fruits, un
autre encore des pommes de terre, etc. Enfin, nombreuses sont les familles qui disposent de bêtes dans leur foyer, y
compris en ville. Si la vache sert à procurer du lait ou de la crème fraîche pour les consommer et les vendre aux voisins
à un prix inférieur à celui du bazar, elle est aussi entretenue pour être vendue en cas de besoin soudain d’argent comme,
par exemple, une cérémonie de deuil. Cela est également le cas pour les autres types de bêtes. Par exemple, à Sharq,
dans le district d’Osh, un mouton pouvait rapporter 1 500 soms (32 US$ en 2002) pour acheter, selon une urbaine
devenue paysanne, “un manteau qui constituera un des éléments de la dot de sa future belle-sœur”.\fn{ Entretien personnel
avec une paysanne issue de la ville et ayant rejoint son mari au village à la suite de la distribution de la terre, village de Sharq situé non loin d’Osh, été 2002}
Ainsi, on voit que la faible circulation de l’argent et surtout la difficulté à s’en procurer ont entraîné une monétarisation
du bétail et de certaines traditions socioculturelles, telles que le gap ou le hashar, qui ont pris chacune une valeur
marchande. La réactivation de ces traditions socioculturelles n’est pas liée à la manifestation d’un retour au
traditionalisme. Si elles sont sollicitées, c’est uniquement à des fins et des réflexes de survie, comme en témoigne leur
monétarisation.
*
L'enquête de terrain révèle que l’on n’assiste pas à une amélioration des conditions d’existence des ménages
centre-asiatiques, en particulier à la campagne où la situation est dramatique, ce qui accentue davantage les disparités
entre villes et campagnes. Queues sont les indications sur les principaux facteurs d’exclusion sociale des familles
centre-asiatiques et sur la situation de leur environnement? Trois principaux facteurs d’exclusion sociale ont été
observes: le premier concerne la baisse du niveau de vie des foyers, le second la détérioration de leurs conditions
d’habitation et d’environnement et, le troisième, l’échec du système éducatif de type laïc qui tend à étre remplace par
une structure éducative religieuse.
Contrairement à une idée conventionnellement admise, le niveau de vie ne se réduit pas aux seules ressources
financières d’une famille. Mais il nécessite de prendre en compte des normes de consommation et de bien-être tels
qu’elles sont définies par les intéressés et non par certaines instances internationales qui ont tendance à transplanter
leurs instruments de mesure occidentaux sur ceux des populations assistées, leurs besoins étant évalués en fonction
d’une situation préconçue et non natureile.\fn{Un des inconvénients de cette procédure de mesure réside dans la récolte d’informations
qui ne sont pas appropriées car celles-ci résultent d’une méthode quantitative où les questionnaires restent fermés. Or, dans le cas de l’Asie centrale,
le recours à une méthode qualitative s’impose pour saisir les liens d’interdépendance entre divers phénomènes, comme, par exemple, le lien
familial et les stratégies de survie d’un foyer. Ce problème spécifique a été abordé par Kandiyoti (1999)} Selon les résultats de l’enquête,

les 85 familles interrogées ont été classées en 3 groupes distincts pour évaluer leurs conditions d’existence: catégorie au
niveau de vie élevé, catégorie intermédiaire et catégorie à bas niveau de vie. Le niveau de vie de la popu lation a été
formulé par les indices suivants:
1. l’existence de ressources légales et régulieres dans le foyer,
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2. la fréquence de la consommation de viande et de pain,
3. la possession d’un potager dans le foyer,
4. la possession de bêtes dans le foyer ou sur la parcelle de terre,
5. l’acquisition récente d’un lopin de terre, qu’il soit loué ou non.
Ce sont les cinq indices qui m’ont semblé être les plus pertinents dans la mesure oü ils ont une incidence sur la
qualité de la vie. Ajoutés aux conditions d’habitation et aux commodités domestiques (eau potable, chauffage), ainsi
qu’à la situation de l’environnement (accès à l’eau, l’éducation et aux soins), ils peuvent contribuer au bien-être d’une
unità domestique et à l’amélioration de ses conditions de vie, ce à quoi aspire toute société.
L’enquête révèle que seule une minorité de 33 foyers vit d’une manière décente. Cette première catégorie n’est pas
confrontée à des difficultés matérielles et est majoritairement issue de l’ancienne nomenklatura soviétique. Elle est la
seule à acheter de la viande pour la consommer quotidiennement, ce qui signifie qu’elle peut se permettre de faire
d’autres dépenses comme celles, par exemple, liées aux soins de type moderne ou à l’instruction. Les familles rurales
de cette catégorie (8 sur 14 en Ouzbékistan, 6 sur 21 au Tadjikistan et 3 sur 10 au Kirghizistan) ont les moyens
d’envoyer leurs enfants à la ville pour y étudier ou se soigner, le savoir et les centres médicaux étant concentrés en
milieu urbain. Cela signifie aussi que les families de cette première catégorie peuvent se vêtir, faire rénover leur
maison ou en construire une nouvelle pour in fils à marier, voyager en accomplissant, entre autres, le pèlerinage à La
Mecque, marier leurs enfants en célébrant des noces fastes et ostentatoires, observer les fêtes ou les coutumes
reilgieuses nécessitant offrandes et sacrifices animaliers, même si elles sont loin d’observer les cinq devoirs religieux.
La seconde catégorie réunit des familles ayant un niveau de vie intermédiaire. Elle est au nombre de 32 (14 dans le
milieu ouzbek urbain contre 3 en milieu rural, 5 en milieu urbain tadjik contre 4 en zone rurale et 1 en milieu urbain
kirghiz contre 5 en zone rurale). Celle-ci n’a pas nécessairement du mal à se procurer des produits alimentaires de
base, mais elle s’abstient pour faire des économies sur la moindre dépense, ce qui implique de nombreuses privations.
Enfin, la dernière catégorie regroupe 20 familles qui ne consomment pratiquement jamais de viande. La fréquence,
lorsqu’elle existe, ne se situe qu’entre 1 et 3 fois par mois. Rares sont les occasions où elles peuvent en consommer et
manger à leur faim: c’est uniquement à l’occasion d’une cérémonie familiale (noce, funérailles), le plus souvent
accomplie par une connaissance ou un voisin et nécessitant la préparation de nourritures spécifiques et abondantes.
D’ailleurs, si un deuil survient chez l’une de ces familles, elles se voient contraintes de s’endetter pour inviter à leur tour
amis et voisins autour d’un festin pour accompagner le défunt dans son “retour à Dieu”, ce qui relève davantage d’une
tradition socioculturelle que d’une pratique exciusivement religieuse. Ces 20 familles se privent encore plus que la
catégorie intermédiaire. Elles s’abstiennent des principales denrées alimentaires et de vêtements alors que les hivers sont
secs et rigoureux. Elles se passent aussi de l’école, des soins et des frais occasionnés par une célébration liée à un heureux
événement. Dans les villages de Bel (district de Khaydarkhan, région de Batken, Kirghizistan) et de Qarasuv (district de
Boysun, région du Surkhan-Daria, Ouzbékistan), bien que les petits garçons des familles enquêtées aient été circoncis,
cela n’a pourtant jamais été fêté, faute d’argent. De même, bien des enfants adultes des familles provenant de ces localités
rurales étaient toujours célibataires car leurs parents n’avaient pas d’argent pour les marier et fêter l’événement d’une
manière ostentatoire comme le veut la coutume: ils avaient atteint ou dépassé leur vingtcinquiéme année, âge considéré
comme tardif dans toute l’Asie centrale, étant entendu que les mariages sont très souvent précoces et arrangés. Cette
catégorie compense l’absence de viande par la surconsommation de pain. Comme pour la catégorie intermédiaire, le pain
devient la base de son alimentation: il est consommé plusieurs fois par jour et s’accompagne de thé sans sucre, ni
confiture, l’observance des 3 à 4 repas n’étant plus la règle. À la campagne, la galette de pain est préparée à base de farine
de blé noir et est plus grande mais moins épaisse que celie des villes dont la farine de froment est de bien meilleure
qualite.
Le second facteur d’exclusion est lie à la degradation des conditions d’habitation et de l’environnement. Que cela
soit l’hiver ou l’été, de nombreux foyers ruraux (Loyobad près de Gharm au Tadjikistan, Olmos près de Namangan en
Ouzbékistan, Bel entre les villes de Kizil-Kiya et de Khaydarkhan à l’ouest du Kirghizistan) sont régulièrement privés
d’eau, d’électricité et de chauffage. Dans les villages situés près de Gharm, les habitants n’ont droit qu’a quatre heures
d’électricité le matin ou le soir entre septembre et mai. Le moyen de chauffage le plus utilisé est de type traditionnel,
aussi bien à la campagne qu’a la ville. L’entretien des conduites d’eau, d’électrification ou de chauffage est inexistant
et n’est pas assuré par l’État, ce qui pousse les familles à mettre en place des moyens archaïques pour pouvoir passer
l’hiver et prendre des repas chauds. L’été, une des activités domestiques des femmes ruraies consiste à fabriquer une
sorte de mortier qui formera la provision de chauffage l’hiver et appelée en ouzbek tuziq. Que cela soit à la campagne
ou à la villle (Namangan, Boysun, Gharm), les femmes ramassent des crottes de moutons ou de la bouse de vache
qu’elles melangent avec de la paille et de l’eau. Elles constituent un pâté de forme rectangulaire ou ovale qu’elles font
sécher sous le soleil et qu’elles conservent dans un endroit sec. Ces types de mortiers locaux sont utilisés l’hiver pour
approvisionner les poêles et les fours traditionnels (tandir, ütshoq). Les habitants du village mixte (Ouzbeks et
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Kirghizes) de Bel utilisent le bois pour se chauffer l’hiver, mais comme ils se trouvent dans une zone aide et sèche où
le bois manque, ils sont obligés de l’acheter en Ouzbékistan lorsqu’ils en ont les moyens. Une voiture remplie de bois,
dont le coút était de 2000 soums durant l’hiver 2001 (1000 soums équivaiait à 1 US$ en 2002), permet de se chauffer
pour une période de deux mois.
À la degradation généralisée des infrastructures datant de l’époque soviétique, s’ajoutent les caprices de la nature
et du climat. L’eau fait défaut dans les maisons, d’autant plus que la plupart des foyers ruraux ne sont pas pourvus en
eau potable; elle est donc approvisionnée, ce qui est devenu une lourde tâche pour les femmes et les enfants. Ceux-ci
transportent à l’aide de seaux de l’eau provenant des canaux d’irrigation (anjq) situés dans la rue, le plus souvent
devant le seuil de la maison. La vaisseile et la lessive, corvées qui incombent aux fillettes été comme hiver, sont
faites à l’extérieur près de ces aryq. Toutes ces conditions contribuent à détériorer l’état de santé des enfants dont
les mères, elles-mêmes affaiblies physiquement, ne peuvent plus consacrer leur temps à apprendre les règles
d’hygiène élémentaires en raison du poids des responsabilités domestiques qui pèsent sur elles.
L’eau devient de plus en plus rare en raison de la sécheresse mais surtout en raison de l’abaissement des nappes
phréatiques, ce qui est dû à un pompage excessif et aux circuits de distribution d’eau laissés en état de délabrement. Dans
le village de Bel, dans la région de Batken, les villageois sont obligés d’aller à la recherche de l’eau dans les localités
environnantes qui ne sont pas toujours accueillantes car elles aussi manquent cruellement d’eau. Ainsi, l’accès à l’eau
pourrait être une source de conflit entre villages voisins. Cette course effrénée aux points d’eau (aryq, rivières, étangs)
présente l’inconvénient de négliger la qualité de l’eau qui est loin de répondre aux normes sécuritaires. L’usage de ces
eaux a des effets sur la santé des hommes mais aussi sur celle du bétail. D’autant plus que l’on rencontre des problèmes
d’assainissement essentiellement dus à l’évacuation des eaux polluées. Cette situation entraîne un taux important de
mortalité (9 cas recensés à Bel en l’espace de moins d’un an) et toutes sortes de maladies infectieuses comme la diarrhée
qui a touché presque tous les enfants des foyers enquêtés. Dans le sud du Tadjikistan, les foyers ruraux des districts de
Kurgan-Teppe ont tous eu un ou plusieurs membres de leur famille victimes de la dysenterie. Bien entendu, les
destructions causées par la guerre civile ont largement contribué à provoquer de graves maladies (malaria, typhus) dans
tout le pays tadjik mais, lors de l’enquête, on a constaté que l’Ouzbékistan et le Kirghizistan n’étaient pas non plus
épargnés par la tuberculose, l’anémie ou les problèmes rénaux qui ont affecté l’écrasante majorité des femmes
interviewées. D’ailleurs, certaines d’entre elles ont révélé qu’elles avaient accouché chez elles (Bel, kolkhoze “Navruz”
dans le district de Kurgan-Teppe, Qarasuv, district de Boysun) en étant assistées par une chamane (falbin) ou une
guérisseuse (tabib) car elles ne pouvaient pas s’offrir le luxe d’être transportées en ville, ni celui d’être hospitalisées.
Le troisième facteur d’exclusion sociale porte sur la crise du système éducatif de type laïc. Alors que la scolarité est
censée être gratuite, en réalité, elle est payante et coûte chère, surtout en versements de pots de vins. En effet, le
système éducatif est celui où l’on verse le plus de pots de vins. Dans des pays où tout se fait par relations et où tout
s'achète, notamment les diplômes d’État, on peut se demander pourquoi alors encourager les enfants à faire des
études. En effet, les familles qui peuvent offrir une scolarité à leurs enfants sont extrêmement sensibles au regard et au
jugement des autres, ce qui est une caractéristique des sociétés traditionnelles. Décrocher une place à l’université et un
diplôme—alors que la qualité des études est d’un niveau médiocre—n’est qu’une question de prestige. Les familles
mettent tout leur honneur en jeu pour que leurs enfants soient intégrés dans une université située en ville en vue d’un
dipiôme. L’obtention du diplôme qui, le plus souvent, est “acheté”, donnera prétexte à une fête réunissant des proches,
des amis, des voisins et tous les professeurs qui ont contribué à la “réussite” de l’enfant. Il est évident que les éleves
dont les parents n’ont pas les moyens de payer les professeurs pour réussir seront marginalisés car ils auront nettement
moins d’opportunités pour trouver un emploi enviable où l’on exigera une attestation de diplôme. Quoi qu’il en soit,
tous les élèves et les étudiants, indépendamment de leur milieu social, doivent payer l’école ou plutôt assurer son
entretien. En plus des fournitures scolaires (livres, cahiers), chaque année, ils doivent payer la rénovation des
bâtiments de l’établissement, le directeur ou la directrice en guise de remerciements, leurs enseignants à l’occasion
d’une fête nationale ou de leur anniversaire. Ces paiements sont perçus à la fois comme des cadeaux et des services
rendus pour pouvoir étudier.
Dans les campagnes, l’école n’est plus perçue comme une forme d’éducation en raison des contraintes économiques
des familles. L’enfant est devenu une force de travail et participe aux divers travaux domestiques et économiques:
conduire les bêtes vers des zones de pâturages ou arracher des fourrages pour les garçons; traire les vaches ou entretenir
l’étable pour les fillettes. D’autant plus que les enfants sont sollicités chaque année pour la cueillette du coton qui
commence au milieu du mois d’août et qui ne prend fin qu’en décembre. Cette corvée du coton, qui est obligatoire,
concerne tous les enfants, y compris ceux qui viennent du milieu urbain. Tous les ans, la rentrée scolaire en
Ouzbékistan et au Tadjikistan est retardée par la récolte du coton qui mobilise enfants, adolescents et étudiants
pour une longue période au cours de laquelie ils sont littéralement exploités en raison des hauts rendements exigés
par l’État.
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L’éducation n’est donc pas à la portée de tous et de nombreuses familles ont été contraintes de ne pas envoyer
leurs enfants à l’école faute d’argent. En milieu rural, les structures éducatives de type laïc font défaut et sont
natureliement remplacées par un autre type d’éducation, le religieux. Les jeunes inactifs, qui se sentent
abandonnés sur le plan social et moral, sont ainsi disponibles pour fréquenter les mosquées et les madrasas,\fn
{Les madrasas sont des écoles religeuses officielles qui peuvent être soit de niveau secondaire, soit de niveau supérieure. Entretian
personnel avec Shoazim Minavarov, president du Comité des affaires religieuses de l’Ouzbékistan, Tachkent, mars 2004 } ainsi que les
cellules clandestines des islamistes, en particulier celles du Hizb ut-Tahrir. Que cela soit en ville ou au village, la
crise du système éducatif de type laïc a incité de nombreux jeunes à fréquenter les mosquées et les cellules
clandestines religieuses qui sont devenues des lieux de rassemblement d’où il est permis de contester les failles du
système.\fn{The following summary of this article (of which summary that pertaining to the second part of the article is the part of the
article quoted above) was provided in English, French and Spanish: This study seeks to show how rural notables (including those who
identify with a fundamentalist form of Islam) have formed local networks, linked with other politically and economically based Islamic
religious organizations and non-governmental organizations operating domestically and abroad, to work to reduce poverty in their villa-ges
through a revival of traditional forms of Islamic solidarity. These efforts are redefining the social environment for an Islamic popula-tion
that feels abandoned by the state and faces increasing prospects of poverty. The emergence of these Islamic networks, which compete with
central governments to control their societies, is rooted in the authoritarian political regimes of post-Soviet Central Asia, where au thoritarianism is a characteristic of traditional societies in which the teacher-disciple relationship is still a prominent feature of the Islamic
mystique. ¶
The study, based on data from various field surveys conducted primarily during the summer of 2002 in three central Asian countries—
Uzbekistan, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan—covers three main topics. First is the issue of rural impoverishment, examined through the lens of
“families” in traditional Central Asian societies. Here, it is worth noting that the end of the Soviet system and the introduction of market
principles occurred in a troubled social and economic environment. Despite the socioeconomic crisis, the major international organizations
pressured the independent Central Asian states to transform their societies, a process that included land privatization. The crisis revealed the
vulnerability of rural households and of certain social groups, including young people, whose living conditions were deteriorating rather than
improving. This setting provided the essential prerequisites for the Islamic movement. During this period of socioeconomic change, the extendedfamily model prevalent in rural areas of Central Asia re-emerged—not out of a desire to revive tradition, but rather because this approach
provided the best key to survival. The “return” of polygamy in both rural and urban areas is perceived as a source of “revenue”, inas much as it
allows a divorced woman or a single mother to be provided for by an already married man. Also bearing on this situation is the privatization of
land, which has a direct effect on family structure and the management of household finances. At the same time, the size of rural households
makes the task of survival particularly challenging. It is against this background that one must view the inclination of some rural households to
seek refuge in Islam, an act that is less a demonstration of ideological conviction than an expression of dissatisfaction. ¶
Second, the study examines the dynamics by which the sense of exclusion felt by rural Islamic populations of Central Asia can impel
them to join the Islamic movement. It provides a typology of Central Asian Islam, dividing the religion into state Islam, non-traditional
Islam and radical Islam, with the latter divided, in turn, into a number of different movements, of which some, such as the Tajik Islamic
Renaissance Party, the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan and Hizb ut-Tahrir, are banned. The study goes on to consider the impact of Islam
on rural populations. This environment is conducive to the growth of the Islamic movement, given that the high degree of disorganization
in production and in the management of economic resources—a consequence of privatization policies that exist on paper only—is felt
directly. Islamic fundamentalists -particularly the clandestine Hizb ut-Tahrir militants, whose strong emergence coincided with the
weakening of the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan forces at the time of the American response in 2001—are quick to address the rural
population’s demands for divine justice. In doing so, however, they face competition from the mullahs, including the official mul lahs who
make up the core of the local notables and who, though not themselves adherents of a fundamentalist Islam, engage in a highly
conservative rhetoric. ¶
The third focus of the study concerns the activities of these different mullahs. They are organized in local networks, forming a true clan
culture in the sense of Ibn Khaldun (acabiyya). A number of these have had access to land as a result of their clientist networks. A brief
comparative examination of the status of land reform in the three countries shows that land has primarily been distributed to prominent figures
in the community, all heads of family, some of whom are also religious figures. With the exception of the notables, most do not manage to
participate in the market, due to severe constraints—such as the persisting interventionist role of the state in Uzbekistan and Tajikistan, and the struggle
to meet basic survival needs. It is clear that local political officials rely on the traditional social system to carry out the reforms dictated “from above”,
preferring to deal directly with those who hold power, such as the mullahs. These mullahs, who not so long ago were themselves farmers, have
developed ways of helping the poor—a strategy consistent with the spirit of the Islamic religion—most notably through various forms of charity, such
as zakat. In reality, however, they are merely exploiting the prevailing confusion and sense of injustice, offering up Islamic solidarity as a balm. These
disadvantaged Islamic populations, having benefited from the aid, willingly adopt the religious ideals being promoted, in what is perceived as an effort
to return the favor. In this way, aid to those most in need creates a relationship between the official mullahs and the leaders of the restructured
agricultural organizations (raïs). This phenomenon is illustrated by the cases of two rural Tajik localities (near Gharm and Hissar), which highlight the
complex political game in which religious figures and those who hold political and economic power confront one another in a struggle to control the
wealth of the state and the trust of the people.}\fn{Below: the state emblem of Uzbekistan}
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The Bibi-Khanum Mosque (built 1399-1404), Samarkand, Samarkand Region, Uzbekistan: two views. It
was Timur’s plan to assemble the entire male population of the Samarkand of his day in the space between
the two restored façades for Friday prayers.
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The Cathedral of the Assumption of the Virgin, Tashkent City, Uzbekistan. Below: The Church of the
Sacred Heart, Tashkent City, Uzbekistan

The Kukeldash Mosque, Tashkent, Uzbekistan. Below: the Hazrati-Imam Mosque, Tashkent
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The Kok Gumbaz Mosque, Shakhrisabz, Qashqadaryo Region, Uzbekistan ...
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A mosque in Antijan, Andijan Region, Uzbekistan

The inner courtyard of the Kalyan Mosque, part of the Po-i-Kalyan Complex in Bukhara, Bukhara Region,
Uzbekistan
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The Magoki-Attori Mosque, Bukhara, Bukhara Region, Uzbekistan

A mosque in Bukhara, Bukhara Region, Uzbekistan
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The Djuma Mosque, Khiva, Xorazm Region, Uzbekistan

The Chashma Complex, one of the most important centers of Islam in Nurata, Navoiy Region, including in
its domain the Juma, or Friday, Mosque
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The Khakim-at-Termezi complex near Termez, Surxondaryo Region, Uzbekistan

A mosque in Nukus, Karakalpakstan Autonomous Republic, Uzbekistan
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The Pir Siddique Mosque, Fergana, Fergana Region, Uzbekistan

A new mosque in the city of Jizzakh, Jizzakh Region, Uzbekistan..
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A small mosque to the right of the Bangabandhu National Stadium, Gulistan, Sirdarvo Region,
Uzbekistan

A mosque in Namangan, Namangan Region, Uzbekistan
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A mosque in Nurafshon, Tashkent Region, Uzbekistan
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